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AS

IS

BY THE EDITOR
Fifty

odd years hasn't done so badly

in getting

an

the world that fifty more will probabl};^ turn into

art into

THE

art,

but now^ after somewhat magnificent growth, one feels here
Its humble Pier Penny Peep Show beginage.
ning is still far too evident, and one sees that in a very short

is its critical

while the thing that people

now

go to see will have become

and standard, as the past tense in literature, harand representative conventions in painting.
Public was right enough FOR public when it began b}' saying
"Films are trash". They went on being trash, but more pompous trash, and the public took to them. It was all purely box
office stunts.
Art had nothing to do with it. That was all
perfectly alright.
I went myself solemnly at the age of nine
and watched stockades being burned by Indians in one reel,
and although I wasn't sold on what I had gone to look at, I
got the mesmerism of the thing, and something quite apart
from purely conscious felt, oh yes, this is right, this is apt.
tradition,

mony

in music,

This belongs.
5
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The thing was,

FIT

first

of

all,

medium developed

to get the

Box

so

meant that one
with
other film producers, and
film producer was competing
it was up to them to get in first on anything new, and watch
out, and borrow or purloin ideas, to develop and outshine

far as to be

for art.

office

stunts

with.

hand over fist for a number of years. And
But they had something to them all the
same. Something more than relaxation or dope, or a blurring
over of mind, I honestly feel that the people got in some dim
way the fact that here was something growing under their
They knew better piceyes, a sense of life and expectancy.
tures had been painted than anything of their own century,

They did

films

this

WERE awful.

better books written, better plays better acted, better music

Outworn mediums perhaps ? Well, the
going strong, and here was its channel,
here
mediums
was one with fewest limitations. They

better composed.
creative thing
of all

was

still

flocked to the cinemas, not because they particularly cared
for

somewhat atrocious domestic and wild west dramas, but

because of something to do with the old

'will to power'.

This

was new, and refreshed. Then the novelty w^ore off, and things
looked up a bit. Problems of lighting and photographic quality

gave art a bit of a

fillip.

How

bad, those over-lighted

and haloes round heroines
But it meant that
We said thank god when Germany
pulled a wry mouth at all of it and blacked out seven eighths

interiors

!

ideas were struggling.

of the arc lamps.

6

And

so

we looked

to

Germany with expec-
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And

tant eyes.

again our tails wagged.

again trash, but there was what

some

said.

moments
if

we

So much

called a quality.

of

it

was

Morbid,

We

said not a bit of it, REAL.
And there were
made us gulp more or less because we felt that
coiild be sustained we would forget to breathe.

that

that level

But it was only a glimpse here and there. The Germanic thing
was getting across though, curious details, watchfulness, harking on claustrophobia. We filed Germany for future reference
and peeped at Vienna. Here again was tripe. HolbAvood
was better. Itaty a shade worse. France tied up in knots
on problems of continuity. Wliile England trundled deplorably in wake, the only thing that could be said for
didn't seem to

mind being

a laughing stock.

it

that

it

Then we began

from Russia. We had got very sick of Russian novels
and Russian plays, and in spite of a recrudescence of Russian
influence in art and decoration, there was prejudice. But
Potemkin and Aelita put an end to that. Russia was getting
And Germany had done Jojdess
its finger on something.
Street, so back we bounced to the Germanic thing.
Hollywood
gave The Big Parade, Germany, Metropolis, England it seemed
was still being comic, and did Mons, while Italy, having done
Quo Vadis churned out the unspeakably atrocious Last Days
of Pompei.
France had finally somewhat ponderoush^
dished out Victor Hugo and ]\Iichel Strogoff, and some perfectly uninspired eighteenth centurj^ films more authentic
but less suave than HoU^^ood attempts at the same thing.
However it had evolved the best colour process and was hard
at work with experimental stuff.
to hear

7
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very roughly, where we have arrived a fifty
good and bad, the time has come to know what
it is all about and where it is leading and what one is to expect.
Perplexities, debates, arguments.
Cinematography has stuck
itself in front of the artist, and the artist wants to work his
all this is

;

fifty pull of

medium

He

straight.

His conflict

is

with the business manager.

wants HIS medium straight. The thing one sees in
is compromise, and the beginning of a problem.
i.\s usual there are ways and means, which we will talk about
later.
I w^ant first of all to cavil a bit in a general way and
work in a bit of analysis and criticism.
All this big talk, for instance about an English film re\ivaL
It is no good pretending one has anj- feeling of hope about it.
At best it may, IF anything does eventually come of it, as
one rather doubts, achieve a sort of penny in the slot success
for those who are venturesome enough to back it.
And I
don't want particularly to be hard on England. Simply as
one sees it, the sort of thing England is about to begin trjing
is the sort of thing Hollywood will have to be about to discard
England is going
if the popularity of the cinema is to remain.
to start, not with any new angle, not with any experiment, to
go on trundling in wake, not deplorably perhaps, one hopes
efficiently, but with a complete acceptance of the film convenThe truth is that the average attitude of England
tion as is.
and the English to art is so wholly nonchalant and clownish
that it is quite useless to expect any art to indigenouslj' flower
Isolated instances may here and there crop up, but
there.
REALLY the Englishman can only be roused to enthusiasm
also

consequence

8
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on the football field. A cup final will evoke tens of thousands
of whooping maniacs.
One doesn't mind that, but in the
face of it one does ask W HY attempt art ?
The preference
between the two is so undisputable. One can see that the
English revival will be exactly along old

And unhappily

going to imitate.

ther the weltgeist quality of the

lines.

They

are

the English thing has nei-

German nor

the exactness of

the American, both of which are fundamentally nationaL
I haven't found out quite what the English qualitj^ is, but
having seen all its principal films I hesitate to try to name it.
After all, what CAN you expect ? England cannot even
turn out a pepful magazine. Take any weekly, and you get

mean, that hugely sterile flimflam, decorously
and expensively printed on best quality art paper, and an
attitude of really awfully indecent arrogance, especially toward
anything new or progressive or intelligent.
None the less, England IS going ahead on this revival, and

the sort of thing

that

its sole

and not

film

I

purpose

is

ART,

no

is

commercial, and the

—that

is,

what

is

the revival of the film
sin at

mob
real.

all,

INDUSTRY^

because really good art IS

has a curious nose for what

We

is

good,

know^ that an announcement

movie theatre will chill the hardiest
and what a pity. Why ?
After all, here is England with certain excellent, not to say
unsurpassed qualifications for commercial adroitness, in some
of its phases, admirable achievement.
Turn to films and you
get muck.
The reason is clear. Where England is efficient
you will find there SPECIALISTS. A hard technical train'British Film' outside a

away from

its

door,

9
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ing,

and long experience back

of

it.

I

don't say you won't

find specialists in the film industry, at least one expects to

do happen to know that any
specialists there may have been have probably been living on
the dole while the butcher and baker and candlestick maker
solemnly were taking matters into their own hands, and mak-

now

in the face of things, but I

ing sort of town hall tableaux in a local church bazaar, borrow-

ing sometimes London's worst and ugliest actors to draw the
crowd.

And, oh

hell,

haven't you heard enough of that wretched

how can it be
expected to stand up to America where there is so much money.'
What rot. One hundred pounds will make a film as
noble as anything you can wish to see. Money is no excuse.

alms-begging attitude, 'Poor

little

England,

any excuse for trying to put over rotten work on
The public isn't a pack of fools. Narrow and
illiterate very often, but there are distinct limits beyond w^hich
one cannot descend, just as, there are distinct limits beyond
which one cannot AScend if one is out to grab its attention.
You cannot trick and cheat your way into its favour. That
is what the various butchers, bakers, etc would not learn, and
what one feels, more in sorrow than in anger, the industry as
a whole has yet to learn before it has a dog's chance. Actually,
as things are, no new country can expect to build up an indusMediocrit}^ has been so utterly perfected in
try on old lines.
Hollywood mediocrity even flashed across, now and then,
Nothing

is

the public.

with greatness, that it is rather silly to butt in there. Germany has its quality, so has France, Russia might have too.
10
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only the Soviet administration has clapped a dog-collar on

The
it 'Slave to Soviet approval'.
England a quality ? I am rather afraid the
English thing is barren, mind and super-mind and the dimensions (the only things which make for greatness) being so
chances, and tagged

its

point

HAS

is

taboo.

Oh,

it's

them well, but

a mess.

And

yet one so sincerely wishes

there just doesn't seem anything to say.

ing their films compulsory would be alright

if

Mak-

they had some-

thing to show for them, but unless they scour and ransack and

snap right up in every branch,

it

will

mean only

a needless

loss for theatres that after all, are usually sufficently discern-

ing to choose what they feel will bring in money.

Anyhow,

va bene.
H«

Laurels go to Germany.

*

*

I like

the

German system

quite

I like the women it finds, usually to pass on to
an inglorious fame at Hollywood, Greta Garbo, snow and ice
and lovely clarity in Joyless Street, Camilla Horn, of Faust,
white and terribly young, one felt in spite of everything, quite
beyond the medaeval savagery piled with Germanic care of
detail upon her, somehow by her loveliness, immune from it.
Then Brigette Helm of Metropolis, again so slender and young,

frequently.

so

DIFFERENT. And what a tour de force her ecstatic robot
And then back to Nju. The mothlike swiftness and

life

!

slumberous slowness of Elisabeth Bergner.
freshness

It is this,

the

new young people, someone different that gives
here.
The anti-foreign movement in Hollywood

finding out of

CLOSE UP
may

stop or at any rate considerably check this migration,

which was so very good for art, keeping things moving all the
new talent, new modes, new waj^s.
Do 3^011 remember GREED ? Here Yon Stroheim carried
the German mind to America, w4th the result no American

time,

could bear to look at
so
of

it.

Often banal, always

drearj-, it

was

much more than a play, it was life, an amazing quality
And what cjTiicism. Those dreadful beds with
realism.

brass knobs, tramis seen though upstair

way and that over

crossings, a

windows

common

street,

human thing going on outside,
mean little interiors with cheap

rattling this

always some

grimy, daily

carts, a funeral

procession,

curtains across

cheap doors, lives pecking and picking like hungr\^ sparrows,
awfully aware of turmoil and cross purposes. Repressed
unhappy people, awful families doing what a\\:ful families do,

bank

rmny

holidaj^ picnics in the suburbs, ceremonial visits, too
ill

trained children j'Owling and quarrelling and being

Hurdy gurdy

One recognised everv^thing,
every^thing was as everj^thing is.
And it was epic, and failed
Then von Stroheim with the same grand cjmicism
dismally.
tossed down the Merry Widow in all its clammy ej^ewash.
And of course it was the grand success it deserved to be. I
mean because it was the snub of the artist reser\dng his pearls
slapped.

music.

from swine.
Another of the films that impressed me most was Xju. Here
Jannings was not only possible but downright good. It is
true in Variete and Faust and Xero he made one ill, but here
he was the artist, padding humbty, married. An uncouth.
12
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person out of an

A

office,

simple and bovine and very

much

in

The young wife
young man. Things are found out, there is
and she leaves. The slick young
a grand scene (how grand
man turns her down. She jumps into the river. The husband is seen following in wake of feet that too obviously
The slick young man is seen standing about in the
mince
empty room where the wife had sheltered. An old woman
sweeps the floors, ignoring him, sweeps round where he is
Presently he goes quite simply out. The old
standing.
woman turns, goes on sweeping. That is all. But except
for some wretched and unnecessary moments where the usual
child is lugged in as the usual mediator, and hugged in the
usual way by the usual bereaved father, there was a marvelVeidt as the lover, oddly sinister,
lous power to the story^
doing hardly anything. The young wife, very aware, currents
beating in the air. Something in the way they stood in rooms,
love.

dreadful shilling-shocker story.

falls for the slick

)

!

!

measuring one another, the suggestion of interplay of

A

muffled nuances.

sense of fatality all the time,

wills, of

Nju should

not have made that chilly plunge. She should have been
left, perhaps walking in a wet street with leaves, facing her
problem. It would have given more intensity to the moment

when Veidt stood in the empty room. It is always so much
more poignant that things are going on, than that they have
ended.

In

many

ways, perhaps this
It was chronicle not

is

the best film that has

yet been done.
fiction.
The child, as I
have said, was a mistake, the only stunted note of pathos.
For the rest, the story was told without blur or sentiment13
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no deliberate pulling at heart strings, one was left to
watch, one saw each pitiful side of the question as one does.
ality,

*

*

But
glish.

Nju might not

films like this are rare.
I

saw

it

in

Vienna

*

this spring, four years old,

to visit the theatre twice before there

Too

was a

En-

and had

seat.

rare.

the same language

Griffith

when we both say

with the amateur.

frightfulty right in

W.

D.

It is just possible that

lies

please the

I

some

and

mj'self are talking

the hope of the cinema

don't imagine

we

are.

Griffith is

things, but quite undistinguished.

Occasionally a transcendental

effect, ver\'

sort of offering to sheer mind.

Griffith,

well done, but no

however, has been

quoted in connection with amateur movie competitions in a
very excellent movie paper, but one not dealing with uplift

!

So we can more or less discount it, since amateurs with an
eye to competition in that paper wdll again do sub-HoUpvood
stuff,

and the best imitation gets the prize.
it is always a bad incentive, this business

Besides,

Since

it

sells

cameras,

it

of prizes.

brings a different appreciation of

sheer photographic effects,

it

brings one

up against

totalh^

unforeseen difficulties of technique, and sets the ball of individual effort rolling, but

out of the best.

Again

it

it is

means

in the long

the competent

will set the pace.
It

14

has to be the film for the film's sake.

run the ruling

commonplace that
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H«

*

want to arrange that people making films, and experimenting in all sorts of ways shall be able to see what others
Which means public showing,
are doing in the same way.
But it is not possible quite
in Paris and London, one hopes.
yet to arrange this, not until the rapport is established and
people coming forward with filmxS and suggestions. A great
I hope that
deal depends upon this rapport, or support.
I

people enthusiastic over the idea will write, because

it

seems

to me, the thing to do would be to form some sort of society,
with definite plans about performances at fixed dates, each

chosen film to go the rounds in Paris, London, Berlin,

York, Vienna.

begin, not too far ahead, with something of the sort.

going to chew

it

New

This will take time, but one does hope to
I

am

month write
Somehow something

over during the month, and next

more fully, as now space is limited.
must be done to give films their due.

The first two numbers of Close Up will deal with the film
problem as a whole. After that we propose in each issue to
deal with special conditions in Europe and the States with
numbers on the Negro attitude and problem and on the Far
East in their relation to the cinema.

Kenneth Macpherson.
15
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THE WAR FROM THREE ANGLES
THE BIG PARADE. MONS. THE EMDEN.
was inevitable perhaps that the first authentic comment
War should come from America. Not being so
on
thoroughly involved as Europe it was possible for individual
criticism to break through earlier than on this side of the
Atlantic. England for instance has never had its "Enormous
Room" it's "Three Soldiers". But then both here and in
Germany, the whole nation was involved and during a grim
period of years. There was not the hysterical wave of warfever, with its rush and chaos and resultant swift subsidence,
that there was in the States with its months as against
It

the

;

years

—

—

of actual fighting.

—

—

caught in it had a chance of
imagine
hard
to
an Englishman or a German
survival.
surviving with enough strength to protest artistically afterwards. Those that came through were too bored v/ith the
unending monotony or too broken with the tyranny any army
must impose on the human mind, to be able to create of it
Therefore the individual
It is

literature or pictures.

All the protest that one recalls, therefore, seems American.

Cummings, Dos Passos,
a play.

i6

in writing.

Stallings in pictures

and

CLOSE UP

A mild interest in what America would make of the war
took one first to "The Big Parade." Subsequently I saw it
five more times in London, once in a slightly different
version, abroad.

—

The first impression was of courage hov/ had they dared
put across in a picture meant for multitudes... so much scorn
of war, so

much

stripping of

what people

in general like to

regard as heroism... the reckless unthinking plunge into an

army, the actual dirt and horror and tyranny behind

all

warfare.

After seeing the picture seven times, the
rem.ains that the greatness of

first

"The Big Parade"

impression
v/as in the

early opening scenes, the sweeping of everyone into som.ething

that thej/ did not clearly understand, the enlistment through
sheer mass hypnotism, the unthinking but definite cruelty of

many women

seeing

war

as

romance instead

of reality

—the

best lesson to those with eyes to read of the necessity of real

education of people, instead of a standard fitting of a few facts

thought to hundreds of schoolchildren.
Beyond this there was the clear photography, the authentic
feel of the film, the extraordinary impression of the rush of

and no

real

lorries, the

much

queer terror of the woods.

It

was amazing how

fear could be suggested in the m_ere continuous pace of

movement.
I felt in

lorries

the English version that the transition from the

rushing up the French cobbles to the plunge into the

woods was almost too abrupt. In the French version the
journey up was longer, and there was more of the fight in the
17
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On the other hand, there was an extremely stupid
and sentimental episode added at the end, of Jim's return to
the farm wounded, which considerably detracted from the
forest.

authentic atmosphere of the picture.

how

It is curious to

surmise

the film could be so well cut and so badly cut at the same

time.

The French version had however a

f ew^ metres of a ra /ing
shocked soldier in the hospital scene which fitted into
the epic picture, but was presumably judged too realistic for

shell

English eyes.

As for the rubbish circulated in England that "The Big
Parade" showed how Am^erica won the war, did we, in any of
our English war films, shov/ the Americans, the Belgians, the
French, the Serbians and Russians, marching to victory beside
us ? It was comment of a particularly stupid and himiiliating kind, quite unworth}'^ of the tradition of an English sense
of justice.

was not hopeful about "Mons" because miy experience of
But I w^ent prepared to admire at least an attempt at a good picture. I thought
even that as it was historical reconstruction, a sort of docuI

English films had not been encouraging.

ment, we should have achieved a possibly ponderous, but correct
transcription of the earl)^' days of the war, photographed
with a dull but scientific accuracy similar to the scientific
films in which English photogiaphy has achieved a reputa-

But it was disappointing from every point of view.
It was so badly photographed.
And there is no excuse
Half of " Mons" was blurred and out of
for bad photography.

tion.

i8
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Even the indoor

focus.

shots which depend on artificial

and not on outdoor conditions had a blurred, edged, indequality which manj^ amateurs using a little ten guinea
camera would disdain. It was stated that most of the outside shots were taken in Northern France where the light is
excellent in summer and besides, with modem photographic
equipment and film, much better results can be achieved even
in the English climate, than one would imagine seeing only
English commercial films. But beyond the photography was

light

finite

the film

itself

—

full of

the kind of sentimentality that miakes

one shudder, a sentimentality that HoUy^vood even would
not dare offer to a Middle Western audience... mixture of a
Victorian tract for children and a cheap serial in the sort of

magazines one finds discarded on a beach.

main incidents of the film showed two wounded
They fight off a section of German cavalsoldiers in a bam.
ry this, though improbable (as suggested by the film) and
badly photographed, might pass. The Germans then set fire
After sniffing and
to the straw at the entrance to the barn.
talking and joking through yards of close ups, it occurs to the
soldiers (who if they had had any kind of training would not
have gone to sleep in the straw the moment the\^ had shot
down a couple of Germans and realized more might be outside)
Verj^ slowly they drag each other
that they had better move.
down the stairs. The straw sends out conveniently a flicker
of light smoke.
The Germans, grouped as in an early Mcto-

One

of the

—

rian picture of a parade, v/ait outside to shoot the

emerge.

At the exact moment

—

men

as they

like a child playing

nine-

19
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pins— an English battery sends a shot into the precise middle
The straw flames
of the Uhlans who gallop in terror away.
with the barn. The soldiers topple out, saved. This may
have been a true story. The point is, that as it was photographed,

it

gave the impression of a caricature and sent not

only myself, but a couple of ex-soldiers sitting behind me, into
shouts of laughter.

wounded men

Worse was

to follow.

The same two

trailed after the army, one wheeling the other

in a wheelbarrow.

They can go no further. The Germans
Impressive moment. At the instant

are just behind them.

they abandon hope, a detachment of English soldiers see
them and rush back to help. But the man who with the Ger-

mans behind him, had not been able to move a step further,
the moment that fresh unwounded soldiers, come to his aid,
waves them off to chase along the road, wheeling his friend, as
The whole
if it were a comic race in some military sports.
incident was preposterous and unpleasant. Not in itself, but
In several
in the way it was photographed and handled.
was quite impossible to distinguish English
from Germans, so vaguely was the scene lit. There was no
The whole theme was "we
central idea back of the picture.
English
picture,
therefore be good to
are English making an
other scenes

us".

And

it

that will not

make

either a commercial or an artis-

tic success of British films.

"The Emden",
a

a

German film seen abroad, was very nearly
make an epic out of the very limited

successful attempt to

photographic material of a cruiser. Life at sea during war,
the sinking of ships, a naval battle, restrict the photographer

20
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to a repetition of effects far
director too, seemed not to

story or to trust to

more than war on

know whether

"The Emden"

itself,

to drag in

dashing from captured

Again the

ship to ship towaxds its eventual fate.

was the

The
a weak

land.

first

part

best, the feeling of suspense before the declaration

machinery blurring into the excitement and again
the suspense of the sailors, the swift leaving of the ship from
the Eastern harbour out to open sea.
One cannot help feeling a sudden curious personal sensation
of shock as the first English boat is captured and the captured
of war, the

sailors give

away

secret of the

But the

(not thinking thej^ are being watched) the

convoy following them on

their course.

battle at the end, very realistic, the broken m.achi-

up too heavy and
retain a sharp enough

nery, corpses, fragments of bodies, builds

monotonous a picture

mind to
Somewhere about the fourth

for the

impression of tragedy.

reel

from sheer repetition, the brain stopped recording. There
was the heavy growling weight of resentment and despair
behind

it,

not the constructive criticism of those early bits

war is a foolishness made by mobshown in Switzerland howe"\'^er may
have been edited for possible English eyes it was advertised
as showing "the heroism of English and German sailors"
It would be interesting to see it again in Germany, as some
sections seemed so obviously and crudeh' cut.
I regret that I have not had opportunitj^ so far to see " Roses
of Picardy" and "What Price Glory" though both in their jliterary form are familiar. I should like something to take away
of

"The Big Parade",

hysteria.

The

that

film as

—

!

21
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the

memory

of

"Mons".

praise a film just because

For
it is

it

would be

so

much

English, but that

is

easier to

not the way

to re-establish the industry on any kind of commercial or
intellectual basis.

Perhaps in time we shall make a film that combines the susEmden" with the swiftness and claritj^ of " The

pense of "The

Big Parade", and without the concession to sentimentality^ and
supposed crowd-desire, that crop up here and there in both
these films. But this will not be until we have intelligent
directors, camera men trained to use their equipment as the
German and American photographer is trained, and until the
idea is scrapped as utterly as worn-out machinery, that a film,
because it is "English" must be praised.

Bryher.

THE CINEMA AND THE CLASSICS
I

BEAUTY
I

suppose we might begin rhetorically by asking, what

cinema, what are the classics
lieve

22
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For

I don't in

my

is

the

heart be-

one out of ten of us high-brow intellectuals, Golders
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Greenites,
a,bout

Chautauqua

lecturers,

Cinema.

Classics.

either.

knows the least little
The word cinema

movies) would bring to nine out of ten of us

a

memory

bit
(or

of

crowds and crowds and saccharine music and longdrawn
out embraces and the artificially enhanced thud-offs of galloping bronchoes. What would be our word-reaction to Classics

?

ma =

What

Cinema

to

?

Take Cinema

to begin with, (cine-

movies), boredom, tedium, suffocation, pink lemxOnade,

saw-dust even

old reactions connected with cheap circuses,

;

illiteracy and more crow^ds
and (if "we" the editorial "us" is an
American) peanut shells and grit and perhaps a sudden colDanger somewhere anyhow.
lapse of jerry-built scaffoldings.
Danger to the physical safety, danger to the moral safety, a

crowds and crowds and crowds and

and

breathless suffocation

shivering

away

when "politics" or "graft" is mentioned, a
must be accepted (like the pre-cinema days

as

great thing that

with abashed guilt, sneaked to at least intellectually.
cinema
or the movies is to the vast horde of the fair-toThe
middling intellectuals, a Juggernaught crushing out mind and
perception in one vast orgy of the senses.
So much for the cinema. (Our "classic" word-reaction
I speak here, when I w^ould
will comie along in due course.)
circus)

appear ironical, of the fair-to-middling intellectual, not of the
fortunately vast-increasing, valiant,

army of the advance
whose hands merci-

little

guard or the franc-tireur of the arts, in
fully since the days of the stone- writers, the arts really rested.
The little leaven. But the leaven, turning in the lump, sometimes takes

it

into its microscopic

mind

to

wonder what the
23
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lump is about and why can't the lump, for its own good, for
its own happiness, for its own (to use the word goodness in
its

Hellenic sense) beauty, be leavened just a

The

leaven, regarding the lump,

lump's point of view, for
ignores

it,

all

the

is

little

quicker

?

sometimes curious as to the

lump

itself

so grandiloquently

And so with me or editoWedged securely in the lump
snifhngly above it), we want to

the microscopic leaven.

rially "us" at just this

moment.

(we won't class ourselves as
prod our little microbe way into its understanding. Thereby
having the thrill of our lives, getting an immense kick out of
trjdng to see what

it is

up

to,

what

I

am up

against,

what we

have to deal with.
The movies, the cinema,
First as I say, amazing prejudice.
the pictures. Prejudice has sprouted, a rank weed, where
In other words, films that
the growth of wheat is thickest.
blossom here in Europe (perhaps a frail, little, appreciated
all,

franc-tireurs,

and grafted in x\merica into a more
Take" Vaudeville", for example,
a film that I didn't particularly revel in, yet must appreciate
Zolaesque realism which succeeded admirably in its medium;
was stripped (by this gigantic Cyclops, the American Censor,
of its one bloom.
The stem is valuable, is transplanted, but
flower) are swiftly cut

sturdy, respectable rootstock.

,

the

spirit,

the flower so to speak of "Vaudeville", (we called it

here "Variete" the thing holding

happens) Zolaesque sinceritj^
or in

some cases an

is

its

created centre,
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reel

artist or a producer, is carefully gelded be-

fore being given free run of the public.

public.

its (as it

carefully abstracted.

The lump heaving under

its

This

is

no fault

of the

own lumpishness

is
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perforce content,

mechanical

is

perforce ignorant,

efficiency,

tic appliances,

that

is

perforce so sated with

with whir and thud of various hypnodoesn't

it

know what

is

it

missing.

The lump doesn't know^ that it has been deprived of beauty,
of the flower of some production or of the fine flower of some
producer's wit and inspiration. The lump is hypnotized by
the thud-thud of constant repetition until
like the African tribesman, that the

cine man's formula

man

for

effigies)

some

thump-thump

totem.

flat-faced

the

consciousness

that

it

or

becoming h5^pnotized,
it

is

almost

Am^erica accepts

crowd wants totems, but
have so long been imposed on him, on

he or

of its

medi-

the only formula, that his medicine

neighbouring

only

the

because

is

begins to believe,

the only medicine man, that his god, his totem

is

(save

is

it

him

or

the

in danger of

or the race consciousness

is

so

is

similiar

totems,

not

because totems
it,

race

on the race
consciousness

some race fixation
doped by mechanical
;

and saccharine dramatic mediocrity that he or it
doesn't in the least know, in fact would be incapable (if he
did know) of saying what he does want.
He learns that there is a new European importation for
instance of a "star" this importation being thudded into his
senses for some months beforehand, his mind is made up for
efficiency

-

;

him

;

she

is

beautiful.

We

take that for granted.

There

I

and the lump are in this at one. The lump
wants beauty or this totem of beauty would not be set
up by its astute leaders. Beauty. She is beautiful. This
time "she" is a northern girl, a "nordic", another word thej^
agree, the leaven

really
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A Nordic beauty has been

fall for.

acclaimed and we

all

want

it was my privilege
I am grateful
that I, for
saw this grave, sweet creature before America claimed
her.
I saw her, as I see most of my pictures, more or less by
accident.
At least the divine Chance or classic Fortune that
more or less guides all of us, led me one day to worship. I,
like the Lump, am drawn by this slogan, "Beauty", though
this particular enchantress was not particularh; head-lined
on the provincial bill-boards. In fact, the whole cast was
modestly set forth in small type along with the producer and
I thought "well it looks harmless anyhow" and it was raining
and so in Montreux, Switzerland, I happened (as it happened)

to see her.

(

)

one,

to see

my

am

I

first real

revelation of the real art of the cinema.

led a little afield in trying to realize in retrospect the

vast deflowering that took place in at least one rare
I

dare say

it is

a

common

artist.

occurrance but in this particular

saw "Jo^dess Street" ("Die
Freudlose Gasse") in Montreux, some two or three years ago
when it was first "released" from Germany to take its tottering
frail way Ptcross Europe towards Paris, where it was halfheartedly received, to London, where it was privately viewed

case particularly devastating.

by

I

screen enthusiasts, only last winter, at one of those admira-

Sunday afternoon performances of the London Film SocieIn the meantime, I had seen Greta Garbo, deflowered,
ty.
deracinated, devitalized, more than that, actively and acuteh^
distorted by an odd unbelievable parody of life, of beauty,

ble

we were
ago

26
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at the Capitol

about a year
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Greta Garbo in Montreux, Switzerland, trailing with

frail,

through perhaps the most a.stonishingly conhave ever seen (''Joyless Street") could
not be, but by some fluke of evil magic, the same creature I
saw, with sewed-in, black lashes, with waist-lined, svelte, obvery young

feet

sistently lovely film I

vious contours, with gowns and gowns,

some anachronism)

trailing

on the

all of

floor,

them almost (by

with black-dj'ed wig,

obscuring her own nordic nimbus, in the later a" Torrent".
Censor, this magnificent ogre,

had seen

fit

The

to devitalize this

Nordic flower, to graft upon the stem of a living, wild camellia
(if we may be fanciful for a moment) the most blatant of obvious, crepe, tissue-paper orchids. A beauty, itis evident, from
the Totem's stand-point, must be a vamp, an evil woman, and
an evil woman, in spite of all or any observation to the contrary, must be black-eyed, must be dark even if it is a nordic
ice-flower and Lya de Puttiesque.
Beauty is v^hat the Lump
and the Leaven alike demand. So "beauty, here it is," says
the Ogre. The Ogre knows that the world will not be sustained, will not exist without that classic, ancient Beauty.
Beauty
and Goodness, I must again reiterate, to the Greek, meant one
thing.
To Kalon, the beautiful, the good. Kalon, the
mob must, in spite of its highbrow detractors, have. The
Ogre knows enough to know that. But he paints the lily,
offers a Nice-carnival, frilled, tissue-paper rose in place of

a

wild-briar.

Beauty was made to endure, in men, in flowers, in hearts,
in spirits, in minds. That flame, in spite of the highbrow
detractors, exists at the very centre, the very heart of the
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multitude.
it

It is

the business of the Ogre, the Censor, to offer

a serpent for an egg, a stone for bread.

every sincere intellectual to

work

It is the

duty of

for the better understand-

ing of the cinema, for the clearing of the groimd, for the res-

from

hide-bound convention.
Perseus, in other words, and the chained Virgin.
vSaint George
Anyhow it is up to us,
in other words, and the Totem dragon.
cuing of this superb

art,

its

as quickly as we can, to rescue this captured Innocent (for the
moment embodied in this Greta Garbo) taking frail and tor-

tuous veils of light and shadow, wandering in photogenetic
guise that Leonardo

radiantly acclaimed.

a clue, a

and
any

new

this is

and Tintoretto
first saw her, gave me

would have marvelled
Greta Garbo, as

I

at

and a new sense of elation. This is beauty,
a beautiful and young wom.an not exaggerated in
angle,

particular, stepping, frail yet secure across a

wasted

Post-war Vienna really wrung our hearts that time

city.
;

the

cheap, later clap-trap of starving stage Vienna had not yet
blighted and blunted our sense of proportion and reality.

Be-

was unfolded, like some blighted flower,
some modernized epic of Troy town is dovm, like some
mournful and pitiful Babylon is fallen, is fallen. The true
note was struck, the first post-war touch of authentic pathos,

fore our eyes, the city
like

not over-done, not over-exaggerated, a net of finely spun tragedy, pathos so fine and so intolerable that after all, we can't

wonder that the flagrant, Paiisian, commercial "buj^ers" must
disdain it. London could not (being governed also b\^ a brother to our American Cyclops) allow this performance to be
broadcast. War and Vvar and war. Helen who ruined Troy
28
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seems to have taken shape, but this time it is Troy by some
Little
fantastic readjustment who is about to ruin Helen.
Miss Garbo (I think of her as little I believe from the columns
of "gossip" I read dished up in various Hollywood camera
news productions that "Greta Garbo is taller than John Gil;

bert", a thing they

many

seem in some subtle way to have, among

other things, against her) brought into her performance

of the professor's elder, little daughterin" Jojdess Street", some-

thing of the quality that I can't for the life of

than

classic.

As long

as beauty

is classic,

me label

otherwise

so long beauty on

the screen, presented with candour and true acumen,

take

iti» place

and of antiquity.
For there is no getting over
ble fact.

must

with the greatest master-pieces of the renaissance

Beaut}^ as

it

this astonishing

and indubita-

has existed in pre-Periclean Athens,

in the islands of the Cyclades, in the temple of Karnak, in the

Simone Martini and the etchings of Albrecht Diirer
still does wander veiled as with dawn,
still does wait for a renaissance to hail her.
Miss Garbo is a
symbol, was, I should say, a s^mibol as I saw her in " Joyless
Street".
She ma}/ again become some such glorified embodiment as flung itself in its youth and its strange, statuesque
abandonment across the wretched divan of Madame whatever-was-her-name's evil house. Beauty, the youth and charm,
by just a fluke, wasn't tarnished in that atmosphere. The
odd thing was that this story of poverty and fervid business
speculation and the lady of the world and her lovers and her
pearls and the young financier and their meeting in this illfrescoes of

still

does find expression,
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flavoured establishment and the secret murder, wasn't com-

monplace, wasn't
tones of subtlety.

partook
Tragedy rang

trivial,

of the

most

etherial over-

like little bells, fain.' bells

Tragedy didn't dare, those days, to stalk openly in
Not in Europe, not in London or Paris or
Vienna. Murder and pearls and speculation seemed perilouslv a
Tragedy was a muse whose glor^' was
part of life in those days.
for the moment over-shadowed with an almost mystical, hardly to be expressed quality that one might possibly define
Beaut}' and the warrior were at rest.
as pathos.
For the
rest of us in London and Paris and Vienna, there was something different, something too subtle to be called disinte^ation
or dissociation, but a state in which the soul and body didn't
seem on good tenns. Hardly on speaking terms. So it is
that this fine little Greta Garbo with her youth, her purity,
her straight brows and her unqualifi.ed distinction found a role
She had, it is true, appeared, I am. told, creditably
to fi-t her.
it was my good fortune to m.eet her first in
in other films
"
this Jojdess Street" or, asitwasbilledin our lake Geneva smallto\ra, "La Petite Rue Sans Joie".
The theatre, I need hardly
say, was half empty.
The periomiance began with a street
(will I ever forget it) and the sombre plodding limp of a onealmost.

its

ornate purple.

;

legged, old ruffian.

Xo

appeal to pity, to beaut}', the distin-

guished mind that conceived this opening said simply, this

no

no pathos, no glamour. Just along,
Freudian, tunnel-like, dark street. Nothing within sight,
nothing to dream of or ponder on but. the butcher's shop with

is it,

this is us,

glory,

.

its
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Life

is

getting something to eat said the presenter of this

Rue Sans Joie". Getting it somehow, anyhow. Beauty
must come to me, says La Petite Rue Sans Joie and one
another through sheer boredom with starvation, the

Petite
itself

after

"girls" of the neighbourhood, the banal, the merely pretty,

drawn
For in the little street
even the butcher's for gaiety and

the sometimes ambitious, and the sheerly slovenly are

within the portals of la Petite Rue.
there

is

a shop that rivals

distraction.

It is

neatly disguised, yet thinly.

Clothes are

bought and sold by a certain suave Madame (the performance
of this entrepreneuse whose name I have forgotten, was amazing)

and the

utterly

little

destitute,

bigger of the
brilliant,

little

daughters of the proud,

youngish, middle-aged professor

from time to time discreetly to its portal. Madame
suave, so kind (will I ever forget the subtlety of her
that suggested shadow of a mustache across her sly
upper lip) one day offers the little Mademoiselle a fur coat
to wear home, she needn't paj^ for it yet, just wear it and keep
warm, things are so hard, madame is so suave, so genuinely
sympathetic. The little lady loses her job through the insidious gift. A fur coat. Everyone knows what that means in
post-war Vienna. The Manager of the office is pleased, didn't
know this wild-flower was a game one. He summons her,
offers a rise in salary, the usual denoument, of course, she being
La Petite Rue Sans Joie seems
she, can't possibly accept it.
perilously near to swallowing our Beauty.
Helen walking
scatheless among execrating warriors, the plague, distress, and
famine is in this child's icy, mermaid-like integrity. Her purity

strolls

who is so
make up,
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shines like an enchanter's crown.

pen to

her, 3^et

known them

do we

?

We know nothing can hap-

Things happen, we ourselves have

to happen.., one bj^ one, our audience (already

meagre) has risen, has blatantly stamped downstairs. I hear
filthy
words, whispers, English. "A thing like this

no one but a foreigner would dare present it." La Petite Rue
Sans Joie was a real, little street. It was a little war-street, a
little,

post-war

street,

therefore our little picture palace in

our comparatively* broad-minded Lake Geneva town,
People won't, they dare not face realitj^

is

emptj'.

.

And beauty, among other things, is reality, and beaut}' once
many hundred years, raises a wan head, suddenb/ decides

in so

to avenge itself for all the slights that

it

has negligently accept-

sometimes through weariness, sometimes through sheer
omnipotence, sometimes through cjmicism or through boredom. Simonetta, the famous Medician Venus (though I don't
care for her), one and one and one, all stand a.s vritnesses that
once in so often, beauty herself, Helen above Troy, rises triumphant and denounces the world for a season and then retires,
spins a little web of illusion and shuffles off to forget men and
Well beauty has been slurred
their stale formulas of existence.
over and laughed at and forgotten. But Helen of Troy didn't
always sta}^ at home with ]\Ienelaus. Beautj' has been recognised and for that reason (as the world will not face realitj'
and the ogre, the Censor, this Polyphemus knows well enough
that beauty is a danger), ]\Iiss Garbo has been trained, and that
with astonishing efficiencj^ to sway fon.vard and backward
in long skirts with pseudo-Lillian Gish affectation, to pose with
ed,
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a distinct, parrot-like

flare for

the Gloria Swansonesque.

Her

wigs, her eye-lashes haveallbut eclipsed our mermaid's straight

magic quality of almost clairvoyant intensity.
She simpers. Something has been imposed, a blatant, tinsel
and paper- flowers and paste-jewel exterior, yet it doesn't
quite dominate this nordic ice-flower. Beauty brings a curse,
a blessing, a responsibility. Is that why your Ogre, the Censor,
is so intent on disguising it, on dishing it up as vamp charm,
stare, her odd,

as

stale,

est

?

takes

Nice-carnival beauty-as-we-get-it-in-a-beauty-cont-

Greta Ga.rbo remains Greta Garbo.
it

into her stupid, magic head to rise

have so defamed

her.

Anyhow

Let us hope she

and rend those who

for the present, let us be

thankful that she, momentarily at least, touched the screen
with her purity and glamour. The screen has been touched

by beauty, and the screen, in spiteof all the totems, must finally
respond, Polyphemus of our latest daj^ to the mermaid enchantment.

H. D.

NEXT MONTH
OSBERT

SITWELL.

ANDRE

:

—

HAVELOCK

ELLIS.

GIDE.

DOROTHY RICHARDSON.

H.

D.
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CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE
.... So

or

I

gave up going to the theatre.

two who

good

possessed themselves

Yet

upon the

acting, especially of character parts

been on

my knees

;

I

had seen one
and much

stage

but

The one

I

have never

or two

I saw-

again and again, enduring for their sakes those others,

many

of

them

clever, all

to character acting.

keyed up for their parts,

ched, taking their cues too soon.
of seeing

them

It

too high-pit-

was not that the pain
their own and with

lose all our opportunities

them ours who were the audience

all

—

—outweighed

recreation at the hands of those others, makers

the joy of

and

givers of

but rather that on the whole the sense of guilt, of wasted
performance for players and audience alike was too heavy
Waste and loss that could, it seemed to me, with
to be borne.

life,

ever so

little

control of the convulsionaries, be turned to gain.

Lured back by a series of German plays zestfully performed
by a small and starless group, I found at once my persuasion confirmed that the English, whose very phlegm and composure 'is the other side of their self-consciousness and exciWatching for foreigners I saw
tability, do not make actors.
a few French plays, saw Bernhardt and was more than ever
ashamed of the remembered doings of the English castes.
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Nol even the most wooden of those selected to surround and
show up the French star could produce anything to equal the
sense of shame and loss that at that time overshadowed for
me all I saw on the English stage that was not musical comedy
and

gay music for the
blood. The dignity of the French art and the simplicity of
the German restored my early unapprehensive enthusiasm
for the theatre, even for the pillared enclosure, the draped
with

its

bright colour for the soul

its

boxes, the audience waiting in the dim_ light to take their part
in the great game.

I

went to no more English
no foreign ones to see.

for a long time there were

plaj^s.

And

But photo-

plays had begun, small palaces were defacing even the suburbs.

My

experience with the English stage inhibited

my

curiosity.

Their being brought me an unearepulsive.
grew lively when at last I found myself within one
of those whose plaster frontages and garish placards broke a
row of shops in a strident, north London street. It was a
Monday and therefore a new picture. But it was also washing day, and yet the scattered audience was composed almost
Their children, apart from the infants
entirely of mothers.
accompanying them, were at school and their husbands were
at work.
It was a new audience, born within the last few
months. Tired women, their faces sheened with toil, and
small children, penned in semi-darkness and foul air on a sunny
afternoon.
There was almost no talk. Many of the women
sat alone, figures of weariness at rest.
Watching these I took
comfort. A.t last the world of entertainment had provided
for a few pence, tea thrown in, a sanctuary' for mothers, an

The palaces were

siness that
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escape from the everlasting qui vive into eternity on a

Monday

afternoon.

The first scene was a tide, frothing in over the small beach
of a sandy cove, and for some time we were allowed to watch
the coming and going of those foamy waves, to the sound of a
slow waltz, without the disturbance of incident.

Presently

from the fisherman's hut emerged the fisherman's daughter,
moss-haired. The rest of the scenes, all of which sparked conBut I do not forget the balm of
tinually, I have forgotten.
that tide, and that simple music, nor the shining eyes and rested faces of those women. After many years during which
I saw many films, I went, to oblige a friend, once more to a
theatre.
It was to a drawing-room play, and the harsh bright
light, revealing the audience, the

over-emphasis of everything,

the over-driven voices and

movements of all but the few,
seemed to me worse than ever. I realised that the source of
the haunting guilt and loss was for me, that the players, in
acting at instead of with the audience, were destropng the
inner relationship between audience and players. Something
of this kind, some essential failure to compel the co-operation
of the creative consciousness of the audience.

Such co-operation cannot take place unless the audience is
first stilled to forgetfulness of itself as an audience.
This
takes power. Not force or emphasis or noise, mental or physical.

free

And

the film, as intimate as thought, so long as

from the introduction

of the alien element of sound, gives

this co-operation its best chance.
is

not an alien sound.
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It assists

The accompanying music

the plunge into

life

that just
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any

film can give, so

the onlooker

is

much more fully than just any play, where

perforce under the tyranny of the circum.stan-

ces of the play without the chances of escape provided so
lavishly

sound
with

The music is not an alien
scene.
be as continuous as the performance and blending
That is why, though a good orchestra can heighten

by the moving

if it

it.

and deepen

effects,

a piano played by one able to improvise

is preferable to most
Music is essential. Without it
the film is a moving photograph and the audience mere onWithout music there is neither light nor colour, and
lookers.
the test of this is that one remembers musically accompanied
films in colour and those unaccompanied by music as [colour-

connective tissue for his varying themes

orchestral accompaniments.

less.

The cinema may become all that its w^ell-wishers desire.
far, its short career of some twenty years is a tale of splendid
achievement. Its creative power is incalculable, and its ser-

So

than the preparation of vast,
new audiences for the time when plays shall be accessible at
possible rates in every square mile of the town. How many
people, including the repentent writer, has it already restored
to the playhouse ?

vice to the theatre

is

nothing

less

Dorothy M. Richardson.
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ANDRE GIDE AND MARC
ALLEGRET'S

VOYAGE TO THE CONGO
BY JEAN PRfiVOST
As one does not usually
friends, I

friend of

ed to

ought to begin

care to write articles about one's

b\^

pointing out that AUegret

mine before saying why the

me wholly brilliant,

if

not the best travel film

since the Death of Scott.
Generally these " documentaires" are like so

boastful travellers, out merely to astonish
exploit the extraordinary
it

and can more or

;

I

a

have seen

many

rather

they want to

less easih^

through distorting the aspect of things at

this originality.

is

film of his voj^age seem-

will.

achieve

They

call

AUegret, on the contrary, puts things back

in their natural place.

He

wants,

all

the time, to help us

For instance, up to the present, negro dances
have always been shown to us as diabolic and possessed. AUegret for the first time, makes us feel in them natural motive
and expression. Through pictures carefully unhurried, one
sees the contagion of joy in movement, and the dancing of the
understand.
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natives for their visitors from mere courtesy become sensitive

and

alive.

Taste and refinement, until

now

excluded by the

very subject matter of these pictures, find their place again.

Even painting and tattooing never before presented save under
most barbarous aspect are shown to be either hierar-

their

chical or quaint, so nearly a neighbour to official decoration or

to feminine coquetry that they do not m.ake us laugh as at

some grotesque happening, but only

smile, at yet

another

aspect of the ridiculous so familiar to us.

And generally I hate sub-titles in a
much as I hate pictures in a book. But here from the
moment the author of the film decided to make us understand
I

liked the sub-titles.

film as

what he saw,
a

little,

as

it

it

was natural

for

him

to address the spectator

a guide but one not straining after

should be that

effect.

Too,

it is

we should not merely perceive the forms
upon the mind of this traveller

of things but also their reaction

;

that the wit which inspired the film should be reflected in the
script

;

that the

humour

continuity of the film.
usually

is

What

common

;

made

lack

to all works of art

iVUegret has not sought

foundation of intrigue as

so banal and painful

on the

these " documentaires"

a unity and progression

unfolded through time.
artificial

of the script should bear also

any such

Razaff the Malgache

he has maintained a true and plausible

foundation of emotion.

Also of intelligence.

tacle seen through the intelligence.

Why

This

is it

is

a spec-

that a film of

some ordinary event seems not more pleasing but more
nishing than that event

itself

?

It is

with a familiar scene, understand and

asto-

because our eyes, faced
see at the

same time, so
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that that which

we

conceive purely as sensation actually

is

on the
would
probably force an eye trained and blinded by custom into
fresh and clarid vision.
But one cannot perceive harmony among things in themselves astonishing, unless taste and understanding tincture this
astonishment. There is no question of destruction it is a
matter of a chain of astonishments finally merging into comprehension and arriving, not at confusion, as films do that
saturated with meaning.

This seeing of daily

screen would probably give

it

a

new and

life

rare stimulus,

;

are purposely grotesque, but at the exact pleasure of a well
accomplished analysis. In the Voyage to the Congo one notes
through the ensemble that the most arresting fragments are
not given more importance than the scenes of daily life. The

everyday happenings so commonplace to those who do not
understand their significance are set here in their essential
picturesqueness.

The disappointed

fiancee

who rubs her

belly to express and soothe her grief, the caresses of her small

here no mere native custom nor the language of a
one had to know what they meant, and now for the
first time an exotic film explains this to us without being pedantic.
However unknown these tribes and customs may be
to us, we have not the sense that we are looking at them for
the first time understanding them we see through their own
sister, are

savage

;

;

significance

and with

familiar to us.

How

their
is

it

own

eyes, scenes that are

somehow

that this film necessarily unre-

hearsed and with improvised actors, and without the help of
rather charming though perhaps slightly theatrical participants
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as in Moana, should achieve more balanced effects and a
more finished work ?
The great achievement consists, I think, in the exact choice
of those incidents likely to be imprinted on the memory,
retaining pictures which, if the voyage had not been filmed,
would have remained in the mind, and instead of embellishing
these scenes, simplifying them in the same way as the mind
would have done.
Too much complaisance, no doubt. Their camera might
have recorded many tragic and bitter things when one has
read Gide's Voyage to the Congo, one remembers much that one
is sorry not to have seen on the screen
too much softening
;

;

down, a too

facile pleasure,

but the public will not be able to

complain.

Translated by K. Macpherson.

ANIMALS ON THE FILMS
How much more

could be done with animals on the screen

how much better what is done could be
Nearly always their best qualities are entirely
ignored, and what bad qualities they could (and nearly always
than

is

done, and

achieved

!

4^
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could not) have, are emphasised out of any conceivable proportion.
The whole of animal psychology, a fascinating and
is not only ignored, but more often than not, a
kind of cheap, sentimental, and, to any animal lover, very

intricate study,

painful abortion

is

evolved, whereby animals are represented

as blown out with a kind of

pompous human

attitude,

and

and blurred in
human imitation, plus omniscience, omnipotence and omnitheir very often superior qualities softened

Though

presence.

jungle or wild

this does

not apply to films of actual

life.

It is the story film, I

mean.

Quite several animals could

be trained into excellent film subjects, though sometimes
For instance,
there would be difficulties in securing them.
the hippopotamus, the tapir, the giraffe, the first and the
They are fascinatlast being easy to tame, and intelligent.
ing creatures, and their habits and ways so subtle, that a
film giving true value to

them would be

in the nature of a

revelation.

Among

other large animals, not so difiicult to procure, one

nearly always finds they are essentially falsified, not emphasised,

which would be permissible, but ruined by the old

tion clinging to animal toys, teddy bears, porky pigs,

tradi-

bunny

rabbits, etc.

Lions are dubbed "fierce" and brindle through incredible
slapdash.
The poor frightened heroine shut in with a lion,
crouching in a corner.

Actually

it is

the lion that crouches

(when the camera stops working) shivering and cowing, and
prodded before it will open its mouth. Its fierce roar is a
42
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cry of pain.

I

lion in America,
better,

believe they are trying to domesticate the

— especially

and circuses. This is
The Metro-Goldwyn trade

for films

but a tame lion looks tame.

mark would

feed out of your

hand

Lions were better treated, and
that

much

They were

slated film

!

made more convincing

in

The Wizard of Oz, with Larry Semon.
and there were several excellent

beautiful beasts,

close-ups.

Bears and tigers are never given their due.
they are of uncertain temper, as

Camels again are overlooked.

is

But again,

also the leopard.

Their attitudes,

many

of

their habits

serious

films,

would commend them both for comic and
but one only sees them occasionally carrying

i\rabs.

Some

goo.d pictures of an elephant appeared in the Desert

Healer w4th Mr. Walter Pidgeon, in which he was most
vely

^'killed'',

but this

is

the only elephant part

I

effecti-

remember

having seen. Zebras and kangaroos would be excellent, provided they were studied, but the only thing so far has been a
film with zebras in a chariot.
Sealions, beloved of circuses, which can be very highly
trained, and would be excellent for comedy, or childrens'
(or for that matter adults') educational films, but strangely,
nobody seems to have thought of them as yet. Monkeys, having been plentiful, have been done both badly and well.
There was one very well treated in an earlier Harold Lloyd
film, and also some good studies of a cat looking for its kittens.
Some close-ups of this cat's face were taken, and the expressions
were marvellous. I wonder why more animals are not treated
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in this

way

?

Ben Hur had some

excellent photography of

racing horses, but there again, they were simply galloping ;
one could hardly say they were given their "due". Some
it is true, been done, and better than
any other animal films, though inclined to suffer under this
business of hanging humian, instead of equine, understanding
upon them.
Much could be done if facial expressions were studied. The
donkey, the camel, the monkey, each of these registers defi-

wild horse films have,

nite moods.

And

there has been far too

much

of that very unpleasant

slapstick stunt of causing small creatures, mice, frogs, crabs,
etc. to

is

a

down peoples' backs, or up their legs, or run loose
Somehow this idea goes on and on and on, and it
disgusting.
So much better in such films to intro-

climb

in trains.
little

duce something simply bizarre, porcupines, the Australian
w^ombat, the capybara, or South American Giant Guineapig.
Opossums might also be effective done in the right

way.

The wild boar

is

probably too

difficult to

tame, but he

would be new.

The

effects

could be easily managed with "trick" photography.

Wol-

looks extrem.ely effective, and

it

ves are seldom used, being rather more dangerous than might

be supposed. I did not see The Miracle of the Wolves, but
would have been very interested to do so if real wolves were
used.

(Alsatian wolf-hounds.

Ed.)

Some

of the best pic-^

tures of animals taken are of stampedes, one being a bison

stampede in a film with Jack Holt.
44
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are

too

frequent

altogether,

and

usually

stunted

and

unreal.

Perhaps the best ever were some of the mechanical prehisToo much praise can
toric creatures from the Lost World.
hardly be given to the man who constructed and worked
them. If producers of live animals would only take a tip

The actual monkey in that film was very well
photographed, and had a "part" that did not overstrain

from

this

!

the credulity.

Large apes are not seen, because of their tempers. Otherwise they would make good film subjects. Chimpanzees
are the only apes, probably, that could be employed safely,
and one does see them occasionally. Mongooses, it is said,
can be trained and taught tricks. There again is an opportunity.

Of the films taken of actual animal life, some wonderful
photographs were secured in a film of Abyssinian travel produced by Ufa, and Mr. Cherry Kearton in his last one had the
finest picture of an African Rhinoceros that perhaps will ever
be seen. He illustrates a hunt, and after the animal has been
captured takes a close up of it. To have taken it must have
involved a considerable risk, as rhinoceri are highly dangerous
animals to deal with, whether in wild state or captivity.
These are just a few suggestions, and no pretence has been
made to explain the characteristics of any of the suggested
varieties.
Sufficient to say that a close and sympathetic
study of any one of them would reveal rich possibilities, both
in the way of education and entertainment.
Someone may
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get the idea in time

and

if

allows the animal to be
will

he studies animal psychology and

itself

instead of himself, the screen

have been enriched, and the public needfully instructed.
E. L. Black.

PROJECTOR
Light takes

and yet

new

attribute

his old

glory

enchants
not

this,

not

this,

;

they say,

lord as he

was

of the heiratic dance,

of poetry

and majesty
and pomp,
master of shrines and gateways

and
of

of doors,

markets

and the cross-road
and the street
;

not
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they say

;

we say

but

otherwise

and greet
light

in

new

attribute,

insidious

fire

;

light reasserts
his

power

reclaims the lost

new

in a

calls the

;

blaze of splendour

host

to reassemble

and to readjust
severings

all

and

differings of thought,

all strife

and strident bickering

and

;

O

rest

fair

and

blest,

he strides forth young and

pitiful

and strong,

a king of blazing splendour and of gold,

and all the evil
and the tyrannous wrong
that beauty suffered
fimds its cham.pion,
light

who

is god
and song.
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He

left

the place they built

him

and the halls,
he strode so simply forth,
they knew him not
no man deceived him,
;

no,

nor ever will,
with meagre counterfeit
of ancient

rite,

he knows all hearts
and all imagining
of plot

and counterplot

and mimicry,
this

measuring

of

beauty with a rod,

no formula
could hold him

and no threat
recall

who

him

is

god.

Yet he returns,

O

unrecorded grace,

over

and under
and through us
and about
;
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the stage
for his

is set

now

mighty rays

;

light,

light that batters gloom,

the Pythian
lifts

up a

fair

head

in a lowly place,

he shows his splendour
in a little

room

he says to
be glad

;

us,

and laugh,
be gay
I have returned
though in an evil day
you crouched despairingly
who had no shrine
we had no temple and no temple
;

;

for all these said

and mouthed
and said again

;

beauty is an endighter
and is power
of city

and of soldier^^
and might,
beauty

and the

is

city

state

and dour duty,
beauty is this and this and
forgetting who was king.

Yet

still

this dull thing,

he moves

alert,

invidious,
this serpent creeping

and

this shaft of light,

his arrows slay

and

still

his foot-steps

dart

gold
in the market-place

;

vision returns

and with new vision
fresh

hope
to the impotent

;

tired feet that never

knew

tread

fabulous mountain sides

worn
dusty feet
sink in soft drift of pine
needles

and anodyne
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balm and fir and myrtle-trees
and cones
drift across weary brows
and the sea-foam
marks the sea-path
where no sea ever comes
of

;

where never islands w^ere,
crowned with the sacred palm
or odorous cedar
waves sparkle and delight
the weary eyes
that never saw the sun fall in the sea
islands arise

;

nor the bright Pleaiads

rise.

H. D.

COMMENT AND REVIEW
Before the
explored

it

full artistic possibilities of

will be necessary to evolve

projector for private use.

buy

The public

or borrow films as

the cinema can be

an

efficient

and cheap

of the future should be

now buys

or borrows books.
an unsatisfactory side especially for the student, for a reel must be projected in a cinema
at a given rhythm whereas for purposes of experiment it may
able to

The public showing

it

of films has
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be desirable to see over and over again and at different rates
of speed, some fragment of a work.
Now too, it is almost
impossible to see any film over two years old, however im-

portant to the historian of cinematography.

Or again two
the same week

while a stretch of months

may be shown in
may follow with nothing

tance to the artist

if

or three interesting films

;

while

jector his favorite or

he could

reel off

new and experimental

on

his

of impor-

own

pro-

films his studies

or his interest in the art would not be interrupted.

*

*

*

has been argued that the trade as a whole would fight
such a project. This is surely a short sighted policy. There
could easily be a protective copyright upon the sale of films
It

showing until they were say, six months old, and
then there might be an immense revenue to be derived from
the sale of copies at a moderate rate. The majority would
still prefer the cinema with its orchestra, heating and general
community atmosphere. The library would always be more
a matter for the artist and the student.

for private

and safe projector has to be evolved
Those which we have had personal experence with have stuck, blown up, or refused to work, without

But

first

of all a small

at a moderate cost.
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expert

handling

and a knowledge

machinery

of

seldom

possessed by the amateur.

*

*

*

Those about to begin, or having begun making films of their
own, are sure to have moments of panic, when the 'hows' and
the 'whats' begin to submerge them, and moments of intense
despondency when their first results are revealed. Usually
But although the only way to learn
it is a case of kill or cure.
is through one's hideous errors, it would be a great help to
have a good, plain text-book, putting down the sort of thing
one really needs. Like a Latin grammar, starting at the
beginning with the

What

first facts.

is

a reel

?

i.ooo feet.

How long does a reel take to show ? i6 minutes. Does one
have to move slowly in order not to appear jerky ? Does one
have to use make-up, and how ? A professional camera has
number

number

and speed
of turning.
Speed of turning should be normally i6, which
simplified down means 120 turns per minute.
Etc.
etc.
indications of

Things like that.

of feet used,

of turns,

Information about lengths, times, expo-

sures, probable traps, arc lamps, installations, reflectors, tri-

pods, lenses, everything.

Perhaps the best way would be a

record of a beginner's experience.

gements.
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and

when

fete it

it

will be

And

alphabetical arran-

on the look out for such a book,

does arrive.
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*

A

*

*

Here is the excellent FILM SOCIETY
doing its best to get across good and out of the way films. On
all of these it pays enormous duty.
Now why shouldn't all
the big towns, Birmingham, Liverpool etc., have their own
film societies ?
And why not get their heads together, show
the same films, and share on costs, thereby each being freed
of enormous output ?
And think of the benefit of disseminating good stuff across the provinces. It is one of those things
that might very easily (once really under way) work wonders.
Will anyone get down to it ?
point for England.

*

One

*

often wants to see films one has missed.

possible.

Some

*

It is

never

After a year or two they are as dead as a doornail.

enterprising person might pull strings so that the best

more than that, were shown. A special theamight not work (although it might) but revival weeks
surely would. "This film" might be flashed on " will be shown
again in 1928 and 1929 and any subsequent year for one performance only upon demand." Or something of the sort.
At any rate it should not be quite so impossible to see old films.
So often one is away or travelling, and just misses or has just
missed some film one wanted particularly to see. If it could
survived, and
tre

be
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that

some organisation made

it

possible to be seen
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definitely in

some

definite place at

some

definite future date,

one could arrange accordingly. Some theatre might develop
But it would need
this reputation with great advantage.
talking over.

TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT
Unforseen

difficulties

for

CLOSE UP,

in

slightly

will

greatly

delayed

preparation

which in consequence goes to press
form. Next month's issue
contain works sent in too late for inclusion
abbreviated

in part i.

POOL

POOL

POOL

The new publishing house. Only distinction and progression can appeal here.
Only virility. There will be vital books,
biting at the future, minds bright with bold vision, climbing
across tradition and outworn ways.

POOL
to

books will match

mean what they mean,

POOL films,

always.
First then are

WHY DO THEY
by Dorothy Richardson.
His piercing " Why "

clear in

determining
and great

to be real or exquisite or gay,

—

LIKE IT? By

E. L. Black.

Foreword

A fifteen

year old boy has written this.
is the last comment on Public School
S3^stem.
One sees the young, keen intellect in constant rebellion
against endless stupidities.
Oddly, the beat of curious reluctance
and fear toward life that one finds in the more sensitive types
of adolescents, can be traced always with its causes
the
cumulative effect of paltry injustices, crudities, brutalities.
An
absorbing and revealing document, boldly accurate.
Price
6 shillings.

—

POOLREFLEXION. By Kenneth Macpherson. A novel.
extraordinary book, written with genuine exotic brilliance.
The study of Peter, at once sympathetic and caustic, stripped and
examined.
His curious struggle and failure to hold onto things,
spirit and body impulses, recoils^ outstretchings, recorded with
clairvoyant, purely psychic subtlety. Only at the very end the
author, not rejecting nor accepting, darts mockery into his lastWill clashing, the almost schoolgirl jealousy
but- one sentence.
of a middle aged man, the twisted posturing of a woman, and
their fight over his son,
Praxitilean faun, Dionysian utterly
An

Price 7 shillings and 6 pence.
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WING BEAT!
A POOL

film.

The screen has had
the
the
the
the
the

A
ail

study

thought.
these equivalents
in

:

epic,

novel,
chronicle,
fantasy,
play.

But no free verse poem. WING BEAT
is the first.
Telepathy and attraction, the
reaching out, the very edge of dimensions
dimensions, the chemistry of actual
attraction, of will shivering and quivering
on a frail, too-high, too inaccessible brink.
in

WING BEAT
its

first

shakes and trembles from

moment, wings beating, ploughing

wet clouds sky and space as it were, chains
and layers of interminable journey, wings
driven, tired but desperate.
Of minds and
;

spirits,

not of persons.
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films,
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an incident from Wing Beat,
now in preparation. This is H. D.'s debut in
and her many admirers will welcome the opportunity
film

to see her.

bei so high

The same

clear genius

among contemporary
by H. D. appear

is

in her acting that sets

poets and authors.
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Works
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A

film
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telepathy.
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WING BEAT

The

feeling of ''something about to

happen" pervades the whole, reaching a climax
from which

"

this "still" is taken.

at the point

VOYAGE TO THE CONGO
See page 38
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BY THE EDITOR
I had this from a distinguished author
might dynamically discourse on the film

whom

I

suggested

:

I do not care for

cinemas.

Ahotit

I do not know why I dont
hardly

prejudice

is

about

Tve nothing

it.

justified.
to say.

But I
I'm so

fJiem,

hut

/ think

my

couldn't write
sorry.

not uncommon. Quite a number
But isn't it somehow a giveaw^ay ?
I DO NOT KNOW W'HY I DON'T
TVE NOTHING TO SAY.
Now that is exactly the sort of thing one is up against the
Well,

I

know.

But

it's

of people are like that.

;

—

your reactionary, but in just this thing this
sort of spineless apathy and shortsightedness.
The danger
is not in the comment that one is approaching the film with
the highniinded and superior attitude formerly reserved for
the Russian Ballet, or any journalistic claptrap of the kind,
danger

isn't in
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(which after
in people

all is

according to a fairly efficient formula) but

who do not

like things

but do not know

don't.

With the reactionary and

one

A journahst is a man holding down his

is.

what the policy

of his

just opens his

maw

why

they

knows where
job, and saying

journalist one

paper expects of him the reactionary
and squeals. But with these others,
;

sometimes clever people, charming too, things may or may
not exist, god may or may not exist, destruction may or m_ay
not exist. Let others find out, they say, and expect to come
in at the end when the battle is over and the victor estabhshed.
Why shouldn't they is
Well, why shouldn't they ?
should they. Why
Equally
w^hy
important
thing.
an
not
should you or I have learnt to walk when it w^ould have been
much easier to permanently sit ? Because the disadvantages
One
of not learning would have been worth consideration.
usually does anything only because not doing it would be
more troublesome in the long run.
There is a kind of ennui and another kind of ennui and each
is alright when it is conscious, when the attitude is that no
ultimate end is worth immediate means
but unconscious
ennui, that puffed-up dismal vanity is always and infalhbly
;

indecent.

On the other hand there is plenty of excuse for busy people
who have not had time to see beyond the hash and rehash
of

cheap

mean

is

To

films.

what cinematograph}^ can and

Up

Eighty per cent

of

will

People are needed, we are
needed to bring facts before people.
any cinemia audience has learnt only to

a full-time occupation.

needed. Close

6
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want

its

Lya de

Putti, its

Tom

Mix,

its

May McAvo}^

regard-

the film in which they happen to appear.
Tom Mix
on at the Royal. Good enough, let us go to the Royal, no
more question, nothing else to worry about. Clara Bow is on
We must go. And when it is bad we can
at the Biograph,
chatter or go to sleep or make love.
You will never get more than fifty per cent on j'our side
less of

is

in

any cause, so that leaves

much doubt about

it,

thirt}^ to

win, and, there

they can be won.

Out

is

not

of this thirty

comes the tv/enty that apologises for going, says "awfully
absurd, sheer waste of time" but creeps in as often as possible,
swallowing films whole and loving them if the truth were
known. The ten per cent is split into those who go to the
good films (e. g. Ben Hur, The Big Parade, The Ten Commandments) those who go for rest and something to talk about, and
those who go because they can lose themselves in a cinema
as they cannot lose them.selves in a theatre.
These are all
healthy prey, and will come to the fold in time. They are
the people who have open minds, who are ready to absorb
ideas, providing the ideas are spread out in front of

When

better things are ready they will accept

just as the}^ accepted lifts in place of stairs,
in place of

lifts.

lators themselves,

them
and

them.

naturalty,
escalators

They would not have invented lifts or escabut when the thing was done, thej^ approved

and used them. So with films. When ardent forerunners
have brandished their banners sufficiently and the thing is
before their eyes they will take to good films as naturally
as they took to bad ones.
7
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People are

Even

still

apt to sneer

when you

talk of films being

Movies are not the Salon or the
Royal Academy, they are not the Louvre or the British Museum, they are not Dostoieffsky or Anatole France or Rudyard
They are not
Kipling, they are not Beethoven or Debussy.

art.

picture-goers.

Nobody has related them to these people, and the
nobody can ! They aren't related to these people
and the things they stand for. The movie is the new thing,
linked up.

catch

is

And

the movie goes back to no tradition.
deplore

MiUions will

it.

great art

sa.y ah,

millions will

you cannot expect a
it.
But putt-

yes,

with no background, nothing behind

ing thousands against millions (which in a

way

proves the

case for movies) people will say with me, the great
rious thing about the
ness.

movie

is

just that — just

arts out of

anything

The
no

which one must

bj^ tradition in

clim.b before seeing

other

anything as

is.

glorious strength of the movies

past,

glo-

its utter newbut they are as tiny

It has, it is true, its conventions,

runnels to the abysmal channels carved

and

no

historj^

old, to the old, to the old, gives

The newest

is

just that they

have

This aimless and senile clinging to the

one at length black phobia.

and gloat because of this medium.
have been in poetry until they are

artist will gloat

Nightingales and roses

There is a point.
The artist, who leaps on ahead pointing out beauty or truth
must leap on ahead. He has to dance at the head of the procession, saying look look.
If he can only point at the same
thing always he becomes wearisome, no longer a teacher. He
almost,

8
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just cannot go on

much

"ah Spring

1" and ''ah
The startled
squeaking shoes and jampots,

longer saying

Nightingales " or literature will lose
!

author of todaj^ writes poems to

meaning.

its

and that is getting beauty upside down.
And meanwhile the procession, the mass, is being kept
neither content with
waiting, rather between two stools
And indeed, this is the
roses and Spring, nor mechanised.
;

mean somiething. Titles like Hearts
BONDAGE, SAINTS AND SABLES, LYING WIVES are beginning

time for films to begin to
IN

have the same effect on the procession, the miass, as its
nightingales and roses.
It is not the least good pretending am/ longer that the film
is a thing one does not go to.
That it has been and is a place
for young people to suck sweets and hold hands in is distinctA cinema audience has a kind of obliteraly to its credit.
tion of individuality, a kind of freedom that you never find
in the theatre.
And it is far more commendable to be negligent or amorous in front of a bad film than prinked and starched in front of a bad play. As a matter of fact the very
people who say "Cinemas ?.
Oh, how Could you !" one
has seen in shoals guffawing and gurgling over plays that
any movie audience would feel insulted to have to look at.
And if it's Billingsgate bed-rock argument, there is at least
something straight about the droop of heads on shoulders
you find in cinemas that puts to shame the carniverous expression of a thea.tre audience out for "smut".
And the worst
movie is seldom as indecent as a play, except Xell Gwynn and
one or two others whose names we will reserve for future use.
to

.

.
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As a matter

oi fact

comparison

is

imipossible, only that

The theatre

people do run the idea of comparing.

is

one thing,

people say, "but
Meaning the play. Well, to
borrow a phrase from the back of the dictionary, chacun d

the movie another.
I like to see

"I

like the pictures,"

the real thing."

son gout, only don't

let

us get into a metaphysical discussion'

of reality.

Last

month

I

outlined the position of the film to-day from

the point of achievement.
lack of achievement.
of the public,

This

What

month

I

am

hasn't been done

is

dealing with
in the

what hasn't been put before the public

facts since the year 1910,

or thereabouts.

is

minds
honest

Prejudice then

rampant now crawls, but has life. Prejudice which then made
mothers and m.agistrates quite calmly blame on the film the
countless evils due to rotten education, and lack of sex instruction, comes to the surface, still alive for the miUion and
oneth time, and tomorrow for the million and twoth. Be it
admitted, however, films themselves have suffered and do
and will from just the same cause, from false values, and lack
of right education.
Mothers and magistrates still point to
the screen and say "Please it wasn't me.
He did it !" forgetting that such values as a child

values they have taught
like in their

it

may deduce

to deduce.

sledge-hammering

are entirely

Mostly films are tract

of the necessity for virtue,

but childrens' books, put down in Freudian black and white
are nearly always in the range of elaborate pathology.

There are dozens of other prejudices, and dozens upon
dozens of "hardly justified" prejudices, of not caring but
10
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not knowing

why

not,

and

it

is

nobodys' fault except the

cinemas'.

When

one thinks of the Little Annie Roonies and Little

Lord Faiintleroys one almost says oneself Lve nothing to say.
Mary Pickford in white socks and a tucked dress hardly
covering her thighs is a symbol of niceness. Mary^ Pickford
in black velvet knickers and a lace collar is the spirit of childShe is nice, she is a nice woman, she is a good w^oman.
People say that, and T for one am sure they are right. But
what I mean is why is this sort of thing swallowed ? Because
hood.

Mary

is

driving the serf idea back of civilization

throats.

Mary

is

pretending that

Human

down

serf

Sparrows, Little

Annie Roonies, are something to do with truth and beauty
and art. She is playing safe with safe values, there is no
threat or danger in her innocence, it is not even a sugar coated
pill.
It is a mere lolhpop for the mob to comfortably munch.
And then people that do not greatly matter in themselves
get to believing in her, or not her so

much

as the thing she

is where cinematography begins and ends
Other people get to believing in say Xita Xaldi,
And so it comes back, Nita Xaldi is on at
or Pola Negri.
the Grand, Pola Xegri is on at the Bijou.

stands

for,

and that

for them.

The whole
words

feeling in this belongs to the loio period.

nice, nasty,

The

morbid, vulgar, dirty, clean, are not words

merely, but complete attitudes of mind, complete summaries

coded in 1910 language. That is how the film convention
has come about, a convention of curious subtleties. The
habitue recognises them.

Mae

Alurray coming into a

room
II
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way means to the habitue that she is going to be
Roy D'arcy.
To the novice it means she is
rather unnecessarily wagghng her torso.
The habitue knows
that certain things mean menace, certain things inevitable
denouements. A dropped letter will send his mind hopping
in a certain

seduced by

and skipping and jumping prophetically dow^n the course
the storj^ to the final amatory close-up.

m.eans not a thing.

It is

a convention,

of everj^ kind, to be avoided as

much

To

and

the novice

like

of
it

conventions

as possible or

improved

upon.

Not that convention m_atters when it is really represenBut I have not seen many convincing matters of
tative.
technique except close-ups of letters to read with one thumb

on each
it

noted,

side of the screen,
I

and things

of that kind.

But be

speak here of the commonly accepted formulas, not

of certain sets of

Many more

symbols used here and there individually.

experimenters are necessary before we must

think of beginning to

make

conventions, and of course,

it is

made every day, new
how far it
can go, but inevitably it must go on and on for a long way yet.
There i? already the rJm that will take in twilight, and the

to be remembered that progress
ideas,

new developments.

We

is

being

do not know yet

next thing will be the abolition of arc lamps, there is already
the attachment by which the camera is fitted to the body of
the photographer, and thus

might move, there

is

moved

as the eye of a person

already the enlarged screen, the ground

sound
and
a time

glass screen for stereoscopic projection, the beginning of

wdth films (and how awful
12
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manner of experimental work hurrvdng on to a completely
new equipment and technique. While through all this, the
only thing that has not been done is the opening of the pubhc
mind to the realities of the screen. The attitude has been
all

wrong.

And

try.

has been film industry', film industry-, film indus-

It

a certain

quite rightly

amount

up

to a point.

of this people think

we

until the right balance

is

naturally, after

But we have

art there, it's all purely industrial.

cent to capture, and

But

Oh, films there's no
thirty per

are going to talk film art at

them

Then, and then only

established.

can one really begin.

And

month

this

I

was going

show films with special
European capitals. So
there

and
It

is

much

licences,

to say

more about

means to

come about
and censorship

far nothing definite has

to find out about restrictions

and

a

interest or experiment publicly in the
;

special conditions, but everything in time.

should not be so

difficult

once properly started.

I

know

that people are enthusiastic over the notion, and rightly so,
for here is a
ply,

what

is

chance for the public to

see,

on the

being done other than the more or

sentation of commercial films.

It is

side,

and sim-

less static pre-

completelv natural that

ignorance and apathy, because nobody

is aware of the
very great numiber of small film makers busy trying out new
forms, and nobody can be aware until their work is seen.

there

is
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which wont happen through trade channels.
ly start with a derided

(it is

films violently reactionary

;

bound

sions of thought-processes,

probabflush of

abstractions, trick-photographs,

headlong plunges into mistranslations
tion,

It will

to be derided)

bombs and

of other arts, impres-

explosions of refuta-

utterly scrapping commercial formulas,

awful misap-

and surrealism, and impressionism. And
everybody will blow small trumpets, then there really will
be a superior attitude. Hideous words will be invented, and
gushings of pseudo-pseudo modernists, and much clacking
and third rate talk. And the Press will thunder, and musical
comedy will do its best to be caustic, and good citizens will
say, these awful people (And there just will be some aw^ful
plications of cubism,

will hear of "x\ New Drawing-Room Craze"
Pastime For The Idle Rich" and five or six j^ears
will have heard the derision abating.
Then the stage of taking
Then the stage of publicity, of These Daring
it for granted.
Young Moderns. Then a slow welding, a peeping across from

And we

people).

and

"A New

ambush to the Rebel (that word will be used)
Because back of the pseudo-pseudos and the third
rate talk, not heard so much or seen so much, the real plant
The real plant will have taken nourishwill grow and flower.
ment from an improving commercial standard, and spread
its roots there.
And finally there will be co-ordination. A
treaty perhaps, or a more subtle agreement a growing tothe Commercial

ambush.

—

se

14

And by that

v/ill

be immen-

In the meantime we are working toward this

end,— the

gether.

beyond

time the power of the film

prediction.
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But

public showing of progressive and developmental films.

remember

there are

mam^ cows on

the track and

may

it

take

time.

*

-

A

number

great

of

my

tender thanks) have got
Close

Up

is,

*

Hi

corresp^ndants

away with

(to

whom

herewith

the idea that

I

I

am, that

out to high-hat and scorn the commercial

film,

and go on to elevate the whole cinema industry to a point
Far from it. We w^ant it
indescribable aestheticism.
understood that we accept and laud the film in any form
the worst filmi has its public and its foUovv ing. And for that
reason, for a time at any rate, if not forever, there will be a
market for the worst films. Just as little penny novels go
the rounds, and keep scullery maids amused, so the worst
But the thing is that there is a great lack
film is in demand.
broadly speaking anything up to seventyoi distinction
five per cent of miodern films are at a certain level
they have
moments, thej^ reach a vast majority, they satisf}^ But there

,of

;

;

;

is

whom

a minority of several million people to

these films

are tiresome, a minority that loves the film, but has too

perception, too

and paltry

much

stories

intelligence to swallow the often dismal

and acting

set

up week by week before

the screen.

This minority has got to have films

^Ims with

psychology,

wants

(as a

.

matter

much

soundness,

of fact a great

it

intelligence.

many

it

on

can enjoy,

Nobody

do) to rob the

masses
15
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and as long as they desire eyewash
and bnnk they must have it. There are many people better
capable of understanding and catering for the masses than
we are, and our concern is not with the m.asses, but with the
a minority of millions, whose
minority,
again, I repeat,
tastes are disregarded, and whose tastes matter supremely,
On a sound basis there is miuch money
and 7nust be studied.

of their entertainment,

—

—

for the producer

who

looks to these for his public.

Organi-

And organisation is not such a
that is needed.
matter to arrange, although it has its pitfalls. Actually there is no need for quite such bad films in the big
theatres of the Capitals as one sees, for here, in these theatres,
sation

is all

difficult

the intellectual level

is

higher.

better (I do not say the
fill

best,

One always
though

I

notices that the

almost might) films

the house, while the cheaper small-town, provincial sort

part empty.
The fault is among the prono reason why they should not turn out bad
films in the 1910 tradition if they can sell them, but it would
be impossible to expect them to have the decency to say,
"Yes, this is a rotten film, and must not be shown in the CapiThe fault is equally
tals, or to any intelligent audience."
among the theatres. It would be impossible to expect them
to have the decency to say, "Oh, yes, this might go down, but
we have too much respect for the intelligence and morale of
of thing leaves

it

There

is

ducers.

our audiences to take

it."

As things

are the good, better

and best films can only hope to be wedged in betw^een the
Little Annie Roonies and the Evil and Ermines.
And one
in quest of the good film may have to sit through a couple
16
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and scorn and virginity

of hours of pie-slinging or glycerine

complexes, and arrive at last before the

title of

the thing he

has come to see too spent and out of key to be able to appreciate
If

it.

one

is

careful with arranging beforehand,

it is

true this

But how much more charming and easy
the minority could just walk into a theatre, one par-

need not happen.
if

we

—

ticular theatre,
its
if

many

we

haphazardly as the majority wanders into
knowing we would see films which, even

theatres,

did not always

like,

would be stimulating to mind and

perception.

Kenneth Macpherson.

BRITISH

SOLECISMS

member

Written by a

of one of the leading British Film Studios this
inside facts which cannot be disputed.
There is no
malicious feeling. All who desire good British films must know the kind
of thing they are up against as it is only by such knowledge that any success
either artistically or commercially can be brought about.
(T)d.).

article contains

Everyone

some

is

The phrase

talking of a revival of British films.
is

hardly

felicitous.

Where

in the history of-

British pictures are to be found films with the aesthetic merits
of "Caligari"

;

'^Warning Shadows"

;

or

"The Last Laugh"

?
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Rather should we speak of the birth of British fikns, but that
would be too obviously a confession of weakness. If there is
genius in a country it is bound to come out, to make itself
Remember that England was
felt in some way or other.
supplying films to America before the war and then realize
what a stigma it would be for us, after all these years, to
speak of the birth of British

films.

So we point at dreadful

scarecrows of the past and gibber of the revival of British
films.

Of course film technique changes. When the Film Society
decided to revive Lubitsch's "Marriage Circle" in London the
Committee did not get an opportunity to run the film through
till

a few hours before the actual performance.

appalled

!

They were

V/hat they had thought subtle and witty a few
now slow and heav}^ They did their best to

years ago was

remedy the

evil

by projecting the

usual but even then

sadlj^

it

lacked

film

much

its pristine

faster

than

is

briUiance.

Yet making all allowances for old British films not one of
them can really be singled out as good. "The very best British film ever made" recently reached the cutting room^ prior
to revival.

The

It

got no further

disagreeable fact

!

must be faced that Britain

lacks

What then ? Surely if there are no Robinor Lupu Picks, there are at least m_en w^ho
Murneaus,
sons,
Surely England can
are efficient, men who know their jobs ?
fikn tradition.

acquire the slick polish that America spreads hke treacle over

her sentimental bread and butter plots

Alas not even that
i8

!

?
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A

was recently made in England on which the company,
sponsoring it, had determined to spare no reasonable expense.
An enormoiis set (that is enormous for conservative and timid Britishers) was erected on a big open field.
It rained for weeks before the production.
The field became
sodden and transport almost impossible. The plasterers
film

who were

were held up, the carpenters found it impossible to continue
work. Then on the very day that the publicity man had seen
fi.t

to give to the paper a glowing panegyric on the wonders of

this particular set,

in spite

and the suitabiHty

of persistant

everything

!

)

of the

Enghsh climate

calumnious statements (oh irony of

a hurricane blew.

The ground was

rotten, the

supports could not hold, and the most important and substantial

building collapsed.

no men were

killed, for

It

By the

sive plaster work.

was

Httle short of a miracle that

the building

was surmounted by mas-

time the set was finished overhead

expenses had mounted alarmingly.

As the producer and
were imder contract the company had been
particularly anxious not to keep them idle.
So a great deal
of the money, instead of going into the production, had been
some

of the artists

dissipated in overtime for the labourers

;

who

could not,

however wilhng, have given of their best for such tiring long
hours.
A Httle foresight and the work might have been
started earlier
certainly the same money could have kept
the contract artists out of work for months. But now for
;

the climax.

When
were

was found that the pictures
had been built the wrong way round

the shooting began

flat.

The

set

it

!
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When

the sun was in the best position for shooting

it was
That was not all. The street had been
made particularly wide to fit the requirements of the scenaThe producer found that the ordinary crowds, that he
rio.
had been accustomed to handle with great effect, were lost
Hundreds more extras were needed. No
in the large street.
one had thought of that
Neither had anyone forseen the effect of the Enghsh chmate and how well thej' ought to realize that problem by
now in another recent film, this was a story of the orient.
After days of waiting for the sun to
What an orient it was
shine in tiny intervals some shots were taken by a producer
boldened by ennui. The "rushes" revealed an orient without
the langorous atmosphere usually associated with the
East, an orient of wildly swinging lanterns and billo\\dng

behind the houses

!

!

—
—

!

curtains

!

While on the subject I might mention, for the benefit of
who have never had to 'stand-by' on a set all day wait-

those

ing for a ray of reluctant sunshine,

how

impossibly handi-

capped England is by her climate. In Hollywood they say
that they have twenty- five rainy days in the year
One
producer, whom I know, circumvented the English cHmate
He was nine days behind schein a most delightful manner.
dule and in danger of the frowns of the powers that be.
One
script
the
and
blue pencil home with him and
night he took
The next day he arrived with a
cut out half the scenario.
beaming face. He was up to schedule
Another example
of British methods
!

!

!
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Most British producing companies are in a state of chaos.
There is no organization, no centrahzation, no efficiency.
In the art department it is sometimes impossible to obtain
such simple materials as crayon or blue paper.
example of this poHcy of meddle and hope that

was during the construction of a
ters had been instructed to use as
clerk of

little

as possible, but

The

works was immediately summoned to the head

office.

it

explained the position and pointed out that the set was

to be the principal one in the picture

a

wood

necessary to order a smiall extra quantity.

they found

He

street scene.

The worst
I have met
The carpen-

little

and therefore

justified

additional attention.

humming and hawing one of the directors
we are not quite sure if we can use this set in the
They had only just started to write the scenario

After a lot of
said,

"Well,

picture."

There
rios of

may

!

be a

lot to

Hollywood

but.

be said against the water tight scena.

.

Perhaps you cannot blam.e the companies entirely for the
complete lack of initiative in their programmes. They have

grown

to distrust their producers,

and seeing the numbers

of

'duds' gathered in the British industry you cannot be surprised.

Our leading

British producer confided to me, in a

weak mo-

ment, that he directed his pictures with his tongue in his
cheek.
Another of the star directors might do something
big

if

only he could be persuaded that there are other shots

besides close ups.

I

have seen disconsolate

actresses, sit

on

a stool for hours on end while he secured hundreds of feet of
'close

up\

The most

tj/pical

English director

I

can think
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famed for his word. He has a compHcated system of
whistles by which he manoeuvres his supers.
I once asked him, "Don't you get muddled with this intriof is

cate code of yours ?"

"Not a

bit old

boy", was the answer, "you see

something has to happen each time

know

the boys

I

blow the

that something has to happen.

know

that

whistle,

and

I

Neither of us

knows quite what

is to happen, and that gives an effect of
you know."
Much in the same strain was the statement of an art director who told me that he made his models in the hope that
they would come out all right. A leap in the dark. If they

spontaneit}^ don't

didn't.

.

There
phazard

he shrugged his shoulders.

.

is

one word that sums up British production.

Ha-

!

"But this is all very well," you say, "but what
blood, what of the youth of the industry ?"

To begin with

the people

now

of the fresh

in pictures over here try to

it a close circle.
Each is trying to get his relations
and oh what a web of petty jealousies
In this fight money and influence are the determining factors, brains and education dead weights against you.
To be
branded a high brow is fatal.
I was talking to a youth who had just secured, through
influence, a much sort after job on the floor.
"Are you keen on this work" ? I enquired.
"Oh no," he said, "you see my father tried to get me into
a bank for two years but as I couldn't matriculate I drifted

keep

in,

!

!
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into this.

There was nothing

else to

do without matricula-

tion."

The English

directors of

tomorrow

!

OswFXL Blakeston,

MRS.

EMERSON

The regular way of instituting clerical resemblances and
neglecting hazards and bespeaking combinations and heroically
and heroically celebrating instances, the regular way of suffering extra challenges, the regular way of suffering extra changes,
the regular

way

of suffering extra changes the regular

submitting to examplers in changes, the regular

way

way

of

of sub-

mitting to extraordinary celebrations, the certainty, because

whether it has that to close when in
use, no not repeatedly, he has forgotten.

keep centre well half

full

Now then.
Now then shining, now

then shining.

Mrs. Evangeline Henderson went

morning.

She said that in listening.

in.

No

She said that the
I will not be funny.

Pleasing pleasing pleasing.
Little

words frankly, your game

is

not a

silly

game.

Birds

are so restive.
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Not that to-day to-night
more blotter than the red.

believe the corrected list believe

said

I

I

knew America.

My sister she is not my sister, my sister she is my sister her
plan

is

to be represented

One day one
I
I
I

by absolutely the same

cannot see I cannot see I cannot see.
cannot see beside always.
have not selected my pronunciation.

my

I

I

cannot

see.

have not selected

pronunciation.

I will

repeat

there are not

I will

not play windows.

windows

say that that

is

for ventilation or

is

lights,

In the

any other

new houses
use.
They

They say that kindly amazing
lights and they say no

their use.

amazing

lights they say that kindly

that

letter paper.

day.

not the use of a word, they say that unkindly certain

anyhow when

I

am

pronounced that certain cheerful

shapes are fainter, they say that they have pronounced exceptionally.

The beginning

winning the beginning of little winning claims. If you say little winning if you do not separate
that is if you do not separate between, if you do not separate
between if in in not in, all the pronunciations, all the pronunof little

ciations.

All the chances of intermediate investigation are so argued

that the recent disturbances
Silent rugs.

thought that

I

tainly that she

fit

I

the

would

was so seen that

violently not verbally so placed.

not so agreable.

24

I

wish

I

first

if

change in

state that

silent rugs.
I

knew

cer-

her eyes were so placed not

She

is

not agreable.

could safely legitimise, and

She

is

I will.
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what

I

think

I

mounted her

it is

I

said

there.

he was a thicker one.
Bessie
I

was

is

what

I

reorganised in mounting her.

Deliberate.
I

go on.

She has a son not a son
Begun.

like Bertha.

can see that

if

you did the reason would be that

there

certainty.

is beside the meal and the selection of mastermakes communication, communication is ardently
rechosen, communication is suddenly respected, communication is suddenly resitmed, communication is suddenly rested,
communication is suddenly respected, communication is suddenly respected, communication is suddenly chosen communi-

If

heating

pieces

cation

No

is

suddenly chosen.

no reason
in slackening, that is a word, that is a word severely, of no do
not deceive the more important asking if you have never been
use,

no use in resolving that Bertha

is

piled,

to a collection of repeated references.
I

do not say that green

is

believed to be that colour.

I

do

not say that green makes

lips, I do not say that they colour
do not say that she would spread it into I hope that
I believe that I select that I retain.
I hope that no occurence
and no surprise and no concerning question. I do not wish

stations, I

to hear

Oh

it

again.

well not

now anjway.

You do

it.
Oh cannot you
complete wrecking of

say

see that the price is allowed that the

louder sounds.
I

cannot help

it,

I resolve to silence

Bessie

is like

confusions

I

Bertha,

I see

shall believe

the resemblance

no pointed

sin-
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gularities I

sary.

cannot see

I

said that she

Bessie

I

why a dog is black and a
why a voice is necessary.

cannot see

would not

care to see her again.

do not wish to mention Bertha.

voice

is

neces-

Paula. Paula
Paula.
I

can simply

explain that.

do not wish to mention Bessie I can refer that.
Bertha can be surI do not select to have similar sounds.
rounded. Bertha can besurrounded, Bertha can be surrounded
by so much saliva. Peace to children.
I

When

I

when

state

say that there

I state

A

a ceiling.

is

and

restate

ceiling

is

formidable, formidably speaking, a roof

is

when

I restate

A

a roof.

roof

I
is

formidably speak-

ing.

Now I

turn away.

Please copy this.
to copy this after.

Others able to copy

have come to research.

I

Bertha.

this.

Others able

After measure.
Bessie refers to Bertha not to

Bessie refers to Bertha.

I like

hesitation.

able shouting.

I

I like

the pleasing selection of respect-

like recreation.

I

like

surrounding dear

papa.

More and more the
ing

down from being

This

is

a mistake

She wished
is forgotten.
She met her daughter who was com-

original cause

to see her son-in-law.

She is of course everything.
an early morning-train.

depressing.

it is

When

We
ly
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she met me she had much to tell.
went out and were arriving. Scarcely pleasures. Scarce-

pleasures

extraordinarily.

Scarcely

pleasures

slightly
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in advance of extreme kindness.

Now

that he

is

well

and

strong and knowing their extreme anxiety he was well and

strong knowing her extreme anxiety.

not to say that she is not to say
Please direct that she is not to say not

Please direct that she

Bertha or Bessie.
Bertha.

is

Please to direct.

Will you give this to your fathers.
It is natural

without children natural.

Hesitating and certainly.
his service later they

make

Between that and pointing to
this.

They

didn't except that

Hannah would be in it. They didn't expect that he would
seem to be sat upon a single piece of cardboard box.
It is very irresponsible to be a little neglected and then
comes the question of pulling.
One of his brothers the man was descending by his brother.
They thought nothing of it naturally one would have objected.
They seemed searchful.
It gives you some arrangement you see.

No
He

I

don't think so.

says that selfish selling

is

more

likely

than

selfish bewil-

•dering.
I do not care to remember what I do not feather.
I do
not remember whether a flavour is farther. I do not re-

member whether cork

I
tins are believed to be older.
do not care to mention any other.
I do not care to bewilder.
I do not care to sell her.
I do not care to be a locked cellar.
I do not care to be cheerier.
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I

say

do know Bessie.

I

resembles Bessie.

Bessie resembles Bertha.

I do not offer to determine whether
Bertha and Bessie are distinctly separate.

Bertha.

It is especially getting bigger.

Why

is

Paula

Bessie resembles Bertha Bessie resembles

It

is

there a change in water colour.

by the sudden departure

of

^all

Paula and

especially

Water

is

slighter.

coloured

the interested readers of a

newspaper.

meant to say that it is necessary to spill all there is where
is and I say that I incline to believe that more that the
more often I see it everjrwhere the more often. She'd be
just lonesome v/hich would show that the same water is not
I

there

behind the mountains. I have heard it mentioned. I expect
to get a recommendation and I will not say it is for suggestions.

You

are

down

to nineteen.

The same.

How

is

Bessie this morning.

Please say a baby.

do not leave the same all day and I do not share unless
you are coming to caress country.
I do not like having said that I do not see why an excuse
is preferable.
I do not like the sound of spreading.
I do
not like the meaning of the late carpet. I do not believe in
wretches.
I do not like whispers.
I do love to say such very
hurried papers. I do mean to' believe that soldiers order
pearls.
I do mean to say that it was a tumbler.
I

I

am

getting rather anxious.

Really
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I

am

getting rather anxious.
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The way to show shapes

is

to realise to realise rightly that

mentionings are abominable.
I

can't help

it I

can't help hearing carrots.

do help it, I do help it fastening chocolate.
A secret time in spinning.
Messes remembered mentioning. They remembered mentioning cleaning. They remembered mentioning, they saw
eight angles, they meant to do mending.
This is a little climb in when.
I

Not

to-day.

Yesterday, not some day.

Yesterday.

Wretched creature.
Wretched reason for winter. Really not
I wish I had a certain rain.
Then a little barometer.
Then a dry cellar.
Then a dog which means to be old.

at

all.

Then all the exceptional white.
Then a climbing bell.
Then more water.
Then all over it.
I wish I had to go and get her.

Gertrude Stein.
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THE CINEMA AND THE CLASSICS
II

RESTRAINT

We need,

next more precision, more "restraint" in
the presentation of classic themes. Such films as Quo Vadis
or Theodora are excellent in their milieu and since dealing
I think,

with turbulent and late periods, they are of necessity, ornate,
over-crowded, over-detailed and confused. However, even
Helen of Troy was excellent in partithis is a moot point.

But to present the "classic" it is not necessary to
paste board palaces, the whole of Troy, the entire
up
build
over-whelming of a battle fleet. The "classic" as realism
could be better portrayed by the simplest of expedients. A
pointed trireme prow nosing side ways into empty space, the
edge of a quay, blocks of solid masonry, squares and geom.etric design would simplify at the same time emphasize the
culars.

pure

classic note.

There

is

already a stamp, a tradition.

room, in a
through doors and door-ways.

A

a
on and on,
The Last Days of Pompeii w^s

pseudo-classic film, as

rule, reaches

most excruciating. A Greek interior
should be simple, cold and chaste, with one blocked in doorway, not a vista of ten with one single fountain jet, not an
in this particular the

;
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Again with the
need simple beautiful line, bodies almost naked

elaboration of Jean Bologniaesque detail.

costume.
as in the

We

German production Force and

Beauty.

riment failed, of course, grievously in parts as

This expe-

all really

broad

innovations are bound to do, but there was one short excerpt
of life as

Greek

it

should be, German classic that became almost

Young men swing through

a door way, this
(why must these "classic"
interiors all smell of varnish ?) across (this was excellent)
strewn earth and sand down to an open circus-like palestra.
In the distance there were figures wrestling in pure vase-gesture, black-figure vase pre-fifth century gesture.
The men
swaying forward walked as soldiers not as ballet dancers.
They did not mince. There was also one exquisite naked
silhouette of a woman, the famous judgment of Paris tableau.
The contour of this film Aphrodite was beautiful and the setting adequate, but again simplification would have rammed
in the really exquisite and inspired creation.
The ''classic"
as seen on the screen suggests (with rare and inspired exceptions) a rather rowdy Chelsea arts ball rather than a pre-fifth
classic.

time, consistently weather w^orn

or fifth century piece of sculpture or clean line drawing.

want

We

remove a lot of trash, wigs in particular, Nero's v/ig,
the blond Mary Pickcf ord curls of the blind Nydia in Pompeii,
hair piled and curled and peaked and frizzed like old photographs of our 1880 great aunts. Sweep away the extraneous.
Now this is not so difiicult as it might seem. According to
preconceived cinema rote (cinema tradition is mercifully young
enough to be modified, to be utterly re-inspired) a classic "set"
to
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is

built up,

is

constructed and before

it,

even

classic figures,

Exwhere the young innovator has his big chance. The true classic is not a thing of
built up walls, any more than the true Elizabethan gains by
elaborate stage scenery and pasteboard perspective. Streets
and by-ways should be on one plane, we should be somewhere,
not all over the place. We should be somewhere with our
minds, line should radiate as toward a centre not out and away
from the central point of interest, whether that central point
is an altar, a shop, a street corner, a window or a person.
We
somewhere,
our
getting
on
will
should he
somewhere else
come
The days of paste-board Rialtos is, or should
in due course.
the most successful, are apt to be blurred or cheapened.

pense has to be considered and this

is

be, over in the art of the stage as well as in the

more

subtle,

though for the moment less traditionally evolved, art of the
cinema. There is where our hope lies. It isn't too late to
get

down

to dots, to begin at the beginning, to,

if

necessary,

sweep away what has already been over-elaborated and lay
As I say our least set should have its
fresh altar blocks.
focus of simplicity, its as it were altar block, should mean
something. Should be somewhere. This "somewhere" is
easy to accomplish, a blank drop scene, a room, such as we

A bare square room is tomore or less was in Athens,
A garden remains a garden and a rosebush a
in Syracuse.
Laurel trees still exist outside suburbia and a
rose-bush.
live in to-day, bare of accessories.

day what

it

was

in Pompeii,

what

it

classic laurel grove for instance is easy to represent

;

one

branch, placed against a soft back drop, or against a wall of
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any empty room, with suitable

cross-effect of

shadow.

The

fascinating question of light alone could occupy one for ever

;

and this edge of a leaf the naturalistic and
The pure
the sheer artificial must merge, melt and meet.
classic does not depend for effect for instance, on a whole, a
part has always been important, chiselling and cutting, shaping and revising. A laurel grove rises in one branch set against
a plain room wall, and a figure without exaggerated, uncouth
drapery becomes Helen or Andromeda or Iphigeneia more
swiftly, more poignantly against just such a w^all, obtainable
by anyone, anj^^here, than in some enormous rococo and
expensive "set" built up by the "classicists" of Hollywood
who spread Nero's banquet table with Venetian glass and put
the quatrocento Romola to sleep (or to dine) in a more or
Not that I have any quarrel
less eighteenth century milieu.
with any of the "set" makers, v/ith scene shifters or the general miracle- workers of such elaborate and startling effects as,
for instance, the flight of the Children of Israel and the Pharoah's chariots.
Pharoah's chariots, Pharoah's horses were
excellent, but sand and horses and excellently trained circusI am concerned here chiefly with
riders have their place.
simple
effects
more
attempts at
subtle
they so often fail for
lack of some precise and definite clear intellect at the back of
the whole, one centralizing focus of thought cutting and pruning the too extraneous underbrush of tangled detail. Someone should slash and cut. Ben Hur drove his chariot with
decorum and with fervour but.
when I would begin to crithis edge of a leaf

;

;

.

tize I

am

.

lost myself in a tangle of exciting detail,

am

myself
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and amazed by certain swiftness, certain effects
of inevitable precise mass movement (such as, in another instance, the crowd again crossing sand in Bab^donian Intolerance) that I lose my own clue, become sated and lost and tired.
Isn't that the danger ?
Satiet}' ?
Having become sated
with the grandiose, can't someone with exquisite taste and
so startled

full professional share of technical ability light

our souls with

enthusiasm over, as I have said, one laurel branch, one figure
one gesture (not too frigid and not too staIphigily static) as for example toward a waiting enemy ?
sitting sideways,

genia pleading for her

up

altar,

life

against one rough edge of built-

with severe wall again, and possibly (to balance the

edge of altar) the slim, updarting geometric line of half an
(or, correct me, Doric ?) pillar.
Sand and rock and sea.
These are the Greek equivalent for the Roman mass of soldier}^, the Pr^torian fonnations and the vast thronging of

Ionic

the colorseum. You and you and you can cause Odysseus
with one broken oar to depict his woefulness. You can bring
Callypso back with violet tufts, herself placed perhaps against
one single heavy rock, a thread of violets perhaps in her tight

bound hair. Don't, above all, let hair stream in the wind as
happened (perhaps not without a certain charm) in Helen Of
Keep slighth\ natural, naturalistic but fomialised.
Troy.
If the hair must hang, it must hang heav}', like gold threads
in a Crivelli altar piece, like the carved Ionic

maidens

of the

Acropolis Museum., like the Delphic Charioteer himself, should

he unloose his head-band.

Or
34

if

madness

is

indicated,

make

it

a psychic manifesta-
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tion done with intricate but simple fade-outs or superimposed

impressions.

Success

is

Here the camera has

obtainable

in^

it

over

all

other mediums.

representation of psychic phenomena,

can be obtained, has, in certain instances, been. The pseudoclassic madness of Motor Varconi in The Last Days Of Pompeii

was

banalit}^ incarnate.

But, turning from madness to vision,

not onty can we recall men and women of antiquit}', but the
gods themselves. Hermes, indicated in faint light, may step
forward, outlined in sem.i-obscurity, or sim^ph^ dazzling the

whole picture in a blaze of splendour. Helios may stand
simply and restrained with uplifted arm. And here again
no suggestion, I beg of you, of draperv\ If he must stand
sideways let him do so, but for hea^'en's sake don't deface the
Tear away hideousness
image of god with a dish-clout
1

from the human form, from_ the human mind and from the
human spirit. A perfect medium, has at last been granted us.
Let us be worthy of it.
You and I have got to work. We have got to begin to
Man has perfected a means of
care and to care and to care.
artistic expression, that, I assure you, would have^made PhiLight
dias turn in his grave (if he had a grave) with envy.
Light is our friend and our
speaks, is pliant, is malleable.
god.
Let us be worthy of it. Do not let us defame light, use
and waste brilliant possibilities, elaborate material, making
light a slave and a commonplace mountebank.
Light^has
bounced on broncos, has levelled shafts at iron Indians, has
burst into barricades, and has minced in crinolines long enough
for one generation.
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Elaborate experiment— .^//^z' was well enough

—

and waste
and waste and waste must inevitably precede perfection of
But don't let's put up^with too much of it.
an;v medium.
Here is our medium, as I say here is the thing that the Elusinians would have been glad of a subtle device for portraying
of the miraculous.
Miracles and godhead are not out of place,
are not awkward on the screen.
A v\'and may (and does) waft
us to fabulous lands, and beauty can and must redeem, us.
But it must be a chaste goddess that we worship and a
young goddess, and perhaps a little a ridiculous goddess. We
must expect to be laughed at, must expect detractors and
def amers as Athene must expect them if she strolled full armed
or without arms down the Tottenham Court Road.
We don't
want exaggeration certainly, but modernity in dress, in thought,
true modernity approaches more and more to classic stan;

dards.

How many perfectly exquisite

studies can be

made

youth, sans drapery, or even with slight modifications

of
(if

your youth happens to be a maiden) of its last party frock.
A judicious arrangement of a simple headband, for example,
may transform Mary Jones into an Isthmian Calliope or young
Tom Smith into Thessalian Diomed.
This is partly what I mean by "restraint'', an artistic restraint that does not pre-visualise a Helen, an Andromeda, an
Iphegenia, a Diomed, or a j^oung Heracles as antiquated stage
or ballet types done up in henna-edwigs.
Tj^pes approaching the most perfect of the pre-fifth century vase paintings

and the most luminous
found,
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am

certain,

of pre-Periclean sculpture are to

among

the unexploited.

I

be

have no
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quarrel with the professional as professional but with the professional in one art pretending to

know

another art of whose very existence he

should be brought in on
ple, Troy-walls

must

this.

is

ever\'thing about

Walls should

arise, that are either

arise

ceived ideas that destroy

What do you know
first

all

And

so on.

approach to

if,

for

exam-

exact in technical

detail or else that are suggested miereh', as I

indicated by a few great stones.

Scholars

ignorant.

have
It is

earlier

precon-

real illmnination.

of beauty, of life, of reality

should be the

questions that a manager or a producer asks his scenic

artist.

Xot what was your job

in

Xew

York, Chicago, Brix-

ton, or Hollpvood.

beginning.

So with the costumier. Begin at the
Don't begin in the muddled middle. Our classic

ladies of the screen are so often reminiscent of the spirit that
led the

Bernhardts and the Buses of the period to appear in
when playing Phaedra. We want to do away with

crinoline

the crinolined Phaedras of this latter day and get back to stark
reality.

where the beauty of the human body as the human
some sort of innings, but will it ? Simplicity, restraint, formalisation are all Greek attributes, Hellenic restraint and Hellenic naturalisation that never saw the
human bod}' frankh^ other than the body of its diety. God
made man, we are taught from our earliest days, in his own
image. Well, let's up then and teach our teachers, our greataunts who heard us our catechism that we do believe in God
and do believe in beauty. Get away from all this bronchochest-muscle business. Why can't some girl or boy just walk

That

is

bod}/ should have
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peplum if you want but somehow just be the
do the thing with no exaggeration of sentiment such as
w^e w^ere treated to by Diotirna in that nightmare (to me)
Heilegeberge (Wrath Of The Gods).
Mountains are classic,
really
charming grace and agility of
the sea, sand, and the
Tom Jones when he leaps on a crowded City bus. Haven't
you yourself noticed it ? Untrained yet unsullied movement
should merge with professional power and tact. The screen
on, in a fleecy
thing,

is

the

medium par excellence

of people, of bird wings.

—

movement of trees, of water,
Flowers open by magic and magic
of

Though, on
the other hand, the most ornate back parlour crowded with
gimcracks can represent "restraint" if the mind presenting
it has its own intense restrained unit of idea.
Take Greed
as an example of the classic mind al work upon ornate exaggeration of detail in a sordid modern tenement atmosphere.
Here is m}^ point and my contradiction the over elaborate
tenement detail of Greed struck a far more classic note than
those sentimental German slow-ups of Diotima doing barefoot dancing on an uncomfortable slab of sea rock.
The classic then, coming down to dots, is a point of view and "restraint"
is a classic virtue which means simply tact and intuition and
a sense of the rightness and the fitness of things in their interDiotima dancing on the mountains was so simply
relation.
spreads cloud forms,

all in

themselves "classic".

;

silly.

With

all its

over elaborate detail, the dramatization

an illiterate, self-educated quack dentist to die in a desert with vultures hovering over his goldIt is obvious that cerladen, dying mule was Aescuylean.
of the impulse that led
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tain self conscious portraits of semi-naked studies

must be

While perhaps some little unexpected
might bring back (as it does sometimes in a theatre) all of antiquity. We must work selfconsciously and at the same time leave vast areas of mind
and spirit free, open to idea, to illumination. I feel though
up to the present only in part successful) the only reality of
this sort has come from Germany.
The young men and the
Paris tableau of the first instance in the Force and Beauty
(Kraft und Schonheit) that I have mentioned and another
"throned Cytherian''
that proud simple figure curled this
time on a great shell in the prologue oi Helen of Troy. Could
am'thing be more true, more real, more unsullied, more unstudied \'et more exactly artificial, in the sense of art made
reality ?
Aphrogeneia. She is there always in my mind as
an example of what art can do, what can be done and what
must be done. Beauty restrained and chaste, with the overweaving of semi-phosphorescent light, in a few tense moments
showed that the screen can rise to the ecstatic level of the
poetic and religious ideals of pure Sophoclean formula.

fore-ordained banality.
effect of a

bare

arm

lifted

(

;

H. D.
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EMAK BAKIA
A

series of fragments, a

cinepoem with a certain optical

make up a whole that still remains a fragment.
one can much better appreciate the abstract beauty

sequence
Just as
in a

fragment

tries

of a classic

work than

in its entirety so this film

to indicate the essentials in contemxporar}^ cinemato-

graphy.

It is

not an "abstract" film nor a story-teller

reasons for being are

its

;

its

inventions of light-forms and move-

ments, while the m.ore objective parts interrupt the mono-

tony

of abstract inventions or serve as punctuation.

who can

sit

through

a.n

sixty per cent of the action passes in
in inaudible conversations,
of attention to a

any pretention

who would

more

is

and out

of doorvv^ays

and

asked to give twenty minutes

or less logical sequence of ideas without

of revolutionizing the fiJm industry.

still

Am^one

hour's projection of a film in which

To those

question "the reason for this extravagance"

one can simply reph' by translating the title Emak Bakia,
an old Basque expression which means "don't bother me".
:\IAX

Ray.

[Emak Bakia will be shown at the Studio des Ursulines Paris during the
Autumn, and has already been given in New- York and at the Film Society
in
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London.

[Ed.]).
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LETTRE AU METTEUR EN SCENE
C'est

comme vous

le dites,

mon

pauvre ami

:

il f

audrait tout

savoir. Seduire des capitaux, apprivoiser des acteurs, connaitre ce qui doit
ciles

amuser le public, voila deja

les trois talents diffi-

a reunir. Vous, par dessusle marche, on vous accorde deja

du gout, du sens pittoresque et psychologique. Peut-il encore
vous manquer quoi que ce soit ? Eh oui c'est cette vieille
I

nature des choses qui resiste
le filmage direct et

:

par

le

truquage, et

non truque, certains

meme

mouvements

par

naturels

ne se laissent pas encore reproduire.

Apprendre des elements de physique, est-ce une humihation pour un artiste ? Autrefois, les peintres apprenaient divers
elements de sciences, comme la perspective, T anatomic
;

aujourd'hui

quelques

ils

a

fois

RouAULT par

de cette servitude. Je reve
mepris avec lequel M. Georges

se sent debarrasses

T'enorme

exem.ple, doit considerer le traite de la peinture

de Leonard de

Mnci

:

il

est tellement plus simple de faire

mariner un foetus dans du
rhumeur du moment, une a

cirage, et de

nommer

cela, selon

ou un « juge ». ]\Iais
la peinture a absolument perdu tout public les maniaques qui
la recherchent ressemblent tout a fait aux coUectionneurs de
timbres Est-ce beau, est-ce laid ? II y a des cotes. Mais vous,
fiUe

de joie

»

:

:

de votre art est d'avoir tout le public
Ce public veut du vraisemblable. II ignore tout des

la faiblesse et la force

possible.
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mais son ceil lui a donne Thabitude de voir tomber
les corps, par exemple, d'une certaine maniere qu'il ne s'expKque pas, mais qu'il exige qu'on reproduise.
Voyons comment vous ferez pour le satisfaire, et commensciences,

cons par

le

commencement.

J'ai deja eu

ie plaisir

tombaient egalement
pas que

je

me moque

de vous apprendre que tons

vite, sauf la resistance

de votre ignorance

:

le

les

corps

de Tair. (Xe croyez

monde

n'a pas ete

sur avant Galilee, que la chute des corps suivit une verticale)

Done

lorsque vous faites une maqiiette, que vous agrandirez

pour representer

la

chute d'une m.aison, n'ayez aucune crainte

moellons, briques et poutres tomberont egalem^ent vite.
seule difhculte
la resistance

:

ne

faites

de Tair

de votre maquette,

pas choir de planches a plat, car

les fait tres vite
si

:

Une

tournoyer, et

les

planches

legeres soient-elles, tournoieraient mal.

Mais vous savez deja, par experience, que Tecroulement de
votre mxaquette, il faudra le filmer a un autre r^'^thme que le

rythme normal. Vous essayez, je crois, plusieurs ralentis differents, et vous adoptez « celui qui fait le mieux ». Economisez
votre pellicule. Pour Tecroulement d'une maison a un etage, il
f aut

que

la

chute de votre maquette, dure, quelle que soit sa

hauteur, environ une seconde. Mais voulez-vous une formule
generale applicable a toutes les hauteurs

?

Calculez votre

sachez
temps t, en secondes votre espace e, en metres
que r acceleration g, est egale a 9 m. 81, et vous saurez la
longueur du temps
;

:
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comme

une
moindre professeur
on trouve,
cela sera encore plus avantageux
de physique
par Texperience, qu'un quart d'heure de physicien ne coute
pas plus cher, en France, qu'un metre de pellicule.
Si,

je le crains

vous avez de

la peine a calculer

racine carree, faites faire roperation par

le

:

;

J'en viens a quelques difficultes plus sensibles.

impossible de filmer en mem_e temps, sur
une chute hbre comme celle d'une pierre, et
Tabattement d'une poutre qui touchait la terre par une
extremite les lois de chute ne sont pas les memes dans les
deux cas, et la chute des poutres de la maquette paraitrait
II

vous

est

m.aquette,

:

trop lente.

Une

autre difficulte nait de la nature de votre appareil.

Je suppose que vous deviez faire tornber, en grandeurs
un objet devant un mur de pierre de taille, devant

reelles,

une parol de petits carreaux, ou n'importe quel fond quadrille ou coupe de hgnes horizontales
si vous prenez dix photos de la chute, qu'il y ait quinze divisions sur le fond, et que
votre objet tombant ne soit pas plus grand qu'une division,
que se produira-t-il ? Le public verra que 5 de ces pierres de
taille, ca.rreaux ou lignes horizontales ne
lui auront
ete
cachees a aucun moment par T objet tombant
Tillusion
du mouvemicnt ne se produira pas
il ne verra
qu'une
suite de positions successives et les hgnes restees intactes
entre deux positions Tem^pecheront d'imaginer les positions
:

;

:

intermediaires.

A

cela

deux remedes.

Faire tomber

les objets

devant un fond uni.
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Si c'est impossible,

comme

lorsque

le

decor est compose de

maisons, organisez une chute en comet e

ainsi

deux de

que votre objet,

bas pour tom^ber bien droit

est long, soit alourdi d'en

s'il

;

:

ses positions successives se couvriront en partie,

un
un corps flottant, comme serait
pour un homme un drap, un long vetement, un cache-nez,
comme peuvent-etre pour bien des objets un lambeau. d'etoffe,
une trainee de corde ou de paille.
Et ne me dites pas que Teducation du public est faite
et rillusion sera parfaite. Si votre objet est court, trouvez

pretexte pour lui attacher

de

que vous pouvez

sorte

telle

un

ralenti

prestidigitateur,

intermediaire

lui offrez

rera

lui

pourra

Un

sans doute

:

vous

passer

faire choir des objets

avec

comme une muscade de
du haut en bas d\me image sans

exagere, ou les

faire,

le

public y consentira, mais,

mieux, I'impression de verite

qu'il

en

si

reti-

donnera une confiance dont Temotion du drame

profiter.

conseil

:

ne faites jamais de maquettes de vagues

naufrages. Tous les baquets que

vu

et

de

bateaux
d'enfants que j'ai vu flotter ou couler n'ont jamais fait d 'impression sur le public, autre que le ridicule. Si vous tombez dans
j'ai

agiter, tous les

ce travers, evitez de faire, pour imiter les vagues, ghsser de
Teau sur une planche vous obtiendrez une vitesse acceleree.
Or la vitesse des vagues est constante et meme, lorsqu'eiles
ecument et piquent de haut c'est qu'elles ralentissent de la
base. (Comme lorsque vous freinez brusquement en auto,
votre tete bascule et rous donnez du nez dans la glace.) Pour
avoir des ondes paralleles et non en cercles elargis, trempez
:

;
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une planche droite
contre-ondulation,

vous ne

les

les eviterez

secouez-la verticalement...

et

retours d'onde dans

jamais.

Mve

done

Mais

la

un bassin ferme,

la nature.

Jean Prevost.

PRECIS OF THE POINTS RAISED

LETTRE

IX M. PREVOST^S

Prevost points out that the

}vIonsieur

difficulties

artists

once encountered (he adds that to-daj' they are freed from
this servitude

!)

in matters of anatoniical science, etc.

now

devolve .even more acutely on the heads of film-producers.

on the con-

Artists having lost their pubhc, film-producers,
trary, are,

without
reality.

certain

anything, overwhelmed

if

scientific

knowledge,

For instance,

way they
;

if

insists

a thing

is

could not describe

by

to
it

And

it.

on an

has to

fall, it

but

this public,

effect of

know

complete
fall in

if it is

a

rightly

done.

He

gives useful information in this respect,

of models.

Bodies, he

sa}.'s, fall

and

in the using

on
pho-

at difterent rates of time

account of the resistance of air, hence difterent rates of
tography will be needed. To obtain successful results a
general formula has been devised, relating height to time.
Let

t

represent time,

e

the distance of the

fall,

and given that
45
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the acceleration g is at the rate of 9 metres, 81., you can
obtain the time of the faU as in the equation given.
It is impossible,

he states, to simultaneously photograph

the falling say of a stone and a
different in each case,
fall of

A

the

beam

will

and

if

beam

;

the

the stone

is

lav\'s

of faUing are

photographed the

appear too slow.

difficulty is presented regarding the falling of objects

before a background

composed

of squares or horizontal lines.

Example. Ten photographs are turned during the fall. The
background has fifteen divisions. If each of these is equal
in size to the falling object five of these divisions will thus have
not been covered by the falling object. Result, no illusion
of movement.
What happens is a succession of positions,
the lines left uncovered between each successive position will
prevent the illusion of intermediate positions.

i.

Suggested remedies are a plain background or a cornet fall,
the attachment of some floating substance to the falling

e.

object.
is

The

divisions being thu.s partly covered, the illusion

created.

THE REAL DANGER OF THE CINEMA
When
far as to

critics, after

years of earnest opposition, yielded so

acknowledge the cinematograph as an infant

art,

they found consolation in the idea that, by following the same
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would be necessary at regular intervals to give
the infant a sound box on the ears.
Xo intelThis is now a game in which ever\^one ma\' join.
lectual equipment is necessary, but if you happen to be an
expert on something or other piano- tuning will do nicely
the world will listen with increased respect to your views on
"what is wrong Vvith the cinema". All that is necessary is
induction,

it

—

to find something wrong.

To say

that

it is

a

international sport.
their

;

hitherto

undetected.

playwright, for instance
his

wwks.

muddy

but their

coats,

qualities

game is to put it too modestty it is an
Engaged in it, men throw off not only
reveahng

vesture,

The

best-seller

—we have laughed

at

spiritual

novelist

or

him and spurned

Yet, as his criticisms of the film reveal, no one

In his opinion, the cinema must
cheap sensationalism and trashy plots it must

reverences Art more than he.
rid itself of

:

have subtlety and the
ther

artistic touch.

Could ideals go fur-

?

It is

another extraordinary attribute of the cinema

from such

little

— apart

functions as undermining 3'outh's morals,

ruining the nation's eyesight, destroying the faculty of speech,

and breaking up the
to behave as

it

British

behaves

Empire

—that

it

causes

its critics

itself.

Thus a

writer, warming up to complain of illiterate subseems to become rather illiterate himself. Employing
the most violent language, he goes on to denounce the screen's

titles,

violence.

He

ridicules

the

film

producer's

propensity to

exaggerate, but in doing so exaggerates that exaggeration.
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In a review loaded with inaccuracies, he deplores the inaccuracies of the historical film.

makes

picture

He

declares that the motion

and two

light of sacred things,

or three para-

graphs farther on entertains us with a most caustic and cynical discussion

on the theme

a disgusted survey of the

of motherlove.

mobs who

Finalty,

after

patronise the cinema

theatre, he im^plores film producers not to underrate the intel-

ligence of their public.

There

is

also tlie

matter

this quality is ''sadly

sadly lacking in the film
until

it

of vision.

lacking"
critics.

in

Strange to say, although
the film world,

No

theory

has been projected on the screen

;

it is

also

put forward

is

the highbrow pen

follows the studio product as cautiously as the baton of an

an orchestra.
It would be rash, of course, to deduce from this that there
is an}^ intelligence in the film world
and it Vv^ould be blasphemous to laugh at our intelligentsia. On the horns of that
dilemima no one dares to ask, when a particular film wins the
approval of a particular critic who has hitherto maintained
the screen to be a worthless medium, why he with his superior intellect and artistic susceptibility could not have foreseen,
however dimly, some such imager}^ in mind as that which
impostor conductor

follov/s

;

now

faces

him

in reality.

—

Yet one di^.y somebody perhaps some small boy demoraby the pictures will give the show away and then
what will happen ?
lised

—

;

This bring us to the real danger of the cinema, a danger not
to the infamous masses
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it,

but to the famous
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individuals

who

played mischievously with
It

all

knock

down. It has
their prophecies and judgments.

are endeavouring to

it

has caused most of our intellectual giants to lapse into utter

nonsense

;

it

has caused most of our masters of pure EngUsh

to indulge in ugly wit

;

it

has caused most of our broad-

minded observers to become petty and morahsing and it has
caused most of our greatest thinkers to stop thinking.
What need has posterity for men of contemporary minds ?
Is it fair that the great lances of our day should be rendered
Quixotic by the cinema's windmills ? Truly v\^e cannot prevent them from tilting, but it might be a worth}^^ sacrifice for
their future fame if we abohshed the cinema.
;

Eric Elliott,

FILMS IN EDUCATION
THE COMPLEX OF THE MACHINE
How many people realise that onty sixty years ago, in the
childhood almost of their parents, thousands of children under
twelve years of age were imprisoned yearly for minor offences
If

they did realize

it

surely they

would not talk so

?

glibly

about "the good old days" ? Even now education is often
an education in wrong values and it is doubtful whether more
49
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than a few of the great Englishmen of the past hah century
have emerged from conventional channels. UsuaUy thev
have had an independant childhood. But progress is being
made for the majority, though very, very slowh'.

And

because progress

increased in violence.

new method

attacks

it

is

being mxade, opposition to

The old system
economically.

is

It

it

has

afraid because the

would be

imipossible

for a schoolmaster trained in the schools of j^esterday to teach

in the progressive schools of to-day.

For the meaning

of the

words and symbols used would be as incomprehensible as an
Eskimo dialect. Schools of the end of last century based
their tradition of teaching

was a

unhealthy"

for the average

To speak

their studies.

Dalton plan or
illogically

For

upon the

fact that the intellect

bestowed on a few and that

gift

—

it is

of

of

boy

it

was ^'morbid and

or girl to be interested in

to such a schoolmaster today of the

independant study

communism and

is

to be accused

— quite

corruption.

the schoolmaster under the

new method

that

must

child.
He must reaUy knoii: his subject,
from a text book. He must realh^ be enthusiasAbove
tic and able to answer, even at times to ask questions.
all he must accept intellect as something able to be developed
in ninety per cent of children with the proper environment
and not a romantic and hazardous gift flung without reason

be in focus, not the
not teach

it

to the one or two.

But the obstruction
is

lack of teachers.

help.
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And

it is

just here that the

moment

cinema could
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Sixty years ago machinery as a vital force in

life

was barely

Just as the old schoolmaster resents the revolu-

discovered.

tion in educational

methods

so the world

still

—as a whole

resented and resents machines.

The generation

just leaving school

who has been used from

The generation used

nes, aeroplanes.
still

all

at school.

And

is

the

first

generation

childhood to motor cars, telepho-

it is

to films

from infancy

is

impossible after a certain age for

but the few, to learn or to progress.

So our parents and

our grandparents resent, always sub-consciously and often

them of a sense of
power, that they cannot themselves manage, and that have
placed the young in a state equal with themselves.
consciously, machines that have robbed

So with

"good old

all

the will they have, with a veneration for the

amounts to a religion (in spite of child
prisoners amd female drudges and sweated labour) they fight
against the power of the machine.
And they have power it is useless to deny it. They have
money, prestige, the devasting weapon against the young,
days'' that

;

demand

of

sym.pathy,

appeal to the parent-complex few

They impose their will
on the m.ajority of schools. They block solidty, so far as
they are able, development and progress.
The innovators have power too. The}^ have beaut\^ enthusiasm, a sense of life behind them.
Even a kind of hypnotism that the mob responds to because it is \'ery hard to crush

sensitive natures ever entirely lose.

out desire of

life

in the

young.

being open to the world at large,

But instead
it is

of progression

open only to the

persis-
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tent few, a kind of natural selection that perhaps has value,

but the wastage involved
to the

is

too

immense ever

to be realised

full.

machine that has the capacity to make
discomifort to be endured than for a machine to be accepted

It is easier for a

for

The

that contains elements of pleasure.
steel

and wire and

were in

electricity

first

victories of

factories, partly

on ac-

count of economic conditions, partly also because their use

When

becomes invohxd, or
still felt by most
people over thirty five towards machinery in any form, can
be repressed no longer and comes violently to the surface.
Films teach crime, are bad for the e\'esight, cinemas breed
germs, movies are responsible for all the evils and the restlessness of the modern age.
They were no cinemas to speak
of in 1910 but the World War happened.
Epidemics at least
of some diseases are decreasing in violence since 1920.
Watch any small child learning to write. He is unable
to control the movements of his hand and wrist and so the
letters straggle.
Instead of realizing that it is the hand which
did not involve enjoyment.

art

the possibility of pleasure the opposition

^

is

to blamic the child seeing the letter, translates the fault

to be with the eye.

He bends

almost touches the paper.

lower and lower until his nose

This

is

seldom or never corrected

The result is quite often impaired eyesight
by
through using the wrong eye-muscles. But it is hardly ever
the teacher.

traced to

its

actual cause.

But put a child of the same age at the typewriter. In a
week he will be printing letters. The sheer mechanism of
52
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Seeing the words come swiftly on

typing insures erectness.

more can be

to the paper,

there

A

great interest in phrase formation.

is

and energy
very

written, speUing mistakes are fewer

easily)

lot of eyesight

saved (most children learn the touch system

is

and the

child

is

spared a

books and grammar exercises.

lot of

worry over spelling

These statements are the

result of personal observation of a

number

of cases.

But the educational authorities will not hear of the typeWe have sent letters and articles to the leading
They are returned with the imiplicaeducational journals.

writer.

tion that the typewriter

"we dont want our

is

non-m.oral or with the statement

children mechanised''.

Children thev say,

must write labouriously by hand, the dear little things, though
their eyesight suffer and their energy be wasted.
It sounds
illogical but the schoolmaster who will discuss complexes and
repressions from a comparatively open minded angle will
get red in the face and rigid with anger v,'hen it is suggested
that typewriters should be installed in every kindergarten.

And

it

is

picture.
fit

same vvith the cinema.
most children like an\' kind of

just the

learn visually

;

But the cinema, they

has no educational value,

it

say,

;\Iost

children

illustration or

has not proved

itself,

over stimulates the brain,

it

And to some extent these stricBut the\' are true only because the educatiohave outlawed the movies, have not taken the
that inteUigent pictures were made and that

right ens the nervous child.

tures are true.
nal authorities

trou ble to see

being made, children were given an opportunity to see them.
Interest in science, geography and history

is

killed in

hun-
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dreds of children a year through dull methods of presentation

and the

failure to capture the interest

—and the respect

of the child.
It vvould

take more than an article to outline the

way

in

which the cinema could be used to its full extent in education.
There is for instance no reason why children should not write,
direct, photograph and make their own films with very little
instruction.
There is hardly a subject taught that could
not be helped b}^ the cinema provided the film is prepared
for first by a lesson and is then followed up by practical work.
Where the classes are large it can make up for the lack of

Where they are sm.all it can speed
up progress and open new^ possibilities. But full development educationally is not possible until the ground is cleared

individual instruction.

of the old "com.plex of the

machine".

Bryher.

LES

HOMMES AUX

MILLE VISAGES

Les classiques francais, avec leur regie des trois unites,
unite de temps, unite de lieu, unite d'action, imposaient

aux

acteurs Tunite de visage.

Le
54

meme

jour,

dans un

meme

palais, occupes d'une seule
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passion, les interpretes n'avaient guere

le

moyen de

se

meta-

morphoser. Et puis, la parfaite ordonnance du discours, Thar-

monie du verbe,

la regularite des vers, la logique et la

sition de Tensemble, aussi bien

des details,

tile

si

etudiaient

elles

compo-

que Tanalyse a tout prix subet

Thomme,

peignaient

n'en accomplissaient pas moins sa transsubstantiation. Ce

qui grouillait de plus informe au fond des consciences etait
discute, represente sur

un plan de hautaine

precision. L'art

qui ne voulait rien ignorer, par culte de la grandeur et gout

de la politesse, en venait a cet ideal classique dont la France
a ete

si

nettement marquee, que Gertrude Stein pouvait dire

avec juste raison que
et,

les

Francais,

meme

ceux d'aujourd'hui

en depit de la litterature volontairement confessionnelle,

n'ont pas

le

sens de Tintimite. Defaut d'ailleurs

commun

a

toute la civilisation m.editerraneenne. Les tragediens grecs,
s'ils

acceptaient que la douleur ou

le desir tordit leurs figures,

voulaient que ce fut une fois pour toutes

ment durat

leur expression,

ils la

que plus surefigeaient dans des masques.
et, afin

Ainsi se creaient des types d'autant moins faciles a oublier
qu'ils

ne changeaient jamais. Dangereux heritage echu a

notre xvii®

done

je snis

siecle,

qui d'autre part, em_erveille par

le

Je pense,

de Descartes, ne dcute jamais de T'unite des indi-

vidus et mais n'en reve pas moins de decouvrir une notion
generale et precise de

Thomme.

Et cependant un Jean Racine, a la fin de sa vie, ecrit Je
hommes en mGi. Touchant et sublime aveu d'un etre
dont la complexity n'a pu etre endiguee. Ses contemporains
:

sens deux

furent

injustes

parce

que sous Tapparente surface unie,
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d'etranges floraisons eclataient. Or, voici qu'en ce xx^ siecle,

un autre

comme

genie, qui s'etait

condamne

a I'uniforme grotesque,

Racine, selon Texigence de son epoque,

ses heros a

ava,it

contraint

Talexandrin et aux draperies a Tantique, d'une

meme, tire non pas deux, mais cent,
mais mille hommes.
L'ecran par les etranges franchises des gestes, du rj^thme,
des expressions, nous force a voir la vraie richesse des etres,
leur i mpre visible* mult iplicite. Nulle precaution esthetique ne
pent nous leurrer et nous ne prendrons jamais le carton pate
de certains metteurs en scenes pour le miracle des Reves.
Les secrets qu'un Picasso, par la peinture, a tire des objets,
le cinema d'un paj^sage, d'une figure, les force a se lever. La
photographic animee de ce qui nous semble si simxple est le
seul moj'^en que nous avons d'etre convaincus des metempsychoses, peu de realite de ce m.onde exterieur, de sa pocsie,
en un mot.
Mais cette poesie, nulle formule ne la suscite.
Eblouis par les mots « inconscient, subconscient » par les
decouvertes de Freud, certains ont cru qu'un univers sj'Stematiquement de guingois nous donnerait de plus fortes impressions. Ainsi, ai-ie vu un him inspire de Crime et Chdtiment, oil les maisons etaient toutes de travers sans que d'ail-

silhouette toujours la

leurs rien de frappant n'en resultat.

De meme,
Exemple
:

la

perfection de la technique n'est pas tout.

Varietes,

oil

Lya de

Putti,

chirurgicaiement

degraissee mais inexpressive de visage, est Tinterprete digne de
ce film a succes
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mais sans imagination. De

meme

encore de
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resthetique de la machine. Dans Metropolis, la vision initiale

marche resignee des hommes du sous-sol,
sont aussi emouvantes que, vaine Tinsistance a nous promede gratte-ciel

et la

ner sur, dans, et dessous

les fausses

Les gens de metier sont parfois

usines souterraines.

les

plus dangereux, et leurs

precautions exasperantes. Ainsi un film

Noire

oil

Ton sent

I'effort

nous touche tellement moins que

simple Voyage de Gide an Congo, tant
des

hommes de

comme La C rot si ere

lettres, ni des

il

hommes

mes de cinema, mais des hommes tout
Les hommes aux mille visages.

le

est vrai qu'il n'}' a ni

de theatre, ni des homcourt.

Rexe Crevel.

PORTRAIT
Naturally

let

the

PHOTOGRAPHY

smooth face, the solemn

body arrange themselves, constnict a column
of personage against a

This
to

is the

column

of sun.

personage as planned

meet the camera, as stir ed and bland,

full of achivement, safe

and

plain,

of visibly substantial brain.
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Admit

the face he

knows and then
^

wait for the shift in the eyes, the shadowy grin
he does not know.

Go down with

these to find

the secret source of the grin, in the

Go down with sun and mirror and
shadow beyond sense

mind.
lens

into the

to catch the

of spirit

ironical unsuspected lines

grinning at a brains designs.

There are wise things beyond the red and
safe gold to be said in straight black

and

the bright

white.

M. DE L. Walch.

CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE
II

MUSICAL ACCOMPANDJEXT
musician was a pianist who sat in the gloom beyond
the barrier and played without notes. His playing was a
continuous improvisation varying in tone and tempo accord-

Our

first

ing to what was going forw^ard on the screen.
earlier part of the
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During the

evening he would sometimes sing.

He
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would sing
in

to the sailing

harmony with

by

of

French chateaux,

sotto voce,

the gently flowing undertone that

moved

from major to minor and from key to key. His singit w^as, a spontaneous meditative
appreciation of things seen. For the Gazette he had martial
airs, waltzes for aeroplanes.
Jigs accompanied the comic
interludes and devout low-toned nocturnes the newest
For dram.a he usually had a leit-motif,
creations of fashion.
borrowed or invented, set within his pattern of sound moving
He could time a passuitably from pianissimo to fortissimo.
sage to culminate and break punctually on a staccato chord at a
crisis.
This is a crude example of his talent for spontaneous
adaptation. As long as he remained with us music and picIf the film were good he enhanced it, heightture were one.
ened its effect of action moving forward for the first time. If
it were anything from bad to worst his music helped the onlooker to escape into incidentals and thence into his private
world of meditation or of thought.
The little palace prospered and the management grew ambitious.
Monthly program.mes were issued, refreshments
were cried up and down the gangways and perfumed disinso easily

ing seemed what probably

*

empty spaces. The
and the miusical accompaniment became a
miniature orchestra, conspicuous in dress clothes and with
lights and music stands and scores between the audience and
the screen, plajdng set pieces, for each scene a piece. At each
change of scene one tune would give place to another, in a
different key, usually by means of a tangle of discords.
The
fectants squirted ostentatiously over the

pianist vanished
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towards improvement was a destruction of the relationship between onlookers and film. With
Talking
the old unity gone the audience grew disorderly.
advertisment
increased.
of
Prosperity
iNluch
waned.
total result of these efforts

''west-end successes*' pulled things together for a while dur-

ing which the

came when

management aimed

still

An

higher.

evening

in place of the limping duet of violin* and piano

several instruments held together

by some kind

of conduct-

ing produced sprightly and hannonious effects.

At

half-

time the screen was curtained leaving the musician's pit in a
semi-darkness where presently wavered a green spot-light
that

came

to rest

upon the

figure of a

handsome young Jew

dramatically fronting the audience with violin poised for
action.

Fireworks.

Applause.

After

which

the

perfor-

mance was allowed to proceed. Within a month the attendance was reduced to a scattered few and in due course the
hall was "closed for decorations'", to reopen some months
later ''under entirely new management", undecorated and
with the old pianist restored to his place. The audience
drifted back.

But during the interregnum, and whilst concerted musical
efforts

vinced

were doing their worst, an incident occurred that conme that any kind of musical noise is better than none.

and the pictures moved silentsound of intennittent
talking and the continuous faint hiss and creak of the apparatus.
The result seemed to justify the curses of the most
ardent enemies of the cinema and I understood at last what

Our orchestra

failed to appear

ly by, lifeless

and
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they

mean who

declare that dramatic action in photograph

makes no personal demand upon the
me to wonder how many of these
enemies are persons indifferent to mjjsic and those to whom
music of any kind is a positive nuisance.
is

obscene because

onlooker.

If

It

it

occurred to

ever films are

made

the properties, street

to sound,

traffic,

if

not only the actors but

cooking-stoves and cataracts are

given voices as are alread}' in

some cinemas the bombs and

thunderstorms falling upon the dum.b players, musical accompaniment will be superfluous whether as a cover for the sounds
from the operator's galler}' and the talking of the audience,
or as a help to the concentration that

is

essential to collabora-

tion between the on looker and
sent music

is

what he sees. For the preneeded and generally liked even by those who

are not aware that

it

helps them to create the film and gives

the film both colour and sound.

In our small palace

we

object

any sound coming from the screen. We dislike even the
was heard once or twice during our
period of great ambitions. With the help of the puff of smoke
and our pianist's staccato chord we can manufacture our own

to

realistic pistol-shot that

reality.

And

and concentration depend
upon the undisturbed continuity of surrounding conditions, the musical accompaniment should be both continuous and flexible. By whatever means, the aim is to unify.
If film and music proceed at cross purposes the audience is
distracted by a half-conscious effort to unite them.
The
since the necessarj' stillness

in part

doings of an orchestra that

is

an entertainment in

itself

go far
6i
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one came forth to seek. I
saw in Switzerland a number of films whose captions were in
columns and bi-lingual and whose appearance was the signal
for a chorus of linguists making translations for the benefit
But the strife of tongues on and off the
of less gifted friends.
screen was less disturbing than the innocent doings of the
orchestra which opened proceedings before the lights were
lowered with a sprightly march and went into the darkness
with it and played it until the end of the reel, which had shown
us a midnight murder on a moor, and then became visible,
lights up, cheerily pla5dng yet another martial air.
They
continued throughout the performance, vanishing and reappearing and playing, regardless of what might be going
forward upon the screen, "band music" with a perfect
in destroying the entertainment

mechanical precision.

But orchestral music, v/hether at its w^orst or at its best is
unsuited to any but the largest halls where perhaps, though
a concert grand can supply all needs, an orchestra, that has
rehearsed, with the film, music written or arranged for that
film until the two are one, is the ideal.
Short of that the single
player at his best

is

not to be beaten.

Dorothy M. Richardson.
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COMMENT AND REVIEW
Here
it

is

much more important

a

point than

it

sounds.

Is

wrap their boxes
One knows that people Uke

essential that chocolate manufacturers

in all those cellophane papers

?

the cinema a light-refreshment lounge, but how often
some arresting or poignant mioment, someone beside you
First of all air-proof paper,
starts peeling her chocolate box
which fumbled at in the dark takes fully a minute to tear
off, and crumple in one's hand, and roll under the seat in front
then the box lid and its reluctant severing, carrying in wake
vast overflowings of fancy trimmings then more translucent
paper covering fancy paper mats, then shredded paper, and
bits of cardboard, and folded paper, and crinkly containers,
and more often than not another VvTapping round the chocolate itself.
In all, a five to eight minute operation, and guato

make

at

!

;

ranteed, one

feels,

papers can miake

hygiene

And

?

there must be

to be as noisy as specially constructed

it.

Well,

if

isn't it rather

all sorts of

it

is

hygiene, after

all

is

it

Anyhow,
?
and quite as sui-

overdoing things

papers

less noisy,

table.

Moreover, by some inevitable mass self-consciousness, the

peehng

men

of

one box will remind dozens of ladies and gentle-

of the

attention

is

unopened boxes lying on their laps, and one's
in the sudden hurricane that drowns

swept away
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the sound of the orchestra for a couple of

by

created

reels.

Tension

the film gives rise to the unconscious infantile

The sudden frenzy

sucking habit.

of chocolate eating

and

an emotional
climax, and so one supposes cigarette smoking and chocolate
eating are not the things to attack, but the mummy wrappings on the boxes, and the indiscriminate striking of matches
lighting

cigarette

while the film
I

is

have heard,

drama.

.

immediately accompanies

in progress.
too, the

''Ices?.

.

.

.

breaking of a female voice across
Chocolates?.

.

.

Cigarettes?"

In

suavest theatres, drifting forms going to and fro. "ChocoIces ?.
Cigarettes ?"
lates ?.
Making a kind of mar.

.

.

.

by the chink
and long confabulations raucously whispered, and
voices hailing from five rows back.
ket place of the gangways, her progress rung
of coins,

*

We

spoke

*

month of the need for a cinema that would
from time to time, films of special interest or

last

show old

films

qualitj^

A

tion

*

praiseworthy effort

is

being

by the Cinema du Vieux-Colombier in

are of course great difiiculties in the

way

made

in this direc-

Montpellier.
of

There

such a step, trade

However the Vieux Colombier is
making an excellent start. Rien que les heures by Cavalcanti,
Jazz, by James Cruze, and Joyless Street by Pabst are among
prejudice,

for example.

their revivals.
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A UFA FILM

KOPF HOCH CHARLEY
(Bigamie)

Ufa super-production,

Billed as the 1927-1928

account to be missed.

Its integrity is a real

this is

on no

achievement,

and sincerest congratulations are to be tendered to its makers,
and sincerest homage to be paid to Ellen Richter, its star.
Here indeed is a film two thirds of which at least are flawless,
and that is roughly two thirds better than any average posThe opening shows us the departure of a
sible production.
steamship from Cuxhaven for New York, and the farewell
words of a wife whose husband is travelling to America to
One is instantly struck with the
try and borrow money.
magnificent treatment of the crowds, the hot faces in quest
of information, the shouldering, the sort of stricken, insecti-

verous running about of people sailing on a long voyage
half exalted, half stupified helplessness of the friends
tives seeing

them

and

;

the

rela-

off.

"Don't go", the wife implores. "Something tells me w^e
Rush and serry of crowds, sirens,
will never meet again."
The wife's arm waves mechalifting of gangways, waving.
nically, her face taut and despairing among the waving and
Crowds surge past her on both sides, she steps
the faces.
with them, but more slowly, and the camera with her. PreAn official passes, she must leave the
sently she is alone.
.

.

.
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In the street she signals a waiting taxi.

yard.

Then stands
•

The

seeing nothing.

Speaks.

driver tells her to get in.

She shakes her head again, hands him money, walks away.
One hundred marks. He taps his forehead grimacing. On
Goes
a bridge she sees the world collapsing in two halves.
on again. Tottering blindly again toward the docks. FaUing
finally in some suicidal instinct before a car.
Through all this the effect of dissociation and complete
blankness is achieved with sheer genius, both on the part of
producer and of Fraulein Ellen Richter, whose axting, let it
be said now and again and again, was the most mesmerically
Her movements, her thoughts
insinuating thing imaginable.
were somehow one. When she moved a hand or an arm or
clasped quick fingers together, hunching a little her shoulders,
it was expressing a hundred things, a hundred psychologically
It was as if she herself were but a thin curaccurate things.
tain across her mind or spirit the qualitj^ of her beauty was
;

so exactly right for this cryptic, deracinated hfe.

To me
husband

the most brilhant
in

America

of alienation

was

of

;

of genius.

the arrival of the

the impression of helplessness, of fear,

sense that everything one

no more use to one.

had ever

learnt

Bewilderment, sheer inability

The hotel interior was another moment
Again the management of crowds, the tremendous

to cope with

66

—the

moments were

it all.

—
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and swarm and mechanism.

While he drives through
through BerUn. There
is a lengthy series of contrasts of the two cities, flashing from
one to the other, another triumphal moment. Sheer brilliance
until the beginning of Paris night-life and titles.
The first
time I saw it, from the moment Paris came on the scene one
got more and more depressed. The psychology seemed to
go to bits, the old early- Victorian deference to Counts and
Dukes and Princes and levees broke out hke an unseemly
malady. The lady alternately simpered and scoffed. "Let
me take you" said the bogus card-sharper-count" to Paris
city of gaiety, of life, of laughter " or words to that effect, in
the best trilby tradition. And ironically, while he says it,
they are driving through the streets of Berhn, city, (one
would imagine from this), of unsulHed small-town respectabihty.
Then they deferentially flash on some fades-in and
fades-out of Paris views, and merge into a large overcrowded
ballroom and restaurant, the sort of place that we (knowing
our Paris) know to be the kind of place the outer-suburbs
Here Charley is seen seeing hfe.
grace from ten to midnight.
A very good example of an under-world duke and the bogus
count make love to her alternately. From then onward it was
pure Trilby stuff, and of that exact period. The prepostIt was almost like the genius
erous finale made one angry.
that did the first two thirds of the picture turning into a subnormal tract-writer.
But because of the sheer greatness of its beginning one saw
it again, and this time one saw bej^ond, and got to wondering.
bustle,

the

New York

streets, his wife drives

—
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There might, just possibly there might be a great idea behind
it, one that had not quite come off.
Not having read the
romance on which it was founded it would be hard to say, but
the second time, one noticed people continually pointed to
their foreheads when alluding to Charley.
Here was the
explanation of her ready smile, her complete, insouciant
drifting from one pair of arms to others and then others ?
Was this Unked up with her earlier shock, was it that she was

meant to be unhinged, seeking what she had lost ? still ill,
and satisfied by nothing, or, through weariness, anything ?
In view of the complete clarity of meaning in the beginning
one fears not, and anyhow, that particular type of woman
would not attract those particular types of men in just that
way (except perhaps the one who had her watched) nor would
she be sold on them. Of course, interest was maintained up
to the last, but all that du Maurier stuff from Paris onwards
got more and more depressing. But one did leave at the end
feehng curiously dissociated one's self, and quite mesmerized.
The acting was superb. The madame of the dress shop,
the madame of the pension, the American uncle and his confrere,
all

the rather birdlike httle

were

distinct
it

brilliant

eventually gets her,

and convincing. Kopf Hoch Charley is a
and let us wish it the success

advance and landmark

deserves.

man who
;
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AS

IS

BY THE EDITOR
Well you are right enough who say how much the screen

must

by saying well
ler

ler

I.

2.

3.

And

falsify true values.

tunity) you're no

more

yes,

(so as

not to miss

right than wrong.

my

I start

oppor-

right off

but what about poUtical economy or bow-

economy is aid to legislation and bowhats a phalUc symbol, then what I say is films can be
hats

?

If

poHtical

:

A

An

An

universal

international

inter-racial

(a)

language

(b)

educator

(c)

backbone

(a)

sympathy

(b)

friendship

(c)

common-sense

(a)

goodwill

(b)

league of nations

(c)

peace-conference

5
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as well as entertainment, art, comfort

don't

mean banners

But

if

one

elements are

may

or hjnimbooks

and stimulus, and

I

!

be inoffensively serious for a while, these

all there.

If

values are to be falsified they are

we are to have anything at aU, even "back
we are bound not only to accept, but he false values.

to be falsified.

to nature''

If

In emphasizing tortuous and incredible erotic situations,
what, after aU,

myths

is

the screen doing but putting over the basic

popular morality

of

?

I

said last

month

that fiLms

are almost tract-Uke in their insistence on adherence to

one might

undue

call

what

the civic-safeguard moral precepts, and the

stress laid

upon the retention

of virtue only

looms as

exaggerated because the screen approximates hfe so nearly

any of the protective conventions in which
the other arts have long since safely wrapped themselves.
It is so starkly new, so penetrating that any blur or
falsity becomes more obvious, and seemingly exaggerated,
than in life itself, where [again pure muddle hinders obseras to be without

vation.

The truth

is

that platitudes which can be swallowed in

become ridiHence the protests that the screen is iniquitous and
a pubhc danger. As a matter of fact, far from falsifying true
actual hfe, translated into logical screen action

culous.

values
is

(in

commonly meant) the screen
world for showing them up. What

the sense that phrase

the best

medium

in the

is

happens is that such times as the popular moral formulae are
adhered to, on account of the sheer cold analysis the film must
inevitably impose on facts and people, an essential gimcrack6
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ery or misapplication

is

revealed

;

heroines are forced into

which can move us only to laughter, heroes strut
and exalt themselves into positions from which their highly
moral processes of extrication render them fit subjects for
situations

the infirmarj^ or the scaffold.

And

the most illiterate persons

beheved in

villains.

However,

tainment necessarily, for

about

different ideas

hfe.

if it

I

belief is

were,

The

have ever met have not
not a part of enter-

we would by now have

fact that has to be pointed

moves us to cry ''How impossible
is exactly what must happen, and sometimes does
happen, if and when we hve according to standardised formula. But the truth is that most of us do not Hve to stanout

is

that the very situation that

dardised formula, but to our
formula.
is

the

We

making

are

more or less
show that lands us

in the

of this

it

dilemma

acknowledge that we or the screen

either having to

So inevitably

own duly adjusted personal
bound to make a show, and it

has to be the screen.

And

so

it is if

is

of

a Uar.

you

see

that way.
On the other hand it is just teUing the truth
about these things. Where (if the screen hes) is the he ? Not
in the camera, nor the faces of the actors, nor altogether in
it

the

studio

What

is it

sets,

that

which are anyhow

we say

is

relatively

''impossible''

?

subsidiary.

Not the heroine

stressing her physical purity to point of indecency, nor the

hero, nor the villain, both foils to colourate her thorny path
of jeopardised virtue, not the impossible misunderstandings,
but the fact that we know in ourselves that we, or anybody
else, faced with similar problems would act quite differently.

7
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In other words, our conduct would not tally with the conduct
our eyes.

set before

We

say ''How impossible

Now

V

the intention of this spiel

is

not to worry you or

its

writer with morahstic problems as morahstic problems, but
to see
film.

films

how

morahstic problems affect or are affected by the
In the first place I do emphatically repudiate that

have a harmful

vations) children.
I

effect

on men, women, or (with

reser-

*

have yet to see the film where the wrong-doer goes un-

punished, or virtue unrewarded, or error finally unrectified..

have yet to see the feminine transgressor who gets off scotwithout unnecessarily savage sentence looming over
her final fade-out. So you who say the screen is immoral
or offensive reaUy mean that the logical conclusions of good
conduct are immoral.
The truth is there is a complete divorce between theoretTheoretical conduct as applied to hfe and as apphed to films.
ical conduct on the screen must not remain as theoretical
or if it does, it is clearly indicated from the first
conduct
that here is something evil that will cause an hour's emotional damage to the leading lady and then dismally perish.
Theoretical conduct must be shown to us as the conduct all
good men and women instinctively obey if we should happen
to open our eyes at the thought of what squahd and prurient
minds they must have, we can at least be consoled that the
hero does sometimes go astray, even if he does return ten
times worse than he went. The usual heroine being the usual
I

free, or

;

:

8
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Womanhood, is usually insufferable, and in reality
no one would tolerate such a silly ass for five minutes. When
she does have an affair it is only because she is trapped in a
barn or a bedroom, and although we know that acute m^aschocism is the cardinal virtue in films as well as in hfe, and acute
sadism its radiant twin, yet these forms of moraUty do not

ideal of

combat

enter the arena for

;

they are legitimately beyond

the scope of censure.

So something will happen sometime, and probably surrepIf people are not to say ''How impossible'', doesn't
titiousty.
it seem that they have got to be shown what really does happen, what they themselves would do ?
And do you think
anything done in this way would be praised ? One hurricane of fury would blaze and blast the thing to smithereens
!

You see the dilemma ?
On the one hand "How impossible
On the other hand ''How imxpossible
For truth about you or me would not
the dramatic convention, even though
nice

and utterly

lav\^

abiding people.

be, shall we say in
we may be utterly

In spite of

not perhaps some sort of solution somewhere
get

away on

the screen and stage with

diness but one, there

asking for immorahty.

is

all

this, is
?

If

there

we can

the excesses of baw-

surely a loophole

?

Not that

I

am

my

modest but penetrating opinion there is far too much of it alread}^
The dogmatic theology, as it were, of daily conduct going full steam ahead on
the films leaves nothing more to be said.
It is beyond belief.
And yet the dogmatic theology of daily conduct is perfecIn

9
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Virtue shall be rewarded

tly sound.

;

the wrong-doer shall

That we know. It is the first law of the world,
the cosmos. But where we go so abysmally wrong is in

be punished.
of

Things that matter are neglected or ignored

our definitions.

;

things that are trivial or mere incident are stressed and then

blown-up bladder. So where
does my catalogue come in, where does the loophole come in ?
Ergo that dramatic intensity does not rely on sadism or
maschocism, and does not command intensity or even attenstressed

till

they burst

like a

:

tion in the

mind

No

stance.

unless

it is

created out of a plausible circum-

audience will be gripped by a heroine suffering

simply because she has said ''No,

we have her

tion.''

But

plain,''

we have

if

she says ''No,

I

I

wish to hear no explana-

answering, ''Yes, you must ex-

at once an authentic atmosphere.
wish to hear no explanation," every

When
woman

knows that no
it was only
out more by waiting.

in the theatre consciously or sub-consciously

woman would behave

that way, or that

because she was pretty certain to find

And

if

she did

consequently the dramatic climax doesn't get across.

The psychology

is

at fault.

And

there

you have

it

;

there

is

our loophole.
Psychology.
If

the psychology

ker's cuss.

And

what happens
If this

before

it

degrees.

10

is

if

is

right the morale doesn't

the psychology

is

matter a

tin-

consistently right then

not the important thing, but how

it

happens.

were so the cinema would have been dead almost
was born. People are all psychologists in varying
Women specially, and as screen plays are about
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women

specially, or

men

getting involved with

women,

it is

no use trying to pretend to women that women do what they
don't do, or that men are any better or more courteous than
they are. Wherein Germany scores, for the power of the

German films
right.
The people
best

human

is

is

almost always

They reason and

react as decent

in that the

are alive.

psychology

hke actors in an early
nineteenth century barnstorming melodrama.
And thus
they possess at once authenticity and power, and the actual
stories, which are so frequently cheap or maudlin, hardly
matter, since life itself is not without such stigma.
Even
their high moralistic approach and parable does not matter,
because the things that happen to their people are so much
less important than the way their people are affected by them
the cause, in other words, so much less important than the
beings, not posture aimlessly

;

effect.

And it

we have come to this question of psychology,
are made to behave naturally, that the real
wider scope of the cinema begins to come into force. Accuis

after

when people

rate psychology

No

is

the whole secret of authentic atmosphere.

reconstruction of antiquity achieves antiquity through

the aid of exact reproduction of architecture, costume, technical supervision, archeological exactitude, alone.

No

film of

the East achieves the East through elaborate eastern externals.

As H. D.
month, the simplest settings are best, but no
simple or elaborate, creates anything but a pageant,

It is

remarked
setting,

purely a question of consciousness.

last

unless the spirit of the thing

it

represents

is

there.

To achieve
II
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must be more than

antiquity, antiquity

carefully studied,

than understood it must be sensed and made to
The same applies to the East, to anjrwhere
live in the mind.
and any time. The trends of thought and belief and

more

really

;

prejudice appertaining to period and place
pletely

known, the

effects

of these,

must be com-

the reasons for these

likewise.

Every one who has seen the East, par exemple, must laugh

how seriously he takes his films)
done to the East in American, in English,
in German, French, in any films but films belonging to and
made in the East. The kind of traditional gush and sentiment surrounding certain historic or geographical themes is
one of the undermining influences of civilization. Romans,
for instance, we never see as Romans, as a stohd, somewhat
British civihzation, but as blustering gangsters and hooligans
who murder women and guzzle wdne. In Ben Hur they were
bad enough, in man}/ other films they were ''im.possible'', in
Boadicea they were not even scoundrels but more like slum
or groan (according as to

when he

sees

what

is

children (in their posturing) playing at Jack the Ripper.

Then

I

ask you to think of Nell Gwynn, that bright and

ghttering specimen of culture and good-breeding.

Here, as

we
learn that the inimitable Nell entered State Banquets by
shding down the banisters at the moment when dessert was
served, would jazz to where her monarch fed beside a Ladj^
accurate as the Georgian panelling our eye could not miss,

Castlemaine that none but a British censor could unblushingly permit,

12

and tossing

herself athwart the

Royal

table, think
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of

something bright and girhsh, such as pulling his moustache,
plum at a nobleman.
Now films like this must be excessively harmful. Not only

or throwing a rotten

measure each other by such
standards, but that an essential falsity and sloppiness is
built up toward things that are definite and clear and intelhgent.
Such stuff destroys historical, geographical, and
even pohtical sense. A film of this order, (against which
a Harry Langdon pie-slinging farce seemed austere and

in view of the fact that nations

classic)

breeds

public,

contempt

among
their

for

considerable

own

the process of argument)

(is

constitutional,

tical,

the
is

first

past
little

And

?

going

known, or at

own

history

where

ahen,

the

of

this will

If

industrial

abroad,

least

sections

why worry about

educational,

once think ''Incredible.
their

history.

the

do

the poli-

problems

Enghsh
foreigner

of

history
will

at

But presumably the English know
what must his impression be,

V And

not merely of our culture but of our conduct? And instead of admiration there will be disgust. Having ourselves

estabhshed the precedent, the logical thing would be (were

any foreign

film

boring story) to

company rash enough to use this dreadfully
make the much defamed Nell as well as the

Charles and his Royal cortege into classic examples of bestiality, as

the revolutionaries in films of the French Revolu-

tion are presented as classic examples of butchery.

And

harm is done in this way, a film can do good.
Excellent on this account were The Big Parade, The Emden,
just as

Grass and Chang too, and Voyage

to the

Congo.

The

latter

13
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much more than

what they give in
historic (I'm sorry to drag it in again) geographic and dramaThey create respect and sympathy
tic feehng is invaluable.
and
they help us understand more than
and often admiration,
are so

we could
are

travel records, for

learn from twenty books, which, after

all,

one

feels

always representing somebody's point of view rather

than cold

fact.

In the film

we

see the thing for ourselves,

to rely on anybody, the
there,

it

ference.

we do not have

camera records what actually

is

has no propagandistic feehng, no prejudice, no preIt sees everything, it sees

twent}^ turns of the handle.

And

twenty pages

of print in

the same virtually apphes

to such films as present their story straight, whether

made

in

studios or from nature.

In Faust the mediaeval Germanic atmosphere was beautifully achieved.

Done

The psychology was

right.

The period was

camera
effects of pure Diirer-esque engraving touched up with BreuBreughel w^as in the townsfolk, Durer was in the integhel.
riors, in the mother, the old Faust
the j^oung Faust had the
quattrocento authentic grace and amorous modelling. Then

a period.

First with the

in several ways.

;

;

how

accurately the fair

was presented

that happened inevitably, one
spite of all that satanic

felt,

symbohsm.

;

set beside the

plague

as a matter of course, in

The mediaeval

terror

and

were our own terror and affliction, the inflamed fanaticism of the priests, the mourners, even the hght relief of
Mephisto (a hiss to Jannings !) and the love-lorn guidwife,
were founded on some exact, sure knowledge and feehng for
affliction

14
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Here we did not see mediaeval Germany, Italy^
with 1927 eyes. We were not the somewhat superior and
simpering modernists looking back fantastically at fantasy
we were seeing a civilization as intricate and problematical
the period.

;

as our own.

And

it

w^as the Italian procession at Easter

with the cathe-

and the hlies that made one realise so strongly that
Europe alone should be left to deal with Europe. America,,
without Europe in its blood, without the atavism of European background, could not feel Europe. Europe to the American must always be something exotic or foreign. WTierein
dral

we

see that

another.

it is

not possible for one race to try to reproduce

America no more than Asia could have given

Faitst^

And

Europe, similarly, could not have given The Big Parade,
These things do not just happen. There is the whole of race

We

can no more produce the
nuances of American consciousness than America can produce
consciousness back of them.

How

mxuch more then when

comes to deahng with
say Archaic Greece, with Rome, with Egypt, with Russia^
with Japan. If you doubt me think whether you could not
pick out in a moment a French, a German, a Russian, an
English, American, Swedish or Itahan film.
And so we have to see that this business of psychology is a
very deep and important matter. A film like Mr. Wit is a
ours.

it

complete misrepresentation of every Oriental standard.

Also

done by Japanese illustrating, by way of
perennial evening dress, life as from the West of Europe
standpoint.
Well, our audience got mirthful over it, but
I

saw a

film

15
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think of what the Japanese must think of what

them
But sooner

we do

to

!

or later, as films get better or develop more,

then actually my catalogue will begin to apply. Because
things do happen. Such films as Chang or Voyage to the
Congo promote curiosity and a desire to be more acquainted
with the countries and customs seen. Additionally they
excite pleasure,

Such

sympathy and understanding.
pubhc to the extent

films will stimulate the

ing the complete falsity of nearly

all fictitious settings,

they will want authentic atmosphere.

wants

it

eventually gets.

of realis-

And what

The same thing too

presently with reconstruction films, that

is,

and

the pubHc

will

happen

films dealing

with

antiquity or history.

making screen tests by way of psychothem parts, in order to
see if they are actually suitable and able to support their
roles.
There's an idea with points. Only I myself would
prefer, since psycho-analysis is more in the nature of a cure
America

is

talking of

analysis of actors before assigning to

than a screen
sors,

and

all

test, to

apply

it

to the renters, controllers, cen-

those instances of complex and inhibition

stand like wobbUng sentries on the papier mache
of a popular morality.

Kenneth Macpherson.

i6

who

ramparts

SKETCHES FOR STUDIO SETS
by K. Macpherson

At Delphi
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THREE SITTING HERE
The reason why they do not know why they love me so
is because everybody has to begin a thing.
Coming back to
They reason why they
liUes of the valley and everything.
do know that they love me so is because of the necessity of
everybody rejoining lilies of the valley and everything. The
reason why they do not know that they love me so is just this.
They love me so is just this. The reason why they do not
know that they love me so is just this.
The reason why they do know that they do love me so is
Every time that every time that they hesitate they
just this.
hesitate before hlies of the valley abundantly and the reason
why is this. They neglect hyacinths violets camehas which
are not to be found and lilacs. They also neglect not here.
The reason why every time there is a wind on Sunday is because it really is of no importance.
It really is of no importance.
The reason why they do know that they love me so is of
no importance.
Is of no importance.

why they love me
After the reason why they love me so.
If they say that if they go that way the king is

They

love

me

so the reason

so.

their cousin
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they

may

say they can they will say that both a day and a
day and a half a day and a half without doubtless in

half a

soon.

Why

do they love

me

so well so very very very very

well.

Why

do they love

me

Why

so very well.

do they love me

so well.

The trouble
one at a

tim.e

is

that each one one at a time each one each

not each one one at a time follows behind.

the difference between dates and

This

and prefer and preBecause of this there is no progress because and be
ferring.
very well advised of this because there is no acquisition.
Supposing you begin it is very well known indeed that there
is every reason why they do love me.
This makes their having it be mine be mine. And because
of this practice does not bestow upon it hterally hterally with

is

figs

a vim.

Supposing extra means extravagance. Supposing it does.
make it be as better than the bestowal of their

This does not
share.

Very

No
reason

plainly.

one can be appraised by the fact that there
why they do love me.

There

is

every reason

why

progressively their return.

they do love me.

There

is

is

every

This makes

every reason

why

they

do love me.

The reason why everybody loves everybody loves me is
this.
The reason why everybody loves me is this, everybody
i8
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loves

me

because

if

and there
There

made

every reason

It is true

that what

is

not wanted

It is also true that

nor do

it

lilies

that there

is

looked

for.

It is true

because they did not want

that as they did not

It is true

made favourably

why everybody loves me.
why everybody loves me.

that they did not look for

it.

they can be by once

finally finally

every reason

is

is

me

everybody loves

in a while favourably

want

it

it.

they did not look for

apple trees do not resemble vineyards

of the valley resemble animals.

It is also true

why everybody

should be very

is

every reason

pleased to see me.

Having

finally

added

this to that there.

Daisies can be fed to chickens

and

if

there

very true that a noise which

it is

may

be what

case

it is

is

prepared.

it is

is

only one chicken

not possible to stop

In that case in every case in every

an additional advantage to be obliged to be agreeable

as agreeable as they are in addition to the fact that every one

can be content to find it possible to be very well inclined to
be attracted by me. And so. There is every reason why
every one should be very wiUing to find it possible to be very
much obliged when it is true that they are at once being

dehghted to be attracted by me. This makes it do it as their
way.
There is absolutely no reason to decry hyacinths and it is
not done by any one who is devoted to me and as every one
has an excellent reason for finding me pleasing there is at
least no reason for decrying wild hyacinths in their season.
This

is

their arrangement.
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Why is

there no change in their treasure.

The reason why

is this.

There

is

a reason

why

attractively engaged to be

they dehberately entitle

by them in connecting
They do hke me

dehberating which in bring.

we

me

to

be

this in thing

as presently

shall see.

Why do they like me which as presently we shall see.
do hke

me which as presently we shall see.
like me which as presently we shall

They do

They

see their share

as they absolutely care carefully they are kindly instanta-

neously.
If it is as better

Does

it

by an exception.
they happen to admit wdth

yet to be replaced

make any

difference

if

there.

it

...What
latitude
It is

that

is

that has been caught. An indifferently outhned
and be caught.
very well to have something sound like something
It is very well to have something sound hke
said.
is it

something that has been said.
It is very well to have something sound Hke something
when when it is very nearly all of it to stay.
I wish to be known as when I do I do I do I do I do.
The reason that I am contenting those who have been and
are devoting themselves to be obhging to care very much for
me is this, when it is not difficult to look about and see where
they are they are here.
Those who are stopping stopping means remaining or pulling, those
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and so to love me so how do you do very
well as she left.
How many have been known to come in.
It is very inviting to have been leaving with women with
men and women.
It is very inviting to be authorising antagonism and please
could it be known that it is what they do that pleases. There
is every reason w^hy every one women and every one men and
every one m_en and women have every reason to be very
filling

or intending

me

tenderly loving

principally because

that they are twinkhng with love for
see separately additionally

attending attending with

There

is

we

can see reasonably

I

me as you see as you
me and to me to me

see w^e see

it lest

to me.

another on account of the reason which

be attending attentively to

me which

is

to be beUeving to be believing to be attending to

reason to be attending to

me

mind.
I

advantageously as to

beheve

me every
me as to

to see to me.

It is as well to
I

me

to be to

to beUeve to

is

be as well to be he says he knew that.

Did

I did.

wish simply to be able to remind

it

of

me.

There

is

pos-

change of relieving it as they could be wanted.
Standard of gone and come of what and with of leaving

sibly a

it

about.

By and by
The way I

bite of a better boat.

reasoned was

this.

I

might be mistaken.

All could

aU

Liking

here and adding with a frame or adding with

it

stables. Stables

join.

do now hold boats and

left

over chocolates.
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When

came to bowing they were very pleased that
hke Nathahe and Allen like Watts-Dunton.

they

Harriet

is

first

an escape from actuality.
To come back to why they love me and what is additional.
There is every reason which is additional that they find
it easy to add not at all to more than can be flurried.
They love me because I do have to be very well better than
Applause is as why with and
at all and with it applause.
added choose. I know why they love me they love me because it is very well adapted to it, to it.
The reason that they do continuously is because it -is very
well to be wedded, wedded is very different to exchange and
very different from with a bedewing and arrange. This is
why they try.
They needed an advantage and they beheve that they have
with it all which is it which is at least.
It might it might be what is it it might have helped to have
have it over curtain.
Never to take place on Monday.
They love me very much naturally because I am as admirably to be sure if we are to sit in a circle. There is no circle
on Tuesday. Go away and to-day let it be as if they stay
This

is

here.

There

is

a confusion between being loved

by them.

I know that it is very different because at that time and
around and now leave it to leaves it to as at a rate. There is
a difference between rate and for a rate. I leave letting me
be loved by them to them and they do it.
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Nationally.

Why

does

make

it

it

be plainly their and attract attract

attention.

Coming.

The

between authorisation and their gaining

difference

way by

it in this

Wish
There

to do
is

it

nature of plenty of remonstrances.

in

heavenly order.

a continuation of their being

women women and

married women men and marrying men and left alone presently.
Supposing everybody wrote something what would they
write.

They would

write about Hking to find

me

dehghtful.

In choice in church in church in churches in churches in
design in designing in finely in finely in he was mistaken they

did not ask any question.
of

What is needed in need what is it that
me and mine and one at a time. Two

need of need
to-day. To wish to
it is

in

say.

What makes

birds have a daughter

by the name

of

Marion

is this.

There

is

no difference between what

is

seen and

why

a dream a dream of their being usually famous for an
ence to the

I

am

indiffer-

rest.

To wish

to explain and to explain and to explain when one
and inter between London.
Having said that this is a continuation in that there is
presently with a wish that I was as dehghtful as I am.
I am
delightful and very well perfectly very well disposed to be

one

is

observed.
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This makes three lean three in three be three and remov-

To wish to know why
they need to be very pleased to find that at this time they
do very much have very much pleasure in there being what
is fairly well known as finding me everything that they could

ing leaves under not grass but space.

He was

wish.

that he

knew

disappointed not disappointed he was stating
that.

wish to investigate continuity.
comes very nearly to the same thing.
I wish to investigate why they will wait for it here.
It is very much to be deplored before they come.
I

It

come

to see me.

been feehng about
of the things to

that tires

What

my

is it

They say that they
it

They

are pleased to have

way that is their attention. One
why they love me so and what it is

in that

know

is

attention.

that tires

my

attention.

The evidence of their emotion is that as they are around
and surrounded not a doubt and denial and denied and to
earn their praise. As Uef as not.
They with the call to call to call to call it as within their
delight delight in me a circumstance with which they are familiar.

Plenty in time in plenty in time in plenty of time to be

mind of their appraise and their approval theirs around
and their delight and theirs to be in an example of delight
in

my

complete intention of not being partially interpreted
as letting it be with them when they can be left to it within
for

it

as preparation preparation for complete intention

fillment of their doing so there being every reason

24
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ful-

they
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Might

should favour me.

it

be round about.

It

might not

be round about.

Simply as

I

was

at twenty-nine.

In there in space in a space of time beHeving recalled to be

with them just the same as
with her bitter leave

Not
and

declare that

they

plainly

were

plainly

same

inter

prepared

to

as their care that I shall be appreciated

it is

an occasion

plainly

not

to be better better

it

rightly with the

within and with and with in aU.
is

It is

it is.

Remember

as allowed.

immediate

just the same.

better they leave

it

be aU mine which

let it

much

for

their

AU

in

winning

opportunity to arouse themselves to say

all

rightly.

delightfully
so.

At

left

It

an

and

right.

There are two of them in admiring me let it be changed to
in the rim rim is not a ring and ring is not red and let her let
her be carefuUy carefully occasioned. Knew it could be so
with reservations and plainly not
with and recite, a recital can be called long and all and they
may come back. To be asked when. When it is as early

and

in acting occasionally

and as

Not having gone not only a delicate with withThey are two they do not
it be one or two.

often.

drawal and with
do to share. It

is

vegetation which

is

very easy transplanted with that as their
One one at sea one one one one
in leaf.

one at the seaside and the one the one to be to be a boat to
It is by this that they are mingled

be at not their prayer.

and with

it

singly might

With me they

see.

it

be me.

Sea saw and

They
or.

delight

me

in

me.

Let ready be their
25
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shame.

not a shame to be attended to by them here.

It is

They were added.

A

would

Uttle as I

just as hef that he

hked

it.

A

httle as

hef in flower.

Arrange change, there
I

am

are.
s

as

much

There
is

why

There

is

me and

lost

me and

they admire

why

me

pleasure as they

they do admire me.

Let

There

lea%^e it

around

To have

they do admire me.

it.

every reason

they blandish
to

have

why

they do admire me.

every reason

lost sitting to

why
much

this reason

pleasure as they are as

every reason

is

every reason

that there

is

why

attract

address me.

they do admire

me and

Also by the

defend

me by the way
me and attend

way they send

it

to me.

is every reason why they admire christen every
why they admire me there is every reason why they
admire me why they are attracted by me why they are safely
near me why they turn around me why they single me why
they reheve me and why they estimate me and why when
it is very well to-do they please me very well to do they please
me. There is every reason why they admire from the stand

There

reason

point of white every other being another there

son

why

me

there

is

every reason for their

intending to admire and an inception there

is

every reason

they admire me.

room
charming admittedly when
It is the prettiest

tedly they find
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every rea-

they should admire me.

Attending to admire

why

is

in the

I am
me charming and

world and they find

not too expressive.
I

am not too

me

Admit-

impressive

I

am
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too distinctly they do find

me

charming.

It is the prettiest

room in the world and they find me to be charming.
Next to added to so that they are not to blame to be blamed
for adding

it

to this that they

would be pleased to

find

me

as charming as they do.

Keeping

strictly to this

as they do this

is

plan of finding

what they do

to find

me

me

as charming

as charming as they

do.

There

is

every reason

why

they should delight in

me

be-

what

it is attended to by them
is
they see that there is every reason that there can be that they
are to be attracted to me.

cause very readily

There

ty me

There
I

am

is

to

why they are delighted to be attracted
me by me.
no reason why they should not be delighted that

every reason

me
is

that this

to

attracting

them

to me.

There is very little reason that there should be any doubt
about their being delighted to be charmed by me.
I think that is very good additionally.
Every reason why they should be delighted and try to be
attentive to me as much as they are charmed and they will
stay delighted to be attracted by me.

There

is

every reason

why

every one should be very

pleased indeed to be attracted indeed attracted to

me

much
as

any

one can very well understand at once gradually as it might
very easily be resolutely and persistently in addition to charmingly and immediately to display just in

pleased to stay charmed by

me and

what way they

are

attracted to me.
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There

is

no reason

why

additionally in wandering there

should be any wandering away from there being attracted as

much

to-day as any day that they are attracted by

me

in

every way.

Admittedly it is very delightful that there is every reason
they are delighted and attracted and charmed by me in
every way.

why

(Continuation in the October issue.)

Gertrude

Stein,

LA FACE HUMAINE A L^ECRAN
I

LE FRONT.
Ce que Leonard de Vinci, dans son Traite de la peinture^
avait dit du corps humain pour Teducation des peintres, reste
ici

le

seul et insufhsant modele.

humaine au cinema a sans

mouvement de

Le progres de Texpression

cesse ete de rendre expressifs des

plus en plus petits.

Comme

Tecran est un verre

grossissant, je voudrais tenter d'etudier dans le plus grand
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detail possible la face

humaine, pour rinstruction du metteur.

en scene, de Tacteur et du spectateur.

Le front a

Un

ete,

jusqu'a present, la partie la plus negligee.

exces de maquillage en fait souvent une motte de beurre

ombres n'en
fasse une decoration cubiste en noir et blanc. Chez les mauvais
acteurs, les gestes du front accompagnent en desordre les grimaces du reste du visage.
Dans le front, le squelette demeure evidemment toujours
visible. Le squelette signifie quelque chose par lui-meme
un
front droit passe pour couvrir une meilleure cervelle qu'un
front fuyant. Le front rectiligne des statues grecques, pareil
a la parol d'un temple, est plus noble, mais exprime moins de
choses qu'un front bossue (dont les formes extremes seraient
le masque mortuaire de Beethoven ou le marbre qui passe
pour le plus authentique portrait de Socrate). Mais les grecs,
inexpressive, a moins qu'un dessin exagere des

:

surtout les x\lexandrins, et de nos jours tons les artistes aca-

demiques, ont etabli des conventions bien plus etroites et

moins souples que les donnees de la nature. Le front fuyant
du masque mortuaire de Pascal, le crane de Hugo ou celui de
Bergson expriment leur puissance d'une facon bien claire,
par d'autres reliefs que les figures academiques. Le metteur
en scene devrait se familiariser avec les masques ou les photos,
prises sur nature, d'un grand nombre d'individus remarquables
par tel genie ou tel vice particulier, et choisir, d'apres cela, la
tete de ses acteurs. La seule modification qu'on puisse impo29
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Tapparence du squelette, c'est d'agrandir le front en rasant
les cheveux sur une certaine hauteur, et d'accentuer les bosses
avec de sobres estompes. Mais il faut prendre bien garde que
ser a

changements de Teclairage et la mobilite de la peau du
front ne rendent tout a fait fausse cette derniere indication.
Ce qui est la ressource la plus grande de Tacteur, ce sont
les muscles. Je rappelle que les frontaux, qui vont de Tarcade
sourcilliere a la racine des cheveux, sont larges mais minces
et invisibles a Toeil nu. Nous ne pouvons que les sentir lorsque nous faisons tirer par notre front lui-meme nos cheveux
en arriere, en supprimant les rides. Par contre, les deuxsourciliers qui se bossuent en se rapprochant lorsque nous froncons les sourcils, sont bien connus. Je ne cite que pour meles

moire, juste au-dessus

du

front, la partie superieure de Torbi-

culaire qui entoure Toeil. L'orbiculaire

se

quand

contracte

nous clignons des yeux c'est le muscle qui permet au snob de
tenir son monocle sans froncer le sourcil. Sur les cotes, chacun
pent sentir, en serrant les dents, les deux larges et puissants
temporaux. L'experience qui donne le mieux a Tobservateur
;

temporaux d'une personne, consiste a lui poser
sur la tete un chapeau rigide, (melon ou canotier), a lui faire
macher du chewing-gum, et a voir de combien les mouvements
de la mastication font bouger le chapeau. Dans un film comique, on tirerait de Teffet exagere de ces contractions un effet
soit d'acharnement du mastiqueur, soit d'extreme resistance

la force des

de sa nourriture.

Quel genre d'emotions peut s'exprimer sur
certain que cette partie
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du corps

le

front

est aussi eloignee

?

II est

que possible

e
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du coeur

et des

poumons,

qu'elle ne

depend pas du tout des

centres nerveux in volont aires. Par consequent,

le

front ne

marque que des emotions intellectuelles, auxquelles la volont
pent revenir commander tou jours. On salt que nous ne sommes
pas maitres de la rongeur ni de Toppression, tandis qu'il
de

le

vouloir pour montrer, (suivant Texpression

suffit

courante

en frangais), un front impassible.

La premiere de
vers

le

facile

haut

la

ces emotions, c'est Tetonnement, qui tire

peau du

front, et

en deplisse

les rides.

La

plus

a manifester, c'est I'attention, qui met au-dessus du

nez deux rides verticales.

La concentration

tres forte

souffrance mettra, au-dessus, des rides horizontales.
faut distinguer plusieurs cas.

La

ou

la

Ici,

il

souffrance d'un etre passif,

et assez souvent des femmes, se manifestera par des rides plus
ou moins profondes, mais assez horizontales. L'extreme de ces
emotions, comme la torture ou Tepouvante, mettra une depression au centre de ces rides horizontales, et une espece d'ecarquillement aux extremites. Au contraire, chez un etre habitue
a Tenergie, c'est-a-dire dont les sourcils sont bien muscles, les

rides verticales gonfleront et releveront les rides horizontales.
Si

Ton veut

meme,

figurer Tenergie toute pure et maitresse d'elle-

aux sourcils un froncement modere, et
contracter les muscles temporaux qui formeront, au-dessus,
et un peu en arriere des pommettes des ombres longues et
il

faut donner

nettes.

Bien des acteurs trouvent naturellement une emotion juste.
Ce qui est le plus difficile, et qui cependant est Tessentiel de
leur art, c'est de passer d'un sentiment

ou d'une emotion a un
31
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autre. Cela vient de ce qu'ils

a

la fois, tandis

commandent

qu'une emotion naturelle

plusieurs muscles

laisse le visage plus

Ceux qui font effort et s'exercent devant la glace tombent dans un autre defaut
ils expriment une emotion puis
laissent un instant leur visage neutre, puis expriment une

souple.

;

.

autre emotion, et la continuite fait encore defaut. Je suppose

qu'un
qu'il

de

homme

execute

tirer

sans

doive paraitre surpris, puis decide d'agir. Pour
le

d'abord

les baisser,

mouvement correctement,
le

ble, et

demanderai

puis sans cesser sa contracture des sourcils,

de gonfier ses temporaux en serrant
traire je

je lui

front en arriere, puis de gonfier les sourcils,

veux exprimer

les

machoires. Si au con-

la surprise, la faire aller

jusqu'au trou-

admettre ensuite un retour au calme, au front

tire suc-

cederont des rides horizontales qui grandiront, puis diminueront, jusqu'a repeter de facon plus douce le premier retrait

du

front.

J'ajouterai que pour les acteurs comiques dont la

mimique

psychologique est plus developpee actuellement, on pent obte-

un bien plus grand nombre d'effets en affectant certaine
emotion sur un cote seulement du front, et en affectant de
Tautre cote Tindifference, ou un sentiment contraire.
L'acteur debutant sera naturellement incapable d'executer
a volonte tous ces mouvements. S'il n'exprime que des emonir

tions naturelles qu'il se suggere, le metteur en scene n'en fera
ici de donner une lecon de
gymnastique pour le developpement de ces petits muscles
chacun sait que nous avons deux especes de nerfs les nerfs
sensitifs, qui transmettent vers le cerveau les emotions exte-

jamais ce qu'il veut. Je vais tenter

:

:
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rieures, et les nerfs

du centre aux
qui est entre eux

moteurs qui font aboutir

extremites. Mais on connait

les

:

les

uns ne

autres se developpent

ses cuisses a

une plus

se

aussi.

mouvements

les

mal

connexion

la

developpent guere sans que

Un

coureur qui entraine

forte detente se trouve,

une

fois entraine,

avoir aussi les cuisses plus sensibles. Les presdigitateurs qui

veulent apprendre a leurs doigts a agir vers
leur font

d'abord accomplir passivement

le

dos de la main

mouvements

les

souhaites, touchent'et picottent les muscles qui doivent agir.

meme

qu'un acteur qui veut faire Teducation de
son front doit commencer par se masser le front avec les mains,
par tapoter et toucher du bout du doigt, puis guider dans leurs

Je

crois de

mouvements,

muscles qu'il veut faire agir. Qu'il n'essurmonter ce qu'il prendrait pour de Fagacement, et qui est en realite une fatigue locale il en tirerait,
vu le voisinage des muscles des yeux, une migraine epouvantable. Mais bientot sa propre souplesse Tetonnera
il se verra
les

sale jamais de

:

;

comme

les lions et les

autres fauves qui font ce qu'ils veulent

peau de leur front. Je vois venir une objection, surtout
de la part des femmes, et je m'empresse de la prevenir; le front
ne sera jamais deforme si Ton prend soin de faire toujours
I'un apres Tautre les mouvements les plus opposes
on evitera que la peau ne se distende grace au claquement de linge
mouille et aux lotions astringentes.
En ce moment il arrive que la vie pratique modele le front
des acteurs d'une fagon differente de ce qu'ils doivent montrer
dans leurs roles. C'est ainsi que Menjou, qui ne joue que des
roles peu energiques, mais qui dans le prive dechiffre beau-

de

la

;
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coup de musique et doit faire fort attention parce qu'il a les
yeux faibles, a les sourcils un pen trop muscles pour ses roles.

Jean Prevost.

CONRAD VEIDT
THE STUDENT OF PRAGUE.
A small room,
side

cinema

tomed

(to

;

a stuffy atmosphere

;

a provincial Swiss lake-

the usual shuffle and shuffle and the unaccus-

Crumbs.

the urbane senses) rattle of paper bags.

Of course I might have known
"Mile, must not smoke here."
that, I never smoke in these places, what made me this time ?
Something has been touched before I reahse it, some hidden
spring there is something wrong with this film, with me, with
the weather, with something. The music ought, it is evident,
to be making my heart spring but I don't like student songs
and these Heidelbergish melodies especially leave me frigid.
There's something wrong and I have seen those horses making
;

that idiotic turn on the short grass at least eight
is it

I

?

right

—my

sion.

I
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won't stay any longer.
slightly readjusted ears

wish

I

had stayed

at

timics.

What

The music ought to be

make

all

that slight conces-

home, or why didn't

I

go

in-
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stead to that other httle place,

it's

better ventilated, across

And so on. This storm that doesn't break. I
the way.
have no reaction to anything. ... O that's what the httle

man

is after.

For
there

he

is

I

see

now.

There

rhythm within the rhythm,
The little man (it is curiously

a

is

a story within the story.

whom

I

personally

met before

in Joyless Street, disguised

now

out of recognition) beckons at the top of a sandy

The

little

tree twists

and bends and makes

all

hill.

the frantic

gestures of the httle tree at the cross-roads under which Faust

conjured devils.

That's

it

precisely.

This has something

through it. That little man means more than
that.
He isn't an absurd httle obvious Punchinello. He is
a symbol, an asterisk, an enigma. Spell the thing backwards,
behind

it,

in

it,

he seems to be saying, spell it right side to or back side to or
front or behind and you'll see.
his httle leer means something.
The horses filing again, in obvious procession, mean
.

something.

They

.

are going to spell something,

make

a mys-

symbol across short grass, some double twist and knot
something is going to happen.
and the world will go to bits.
The music does fit in.
I have forgotten the paper bags.
I have forgotten the hit and rise and hit and fall of the violin

tic

.

that doesn't in the least

.

know

that the piano

is

existing.

The piano and the viohn hve in separate
and this. The little obvious Itahan Punchinello doesn't in the least mind being jeered at.
He wants
to be jeered at.
He has opened doors to the uninitiate.
They don't know that that umbrella tucked so ridiculously

That's

it

exactly.

elements, so this
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under his left arm-pit, means something. I know that it
means something but I don't know what (outside the obviously
obvious) it does mean. There is a world within a world,
the little man gesticulates. The horses have all gone.
.the
right.
come
music has
Students sing under summer trees. Students have filed
under summer trees and seated in a garden make obvious
opera bouffe groups with beribboned guitars. Students sing
.

in a garden.

.

.grey eyes cut the opera bouffe to tatters.

The

student of Prague has entered.

His visage, his form, the very obvious and lean candour
He is and he isn't just this
of him spell something different.
person sitting under a tree. The little man gesticulating at
the top of a sandy
is and
famous
the

This

isn't

has given one the clue to this thing.

hill

Conrad Veidt or

this is

and

the sun-light (falling obviously) to tatters.

man

get here

?

isn't

Baldwin

His eyes cut the garden, the benches,

fencer.

Steel

and

fibre of

How

did this

some vanished lordhhood.

Conrad Veidt has entered.

A

gesture, a

tilt

of a chin, the

downward sweep

of a wide-

rimmed student's cap and the world has altered. With the
same obvious formality and the same obvious banality as
the little Italian conjurer, the least hunch of shoulder of this
famous artist has some hidden meaning. He is lean and wild.
He is firm and sophisticated and worldly. He will break
from

his skin like a

panther from a tight wicker box.

glints
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his

He

is

and behind his personality his mind
own steel. Conrad Veidt impersonating the

tight in his personality
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famous Baldwin
of Orlac, or

want

Nju.

may
I

to see another

not be the Conrad Veidt of The Hands

have seen only
Conrad Veidt if

But I don't
must abuse my mind

this film.
it

of this one.

The Enghsh literary critical papers
of the famous mirror scene with some
this is the Doctor Jekyll and Mr.
such explanatory blurb
Hyde of German legend. Doctor Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, iiow
Doctor Jekyll however shuddered in horror
apt, certainly.

The story is obvious.
accompany their "still"

:

parody of himself that Hyde presented. This
are ahke elegant, alike poised, ahke at home
in the world of fact and in the supernatural.
For by a magnificent trick of sustained camera magic we have Baldvv^in the
famous fencer student selling his shadow, rather his brave re flecat the sodden

Jekyll and

tion to the

Hyde

little

The
first reel.
by a trick gold poured and poured

obvious Italian magician of the

Punchinello obtains

little

it,

;

Danae shower, upon the bare scrubbed table of the student's
attic, "for something in his room".
The student has lifted
his magnificent blade ruefully

that

is

with
after.

and cynicalty has decided

(as

the onty object worth a sou in the bare attic) to be done

it.

It is

not that blade that our friend Punchinello's

He beckons with

the mirror.

his obvious buffoon gesture

Baldwin regards

face of Baldwin.

Tall, alert,

(in

its

toward

polished surface) the

with that panther grace,

like

some exquisite lean runner from an archaic Delphic frieze,
Baldwin regards Baldwin. It is true there should be Baldwin
upon Baldwin, Veidt upon Veidt, elegantly pursuing (across
some marble entablature) Baldwin upon stripped Baldwin,
37
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Veidt upon naked

shows

In that, the

A'eidt.

his aptitude for beauty.

astute

httle

Punchinello

Such charm, such lean and

physical intellectuality should

be repea.ted.

Gold,

from a leather coniucopialike wallet has dripped
(Danae shower) from the bare table and Baldwin has sold
"something" (not his fine blade) ''in this room" to this mysterious httle person.
The bargain has been made. Baldwin
With elegant lithe movement, with
regards the purchase.
uncomparable agiht\', the reflection steps forward. Bald\^in on the bare floor, quivers shghtly, makes one of those
perfect hieratic steps to one side.
But the image doesn't
answer him. The image, the purchase" has another master.
The httle ridiculous Punchinello with his repeUant friendliness
flo\\ing

"*

As the distant horses made turn and double eights across windy grass, directed b\^ this obvious jester,
so now this rare thing.
The image of Baldwin strides steadily
forward and following our magician, leaves the chamber empty.
There is of course a love story connected with aU this.

lures

it

forward.

Punchinello has promised our hero a fortune or rather an

what the horses were solemnly about.
They were making circles and double eights and abracada-

heiress

and

that's

bra-like turns

on the short grass in order

finally to spill the

big-boned but somehow impressive heroine into

(hteraU}')

The hero having so fallen to the
charms of the impressive, beautifulh^ modeUed lady, must
methinks have clothes for his wooing, peg-top trousers, all
the arms of our steely hero.

the paraphernalia that goes with the rather iS6o-ish type of
get-up.
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Arms,

legs, cloth

moulds those arms,

legs that

were
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somehow out

of

simple student.
satin

and old

elbow for

their statuesque divinity in the

all

The student

lace this time)

(grey eyes tearing tapestries,

now

is

able to present the lady-

of-the-manor with suitable i86o-ish baskets of heavy blossoms.

and that violet-seller
is another story, a leit-moti^e that merges and melts subtly
wdth this other nobler matter.) The real lady of his affection
is affianced (I beUeve is the word) to a gentleman in some sort
(His sm.all early discarded violet-cluster

of aldermanic or diplomatic-circles,

knee breeches.

This per-

son flicking our hero across the cheek bones with the usual
gauntlet,
sunset.

is summoned for the usual purposes at dawn or
Anyhow as might have been expected, the hero

having been forestalled by the father of his beloved, has promised in best Prague style only to prick his adversarv^ As
again might have been expected, owing, we are led to imagine
to the machinations of the Punchinello, the wheel of the carriage bearing our hero to the rendez vous is broken by the
usual lonely cross-road and Bald^vin, stumbling for^vard to

keep his appointment, his honour so being called to question,
met dramatically hy his one (in the world) possible rival.
Face to face under a great tree, sweeping branches, mysterious
yet naturahst decor.
Hyde meets Jekyll. Or Jekyll meets
Hyde. It's impossible to choose between them, though at

is

this exact

haps that

moment, sympathies
is

Perare with the spectre.
because he wears the attributes of the student

fencer in which Conrad Veidt

puUed so

forcefully

and

first

appeared, the student cap

drasticalh^ over those steely eyes

the beautiful leather boots.

However time

is

short.

and

We
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know what

is

bound

The

to happen.

spectre in all the accou-

trements of the gentleman duellist, strides forw^ard leaving
the man gasping at his predicament. He beholds in, as it
were,

ambush

the inevitable denouement.

There are gaspings, now direct disapprobation, cuttings,,
a gentleman, as the world knows, does not break his parole
d'honneur and all the paraphernalia. Jekyll (or Hyde) the
man anyhow is dropped anyhow by the vast circle that has
been entertained royally in his drawing rooms. His beloved
can not meet him, the murderer of her betrothed. The Student of Prague, the famous fencer Baldwin is cut by fencing
companies, societies. What you will. He is thrown into the

arms

of the

common Alma Tademesque

Things march from worse to
of selling one's

shadow

still

to a stranger.

little violet

This

worse.

There

is,

seller.

what comes

is

as is obvious,

the really clever stalking of the shadow and the merging and
cross-currents of

identity of either

two images.
;

We

never lose sight of the

this too is a triumph.

The

spectre

slim gaunt creature in the early student get-up, the

diminishes.

The

power apparently.

spectre remains the Student of

the

man

the somewhat out at heels distrait discarded gentleman.
spectre grows in distinction, in

is

is

The

The man
Prague and

hounded by this Frankenstein. Doors
are no impediment.
The spectre in triumph of film-photography ghdes discreetly through and into the most sacred
milieu.
Baldwin the man, sinks into the scum of fetid cellars.
The spectre and the little early mistress, the small
common, yet uncommonly pretty, violet-girl sink with him.
Baldwin, his begetter
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Baldwin becomes

violent,

his evil end, gloats in

side

humanity.

.

it.

The

destructive.

Yet apart.

.following, following,

.

spectre shares

.having some

till

we want

life

out-

to scream,

him get rid of him, one or the other, let this duaUty
Baldwin perish with it."
Baldwin does so finally perish, having lured the shadow
back into the frame of the mirror in the now deserted attic.
He shoots the spectre only to find himself bleeding with the
bullet wound.
The bullet aimed so adroitly at the breast
of the image in the mirror has, by some psychic affinity, entered his own heart. So dies Baldwin. Across our vision howIt
ever there is something that will never die.
It can't go.
lives among other things, in the haunting melody (the music
finally did come right) of du meine Herzen, du mein Ruhe.
Baldwin (before the final denouement) has finally, in wind
and storm (this might have been well pictured to the Erlkonig
motif) broken into the garden and the manor of his mistress.
We find her great-eyed and adequate, without charm but with
"strangle
perish

if

some fine distinction in i86o-ish surroundings great mirrors,
heavy candelabra, the wide French windows and the sweeping of wind-blown branches. There is authentic swish and
swirl of branches and has anything ever been more subtly dramatic than the entering of broken rose-petals and damp
;

leaves with the opening of that wide door

man become

?

Baldwin, the

a shadow, stands before his Lady.

a moment, she

is

that.

We

What she lacks in charm is
He is at her knees, at

by

the ardour of her lover.

He

will explain.

He wiU and

he will and he wiU.

see in

supplied

her

feet.

We know
41
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what

is

about to happen.

He

lures her to a mirror.

not he but his missing shadow that has done
straight into nothingness.

There

is

this.

It is

She stares

the dramatic pause, the

ten seconds that might be ten minutes, the ten minutes that
might be ten years and the lady is tying like some dramatic
beautiful Niobe (fainting ? dead ?) marble, sculptured on the
floor.
The beauty of that scene is one that must always remain, that must always come back, it seems now, with wind
and wind-swept branches. The screen has purified and ideaUzNo one could
ed, is a medium for purity and idealization.
remain unmoved before the sheer technical beauty of that
interior.
There are volumes of de Regnieresque subtleties
This on the screen. There is the intolerable beauty
in it.
of the Erlkonig come (for all its apparent unrelation) true.
There are the things we can't say or paint at the sight of windows half-opened at dawn, of windows half-closed in moonThere is the spirit of the garden, the spirit of the water,
light.

the lake, the sea, the wind, the ghost

come

visually before us.

sings the violin

now and we

itself of all

our

(Du meine Herzen, du mein
can't for the

life

lives

Riike

of us notice that

There is beauty and unfuland the struggle of the spirit and the body and the
spirit become body and the body become spirit and the constant strife between Lucifer and the angel Michael.
Michael stands before us and Lucifer. This time there is
no mistaking. The spectre is an evil thing now, wishing to
snatch, we see it, the living spark of divinity from the man
become shadow. Baldwin has flung himself and his secret
it is

out of key with the piano.)

fillment
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at the heart of

his^Frieden" his "Ruhe".

Dn

hist

mein Grab,

we remember the song continues and we see now its apphcation.
He has betrayed the secret of the under-world to a
mortal and the spectre, looking athletic and determined, has
his hand on the bell rope.
He will ring and the man knows
that he must vanish.

It is

the

man now who

is

completely

at the will of the shadow.

Du

meine Herzen,

dit

mein

Baldwin climbing back

Rtihe.

to his old poor surroundings

knows that he

Baldwin the apparent man, that

is.

itable

left,

is

conquered.

There is something indom-

symbolized by the httle silver cross that his Lady

has given him on that

He had saved
and the

her

first

life

dramatic meeting in the bare

(for all there

fields.

was distorted magic

in

was his reward. Tapestries, laden
and ladies with lovely ankles, all that
came, was swept aside by the pursuing shadow and lost sim-

it)

Httle cross

baskets, the minuet

ply.

A

soul.

I

vision

have

is

not so easily rehnquished, says the tried

lost everything says

Baldwin but not one thing.

Raising himself on one elbow along the splintered glass, he
reahses that his death has brought

him

his fulfillment.

More

than his lad\^ more than his steel blade, himself. Baldwin,
dying, clasps a broken edge of triangulated glass to his stained
breast.

A

Containing his image simpty.

tiny provincial lake-side cinema.

.

.a

small room, by luck

have got a front seat on the httle balcony at the room's
Languages filter into my consciousness. French ?
German ? I have been following the sub-titles in these languages.
A tired language, an effete language, not French,
I

rear.
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not German,

is

remarking, "These Germans over-do things.

look at Faust now.

.

.and this

is

just as morbid."

.

.

Another

language resembling only in bare particulars that one (is it
the same language ?) is remarking, "gee, whj^ don't they have
more live-stuff these days. Though they did advertise Doug

Languages filter into me, languages
and the music fanfaring away at some familiar sideshow rate
and "the show is over" is indicated by a sudden, crude blare
of extravagant electricity.
"Say you can see electricity's
cheap here." Languages.
.languages.
.dead languages,
living languages.
A small voice, a wee voice that has someFairbanks

last

week."

—

.

.

thing in

common

from

these voices, will whisper there within me.

all

with

all

these voices yet differs intrinsically

"You

was right. You see it will come. In spite of 'Gee' and
*Doug Fairbanks' and 'we must have something cheerful', it
must come soon a universal language, a universal art open
alike to the pleb and the initiate."
see I

:

H. D.

MIND-GROWTH

OR MIND-MECHANIZATION
THE CINEMA
An

EDUCATION

interesting viewpoint which, though not altogether in accordance

with our own
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beliefs,

yet states one side of the educational question

—
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with thoroughness and insight. Miss Ivow is a Member of the British PsyHon. Secretary to the Educational Section of the British Psychological Society, Executive Member of the Committee for Psychological Research and the Author of « An Outline of the FREUDIAN
chological Society,

THEORY

)),

etc. etc.

)

The art of the Cinema and its swift development may be
ranked as one of the most remarkable features of our latterday civilization. No one can dispute, nor would even wish
to, the enormous hold the "Pictures" exert upon the minds
and interest of the adult population whether white, black,
or of any intervening shade

be a question

by means

of

—
—the world over

;

nor can there

as to the new spheres of experience opened up
nor the high degree to which
this medium
;

and creative power have developed in this conhuman
Whether we appreciate it or not, this fact is overnection.
whelmingly established, that the Cinema-art has made a place
it may be a triumphant victor over
for itself as a rival to
all the various other arts which make appeal to mankind, and
has even surpassed in strength and extent that appeal to a
So far, so good or, if not so good
degree hitherto unknown.
in all eyes, it is a situation to be accepted, studied, and turned
Humanity, in all ages, has pursued
to the very best account.
so to do, in the mass aiming
will
continue
its pleasure and
at the greatest amount of satisfaction with the least output
of effort, a goal most satisfactorily achieved via the path of the
If in addition, wider experience, more accurate
^'Pictures".
realization of life in its various manifestations, more read}^
power of contact can be obtained, few will deny the legitimacy
skill

—

;
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form of pleasure-getting by the adult man or woman,
the adult and here we are face to face with the problem is
the adult's fare necessarily nourishment for the child ?
The idea of the child as the "httle man" the adult in a
backward stage has long been abandoned by all w^ho can
observe and judge, and the profounder aspects of mind which
of this

—

:

—

—

the psychology of the unconscious has revealed must convince us that the child has

its

own

destiny to

fulfil,

misses essential phases of childhood-development
vitably suffer loss, and
adult.

may

it

and

serious disharmony,

be,

The truth grasped by the

if it

will ine-

when

Jesuits, namely, that the

early years are all-important in shaping character-trends, has

been so amply reinforced by modern science that we are forced
to value educational methods and agencies according as they
help or hinder the developing

mind

:

yet

it is

notable that

such a valuation has hardly been considered by the enthusiasts, educational and "lay", who wholeheartedly welcome
the Cinema for educational usage.

Perhaps the
the

demand

first

problem

Some answer

a reaction.

is

ern communities in which

easy and
variety

meaning of
what this is
afforded by study of adult mod-

is

to understand the

for the Cinema-entertainment, to

effortless

we

see a widespread

demand

and sensationalism.

The vastly popular variety

entertainment, the cabaret show, the jazzband, the
dance,

much

of the
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drama

of the

moment,

modem

pictorial art

and

above all, the contemporary Press bear the charalready mentioned.
In the individual we can

literature, and,

acteristics

for

entertainment characterized by incessant
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note
of,

much

the same

:

that

is

the

demand

and enjoyment

for,

sensationaHsm, alternating with a negativism or so-called

cynicism covering a strong but repressed emotional attitude.

Thus we may see in the excessive demand for the Cinema,
both a symptom of this prevalent attitude, and a gratification
it is by investigating
of the wishes creating that attitude
along these lines that we may come to understand some of
:

the deeper significance of the problem.

But before dealing wdth these more complex issues let us
moment the more obvious aspects. Everyone

consider a

agrees on certain predominant characteristics of the Cinema-

entertainment

:

Its

overpowering appeal to the eye and cor-

demand upon intellectual processes its
and therefore false, simplification its confusion
of values
the film knows no light and shade features which
are striking to the eye, however superficial or trivial in content, however subsidiary to the main theme, may equal in
its
value or even submerge the really significant aspects
perpetual variety and finally the illusion of timelessness due
respondingty small

:

arbitrary,

:

;

;

:

:

in the first place to the fact that real

present, only simulacra,

and

in the

human

beings are never

second place to swiftly

culminating happenings without intermediate phases of slow
elaboration.

In the face of this we must ask, is this type of experience,
with such characteristic features, suited to either the demand
of

harmonious development. The
beyond its purely visual
a pleasure which along with taste and touch pre-

the child-mind or to

child as such

pleasures

—

must

its

learn to develop
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dominantes

in the first stages of life

:

it

must gain power

of

concentration, of continuity of interest, in place of the appeal

made by

As a

variety.

child

it is

incapable of a true sense of

proportion or understanding of slow development leading

towards a wished for goal

must seek

to develop

if

:

but

the child

it is

is

to

just these capacities

become adult

we

in the true

sense of the word, instead of that product so prevalent in the

modern world, the Peter Pan

type, the

man

with the child-

mentahty.

And now
are

tion.

to return to those influences

more

still

In the

significant

human

important stages
istic of

to

and reactions which

— concealed from

ordinary observa-

being's development, one of the

most

that of beUef in magic, a stage character-

is

the infant, the very young child, the primitive and

some extent, though disguised, of the "Civilized" adult.
the stage named by Ferenczi, the famous Hungarian

It is

psycho-analyst, "the period of unconditional omnipotence"

and all its dearest needs and wishes are
maintained from some mysterious external source, without
human effort. It is clear that such a condition is an actuality
in the earliest months of fife
a little later this stage is sadly
left behind and the child must learn through bitter necessity
a period wherein

life

;

that achievement

remains

still,

is

reached only through effort

and throughout

life,

some

of this

;

yet there

"omnipotence"

wish (manifested for instance, in such forms as the universal
interest in gambling, in fortune-teUing, in prophesy, in
"luck").

Now

it

development how

48
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a matter vitally affecting harmonious

far

such an attitude becomes dominant, for
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one based on the pleasure-principle and antagonistic to
Those who cUng to their "Omnipotence" stage with

it is

reality.

the accompanying egocentricity, never get reconciled to the
renunciation of their unconscious irrational wishes and "on
the shghtest provocation feel themselves insulted and shghted

and regard themselves

as step-children of fate, because they

cannot remain her only or favourite children."
It is

not

difficult to see

that the characteristics of the Cinema

referred to above are just those

op

this

than

is

magic "omnipotence"

which must foster and develsense,

to

a greater degree

possible in the case of fairy-tale, novel, drama, or pic-

and does so independently, to a large degree, of the theme
by the film. It is the method of the moving picture which brings about so vividly the sense of wish-fulfilment
The Cinema's business is to give a solution to
as by magic.
all problems, an answer to all questions, and a key to every

ture,

dealt with

locked door.

Real

life is

complex, unselective, often baffling

and regardless of our desires the Film's simand problem-solving creates the fantasy that the
spectator's wishes are or can be, fulfilled, and this helps to
maintain his omnipotence and narcissim, leading to a regressive
That is to say a return to the pleasure-seeking
attitude
to our curiosity

:

plifications

:

infancy with

its

easier for the

Ego

magically fulfilled desires, since
to retread

is

alwa^^s

known paths which have

alread}^

it

yielded pleasure than to go forvvard on paths yet untried and

But this latter process is essential to the
child's development and through it alone can he attain to
mental maturity. An even more serious consequence is the

calling for effort.
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must

disintegration which

sure-impulse to reach

result

from the

failure of the plea-

and co-operate with, the

to,

"split" which

is

so

level of

—

by the rest of the personality that
marked a feature of the neurotic. By an

development attained

emotional expenditure of an infantile nature only (that is,
narcissistic em.otion unrelated to external reahty and very
easily obtained)

the emotional

remains undeveloped

life

:

inadequate and extravagant at one and the same time.
It will,

perhaps, appear starthng to class together those

which are true to human and

films

scientific reality

crudely false melodrama or romance.

world

Undoubted^

and the

there

of difference as regards the consciously-felt effects,

is

a

but

same unconscious effects to be produced
In
in both cases since the mechanism at work is identical.
the film of the Scott Expedition, than which nothing could
be more beautiful and more moving as far as the pictures
it is

possible for the

themselves are concerned

ment,

all

the elements of magic achieve-

of simpHfication, of rapid solution are present just as

in other films.

And

this criticism holds good,

though to a
and films

far less degree, in nature films, geographical films,
illustrating

mechanical

recently carried out

and

of ages

processes.

among

A

small

investigation

school children of different types,

varying from eight to twelve, revealed interest-

ingly the child's capacity for distortion

:

seventy per cent of

the children believed that such processes as the development

from the spawn, of the
pearl within the oyster, of nest-building and so forth, took
just the time which elapsed in the showing of the films, even
of the chick
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from the egg,

of the fish
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though each step
is

fills

this

and presents persons and
the neatest way, hke so many brown paper parcels

the gaps, rounds

events in

all

corners,

:

as result, there

is

lack of emotional contact both in the pro-

duction and the spectator.
is

And

was elaborated.

in the process

inevitable since the film, operating in a mechanical universe,

Closely related

another aspect of the film which has

the deeper

human

impulses, namely

much
its

to

the

above

significance for

relation

to

time.

Research into the unconscious of man has revealed that the
idea of time (and its twin-companion death) is among the

most deeply-repressed material of the mind, and it is only
by the process of becoming adult that a reahzation and acceptance of time becomes possible.
If from a very early stage
the child is strengthened in his repression so much the more
difficult for him is recognition of reahty.
Bearing upon another of the miost powerful impulses

is

that character of the

film, already referred to, which demands from the spectator
an almost exclusive visual attention. The powerful role
played by curiosity in the early fife of the child, developed

and

gratified

of the films'

by seeing and looking, is maintained by means
dominant appeal, and in thus obtaining and con-

tinuing his gratification he

is

assisted in remaining at the

infantile curiosity-level.

In the light of such
I

effects,

conscious and unconscious, (and

have here space to touch upon a few only) produced by the
it is surely worth while to consider whether, and to what

fihn

we are prepared to make
system. The adult, educated or
degree,

it

a part of our educational

ignorant, in virtue of being
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adult,

must be

free to choose his

own

pursuits and pleasures,

but in educating the child we are forcing upon him experience
which he is not in position to evaluate the justification is if
our wider and deeper experience convinces us that what we
offer will assist the best and truest development of the child.
Can we be satisfied that the Cinema is a method of promoting mind growth rather than one of mechanizing mentality ?
:

Barbara Low.

CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE
III

CAPTIONS
Experience has taught us to disregard placards. So we
enter the hall in innocence and give ourselves to the prel-

iminary entertainments. They are always very various, and
whether good or bad we charm them, powerfully or feebly
according to our condition, with the charm of our confident
anticipation. A good mood will fling some sort of life even
into the most tasteless of the local advertisements that immediately precede the real business of the evening, beginning

w^hen at last
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we

are confronted with a

title, set,

hke a greet-
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We

valentine, within an expressive device.

Sometimes there

for clues.

ing alone in tall letters that
a stentorian voice.

no clue but the

is

fill

the screen,

Thrilling us.

fill

title,

peer

appear-

the hall with

We know we

are being

got, but not yet at what vulnerable point and we sit in suspense while the names of author, adapter, producer, artdirector, photographer and designer come on in curly letterThen there is a screenful
ing and singly, each lingering.

and their players, also lingering and perhaps to be followed by further information. We do not desire
it but may not now turn away from the screen.
At any momient the censor's permit will appear and whether lingering
or not usually by this tim_e the operator has gone to sleep in
his stride and it hngers
this last barrier must be faced for
the length of its stay or we may miss the first caption.
At
one time we used to pay devout attention to the whole of
of nam.es, the parts

—

—

these disclosures.

They were

a revelation of the size of the

undertaking and our wondering gratitude went forth to the
multitude of experts
prise.

But

who had laboured

after a while

together for our enter-

the personal introduction of

all

became a torment. We grudged the suspense
exacted by what might prove to be a record of wasted effort.
In due course and as if in awareness of our overtaxed

these labourers

patience the preliminaries were reduced to

title,

name

of

author, of a star or so, official permission, each hurn.'ing by,
hurr^dng us towards the caption that should launch us on our
journey
a screenful of psycholog\^ histor}', or description
:

of period

and

locality.

There

is

eager silence in the hall
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during the stay of the oblong of clear print whether beginning

''Throughout the ages mankind has
cruellest"

— or

'

Tn

—

" or ''Avarice

is

a remote village of the PjTenees, far from

:

the

—

When we
going

;

have read we know where we are supposed to be
we have grown accustomed to finding our places in

the long procession of humanitj^, to going

down

depths of our single selves, to facing

in unfamiliar condi-

rions.

But we

good.

WTiether there

war3\

We

do-

not yet
is

remember

life

know whether our

to be
films

any joumej^
vv^hose

into the dread

journe}'

at

all.

caption,

to be

is

So we are

appearing in

instalments at regular intervals, has been the better part,

and new, truths that in our keeping had
news of which within
reason we can never have too mmch. We have come forth,
time and place forgotten, surroundings vanished, and have
been driven back. \ery often by people whose one means
of expressing emotion is a vexed frown, or people whose pulpy
rouged mouths are forever at work pouting, folding, parting

presenting, bright

grown a

httle dim, or telling us strange

both rows of teeth. These
people, interminabh^ interfering with the scenery, drive us to
despair.
Sometimes we are too much upset to battle our

in a smile that laboriously reveals

wa3/

.to

indifference

and

see,

missing what

is

supposed to be

and everything according to our mood it is
We remember fihns damaged
by their captions. Xot fatally. For we can substitute our
own, just as within limits we can remake a bad film as we go.
With half a chance we are making all the time. Just a hint
of any kind of beauty and if we are on the track, not waiting
seen, anything
difficult to
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for everything to be done for us, not driven back by rouged
pulp and fixed frown, we can manage very well. For the
present we take captions for granted. But we are ready to

Now

and again a
hint beyond the title.

try doing without them.
in without

We

any

clear

love the challenge.

hint even in the

title.

film gathers us

we

This

love.

We are prepared to go without a
We are prepared for anything. We

Somewhere sooner or later there will be
Or something of which we can make one, each for
The absence of any hint is a hint we are ready to

trust the pictures.

a hint.
himself.

take.

Perhaps the truth about captions is just here that someif not in any given place then all over the picture, is
a hint. The artist can no more eliminate the caption than
he can eliminate himself. Art and literature, Siamese tv/ins
:

where,

making

their first curtsey to the public in a script that

a series of pictures, have never yet been separated.

uttermost abstraction art

is still

a word about

A

ature never ceases to be pictorial.

bears

its

A

caption within.

life

v\^ork of

narrative,

was

In

and

its

hter-

pure fantasj^

whether novel, play

or film, supphes the necessary facts directly, in the novel
either

by means

of the author's descriptive labels or

through

information given in the dialogue, in the play by means of

uncomfortable convention that allows characters to
converse in anachronisms, in the film by means of the supplj'

that

of interlarded words.

in captions

is

the

And

mark

if

of a

the direct giving of information

weak

information in a play or novel

film,
is

the direct giving of

the

mark

of

a

weak
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novel or play.

There are masterpieces enough to

flout the

dogma.
Nevertheless the film has an unrivalled opportunity of

and needs only the
minimum of informative accompaniment. The test of the
film on whatever level is that the wayfaring man, though a
fool, shall not err therein, though each will take a different
journey. The test of the caption is its relative invisibihty.
presenting the

life

In the right place

of the spirit directly,

it is

not seen as a caption

;

unless

it

fingers

too long upon the screen.

Dorothy Richardson.

TIME IN THE CINEMA
Not much has been done in the way of exploration of the
time factor in films. Mrs Edith Wharton has made a brave
attempt to tackle the problem as

and

after a difficult search

came

it

affects

works

of fiction,

to the conclusion that

it

was

traceable to certain rays of narrative stealing in cautiously
between the great chmaxes. It was also due to a certain tonal
quietude in the telling of the story
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for bringing
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out the deep changes in character that occur imperceptibly
as the tale

moves

on.

The problem as it presents itself on the screen is a subtle
and baffling one, but at least the enquirer has a clearer view
of his subject

than

is

possible in the case of the novel.

He

can see the thing as a whole, swiftly or slowly moving past
him, he can hold

To
from

it

from end to end

present the matter clearly,

let

in imagination.

me

take two illustrations

—

which will be familiar to everyone
"Warning Shadows", an example of extreme comipression
of the time factor, and an ordinary nameless Western melodrama, where the action is loose and sca^ttered. It is not a
comparison of quality I want to present
that would be
ridiculous
but an opposition of miovement "for the clearer
film hterature

—

—

illustrating this matter".

In the melodrama, the cowboy hero arrives at a lonely

ranch to find that the owner's daughter is tr^dng to pay off
a mortgage to save her crippled father's home.
The holder
of the m.ortgage, however, is the usual monster of inhumanity,

and

on paymicnt of his dues without delay. Alternaon marriage to the girl without delay. But
the delay is the story and nice girls refuse to marry monsters
of inhumanity.
There is a battledore of action in which the
mortgager finally corners the girl, while the hero, owing to
one of those film misunderstandings which nobody has ever
insists

tively he insists

understood,

is

enjoying himself at the local dance

ing of what is toward, however, he jumps on a
and pursues the villain, is captured by the

hall.

Learn-

horse, attacks
villain's

gang,
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escapes single-handed, returns to the ranch, consoles

girl,

pats

father on arm, re-mounts horse, flings villain over precipice,

meets

girl in

What

gloaming, and so to close up.

impression of time do

We

we

carry

away from

this pic-

suppose that the actual sequence covers a
period of roughty two years. How does our impression comture

?

will

pare with a similar interval in any well-constructed play

and third acts of "The
Admirable Crichton", in which the march of the clock is

say, the interval .between the second

clearly stressed in the passage of the action

?

The answer to this question (which awaits our
from "Warning Shadows" for completion), seems

illustration

to be that

owing to the dispersion of the time factor by purely
arbitrary captions, such as "Two years later.
owing,
again, to the advance of a climax which is fully anticipated
by the audience, and which is not dependent on any logical
intermediate struggle, or on any fatal (or timed) pressure of
events the answer seems to be that we are only aware in the
very vaguest fashion that the years have gone by and their

in the film,

.

.

;

—

fruit fallen, despite the physical clearness of the story.

w^e

do not see the

fruit quietly ripening.

We

only see

it

But
sway

and so far as our ideas of growth are concerned, the
process from birth to fruition might be a matter of seconds.
Indeed, the seconds, or rather minutes, which mark the
and

fall,

hero's rise

to

fortune are accepted quite thoughtlessly as

the equivalent of so
fact,

no true

factor.
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many months

belief in the

or years.

There

is,

in

time factor but only in the story
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In the case of ''The Admirable Crichton", however, the

from the note on
the programme which informs us that two years have elapsed
between the acts, we can feel and obser^^e the intervening

character drawing

is

so finished, that apart

comedy being

period of the

vividly sketched

It is

in.

not

only a matter of stage artifice but far more of clean, illuminating, psychological strokes that stir

up the motion

and move

changes of manner, habit,

speech,

it

along

dress

;

of significant

of the pla\'

The playwright
Lord Loam's

and external circumstance.

dips so deeply (and so choicely) into the past that

drawing room, w^here the action began,
half j^ears distant in imagination

end

is

a fuU two-and-a-

by the time we reach the

of the play.

Let us

now bind up

the argument

by a glance

at

"Warning

There can be no mistaking the time-sequence
is. intolerably present from one moment to the next.

Shadows".
here.

It

How is this effect produced
was
all,

In the Western drama the action

?

It was faintly, if at
more conscientious techni-

so extended as to be almost nebulous.

Here a

perceived.

different,

que sends one event panting on the heels of another till their
solidifies.
Fate is then betrayed in mo-

proximity virtually
tion.

It is like

moment

waiting for the pincers to seize the tooth

;

The rhj^thm of the
fikn, however, is slow% and the slower the rhythm the weightier
the strokes of the clock as they fall.
The triangular theme

each

is

a recognition of doom^.

of jealousy here unfolded,

which the

from the laying

of the

banquet,

fatal three, attend, to the stabbing of the unfaithful

wife with the sheaf of swords,

is

worked out minute by minute,
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and we can feel these minutes being stuffed into the clock
Time is ready to burst.
The picture illustrates how a close synchronisation of rhythm
in a film with the actual rhythms of everj'daj'-^ life can heighten
realismi to an extraordinary degree, though there are a hundred considerations, unconnected with the time factor, which
make this particular drama rich and passionate, and give a

until

bright glow of significance to the whole.

Its

treatment sug-

which presents a close succession of
ideas, as opposed to their wide extension in the crude drama
of the West, is bound to intensif)^ the mood of the picture and

gests that a technique

increase the sensibility of the spectator to
It appears, then, that the truest

its

type of

chronolog}".
film,

considered

mainty at its time valuation, or order in logic, is that which,
with due proportion and sense, binds together the largest
num.ber of ideas in the smallest possible compass, just as the
dramatist obeys a

strict

law

of his dialogue, characters

of

and

econom\' in the management

So also the nove-

situations.

hst, allowing for necessary differences of

and Peace", "The Forsyte Saga" and

medium.
more

still

In

"War

clearly in

Marcel Proust, the illusion of time is aknost perfecth' conveyed. But the film has many a league to go in this research,

though "Greed", even in a badly-cut version, tackled the problem squarely and gave us some long-receding distances of
time in slow,

brilliantly-commonplace succession.

m^ajorit}^ of fibns the

time element

is

tion to the events portrayed, except

by
60

accident, or

when

not given

by

fits

and

its

In the

right rela-

starts,

almost

the producer can only get his eftects

by

"
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obedience to the rhythm of the scene.

strict

why

many

may

It

be that

which are otherwise beautiful and
moving fail to make any definite impression on the mind.
For time cannot be treated with contempt and its satisfying
communication through motion pictures is one of these problems which only the most gifted and highly experienced of
our directors can hope to solve.
this is

so

fihns

Ernest Betts.

AN EPIC

—

Some time ago a dehcious
people met together.

A

PLEASE

story

certain Continental producer

came

with him a print of his last picture.

on some

of the

was

told

to

!

whenever

film

London bringing

This was a film founded

most important incidents

in

Beethoven's

After a great deal of manoeuvring the producer

life.

was lucky

enough to entice the head of a large organisation to view the
film.
When he had seen one or two reels, the man of business
stopped the operator. He rose ponderously to his feet and
said " I suppose this Beethoven was some kind of a composer.
That was all
This tale is hardly relevant to anything that I want to say,
;

!
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it so that you may realize what kind of man is
your entertainment. He is known as the renter,
and he decides whether you shall see a picture or not. In
other words you are brought down to his level, and his taste
and culture are not usually above reproach. Of course there
are exceptions, notable exceptions, but still exceptions.
These renters sit in their offices and talk of 'box-office values',
'box-office titles', /C. E. A. reports'
when they are confronted with an imaginative film they are embarrassed because you,
as the great public, are not supposed to have any imagination.
If you do not have your bathing girl sequence, your
bedroom scene, you will go away and brand the picture as

but

I

quote

in charge of

;

'lacking entertainment
If

angles.'

The

great

ones

shudder.

they do 'put the film out' they do so tentatively, without

any publicity campaign, and

mended

it is

recom-

The production

secures

in the trade papers

for 'discriminating patrons'.

sparse country bookings and very few people are aware that

the film has been

it

shown

at

all.

However

it is

far

more

likely

have been told that
was impossible to find a renter who would offer a rock bot-

that

it

will

be consigned to the

shelf.

I

tom

price of £ 500 for the exquisite 'Adventures of Prince
Achmed'. Not one man with sufficient love of his business

to try an inexpensive experiment, for £ 500
to a renter
It

may

!

be that the difficulty of finding a renter prepared

to take imaginative
of fantasy

work

is

on the screen.

responsible for the present dearth

An ominous

the screen's classics have been inspired
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means nothing

sign this.

by

Most

of

fantastic scripts.
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The producers and actors seem lifted from the ordinary
and almost forced to do their best perhaps because the
;

rut,

fan-

tremendous scope of the
Yet to-day we find Robinson directing " The Last
Waltz", and Murneau in America.
At any time such a state of affairs would be lamentable,
but it is all the more so now. When we find ourselves in
conversation with someone out of screen grace we tell them
of "Destiny", "Warning Shadows", "Dr. Caligari","The Xibetastic scenario is so suited to the

screen.

lungs".

"Where can I see these
Then we are compelled

films ?" asks the unbehever.

to explain that these fihns are

no

longer in general release, and the sceptic smiles discreetly.

The

last state of

that

man

is

ten times w^orse than the

first.

How we

could do with another

"Golem"

to-day,

when the

eyes of the world are wandering in the direction of the screen

the renter would give

!

a fair chance, would be
would have passed unnoticed.
To-day the public are fed to the teeth with the mechanical Hollywood fare that they themselves have helped to
create.
Such a film also w^ould convert those who have been
tempted, by recent newspaper controversy and legislation,
to look at the screen, but are looking at it dubiously, and are,

Such a

film,

if

it

acclaimed to-day where yesterday

it

in fact, preparing to turn their

backs on

it.

Incidentally

some of the screen's ardent apostles could do with a
encouragement in this shamefully arid period.

Even

if

this

new masterpiece storms the

little

renter success-
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fully

The

it

will

have to encounter

3^et

another enemy

—the cutter.

cutter has a staunch ally, the censor.

Not long ago a
the young hero

is

film

was submitted

to the censor in

seduced by a dark and ravishing

which

siren.

He

thrown off his balance and fails in his exams. The
"No, nothing must happen between the boy and the
woman." With a grateful w^hoop of joy the cutter pounced
on the film. Subtitles were virtually hurled between the
clenched teeth of the characters. Everj'thing was straightened out for the weak-headed citizen, and the critics said,
censor

is

said,

^'WTiat poor direction !"

But should the

film, this great epic that

we

all

long to see,

pass the dangers of renters, cutters and censors,

have no

I

doubt about its reception. It is ridiculous to say that that
is above the heads of the pubhc.
What of our fairy
stories, and the legends of Bohemia ?
I do not saj- that the
public would understand the "Emak Bakia'' of Man Ra\' or
the ''Absolute Operas" of Ruttman, but (and I say this at
fantasy

great risk of offending the highbrows)

who

does

?

These

things are a cult.

Therefore the
will be

first pitfall

young) must not

that the

fall

into

is

young

director (he sureh'

the attempt to appeal to

The second is to avoid, as far as possible,
These are the two chief faults of most fihn

an\^ special clique.

human

flesh.

fantasies.

In ''Aihta'' the crowds were dressed in scant costumes, the

men showing arms and legs in a manner reminiscent of the
Roman soldier. Xow flesh is such a matter-of-fact, ever\'day
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thing that

it

jarred in the bizarre settings.

It entirely spoilt

the effect. The whole time it was dragging us to earth,
reminding us of ordinary life as we live it. In "Doctor Caligari" an attempt w^as made to disguise the flesh.
Who will
forget the three grotesque waves in the hair of "Doctor Caligari"

?

The same

principle applies to natural scenery.

otherwise excellent fihn

take was

made

"The Student

In that

Prague" the mis-

of

hunting scenes in natural

of playing the

set-

The real horses, lively hounds, real grass forced us
to remember that the posturings of Werner Krauss could not
possibly have any connection with the direction of the fox
over which he was supposed to be exerting a magical attractings.

In other words the sequence failed to grip.

tion.

I don't know what country is going to give us the epic.
Germany, with the failure of 'Ufa', seems to be resting on
her laurels. Italy is as bad as ever. France is gravelled with
the problem of plot. Sweden is quiet. I think it will be
Russia although, as a film editor pointed out to me, no two
The head is on the right in a
shots in Russian films m.atch.
long shot, and on the left in a close-up. A flash and then a
sub-title, and generally fourteen reels of it.
Experiment in
Russian iilm_s is probably due to the fact that the film compa;

nies owTi the theatres.

Howbeit, there

and arresting in Russian
May I not have to look long
fresh

is

so

much

that

is

films that I look to Russia.

!

There

A

is

young

one thing

I

am

certain of,

assistant producer,

it

who was

will

not be Britain

a friend of mine,

!

went
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show of a very beautiful and moving German
He camie tack fired with enthusiasm to do something
He burst into the director's office and cried, "I want

to the trade
fibn.

big.

to produce a saga."

"Let's see," answered the puzzled British director, "what's
that ?"

"A great heroic film, a stupendous, m.onumiental.
"Ah j'CS," the director broke in, "I remiember now,
am forgetting my French !"
.

.

!

I

but

OSW^ELL BlAKESTON.

COMMENT AND REVIEW
Oh dear, oh dear,

these Brrrrrrrr-itish Film.s, these wonderful

major-generals and people WitYi wholesome ideals

!

And

oh,

OH, this Films Bill !!! ''Certain films (I quote from the
Times quote of August 6th) which v/ere previously excluded
from registration because, being educational or scientific,

oh,

they were supposed not

now,

italics

are mine.

Charily

from Major General
66

to

have enough 'exhibition value

in special circumistances to
is

be charily admitted."

heaventy.

And

Sir Granville Ryrie, the

are

The

thunderously

newly appointed

)
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news that the cinema
has a tremendous influence on the young people of to-day, to
American films, he deplores,
a large extent a baneful one.
so full of sentimental trash seem to be preferred to sound
British ones.
He thinks something might be done. Quite
right, so do we.
Could not, he suggested, some arrangement
be made between educational authorities and the various
Empire governments (I mean Governments Throughout The
Empire) for children to be marched (he did say marched) to
the cinema each morning to see wholesome British films showing what was going on in the Empire ( Ooiich !
He rounded off amid rousing cheers that wherever the British flag fluttered it was the symbol of fair play and justice.
He was proud to live under the Union Jack.
Equally moving is the announcement of the British Em.pire
Film Institute (slogan More British Films On British Screens)
that ''all over the world films from other countries are shown
whose tone is, at least, not beneficial to the interests of the
British Empire."
Among its aims, these bright jewels

High Commissioner

for Australia, the

.

:

:

to rouse a patriotic feeling sufficient to prevent the scandal
of British

Films being actually excluded from the great majo-

and elsewhere...
Awards of Merit for films of Imperial
down prejudice.

rity of film houses here

to confer
to

break

value.

to attract better brains to the industry.

Now what more
feehng

if

could anybody ask

we cannot produce

?

With

this sort of

the most exquisite and subtle

masterpieces there must be something radically wrong with us.
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And

with the question of British Films, as denned by the
Bill, comes a wave of strong feehng.
This business of

Fillums

I feel I must go back and quote from the British
which says there can be no genuine British film industry and no raising of the standard of the screen so long as the
dominance of foreign ''stars'' continues. Also that if the
Act had excluded them from British Films, or even set a
term to the period during which they might be employed,
it would have taken at least one step tow^ards a higher presthat though it may help a few men to make money
tige
it will do nothing to give the public better entertainment.
From which we gather that a foreigner debases a film, annihilates art and fails to entertain the pubhc, and that artists
outside their own country cease to be artists and become
vaguely criminal or atrocious. But we, vv^ho live beneath
the Union Jack, w^hat would happen to our sense of fair play
and justice if foreigners stood up and uttered the same pronouncements against our stars ?

foreign stars.
Press,

MAE MURRAY APPRECIATED
Now

then Hollywood, come

ciative be gallant.

Why

off it

!

If

''Auntie Mae''

you
?

can't be appre-

Why all this talk

about kindly camera-men and misty close-ups ? I don't
what you say, Mae Murray is worth a dozen of your
namby-pamby new born stars. And one gets more kick out
of her than out of any of your several hundred lady-like percare
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formers,

]\Iae

}>Iurray

swanking into a room, jostling her
in, is a thing you can watch and

shoulders, toes apt to turn

hke

;

she gets away with

Yes, she
laid

upon

is

it

tough, and thank

anaemia

gets

God

for

wearisome.

This undue stress

it.

She

has

audacity,

beauty, charm and youth, and youth, and a straight honestto-goodness, damn-your-eyes attitude that

you don't

deser^^e to.

She hasn't an ounce of

Mae

You

if

yom can't admire

May McAvoy at me.
personality or grit.
And that

dare quote

]\Iae's

uncompromisingly definite in
her attitude, and the maudhn hypocrisy and gush of some of
her contemporaries is dubbed genius shows just what is wrong
with the world.
In Altars Of Desire Mae is delightful, and that one is vastly
entertained in spite of a most God-av\'f ul story^ is nothing but a
tribute to her personality and charm.
]\Ioreover she can act,
and I suspect in her a definite attitude to the sort of stuff the
pubUc wants a quick brain, a quick intelligence and a sense
of humour and of hfe that probably makes her so direct in her
deahngs with people, that the secret of this mean and consistent slamming is probably nothing more or less than that she
gets sneered at for being

;

has told somebody high up exactly what she thinks of him.

A MOST EXCITING SUBJECT
The making
I

am

of films, real ones, is a

glad there

is

a

most exciting subject.

movement toward something worthy

of
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medium

it has been developed by the poor examples
have never seen a really satisfying film. I go
but seldom, scarcely at all. The Cabinet of Doctor Caligari
which I saw a short time ago, offers the only interesting method I have ever seen in use, and that film was of interest to
me only as a promise, not at all as an achievement, for I disUked
the trick in the end of the drama. Fantasy has its own rights
and need not be crouched under an insane mind. Some of
the scenes were very beautiful, though, in the haunting play
of Unes on hues, and in the relation of the hues to the human
figures that moved before them.
Other scenes were too small

the

as

of the craft.

I

for the figures that

moved

before them.

Elizabeth Madox Roberts
author of The Time

of

Man.

POINTS FROM LETTERS

An

expensive

medium

of expression.

A

form of entertainment which appeals to the taste of the
masses can never become an art. Certainly artistic films
have been produced, but the expenses of cinematography
You mention that "£ioo will
seriously limit their numbers.
make a film as noble as anything you can wish to see" apart
from the question whether nobihty constitutes art, the sta£ioo is cheap comtement confounds me upon reflection
:

!
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pared with the fabulous miUions invested in American productions, but what amateur can afford such an expensive
medium of expression ? How much did a V an Gogh, an EpsAnd yet the
tein, or a poem of Shelley cost to produce ?
artistic results of the £ioo film can never be better and probably will be inferior to "Sun flowers", "Rima", or " Adonais".
A contributor says that a film without a musical accompaniment is lifeless. Can we presume to call an entertainment
"artistic" when it has to recruit the services of another art
in order to succeed ?
These are the shortcomings of the film as an art it is merely
a mechanical reproduction of the art of design assisted by the
:

and subconsciously backed
up by the art of sound.
The difiiculty of the requisite sympathy between producer,
designer, players and composer only tends to increase the
obstacles which so often cause failure, and so the film is only
an insignificant contributor to the world's art. All the same
it is good to see such a magazine as'' Close Up", J. A. Hardy,
Folkestone, Kent.

histrionic abilities of the players,

The

translation of sub-titles.

The

film that does

away

the subtitle will stand a
val abroad.

but the fact

One wonders
is,

as far as possible with the use of

much
if

better chance of popular approthis

should necessarily be

so,

that as things are, foreign films, which in them-

selves are excellent

and

concise, are reduced to banality

more
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often than not

by some

on informatively

just

quite inept

where

one to the point that are so

it

and naive statement flashed

Which

least is needed.

many

subtitles necessary

leads

Sup-

?

posing oneself to be sitting say in a Russian cinem-a and not
knowing a word of the language, would not one more or less
comprehend the entire story, and again, is it not possible that
by not comprehending, we have formed our own conclusions,
and seen miore than was intended ? In illustration of which
may I enquire if we have not all experienced a feeUng of irritation or surprise at the inadequacy of many subtitles, which
even in their native language are so often if not illiterate and

cramping, inferior to the general tone of the picture

?

In the

Freudian film recently shown in London, the photographic
dream-S3Tiibohsm was in the nature of a triumph, but the

was
and probably neutralised any good the film might
otherwise have done to the cause of psycho-anah^sis. Yet
diagnosis of the psycho-analyst flashed on in sub-titles,

pitiful,

probably in the original version this had,
least a certain pathological value.

London, W.

i.

(An

article

Captions appears on page

Mrs.

if

W.

not aptness, at
G.

Drysdale,

by Miss Dorothy Richardson on
52.)

NAUSEOUS "CLOSE-UPS"
Assuming that the vast majority

cinema frequenters
desire to be entertained in an intellectual and amusing manner, it is somewhat difficult to comprehend, why there are
72
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films showing, which, to judge

by

their close-ups,

would have

us believe to the contrary.

To demonstrate

this assertion, the following

may

example

suffice.

We

are

shown the

The time

cell of

man condemned

fixed for his execution

Close-ups proceed to
1. )

a

show

is

—

to death.

close at hand.

us.

the agonized look of dread and despair on the prisoner's
face,

2. )

his stopping the clock

3. )

the prison

from ticking out

bell, telling his

his last

moments,

death knell,

4. )

the dangHng halter, ready to em-brace his neck, and

5.

the warder, waiting to

)

A
K

march him

to the scaffold.

surfeit of unsavouriness, distasteful to

graveside scene, followed

manj^

by a murder

!

—

no

episode, need

elaboration.

The ejaculation "Cui Bono V\ does not seem uncalled
A. Hasslacher, Wimbledon.

for.

BUY BOOKS
TO GET NEW IDEAS
Every mind needs

new

body
The great reservoir from
ideas as every

needs fresh water.
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AS

IS

BY THE EDITOR
people would onty stop trying to quench me by calling
to my attention that Shakespeare must alv/ays be greater than
If

any

film,

that Praxitiles this, that Leonardo da Vinci that, that

Beethoven's Moonhght Sonata or Milton's Paradise Lost leave

no room for anjrthing that isn't some vague echo of themselves.
There are two more complaints, one of ^vhich I have already
somewhat jubilantly made, but am forced to make again
namely that because film art is new it stands a much better
chance of being good, and that the superstition that an art
only develops through time has no foundation in fact.
Such
talk as I have heard about art since starting Close Up would
have made one less devoted than myself abandon it forever,
;

—

platitudes so dreary, so incompetent, so

maudhn,

that^ realis-

ing they were more or less sincerely meant, one ceased to won-

der
at

why Man

(spelt

with the capital) should turn up his nose

it.

5
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First of all

it

seemed to

me

art

static

at

me

was made a kind

of figure or

Art meant something, some

image, almost personalitised.

symbol or regime whose travelhng salesm-en were flung
with bated breath

Shakespeare, Shelley, Scriabin,

;

Henry Irving, Herbert Tree, Euripides. A touzled throng
One was solemmly requested to note the thing they stood for,
!

and to abandon forever on the spot the thing that one, oneself is trying to stand for.
"Such trash, my dear sir, such
trash."'

But

I

Art

mean

!

Isn't

it

getting to

be rather an awful sort of word, or isn't it ? Certainly it
sends shivers down my back at this minute, seeing it as apparently it is seen, in spite of the fact that I am supposed to be
upholding it and printing the beastly w^ord on my cover, and

twenty times on as many pages. Let me try to
refrain from asking What Is Art.
I'm not all that pompous,
but let me just say what to my mand it most em.phatically
isn't.
Art isn't that ghoulish, witless sort of plaster-of-paris
morgue where you go to identify the dead. To blazes with
at least

the past.

a corpse, and artists here to lay

If art isn't

and put pennies on its
now and the future.

My

second complaint

is

ever any more the phrase

shaU be forced to
not
If

vile, its

vile

is

not

vile,

?

I

would answer,

art

it

out

and belongs to

alive

me from

Americanisms,

retaliate vile

language

it is

please deliver

hearing

Otherwise

I

Europeanisms. America is
and nothing about it is vile.

cornered with the questions what

rica then

6

then

eyelids,

is

is

art then,

what

is

America, America

Ameis art.
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do not deny that there is much in it that is termuch that is raw, no person with independant judg-

and although
rible,

ment could
I

I

fail

to see its greatness.

do trust that

my

zeal will not be taken amiss, but natur-

want to point out that my own mind is capable of judgment, and that I would not have formed an interest in films,
ally I

nor undertaken to edit this journal without believing in
myself and my work, and having formed my attitude to
Botticelli and Byron.
The fact that seems to project itself out of all the criticism

is

that the critics do not seem to be aware of

what really

about to be done in the world of films.
They quote long lists of films which, with them, I agree are
not worth a moment's consideration. The tendency is a
kind of chronic unresilience, an inabihty to see beyond what
has been done or

is

they have already seen, not to see w^hat conceivably

may

be

seen in the near future.

When

do say for and on behalf of the movie
I do not mean that Wild West dramas, or the usual kind of
Bedlam which usuall}^ represents domestic life among the
usual cultured, are anything more than what they so obviouscrude and trumpery stuff the use of which is slowly
ly are,
passing.
What one means is something totally unrelated to
all this, the infinite possibility in the moving picture camera for
creating and making tangible the most subtle thoughts, imI

say

all

that

I

—

pressions, apprehensions.

mands
brain.

that

it

is

Its acute sensitivity practically de-

operated by an acutely sensitive creative

Inferior brains behind a photoplay are their

own

con-

7
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shown up

—pose,

mannerism, are
Pabst
and Czinner have turned out films like Joyless Street and Kju
and in America Wilhami K. Hovx^ard has gladdened us wit?i his
very promising Wliite Gold, then soon people will look at no-

fession, are

;

thing that

is less

artificialitj^

And when

destroyed without mercj'.

people like

good, the}' will be impatient of falsity.

"If

be done then we are not to be expected to look at bad

this can

films ever again/'-

can be done,

It

it

will

have to be done, and

beheve me, it will not onh' be done but surpassed. Good fihns
are no more than ten years old, the best are all of recent date,
but it is necessar\' to refer back since only by pointing out
what has already been done righth' can it be explained what
A fihn as good or better than let us
"righth''' stands for.
say Joyless Street is needed what then can we quote except
I can see no necessit}' to drag in Shakespeare.
Joyless Street ?
;

When you are

discussing architecture

you do not usually argue

that 3'our building will not be good because some chef has cook-

ed a perfect mutton
discuss fihns,
let

cutlet.

when we

discuss

When we

discuss fihns

let

us

Ehzabethan drama, then don't

us forget Shakespeare.

^

Xow

^

^

having brindled long enough for the moment,

I

am

going to peep at an average programme of one of the ordinar}',
larger

cinema theatres.

Comer

sites are popular, so it is

a corner

we

and

and marble, and a splendid, royal blue pair

8

fern

stop, attracted bj'

an

air of

opulence with

on
gilt

of verj-
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laconic gentlemen saying

your right

sir,

you are able

stalls this

up the
way.

to peep through

stairs to the

box

Stooping before a

and say into a

pile of

office, to

gilt

blond

cage
curls,

"Have j^ou seats at three and sixpence?" A. robot voice snaps
"Five and nine and eight and six only,'' if you are late or
unlucky, otherwise without more ado, yom ticket spits hke
a white tongue from a brass |m.outh, and 3'^our change is clapped before you. (Point for Comment and Review : Something
should be done. It's the devil's own job trying to pick up your
money from that brass ledge, and w^astes quite enough time
in the course of ten minutes to form a queue of thirty people,
w^ho, if promiptly dealt with w^ould not have to wait at all.)
More ro5'^al blue uniformis close round you, usually one burly
one and several diminutive ones that pipe "Take the lift up
sir ?" or "Program.me sir ?"
Then presently you are delivered over to more blond curls and stumble into dark. Here small
lamps guide you to your fauteuil, and lo
somebody is rescuing somebody, or somebody is running aw^ay, and here is
an American comedy, you know^ from long experience. Picking up the thread of the storj' without any appreciable diffiSometimes
culty, you do not have to give it your mind.
there is a genuine cleverness in them, sometimes they are incredibly bad, but it doesn't greatly matter w^hether this particular one is good or bad, you have already noted that American comedies are better than French comedies, and infinitely
American comedies, you have albetter than German ones.
ready decided, are America's strength in film production
you can always look at American comedies and sometimes
!

;

9
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enjoy them, although American sentiment and American
sob-stuff to the European mand is nearly always, in its films,

a

damp and

treacly rehash of i88o-ish j^ellow-back novelish

Mind you, I do not say that this is not alright for
America, for in this amazing land there is an essential naivete
of feeling, and as ballast for efficient mechanisation, a weight

eyewash.

of sentimentality that to the less ebulUent

European has the consistency

of

and more rooted

uncooked dough.

It

is

a

something adolescent you will find it in all Americans, no matter how brilliant, how rare a sixteen-year-oldishness or final unsophistication, wherein is its strength and its

jeunesse, a

;

;

Somewhat blase, elaborate expressions of European consciousness, (in films mostly from. Germany), are rareThere is no reason why they should
ly comprehended there.
America's sentimentality is right in America, though we
be.
in Western Europe need a richer fare.
On the other hand,
America's youth gives it the exhuberance of youth, its comedies
(I mean its comedies not its " comics") have so often an irresistable boisterousness tha,t we in Europe cannot achieve SLuy
more we are too middle-aged, we would not be able to forget
ourselves, we would look such idiots.
We think this all out quite leisurely while looking at what
is turning out to be quite a dreary little comedy, and yet we
know that if we see nothing else but dreary comedies for
many months we will not alter our opinion. For, in spite of
itself, America has the charm and graciousness of youth, the
satire and the unselfconsciousness of youth, that is part of
its innate selfconsciousness and courage.
weakness.

;

10
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Through all this the organ pipes and somebody takes the
empty seat beside you. Then curtains ghde together, and
the suave concealed hghts expand a little hke taking a breath,
then expire. The curtains roll away, and you are looking
at the news reel.
To the tune of a march you see a mihtary
event.
Somebodj^ puts a wTeath on something. Somebody wins a motor race. Somebodj^^ dies. Slow music. Somebody goes away, somebody comes back. An aeroplane goes
up.
So it goes on. Then a film of interest is shown, odds
and ends and scraps of everything. An industry, a country
(sometimes in colour) physical training, a bit of travel, ladies'
fashions ending

up with an episode from the

hfe of

Fehx the

Cat, or its pen-and-ink equivalent.

Have you noted your audience during

these presentations

Isn't there just a httle the feeling of entracte ?

?

Isn't there a

something that suggests
they are shaking themselves up for the "Big Film" ?
They have not long to wait, for soon now the curtains again
meet, and this time the concealed hghts "fade-in" and reveal
feeling of shuffling, of getting ready,

the taU architecture of the theatre.

A

stately

and elegant

Another readjustment of hghts and with the first
It
notes of the music you realise the orchestra has arrived.
largely
too has stately and elegant proportions, it announces
and with sonorous wind instruments. Drama
So you, yourself, find you, yourself, sitting up too, getting
ready too. It is an exciting moment, and far too often spoilt
by vaudeville acts, singers, or the orchestra itself, got somehow in a wrong place, not under the stage but on it. You

place

!

!

II
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wonder why

Is it in the least

?

is it

entertaining

Ride

of the

?

V alkyries

necessary

?

Is it artistic,

Do

people really want to listen to the

?

Apparently, for they clap for more,

Tyred Papa, Mama's Going To
Played The Organ And I Sang
The Rosary, vaguely (do you hear it ?) evoking soft singing from
the people around you. We scratch our heads and admit it
is probably alright
we even like poor Flat Tyred Papa, but
we do feel there was no need to perch that group of handsome
men up there where they don't belong, and make them an
excuse for lighting effects like a spectrum gone to seed. It
would be much better to have left them downstairs.
But sometimes those girls come on in a row, always under-

and get
Give

it.

You

They

Air, or

get Flat

When You

;

rehearsed, always so dismally out of place, such a negation of

everything there, and so utterly negated by
us have no more of them than
don't

want them.

we were bored

And
logue.

it all.

already.

Please

let

Really

we

started going to movies only because

to death with girls with legs in a row.

the biggest, blackest

Have you

and meant
begins.

We

we have

seen

sin,

them

?

that mortal injury, the Pro*
I

mean

singers dressed

to create an atmosphere for the film before

That, America,

is

to your eternal

anybody can have imagined that

shame

up
it

How

!

glee singers in boleros, tur-

bans, or Foreign Legion great-coats were going to create any-

thing but fancy-dress glee singing

awful thing
stage-craft.

whelming.
12

is its

You
Oil

I

cannot imagine

crudity, the showing

up

The

of the crudity of

get the sudden contrast,

and vinegar do not mix.

!

and

it

is

over-
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To be
each has

quite
its

fair,

own

movies in a playhouse seem

all

wrong

too,

authentic atmosphere, and they are utterly

The movies have it on their side, bemore consistent, their theatres more
handsome and better ventilated. But a mo^. ie in a playhouse
looks almost as dismal as a musical comedy in a movie theatre.
Well, sometimes you are lucky, and the Big Film comes
foreign to each other.

cause their atmosphere

is

unannounced.

Vaudeville missed, the Prologue mis-

sed,

Is the

the Musical Interlude missed

?

Never.

People are

not even aware that they might have been included, and

never think what might have been thrust upon them.

they wiU not take
ville is

it

seriousty in a film theatre.

Any

Xo,
vaude-

a signal for relax, for attention to wander, for friends to

begin to talk, for cigarettes to be lighted, for pipes to be tap-

ped on the

side of the fauteuil.

What

then is the Big Film ? What is a Big Film ?
There is a range of Big Films wider than any editorial can
compass, starting at incredibty bad, and going in semitones
It usually happens that when you stumyou stumble in on bad to incredibly bad
ones.
Eighty to ninety per cent of any average Big Films are
completely dull, second-rate, and trivial. You are desired to
sympathise with persons on whom you would not w^aste a
moment's consideration, you are asked to identify yourself
with a pack of idiots whose worthlessness whether of virtue

to incredibly good.

ble in haphazardly,

only less senile than their inability to cope with
perfectly simple problems of any kind with dignity or decen-

or of vice

cy or

is

tact.
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Small wonder that the casual visitor is chilled
But is
If
were,
he
cinema theatres would
he ? Usually not at all.
not go on being built with such competitional frenzy of lavish!

would always be half empty, they would not even
pay their way. The only conclusion is that people like bad
films. That people like to identify themselves with ill mannered
heroines and overbearing heroes, with neglected mothers and
a generally uncomfortable atmosphere of ill-bred pathos. As a
ness, they

matter

of fact I don't believe

they do.

It is

something in

and to analyse it is both interesting and depresgoes back to what I have already in a previous article

their attitude,
sing.

It

referred to, a greater interest in the personal appearance of

the star than the play that star appears
is

in.

It is

not "There

a film on at the Palace supposed to be a revelation in film

art" but "I do like Adolphe Menjou, he's on at the Pavilion.
Let's go."

The identification is not with the characters as portrayed,but
with the stars themselves. As a matter of fact because of the
convention of virtue and vice, chastity and corruption, etc.
etc. it doesn't matter what sort of bumptious loafer your hero
the mere
is, or what sort of insufferable muggins your heroine
;

fact that thej^ are hero

and heroine

taken for
with them. Another thing
that happens is that when the film is not good enough to keep
the brain working, the public sinks into a kind of hypnotic
The screen, with its changing forms becomes something
daze.
in the nature of a crystal, and the public in the nature of a crysgranted that one's sympathj^

tal gazer.
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Mind

in

is

enough.

It is

is

some way neatly

obliterates itself.

The
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music, the suave dusk and an amatory continuity with ardent

enough to work the charm, the pubhc is under its
rest.
No wonder the film is
Event at its worst it is a sort of hashish
popular.
All the same why does the casual visitor write me disparaging
letters ?
Because he has taken his mind to his local cinema.
A great mistake. Leave your mind at home. Make that a
If needed it will be there, but if you take it with you
rule.
you will find it cumbersome paraphernalia. You have taken
your mind to honestly grapple with something that is not
in the scope of mind at all, and you are misled into thinking
that I have no right to say that films are the art of the future.
When I say that I do not mean that Adolphe Menjou is the
art of the future, talented as he may be, nor Norma Talmadge,
close-ups

is

spell, half

drugged, entirely at

!

nor Liane Haid.
of the future, or

the future.

I
if

mean

you

that films, not people are the art

will

You cannot

have

dispute

worst or mediocre presentations.

it,

if

a combine of the arts of

you have only seen

its

See Kopf Hoch Charley,

see The student Of Prague, see Potenikin, Out Of The Mist,
Chang, Prince Achmed, and then begin to judge
To each of
these you may return "Yes, HU..,'\ "Yes, but...'\ and I will
!

say, "Yes,

but,.,

take them as a whole.

these films, considered as different specimens of

amount

to in the aggregate

force of them,

have.

and

isn't it

!

Shuffle

a mighty force

what all
one medium,

Think

of

them up, make one
?
"
Think what you

First of all pure form, every single attribute of photo-

graphic art, miracles to work in tones and tone depths, light,

geometry, design, sculpture.

.

.

.pure abstraction

all of it.

Then
15
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but with all the resources of movement, change,
rhythm, space, complete^ fluid to the will of the artist. Then
miracles to work again with trick photography, infinite possi-

this not static

bihties of suggestion, contrast, merging, dissociation

;

whole

realms of fantasy, states of mind, of emotion, psychic things,
to symbolise not in the limit of one special

but in

all

moment

of time,

the ebb and flow of their course, their beginning

Not only have you mastery over the outward
manifestation, but over the inner and inmost working too.
The range is almost without hmit. You can be completely
and

their end.

direct or completely rarified,

if

I

may

use the word.

What

more can anybody ask ?
But the Big Film comes to its end, and we are still sitting
We don't want to move. It has been a good show or
here.
it has been a bad show, it doesn't greatty matter.
We feel
that we will sit on and see the comedy round again to the
point where we came in.
The greatest joy is when all unsuspecting we wander into
something we did not expect, some dazzhng, brilhant film
that somehow we had thought was going to be so bad. This
happens more and more often, and in Switzerland we have
this

advantage.

We

see films as soon as they are released.

Heavy advance booking is not made. And we read six months
alter we have seen them of films just reaching London and Xew
York. They come from Germany, France, Italy, Sweden,
Russia, America, and

somewhat

from England, from
everywhere, uncensored, think of that and all the better for
There they have a programme de famille sometimes, and
it.
tardih"
!

i6
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to these only are children admitted.

against this policy

more

I

recommend a

To

all

who would argue

visit to Switzerland.

successful arrangement could possibly be

made than

No
this

concession or recognition of the fact that people of Switzer-

land and people in Switzerland Hve decently from choice, and

not because a censor guards their precarious morals.

Kenneth Macpherson.

THREE SITTING HERE
(

CONTINUED FROM THE SEPTEMBER CLOSE UP
It is

)

marble on top.
marble on top.

It is a rose

There is no difference at all in the way that in every way
and every day there are all certain that there is no reason why
they should not be deUghted by me in every way.
Leave it to me in every way.
How do they know that they admire me how do they love
to be attentive to the next to nearly plainly left to right

when

was it done at once. How do they reUnquish their better than most with them left to it coming changefully asked.
They are relieved to [know .that they love me
to be widely admired and reasonably furnished with evidences
of their attachment.
Very nearly half of it in time.

is it

that they ask

17
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Why is there every reason that they should admire me.
We there is every reason why they should admire me. We
there

is

every reason

why

they should admire me.

It is

not

very likely that in the same it would be with the same desire
to admire me that very well pleased me that they admired me
with every reason for admiring me. It is not true that there
is

a middle with the end.

Why do they do do they know that
We know and they know they know
so.

What

reason

reason there

is

is

they do love me
they do do love

there for their attachment to me.

so.

me

Every

every reason for their being and having this

attachment for me.
If they are as increasing in their emotion of admiration as
they seem to be and they are with the exception of those who
for this reason and there is a very distinct reason have been
lessening in their emotion of attraction toward me and when
they are as they are continuously and rapidly having it as an

am developing in
of their desiring to be admiring me and with very
accretion the attraction that I

They

are accumulating

reason

why

which

is

it

and

it is

the direction

good reason.

increasing and there

is

every

should be in addition the emotion of admiration

rapidly and contentedly accumulating of being in

my

continuing to increasingly be the object of their admiration.

know why.

might and

I

do know

they are adding to their admiration as there

is

excellent

Might

why

I

Yes certainly

reason for every addition that

is

I

being evidenced of their

increasing admiration of me.
If

i8

they do choose to do what

is it

about which they make
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an ado. About how I do it in order to be admittedly left
It is very lovely.
alone and not lonely.
They were bent upon dehghting me accidentally and in
the meantime it was as much as I could do to be more than
satisfied.

With

this as their

wish

it is

not exceptional that they are

if they had been
be said first before the
It is not only undoubtedly but a cerinterruption came.
tainty that they will do as they say admire me.
In no place is there more room than there is with them to
adding to an admiration which when made a way for

in place of letting it be almost as well as

interrupted

by

it

alone.

Letting

it

me.

Hke it and with it a httle all told that they care in very
Ukely which is meant to be nearly left at most as theirs alike.
They do admire me meaning to me and to mine.
Like it for them and bows of their kind of ribbon to tie
high higher than hair and their their mingle mingle with and
bestow their individual responsibihty for their edge with in
Their bounds.
this and their and abound.
They do leaving it to be a chance which can be seized and
meant as if with it as no hindrance let it be as a target with
It is mine to be left not alone
their enjoyment and mine.
with him here but there. I am admired by the time this and
with this and with this this with this.
In which way can he be likened to me when this you see
remember me. He hkes me.
Every one singly and together admire me. They have seen
It is
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become which is why when and surrounded by amending
what has been added and reasoning reasoning is there and left
alone with their ver\^ carefully withdrawn comphmenting in
It is by this time that thej^ are and mine.
There
assistance.
the
greeting
with
for
which
they
do not deny
is every reason

it

that they do not need to try to beheve that
desirably to unitedlj' admire me.

They do admire me.

admire me.

me

there

is

a necessity

In

their

admiring

of

connectedly a reunion of their celebrating their

admiration for

What

it is

In reaht}' to excitedly

is it

me and

of

me.

that thej^ are saying as they are admiring

me

they are saying everything consecutively everything in their
admiration. There is practically everythingTin their admiration everything and there

is

practically everything in their

admiration their admiration in addition.

Why

weddings close

and

in

close to

by best of
proportion and with

to be surrounded

It is best of all to

it.

all

It is particularly agreeable

admiring everything equaUy

sincerity

and

in admiration.

be additionaUy insomuch as there

is

indiv-

idual addition that there should be additional interest in adding

admiration not reluctantly but invariably.
there

is

By

this

means

stubbornness in anticipation and repeatedly repeatedly

they might be pressed and expressed aU that which is impHed
by their attitude of admiration which is undoubted!}^ as if
when in reliance they are estabhshing it. It is mostly in the
form of extra and attracting their admiration by unison and

who have been not only reahsmore than reaUsing gaining that admiration as in this

additionally representing those

ing but
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as a circumstance.

upon

it

It is

very kindh'

left to

them

to bestow

their admiration and they additionaUy do not hmit

this to their intention not at

within that.

all

inland and

by nearly with them

rangement

of theirs as a festoon

at all likening

At
it

last

and

to their ar-

which makes deliberation

instantty an advantage which presumably relating to this

makes

it

do.

At once and by the time that they are shared.

An increasing admiration is bestowed upon me.
When this you see remember literallj^ everything about
how very much they have been able to repeat their intentional
admiration of the regularity of their devoting themselves to
the arrangement of their decoration of the delight produced

They might be

by a

deter-

mination to inculcate their regularly induced pleasure by

insist-

by me.

In the meantime.

clarified

ence of the qualification which makes winsomeness a delight

and not an interminable invitingly pleased reassurance of this
in this and hy it when it was willingly to be receptive in their
accounting for and by an exceedingly unhmited repercussion
of winningly returning in as much as if by this preciously forecast of their needlessly planning to be indicated as one of

who by

means need

welcomed as weighing as
well as left to it in this as an instance of my charm as v.ell as
what has been done to be accomplished left to it alone. Might
it be while they went and said it is admirable.
The}^ need
those

this

to be

to be breathlessly anticipating their rejoicing in a pleasure suf-

renounced to be undertaken and not unburdened by
chance which might be and kind and kind in place
place and space could be intermittently in volume and very
ficiently

theirs as a
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largely an expression of their enthusiasm for the relatively

which

what

have done.
This is as if they were unreasonably prepared to admire me
and myself and categorically what I wished and in stream and
streams and there ahead of their within which in left and left
I am very nearly
to it which is my not easily to harm me.
And this is sweetly
perfectly alarmed by their adulation.
bravely a vestige of renewal. Why do they attach themselves

undoubted predominance

to

my

delight to

my

of this

is

I

delight because in this waj;^ they

beam

with pleasure and they positively recall that it is engendered.
Might it be with them as presumably they are stirred with
this which is why whenever it is one at a time circuitously
leaving mentioning with it in exchange.
Let it be with it at

and might
and within

in
it

Having made up

why.

with

for instance

it

with

their
it

mind admirably

as telling tell

it

to

me.
It is to

be as doubtfully as with and without with and pass

makes which is wished left left and share with me the adulation as you see me see me fastening might have been increasing and do so. This is why inelastic makes no tournay.
Incidentally admired.

This

why they have

left it as

counting.

Mention mentioning minghng meeting with an

illustrat-

ing perceptibly as

if

is

aloud.

Allowed to be determinately planning their recuperating
by means of having installation of their renown. In

as valued

the meantime celebrated within acceptably refreshing their
in

union with

time.
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Halting when they went and met me.

left

to

They

mine
w^ent

at a

and
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met me and they might mightily in afterglow of in exchange
and by infusing relatively ingenuously accentuating as precociously in wind. Winding it by me.
Exhibition of peonies
and petunias also with it as if ardently in difficultly rendering
Stems and stains make orchids soon if there
it as their stain.
Let us predict resolutely which is what
are strings hanging.
is fragmentary and their attachment as well as when it is repaid.

Why

usually

I

do they delight in me as they do. Because it is
at a time to say.
There is every reason ^xYiy there

should be additionally little by httle in a volume in a very nearly plentiful^ reduplicated enlisting

often in their case that case that

and

There

and

Might

carefully.
is

it

every reason

tell of it just

now

be

why

all

it

is left

so soon as soon as very
to

they should

and

to themselves

it

at once as at

And

around.

all

noon

lessened.

admire

me greatly

to each other.

It is

a gratification and an acceptably outwardly blooming originally attaching resolutely planning of why they might never
have been using it by now. In exchange. I am very pleased
to hear them and yet with them I am never not obhging I am

obhging

I

am

always admittedly of

and they would
with me.

my

see as suddenly as one

Would

it

and derivation
two three admittedly
origin

be happily mounting.

occasion for accumulating. There

is

It

no pleasure

is

to be an

all

the same

no reason why they should not add in
is no reason why I
should not be steadily their attraction and be attracting
all

the same there

is

addition and they are adding that there
additional admiration.

In this

way

that they are coming they are coming in this
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way and they say that there is every reason that they are
admiring what is what I may and have and will be wise. I am
undoubtedly their goal and when they come they see me.
There is every reason why one at a time and additionally they
will integrally share what is nearly entirely there and more
They will admire and they
entirely mine mine all the time.
will not compare they will additionally share share and share
ahke intrepidly with it as seen. I mean I mean. This is what is
in the mieantime left additionally and because of there being
no reason why

I

should not be what they admirably intend to

develop as necessarily theirs in recuperation.

I

am by

this

time placed at once. At once at once. Entirely not left to
it additionally which is meticulously an imprint and a rejoicing and an actual integral article articulately rehably within
that use. It is notably what they enjoy. To enjoy. There
is much that might be what is meant by wealth.
May they
that is a milhonaire be suspicious.
Be suspended between left left left right left and their
announcement. When might it be controlled and controlling.

With

this

Finding

and
it

theirs in temerity.

out here.

There

is

m.ore than memorising in

rounding out their loving and their admiring their admiring and
and they will very well additionally left to me to
tell very well they do love they do admire me very well very
well that they do love and that they do admire me as they
do they do do so they do admire and they do love me and
their loving

they do do so and they do so very well they do very well do
so they do admire
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me and they do

love

me and

there

is

a very
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good instance of it in the way that they do do it as they do do
it they do admire me and they do love me and they do love
me and they do admire me very well.

Not as much as they say they saj^ not as much as to-day today not as much as to lay not as much as to may to may not as

much as to-day to-day not as much as to-day to-day to not as
much as to-day to may not as much as to may to may not as
much as to gay to gay not as much as to lay to lay not as much
as to-day to-day not as much as to maj^ to may not as much as
to may to may not as much as to gay to gay not as much as to
gay to-day not as much as to gay to gay not as much as to lay
to lay not as much as to lay to lay not as much as to gay to gay
not as much as to gay not as much as to gay to may not as much
as to lay to lay to lay not as much as to may not as much not
as much as to gay not as much not as much as to may not as
much not as much much as to may not much not as not much
not much as to lay not much not as much as to gay much as to
may. How much do they love they love me as much as they
say they love me as much as they say that they love me and
they admire me as much as they say that they do and they do
admire me as much as ,they say they admire me. They do
admire me as they do admire me and they do love me as they
say they do love me and they say that they do do so. How
much do they admire me as much as they do know that they
do do

so.

Gertrude Stein.
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LA FACE HUMAiNE A

LtCRAN

II

LES JOUES
Jusqu'a present, et sauf Temploi des fards, on n'a a pen pres
pas essaye de modifier ou assouplir les joues. II semble que
leur forme et leurs mouvements ne soient consideres que comme
des qualites naturelles, une partie de cette photogenie qui est

au cinema ce que

la race est

bien compte,

et

femmes,
le

—

— que

pour

c'est d'apres

mieux Taspect physique

en

les

et

religion.

hommes

On

se

rend cependant

autant que pour

les

Taspect des joues que Ton jugera
moral d'un personnage. Les joues

sont la plus grande surface decouverte qui reste a Tindividu

completement vetu.
L'engraissement ou la maigreur des joues reflete evidem-

du personnage. De nos jours quelques acteurs, s'ils ont a jouer un personnage a aspect extreme,
mettons un fakir, par exemple, ou au contraire un Bouddha,
savent se soumettre, longtemps a Tavance, a un regime qui
les creuse ou les bouffit. J'indique ici une chose a laqueUe on

ment

la condition generale

n'a, je crois,

maigrit

le

pas encore pense

plus vite, on pent en

:

comme

un

les

joues sont ce qui

seul jour, par course, jeune,

bain de vapeur, modifier tres sensiblement Taspect d'un
personnage. Cette ressource
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semble meilleure que

meme

les noir-
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cissements dont use par exemple
actuals

John Barrymore.

:

En

Tun des meilleurs acteurs
un maquillage varie ne

effet

pent guere donner, sur un visage, que des etats differents,
mais dont chacun est immobile. Au contraire un visage sobrement maquille, qui pourra obtenir par un changement d'epaisseur une evolution fondamentale visible, pourra, d'une facon
beaucoup plus souple, utiliser par ses jeux de physionomie
cette modification essentielle.

Le
Dans

principal, naturellement c'est encore la musculature.

joues on pent distinguer deux groupes de muscles
uns s'epanouissent du centre vers les extremites, en elargis-

les

les

:

sant selon cette direction leurs effets visibles T autre groupe,
;

forme des seuls muscles de

la

machoire, limite et encadre

les

joues.

machoire
est assez simple effet d'energie dans la crispation normale, effet
de bestiahte lorsqu'on leur avait fait avancer la machoire
L'effet qu'on pent produire avec ces muscles de la

inferieure, exasperation

s'exercent

et

temporaux, et
precedent

Sur
les

ou desorganisation de Tetre, lorsqu'on

jouer [transversalement. Ces muscles se contract ent

les fait

par
je

les

memes mouvements que

les

muscles

ne puis done a ce sujet que renvoyer a

mon

article.

la partie anterieure des joues, les

deux zigomatiques

:

le

muscles essentiels sont

petit part de la levre superieure

se diriger vers Texterieur de Toeil

:

il

sert

aux

sourires

pour

montants

et legers, et lorsqu'il se crispe, a Texpression de la douleur con-

tenue.

II

remue

les rides

profondes que

les

personnes agees et

naturellement molles laissent partir de leur nez vers

le

coin
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de leur bouche.

trouve d'ailleurs sous des tissus flasques et

II se

On observera aisement, a egale distance du
du nez et de la pommette, qu'un massage avec les doigts
ou une mouillure froide reduit momentanement le volume des
lymphatiques.

milieu

chairs

:

cet effet est important

pour Texpression

:

plus les

chairs sont tassees et la peau tendue, plus le regard parait grandir et se porter en avant.

Au

contraire

un pincement de

meme

une suite de coups,
pent donner a

parties molies et

legers,

se boursoufler, et ce seul effet

la

ces

font

les

physionomie

toute entiere une attitude passive et hebetee.

Le grand zigomatique, qui

pommette,

se dirige vers la

est

dans le rire eclatant.
La plupart des acteurs savent f aire jouer ce muscle sur Tun des
cotes, ou moins d'un cote que de Tautre, et donnent ainsi a leur
rire une apparence plus legere et plus ironique. Le sourire que
Chaplin a enseigne a Adolphe Menjou dans V Opinion Publique
celui qui ecarte les joues vers Texterieur

commence,

je crois,

puis, le sourire

par une contraction du petit zigomatique,

descend au grand zigomatique en

qu'il s'elargit, parfois le

verse.

Ce muscle tres

mouvement

docile,

lations, est le plus eloquent

meme temps

se reproduit

en sens in-

par ses fremissements et ses ondude la physionomie

presque tou jours sur Tecran un

effet facile

;

d'ailleurs,

il

a

parce qu'il produit

a mi-joue une ombre bien nette.
II f aut

signaler

comme

tout a fait exceptionnel Tusage qu'a

su en faire Chaplin, particulierement dans

en faisant jouer ce muscle,
bas possible, et en
de depart,
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La Ruee

vers

plus mecaniquement,

le

VOr

:

plus

faisant revenir tres rapidement au point

obtient son celebre sourire maUieureux, cet effet

:
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de politesse excessive melee de crainte et de sentiments peni-

au yeux du grand public Tessentiel
de son personnage. Rappelez-vous par ailleurs Teffet qu'obtient
Buster Keaton dans Ma vache et moi, lorsque, force de sourire, il
pousse ses joues avec ses doigts. Cet effet de contrainte, beaucoup plus grossier que celui qu'obtient Chaplin, donne la difbles, vite oublies, qui font

ference des deux personnages.

Enfin, je signale que toute contracture qui se prolonge etant
penible au spectateur, Teffet de ces muscles, tordus par
rire

qui reste immobile a son extreme expression, est une des

fagons

les

plus violentes d'exprimer la souffrance.

principaux, deux muscles peuvent
le

un

aj outer

buccinateur (non pas celui qui gonfle

se remplissent

A

ces effets

des effets accessoires

les joues,

car les joues

par fermeture des levres et envoi d'air dans la

bouche, mais celui qui se contracte et qui fatigue lorsqu'on
serre les coins de la

bouche pour emboucher un instrument,

que fatigue d'ailleurs Taction de siffler). II pent servir a faire
la
bouche de poisson » et a exprimer certaines nuances de
degout. Enfin le canin ne sert, je crois, qu'au retroussis des
et

((

babines.

En

dehors de ces effets

passifs.

La

actifs, les

joues subissent des effets

ventilation donne les effets les plus frequents.

gonflement des joues ne donne qu'un

Le
Le

effet de lourde ironie.
gonflement de leur partie anterieure, qui n'est en somme qu'un

siffiement retenu, selon son intensite et sa duree, soit la per-

Lorsque les joues se gonflent sans que les
levres soient fermees, au cours de longues expirations, on obplexite, soit Fironie.

tient des effets de fatigue, d'accablement, ou, lorsque les joues
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tremblent Teffet d'une colere contenue qui se refuse a eclater.

depend beaucoup de ce qui reste
les medecins appellent tonus.
L'alacrite ou la lassitude, Timpatience ou la detente, dependent
du degre de ce tonus. Mais comme ces effets ne peuvent etre
volontaires, ils sont bien plus difficiles a utiliser que les mouvements. II me semble que celui des acteurs de cinema qui
s'en sert le mieux en ce moment est Douglas Fairbanks, qui
garde ainsi toujours son visage a un potentiel eleve, et dont le
L'allure des joues, au repos,

de contraction au muscle et que

visage acquiert ainsi quelque ressemblance avec la face toujours

mobile et contract ee des

lions.

Pour

accroitre le tonus, le cin-

glement par les linges mouilles ou eau froide est deja connu
par les femmes coquettes. Signalons en passant que Tusage des
fards gras Taffaiblit toujours en

peau

:

c'est la raison

meme temps

qu'il distend la

pourquoi beaucoup d'actrices et de jeunes
II se peut qu'on veuille au

premiers ont la figure fiasque.
contraire diminuer

le

tonus une seance de saut a la corde deux
:

heures avant la scene, un bain chaud d'une demi-heure,

semblent

que

les

meme

les meilleures ressources.

Indiquons aussi que,

me

lors-

joues sont deformees par une suite d'efforts dans

sens,

on leur rend Tequilibre

et le

le

tonus normal par des

grimaces generales et circulaires.

Les moyens mecaniques qu'on emploie pour modifier

volume des joues
la

:

un boudin de coton ou de gomme centre

gencive inferieure ou superieure, sont assez puissants, assez

efficaces puisqu'ils sont

employes pour les deguisements de la
un peu grossiers. Resterait a

vie reelle, mais sans souplesse et
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parler des effets de la peau, et principalement des rides. Les

pour centre

les coins

de la bouche. Produites par des expressions violentes,

les rides

rides des joues sont concentriques et ont

sont tordues, et a chacune correspond une boursouflure assez
dure. Produites par Tage, elles ne sont que des sillons paralleles,
et

peuvent donner une impression de serenite. Dans Tetat actuel
il est a pen pres impossible d'es-

de la science du maquillage,
sayer de

les contrefaire.

Par contre, pour transformer un jeune premier ou une jeune
premiere en un personnage d'une agreable rusticite, on a tres
bien reussi des semis de taches de rousseurs. C'est grace a cet
effet que,

dans La Grand Duchesse

vante est

le

personnage

le

et le

garcon d'etage, la ser-

plus reussi.

Jean Prevost.

THE TRUTH ABOUT
THE GERMAN STUDIOS
Imagine a perfect studio equipped with every latest improvement, with vast resources of wealth and technical knowledge

!

How much

translating

nearer you would get in such a studio to

what you

feel faithfully

on to the screen, to giving

birth to something that will please yourself.

3X
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used to sigh mournfully, "If only
how different even.^thing would be
I

!

means

all

ready prepared for

my

I

could get to

Germany

There would be the

end."

Because so many masterpieces of psj'chological photography and pohshed technique came from Germany I made the
pardonable error that the German studios offered every facilit}^ to the creative worker, and then I met some one who
A cosmopohtan cameraman, who has been
had been there
responsible for some beautiful and pioneer work.
A man
of distinction who has worked in America, France, Italy and
!

.

He had

England.

just finished 'turning on' four

German

pictures.
I asked him for aU the information that he could give
about German conditions.

"Surely,"
there

?

A

I said,

"you found

intelligent co-operation over

response in the artists ?"

And so I went on overwhelming
He shrugged his shoulders.
"Ufa...

me

Ufa has a good

himx with questions.

studio, very good, but apart

from

that..."

my

dream fiercely. I could not allow my castle
I forced
to be knocked down by non-committal inuendos.
him to be more exphcit.
He told me of the difficulties that he had encountered, how
he had had to combat with three forms of lighting in the studio; dayUght, direct current, and alternating current.
Three
forms of hghting, and they aU had to blend. A herculean
task
It is impossible for me to describe to the layman all
I

defended

!
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With
alternating current the ordinary 'fade out', worked by the
The
shutter, becomes jerky and completely unsatisfactory.

that this implies.

picture looks as

I will,

if it is

however, give one instance.

being shaken to

bits,

instead of grace-

He overcame the difficulty by having an all over
lens.
An ingenious solution. He gave me a hst

fully erased.
iris

in his

lamps that had been at his disposal on the picture.
I shall not bore yow with details but that hst was ludicrously
inadequate. With justifiable pride he informed me that he
had been the first cameraman to come from America and
make a success in Germany. Before he had been engaged,
three American cameramen had 'flopped' and the studio
hands regarded him with suspicion, in fact at first they went
on strike and refused to work with any more foreign cameramen.
"How then," I demanded, "did you get your effects ?
?"
How was.... made, and
of the arc

I

names of photographically
Gennany (not by Ufa).

rattled off a string of

pictures, mxade in

faultless

"My friend," he said, "it is not the cam^era that matters,
but what you put in front of the camera."
He then told me a very remarkable thing. I am sure he
would not mind if I tell you.
"The best work that I ever did in my life," he confessed to
"was done with a camera that only cost eight pounds
The picture was a triumph. Yet my 'magazine' cases, which
were made of wood, leaked so badly that T had to wrap them
round with black paper. Every time I wanted to make 'a
m.e,

!
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mix!

I

back

had

to take the

camera into the dark room and turn

And

There was no other method of reversing.

!

the

jambing..."
.

He

raised his eyes to heaven.

Surely there should be a comforting moral here to those

who

Most people who are making films of their own possess a camera which cost more than
eight pounds, and which is more amenable to reason.
A
studio camera costs from seven hundred and fifty to eight
hundred pounds
Let them then pluck up courage. But
there is also a terrible moral to be drawn from this tale. What
are

making amateur

films.

!

excuse can there be for British films

Here have we
sion that

for years in

?

England been under the impres-

Germany turned out such

excellent films because

she was so excellently equipped. All the time the truth was that

we thought

she was well equipped because she turned out

such magnificent

films.

The International Studios
well stocked studios, but
Elstree to rival

You

see I

am

I

have

discreet, I

my

still

to see a film

made under

or

learnt something from

at Elstree are, without a doubt,

come from

adverse conditions.

do not mention names.

continental friend

I

!

OSWELL BlAKESTON
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PROJECTOR
(CHAXG)
I

This

is

his gift

;

light,

and breaks

light that sears

us

from old doubts
and fears
and lassitudes
;

this

is

his gift

;

light,

hght
that fascinates

;

no bird
gazes more avidly
at Pythian snake
than we at this

vision of streams

and small lakes
streams,

and path-ways
-

;

cataracts

and valleys
and great forests
our souls are merged
;

witli quietness

or stirred

by tidal-wave
or earth quake

we

sleep

and are awake,

we dream and
our

;

spirits

are not here

;

walk elsewhere

w^ith shadow-folk

and ghost-beast,

we speak a shadow-speech,
we tread a shadow-rock,
we lie along ghost-grass
in ghost shade
of the hillock

;

with marvellous creatures
from shadow-stream

and

sea-tide

rise

;

with wondrous creatures leap
from tree to tree
or creep

sinuous

36
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along
the river-bed

and

freshet

blest

with rare suppleness

we bound
aloft

rapturously,
or rest

beside the river-head

and lap
waters
of holiness.

This

is

his gift

light,

light

a

wave

that sweeps

us

from old fears
and powers

;

and disenchantments
this

is

;

his gift,

light

bearing us

aloft,

enthusiastic,

into realms of magic

;

old forms dispersed

take fresh

shapes
out of nothingness

;

light

renders us spell-bound

enchants us

and astounds

;

deUght
strikes at

dark portals,

opens gates

;

the dark breeds

mortal

and mortal-child,
bird,

insect

and
it

rare serpent

;

gives

shape

upon numberless shape
38
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and bear upon

to spring

us,

writhe

and rear
with anger
or surprise

;

light

from

his

bounty

proffers exquisite things,

quivering of day-hght,

rush of deUcate wings,
exotic flower

and reed
and underbrush,
tenuous fern

and bush.

For such

is

his rare

power

;

he snares us in a net
of Ught

on woven
fair hght

;

so has the sun-god

won

us

.
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he knots the hght to hght,
he casts the thing afar,
he draws us to his altar
we worship who no more
see star in Grecian water
we worship
;

;

who may want
to sip CastaUa's fount
in vain

and without hope
he turns our pain to bhss
;

we pass

;

into a space

of intermediate hfe

;

neophite,

neophite
is

my

my

hfe

your being

grace

(he says)

your
1

hfe,

catch you in

;

my

net

hght on over-hght
you are not any more,
being one with snake and bear,
with leopard
and with panther
of

;

;

you have no
all-hfe
40.

life

who

taste

.

.
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with bear and lynx

;

evoe
to the car
of Linnaeus,

my

brother.

You

are myself being free

as bird

humming-bee
you are myself
being drawn
like any bee
or

;

along
a ray of gilded light

;

as bee to out-rayed gold
so

you to

this

;

behold
myself

evoe

starts the shout

;

up and
evoe

who
sing

;

up and make
evoe's echo break

CLOSE UP
forth

on the hstening

air

;

evoe,
}^ou shall

be

myself
being one with

me

and pard
and bear
and prowling panther

in love of lynx

;

I

am

the god

Parnassus

who

trod

;

with a nod,
I

struck the monster

down

;

so here,

town
day and mood,

so in this
of later
I

dare the Pythian,

slay direst

Dark again

;

here in this holy wood,
behold,

behold

how good

is

man's inventiveness

I

say behold and praise

;

myself

who

struck the spark

that

made

42

the soul

awake

;
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I who bade man create
form
from the formless dark.

5.

Your
Hve

upon the screen
that might have been,

souls

lives

live lives that ever are

;

(evoe
to the car
of god-king

Dionysus)

evoe
to the feast

;

and my brother lure
your souls
from lesser matter,
I and my brother
I

greet

your souls
on fragile feet
we raise a hving thing
;

we draw
of

it

to the screen

hght on Ught on hght

day

passes,

;
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you

are here

;

to-morrow,

you

are other

moment makes you

the

.

;

-

great,

evoe makes you taste

pure ecstasy

;

the snake
crawls from his leafy nest,
so you,

you

to

my breast

your
hght you

I call

spirit here,

I

like a star,

I hail
I

you

as a child,

claim you as a lover.

H. D.

THE WAR FROM MORE ANGLES
A

reviewer of the Battle of the Falklands has written already
danger of the many war films released or being made

of the

by

British companies.

The English mind lends

itself

natur-

than to imaginative creation and it
is not surprising that they should desire to reproduce a British record of the War.
The trouble is not so much what they
represent as the way they represent it.
In The Big Parade
ally rather to chronicles
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was the complete wastage and stupidity of
war.
In the E^nden the consciousness that war if inevitable or
even desired, was also terrible and destroying, was never lost
sight of during the picture.
What I and many others (according to reviews) object to in the Somme and the Battle of The
Falklands is that war is presented entirely from a romantic
boy-adventure book angle, divorced from everyday emotions
and that thereby the thousands who desire unreahty are forced
further and further away from the actual meaning of battle.
In a time of danger the ''We Want War" crowd psychologymay destroy a nation. We want a race that understands
what acceptance of warfare means. By all means let us have
war films. Only let us have war straight and as it is mainly
disease and discomfort, almost always destructive (even in
Let us get away from this nurafter civil hfe) in its effects.
the central theme

;

sery formula that to be in uniform

is

to be a hero

;

that brutal-

and waste are not to be condemned, provided they are disflags, medals and cheering.
Not that The Battle Of The Falklands is a bad fihn. I went
with misgivings (having had a course of British films) and m\'
attention was held throughout the afternoon.
It is true that
expecting to see the Falklands on the screen I was amazed to
recognise Round Island, the twin hills of Samson, and the
outer SciUies. But this is legitimate
the impression of the
place matters, not that it should have been recorded on the
actual beach. But throughout the performance there was
not a single suggestion that war was anything other than an
elaborate and permissible adventure or that there were thou-ity

guised in

;

;
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sands of men and women whose lives were broken and whose
homes were destroyed.
Yet what a fihn could be made of the naval side of the war.
Only to [do [it [no [gigantic spectacle is needed but a central
theme worked out perhaps in a httle outpost and related to the
actual experience of people during those awful, hungry years.
Scilly for instance (as I saw it in 1917) with the long black lines

convoy in the distance. A liner beached in the
Sound with a hole as large as a room where a torpedo had hit
it
the gun on its deck trained seawards in case a submarine
dodged the patrol. Old men watching on the cliffs. An old
^wreckage
fisherman rowing in slowly with a cask of brandy
towing behind his boat and a smuggler's smile on his lips.
(How he must have enjoyed bringing it in legitimately in
of the food

;

—

broad daylight.) Shipwrecked sailors from a torpedoed boat
^"If the petrol shortage
stumbling up the beach. Letters
continues it is doubtful how long the countrj^ can hold out"
and down at the wharf the motor launches letting the petrol
hose drip into the water because, between filling tanks, they
were too bored to turn it off. The war as it affected just one
Rations, rumours, remoteness. A film could be
family.
made of trifling impressions seen through the eyes of any avIt would be valuable alike as picture and as docerage person.
glorification of terrible disaster is frankly
But
this
ument.
a retrogression into the infantile idea of warfare, as a kind
of sand castle on a beach where toy soldiers are set up, knocked
down, and packed up in a pail in readiness for the next morn:

ing.
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Again no one has greater admiration than I for what the
Germans have accompUshed. They are far ahead of the rest
But it is idle to pretend that
of the world in cinematography.
for some years they were anything else but enemies.
Toleration there must certainly be but it is time that national affairs
which involve thousands of lives and a future generation should
not be brought down to the level of a football match nor that
what was certainly and on both sides, a very bitter enmity,
be reduced to the not too serious hostility of a couple of rival
teams. The Somme, The Falklands are so utterly what unimaginative classes imagine war to be. Heroic and nicely
tidied up.
Pleasant to watch but completely unreal. The
march of the wounded against the oncoming soldiers the
twisting shell shocked man, in the foreign version of The
Big Parade gave that picture life because of their truth.
There are plenty of guns and even corpses in the British pictures but the psychological effect of warf ace is blotted away
men shoot and and walk and make jokes in the best boy's
annual tradition and that some drop in a heap doesn't seem
to matter because one feels that in a moment the whistle will
sound and they will all jump up again a sensation one never
had for a minute in The Big Parade.
The most successful scenes in either of the tw^o films were
the dockyard pictures.
Here the director touched reality,
and the different machines, the darkness, the hurrying feet,
and the long yard gave a feeling of preparation and activity
that marked a great advance on anything previously seen in an
English film. That was authentic England. Dirty and full
;

;
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and right. The men were working the right way.
Directly the atmosphere of the picture changed and the attenPossibly once the camera work is right the psycholtion held.
It was certainly inspiring to note "the
ogy will be altered.
progress that had been made since Mons was shown last autumn. But pleasure for many at least is spoiled by the false
outlook it is to be feared that films of this type, however
of noise

;

competently they

may

be done, will not contribute

much

to

the development of cinematography nor convince the historian that he

is

dealing with an art.

Bryher.

CRITICISM FROM WITHIN
Concerned in the preliminaries

band unlimited

of organising to beat the

wanted to outgiant the giants (millions of pounds, not people !) "Once we have the money we
can buy all the art we want." Quite so... if it is on the
market at the time when wanted.
Rather a large "If", —that.
But how, say the financiers, are we to beat the giants unless
we have more purchasing power than they have ?
Money first, and art, if we can find it, follows.
So In England, Now.
;
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Alright

;

we

get the cash

;

we

start to beat the

band by pur-

chasing the largest building in the world.
Press announces the Biggest

ever

;

famous people lend

names, people chiefly famous in other arts than the Cinema.
Let them have a

try,

they have succeeded in other

arts, w^hy

not

?
Quite sound, (if only they could have a "try").
Wanted, technicians of the Film of course they must come,
for there only, it
at fierce prices too, from the land of giants
seems, have technicians been trained.
Producers, camera men
and so forth, thej^ have a tradition, over there, we must have

in this one

;

—

them.

At Any

Cost.

ovrn, trained, in

We

are

eventually to produce our

time by these foreigners, in the tradition of

foreigners.

Then we must Buy

with our unlimited cash.

There
no great Movie stars of British
citizenship, say the financiers
(in due course, of course...)
we must buy Stars, no matter w^hat they cost, with our millions
of English money we must pay foreigners, the giants must get
our cash, even as they get our super tax. Quite sound ; for,
listen, there are five hundred milUon British subjects in India,
to say nothing of patriots in Canada, AustraUa, Ireland, and
Great Britain, whose only real wish in Life is to see British
Films did the pubhcity agents but know it, but in the land of
the Giants there and there only is the cinema audience that
counts for there is organised and waiting open mouthed seventy per cent of the cinema audiences of the entire world as it
stars,

are Stars in the Heavens, but

—

;

exists today.

British Films

must

satisfy this seventy per cent,

Or

fail
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UP.

FINANCIALLY and, mark you, financial failure is failure, neimore nor less. For we live in a financial age. Do we,
even we artists, realty seek only siicces d'estirne, nowadays, and

ther

pocket the

deficit willingty.

monej^

A

?

.

.

are

we

respected

genius in a garret, starring,

Film World. The world

of celluloid

is

if

our work loses

no good

demands that

its

in the

heroes

"Make good". And that means fifty per cent cash returns.
So we must please the foreign seventy per cent in the gigantic,
elephantine continent where success has come to mean something more than pure art or high philosophy.

Do not even

need an audience and grow bitter
without one ? Are not books written and pictures painted
with more than one eye on that market ?
To capture that market, even by amateur sport, is now the
high endeavour of every Enghshman
the Scotch and Irish
went there and settled, long ago, to make sure of it
That with smaller capital we might produce films for our
own home and colonial market, or even write books, paint pictures, pla3' games, for it, is out of the question.
Impossible
Intellectuals

;

I

and things come tumbhng in the}^ cost
make and thej' cost the same to see, our own people

for the giants' films

more

to

;

them", our very language, our hterature, perhaps even
our rehgion, is changing to please these world conquerors.
How can the Film magnates here resist such a force ?

''fall for

We

must

otherwise

50

we

get back certain, sure, interest on our capital,
can't go on,

and the only way

to be sure of that

.
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seems to be to pay large sums to these foreigners that they may
come here and produce for us what They want
What they hked three years ago, we must have next year.
That's how it goes. Yet we invented the wretched film
to poison the
they took it from us and made of it what it is
;

—

taste of the world.

And, mind you, taste does not lag far behind morals, taste
Vitiate your
influences politics, taste is a very mighty affair.
taste and you become degenerate. Very well, by all means let
us vitiate the taste of the entire world... in immediate cash
;

returns, It pays.

*

*

*

But, growl our financiers, after reading

nothing of the
to save us

?

sort,

Alas

!

have we not our

we shall do
famous names

all this

list

of

:

Famous names can do but httle in the
Famous names cannot work against

matter, as things stand.

finance committees convinced that the giants

what they have had
no

before, or

difference, as the saying

We

want more of
it as makes

something as hke to

is.

have, in three years of

effort,

acquired a Building.

Good, one can at a pinch sell or let a building, to possess one is
sound finance. In three years have we produced a Film ?
If necessary we might even
No. Are we down hearted, No
buy a film ready made, with all our cash. We have a building,
something tangible, something saleable
have we, in three
years, trained a British technician, or given a chance to any
!

;
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our famous names to experiment in any one or another
Have we made any fresh
of the many sides to film technique ?
Xo. We have been too
discoveries, started any new ideas ?

one

of

busy pihng up our

capital.

B}/ keeping the inspirationahsts

may be it is hoped to reduce them to a state of despair
they may eat out of the hand of the imported technician,

waiting
so

submit to being canned, in fact ?
A canned Britisher, for some strange reason is never quite
as good value for the money as a canned American... no one

knows why but
really

LIKE

But we
joy risks;

so

it is, thej/

do

it

better over there.

They

canned food.

are a sporting nation,

we put our

we hke food

fresh

and we en-

on a horse or a greyhound...
human beings enjoy an
Get along, that's
new ideas... Oh
shirt

but to put any money into letting
experimental race for

!

silly.

Let the other fellow, do the experimenting that has ever
been our national policy and jolly well has it succeeded !...
We always win the last battle, so why
look at the war
bother about the millions lost by losing the first ones ?
We can afford to let Germany, America, any old place, set
up experimental film laboratories and cinema workshops...
we can later on grab their discoveries and improve on them.
Aha But can we, aren't things moving a httle too fast in the
movie world ? Shall we ever catch up if we let things sHde ?
Let us think seriously the Cinema is a tremendous force, as
;

!

!

;
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great in

its

way

as Wireless.

It

can sow seeds of

content, ridicule, all over the world

can pervert ideas,

can turn

it

cause of false values.

It is

down

;

it

vice, dis-

can vitiate

civiliscition

taste, it

by espousing the

a huge degenerating force

—

if

we

wish.
It

can destroy or

anise, Japonise,

or

it

can build up Character,

Germanise, the world.

It

it

can Americ-

can make wars,

can prevent them.

it

We

spend vast sums, without hope of financial returns, on
an experimental arm of the Army. We build engines of war
only to destroy them

army

other

;

quite right,

we cannot

any
or men-

afford to let

get ahead of curs, in equipm.ent, training,

tahty.

But why we cannot spend a minute portion of such 'monies on
an experimental arm for the Cinema, heats me.
Our great building contains space to house A national
Experimental (Cinema) technical and artistic workshop, open to all peoples of all races, under certain regulations,
such as pertain in the best type of experimental institutions.
Foreigners

who

must not work

invent or perfect anj^thing in that workshop

in am^^ other

country for

five years, for instance,

provided we engage them at the usual rates of pay, something

hke

that.

Call this

should subsidise

it,

workshop national, because the nation
as a great

Educational work, but

it

should be international in the sense that the Paris Art Industry

is

international though developed in Paris for the express

benefit of France.

Paris has,

by its wonderful system

of art training

and oppor33

!
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drawn the world of art to itself, and is and remains the
deservedly so.
central art market of the universe
Now is our time to step in and make for ourselves a similar
tunity,

;

position in the Cinema.
in the world

?

Why

Have we not

not use

it

the biggest building

to attract the talent of the

But a moment ago, you say, I was objecting to foreigners ?
Not at all, I w^as objecting to our submitting to
foreign domination, to being trained by foreigners, to learning

world

?

technique exclusively from giants.

In a national experimental

workshop any talent w^ould be welcome, and fees for training
would be charged, it would in short be a Cinema unipositions in it would be open to the genius of
versity
the world, but it would be run in our way and not be a copy
;

Holljwood, for there are indications that Holl5A\^ood is
played out. God forbid that we shall have a copy of it here,
yet If we do not sit up now that is what we shall have,
and tJiere will he no getting rid of it ! If w^e let this thing
of

happen we
with

shall stamp the whole of the next generation
something unworthy, something which degenerates a

race

Mastery

of technique is to the artist

what hberation was

but how can unemployed genius, or genius employed at something else, ever master the technique of the Cine-

to the slave

;

ma in all its aspects, when there is no University and
shop available for training of the right

ment
54
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no work-

sort, or for experi-
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We

must change the tone of the whole industry, yet not
beyond the needs of the pubhc. The greatest art has
always reached the general public of its day for example the
Church art of the middle ages, the primitive art of savage peo-

take

it

;

ples

;

these were

made for the people just

as the cinema

is

made

had an aim above and beyond mere cash
But you must cash returns, here the financier jumps
returns.
up, not having hstened to another word of my discourse, this
catches his ear "mere cash returns" Mere, "why that is
what we are out for", he cries, "we cant move without it."
who can tell you that
Very well, say I, let us go to a Sage,
what I have said and what you have said must be made one
thing before we can either of us hope for success. I w^ant spiritual returns for spiritual values, you want cash returns
for money values. We can't have the one without
THE MERE CASH RETURNS (l
THE other any LONGER
REPEAT THE WORD MERE) BRING IN THEIR TRAIN DEAD SEA
FRUIT
YOU won't GET CASH RETURNS :\IUCH LONGER
WITHOUT SPIRITUAL VALUES TO BRING THEM IN
What do
I mean making a good job of
I mean by spiritual values ?
what at present is at best but a hotch-potch. I mean
perfecting our technique, by science and by art and by
Work, till we find out how to use this new medium, the
for the people,

but

it

—

:

:

!

Celluloid printing press.

Where would Michel Angelo have been without technique

He

started to learn

of age

is

it

at twelve years of age,

?

and twelve years

not a bit too young to start in the National School

and Training College

of the

Cinema.

In fact you will find
55
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that before long the national schools themselves will not be
able to get along without such an annex.

One

of

our best methods of providing capital

talent at liome, at present

and America

it is

getting

its

training in

chance in

keep our

Germany

!

And not its training only but its emplo3'ment
its

is to

life,

and

monej' into the sea as

so

is

lost to

let this

us

,

its

we might

;

hvelihocd,

as well

pour

continue.

Amelia Defries.
author of
lator

of

TJie Interpreter etc. trans-

the

Commedia deU'Arte

'produced in

New

York.)

ALBERTO CAVALCANTI
(Rien que
Heures — En Rade — La
Lilie)
les

II est

dans

p'tite

Riev. que les

Heures un instant oh apparaissent

sur Tecran, ranges comnie pour une parade de cauchemar,

yeux des peintres qui ont regarde la viUe, et qui, chacun
ceil nu, ou double d'un monocle, peutetre merne d'une moitie de lorgnon. Les yeux ici ne vont pas

les

a sa maniere, Tont vue

:

FROM

"

LA PETITE FILLE AUX ALLUMETTES
See page 6Sj

f:

Jean Renoir enfouit I'appareil dans

le

sable pour prendre des vues

de ohevanx sautant Tobstacle

"

Film

d' Alberto

Cavalcaxti

L'ne vScene dans le bistro

ALBERTO CAVALCANTI
Metteur en scene de

pour

la

En Rade
Neofilm

et d'Yvette
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chacun le sien, mais le sien seulement pas de parpour s'egayer ou se froncer avec lui, pour que s'eta-

par paire
tenaire,
blisse

:

:

de Tun a Tautre, cette

parfois la profondeur

yeux a

ou

soirte

de

relief interieur

Tartifice d'un regard

fieur d'ecran, sans mystere, depareilles

—

qui fait

humain. Ces

— ce ne sont

dans tous les
vraiment que des appareils enregistreurs
sens, et avec tous les jeux possibles du mot, des objectifs.

schematiquement a un simple appareil d'oppour la vraisemblance, les j^eux des peinvolontaires qui, Utrillo, Dufy, Delaunay... ont impose
renonville leur « maniere » et Taspect qu'ils ont choisi

Reduire

ainsi

tique, cercle de oils
tres

a la

—

cer deliberement a toutes les ressources photogeniques et psy-

chologiques d'une paire d'37'eux pergants ou dominateurs,
tapis sous

un

front genial

— me semble temoigner surement

de la simplicite et de la candeur, qui font

le

charrne poetique

de la vision d'Alberto Cavalcanti, emule cinegraphique de

Delaunay, Dufy ou surtout d'Utrillo.
II

a tout ce qu'il faut pour

«

dominer

vue, photographie, choix et utilisation
maitrise. Mais sur Tecran,

oil

»

un

sujet. Prise

de

du decor prouvent sa

passent Rien que

les

Heures,

En

La p'tite Lilie, le spectateur croit trouver ni etres maipour jouer un role, ni pay sages contraints a servir de
decor. Tout reste spontane, vivant d'une vie que le metteur

Rade,
trises

en scene n'a pas

f alsifiee

dre hors de lui et en

ni creee

—

qu'il s'est

borne a surpren-

lui.

D'autres films, des americains par exemple, provoquent
une vibration, une emotion, qui vous emportent sur Tecran.
Ici Temotion vient a vous, reste en vous, et vous obsede.
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une conscience d'homme, celle
malgre les apparences, malgre ce jet
lumineux qui traverse Tespace, elle n'en est pas sortie. Ni
dans Rien que les Heures, ni dans En Rade, ni dans La p'tite
Lilie, des personnages bavards ne racontent leurs histoires
C'est qu'elle est nee dans

de Cavalcanti,

et que,

:

Tanecdote en est bannie, ou presque.

Au

moins,

elle

n'est

qu'un pretexte. La vieille femme de Rien que les Heures, dont
chaque pas titubant secoue la tete emechee, vous ne pouvez
savoir si c'est le vin, la fatigue qui la fait trebucher, ou la
vieillesse. L'intrigue d'amour de En Rade, coupee d'appels

du

finit

les

rumeurs du port, peu importe comment elle
Tessentiel est que les premiers mots du flirt soient epe-

large et des
:

sur les toiles d'emballage de marchandises lointaines.

Nous Savons
la p'tite Lilie

que, malgre le poignard plante dans son dos,

ne meurt que dans la sentimentalite naive d'une

chanson, et par Techo qu'elle trouve dans

Tame de

Cavalcanti.

Les personnages de ces films, petite servante, idiot, fille des
rues, marin americain, marchande de journaux, sergent de
ville, ne sont que des etres conventionnels, pretextes a haine,
a pitie ou a amour.

De temps en temps un
dans

la

bref sous-titre,

symphonic d'images de Rien que

intellectuel,

un embryon

un mot

les

d'explication. II

reintroduit

Heures un element
semble alors, par

ces quelques syllabes, que Cavalcanti s'excuse de sa distrac-

tion

:

il

ne songeait plus a s'enquerir de Tetat-civil de ses per-

sonnages, a serier leurs occupations, a situer leur action dans
le

temps ou Tespace

autour de
58

lui,

:

comme

il

lui suffisait

de

les voir s'agiter et

vivre

vivent et s'agitent autour de nous, des
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hommes

qui ne nous ont pas ete presentes, et dont nous savons

seulement qu'ils nous causent joie ou gene. Mais Cavalcanti
se

souvient soudain de Tannonce du film

PRESEXTE...
tumiers

))

Alberto Cavalcanti

Les formules habituelles,

defaut

lui font

«

:

il

les

rapports cou-

ne pent plus que nous dire ou nous

Ceci m'angoisse. Ceci m'emeut. La vue du ciel est
pour moi un repos... » S'il voulait etre tout a fait precis et
exact, nous ne lirions pas en tete de ses films « Alberto Cavalmais « En Rade presente Alberto
canti presente En Rade

suggerer

«

)),

Cavalcanti

)).

Son oeuvre

est

avant tout lyrique

:

il

est

surprenant qu'un

art aussi attache a Tobjet et a la forme devienne, sans tru-

quage ni deformation, aussi personnel et humain.
Jusqu'a present, dans ces trois oeuvres, le film n'avait
d'autre rj^thme que celui qu'il lui imposait, d'autres leitmotive
que ceux de son emotion. Dans un sujet qu'il avait con9u
pour exprimer ses sentiments, comme Rien que les Heiires
ou En Rade
ou dans un theme aussi malleable que celui

—

de

la cha.nson populaire, sur

quoi est construit

La

pHite Lilie,

nulle resistance n'etait a craindre. Voici maintenant que plus

conquerant

et

Cavalcanti aborde avec Yvette et

aggressif,

d'autres films projetes, des sujets exterieurs, nes dans d'autres imaginations. II lui

faudra maintenant tenir compte de

Tanecdote, et de Tetat-civil, et de la vraisemblance.

Sur

Tecran, hmite lumineuse, des etres s'agiteront qui ne seront

plus des reflets seulement
seur propres,

lis

:

doues d'une vie et d'une epais-

demanderont a

etre convaincus et modeles.

Cavalcanti, qui se contentait jusqu'a present, de son for inte-
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rieur, part a Ja

jouent

les

conquete du monde.

createurs

:

dans

doit parvenir a imposer a ce

comme

il

congue

et

nous limite
voulue dans

II

va jouer la partie que
dans Teffort, il

la souffrance et

monde

etranger, qui

et

nous

la

chaleur intimxe de son etre.

refroidit tons, la

le

limite

forme d'art

Robert Arox.

CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE
IV

A

THOUSAND

PITIES

was the winter's strangest happiness, coming into mind
first dead leaves and forgotten only at the
budding of the new green. Its great day brought together
by magic a concourse of people to sit in wedding garments
It

with autumn's

at the gate of heaven, blithely chattering until the

golden

became moonlight and a breathless waiting for the swish
Sometimes
gliding open upon heaven itself.
puzzling but alwaj/s heaven and its inhabitants celestial
air

of

curtains

moments when one of the blessed, turning
blissful mystery, came down to the foothghts

save at those

from his
and sang at
60

us,

incomprehensible songs that quenched the
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and brought strange sad echoes such as we knew
on earth. Heaven recovered when the celestial being went
back into his place, and was lived in until the end, incalcuAnd after the end there was a fresh beginning,
lably far away.
a short scene made of swift and dreadful moments, charm
and mystery and shock, just outside heaven's closed gates.
light

A little

troop of beings, half-earthly,

romped

hand

close at

sweetly-twirling Columbine,

mouth.

frightened

sad,
able.

Bangs

earlier scenes,

Harlequin, lightly leaping, snaky, elec-

of earthly houses.
tric,

bom of the

in a confined space before a facade

lolloping Pantaloon with

Swish-whack.

of exploding fleas.

Shocks

unfortell

Ceaseless speechless

move

ment, swift leaping, whirling, staggering, light and heavy
together making strange shapes in the diminished light until
the immortals vanished and

we were down on sohd

earth

with the largefooted policeman, the nursemaid and perambulator and infant, funny and dreadful on a scene where the

power

of the

vanished immortals

joyous moments

:

the

moment

the squashing and the sight, a
flat

upon the centre

still

worked and brought us

of the falling of a house-front,

moment

later, of

the squashed,

of the stage.

We knew that everything happening after the immortals
had vanished was out of place and if the mortals in their foolishness had been all that we saw, the scenes, no matter how short,
meaning nothing, would have brought weariness. But we
gazed without weariness because we saw somewhere within
the stilted speechless pasteboard movements something of
the glory that had passed. Our eyes were still full of the
6i
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heaven from which the Uvely celestials who came
down to dance in the street had been created, the opening
of the heaven of heavens in the Transformation Scene where
everj^thing and everj'one had assembled in a single expanded

last scene in

shape, shimmering, fiower-hke, that slowly

moved

in

chang-

ing form and colour, stretching out attention to the uttermost

some lovely thing be missed. It foretold the end of
beauty but was itself endlessly beautiful, holding us to its
If anj' part of it had broken
eternity hy its soundlessness.
hnk
with
into sound, its
us would have been snapped, its spell
broken.
Of its moving stillness and our owm that it compelled
was born something new, a movement of our o^\^l small
selves.
Only because in its continual movement it was silent
It demanded less than the
did it reach the whole small self.
rest of the performance and much more.
Taking part in that
we had been everj^thing by turns, keyed up to the Umit of
lest

our green faculties, living rapidl}^ thinking thoughts, going

beyond

ourselves,

moving now here now

hating, laughing, shrieking aloud at need.
of the

and

But the appeal

Transformation Scene was not to single faculties in

turn but to

home

there, loving

all at

in itself.

once, to the whole

Stilled stage, stilled

smaU

spirit

gathered at

music gave the surround-

ing conditions.

So with the

fiLm,

whose

essential character

is

pantomime,

that primarily, and anything and ever\^thing else incidentally.

But primarily pantomime.
to intimacy,

is

Vocal sound, always a barrier

destructive of the balance between

what

seen and the silently perceiving, co-operating onlooker.
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is

It is
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no accident that the most striking and most popular fikn sucThis man was the first to grasp
cess to date is that of a mime.
the essential qualitj^ of the medium, to see what to do and
what to avoid to reach the maximum of collaboration with
His technique admits sound, but only of
the onlookers.
Himself and his assistants disthings and that sparingly.
pense as far as possible with the appearance of speech. The
language of his films is universal. And though the worldwide success of this d'Artagnan of the gutters rests partly
upon shameless gaminerie, perpetually defying even the
most dignified slings and arrows of outrageous fortune with
perpetual custard pie, its securest prop is his unerring art.
His use of the film as a medium. Wealth of imaginative
invention
use

is

made

is

possible

held together by simphcity of design, the fullest
of the thoughtlike swiftness of

by the

fihn.

His small grotesque

going with incredible swiftness through

movement made
whether
absurd evo-

figure,

its clever,

mask of ever-varying expressiveness,
flight down a long vista, was the first to

lutions, or a montionless

or geometrically in

Rudimentary in material, his
foundation and structure, an advance sam-

exploit

these

possibihties.

work

sound

in

is

ple of

what the

film, as film,

can do.

Poetry, epigram, metaphor, chit-chat social, philosophic
or scientific are the reactions

experience, are for the stage.

and afterthought

And even upon

of spiritual

the stage the

drama moves silently, speech merely noting its moveThe "great dramatic moments" are speechless. The
film at its best is all dramatic moment.
The film is a spirit and

actual

ment.
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they that worship

it

must worship

it

in spirit

and

in truth.

Like the garish Transformation Scene and the debased Harlequinade of the old-fashioned pantomime, the only parts

re-

demands are direct and immediate, at once much more and much less than those of the
vocal stage-play. And its preliminary demand is for con-

maining true pantomine,

its

Given favourable surrounding conditions for con-

centration.

making contacts are, so long
remains consistent with itself, a hundred to the one of

centration, the film's powers of

as

it

the theatre

:

the powerful actor, the stage play's single point of

contact with the "audience", with those who are indeed,
though not hearers only, throughout the course of the collaboration largely concentrated on listening.
The sounds that have so far been added to the film, of
falling rain, buzz and hoot of motors, roll of thunder, pistolshots and bombs, are sometim.es relatively harmless.
And if
they were an indication of experiment, suggesting that sound
is to be tested and used with discrimination, their presence
might cease to be disturbing. But they are being introduced
not in any spirit of experiment or with any promise of discrimination.

They

More sound

is

are there because they are easy to produce.

promised as soon as the technical

difficulties

The bombs are fore-runners, evidence of
a wrong direction, in the direction of the des-

shall be overcome.

a blind

move

in

truction of the essential character of the screen-play.

Dorothy M. Richardson.
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LETTRE DE PARIS
LE STUDIO DU VIEUX COLOMBIER
Paris Tete

;

Cinema du Vieux-Colombier a ferme

le

tes au public. Mais

le

rideau de fer est a moitie leve

:

ses por-

de la rue

on peut voir un chassis de camion sur lequel un moteur ronfle. A la place de la caissiere, un electricien en cotte bleue
surveille une dynamo. La petite salle, qui a connu tant d'efforts nouveaux, est encore une fois transformee, pendant les
vacances echafaudages qui enjambent les travees, fils electriques, appareil haut perche sur ses longues jambes comme
une araignee au milieu de sa toile. Cest le studio cree par
M. Jean Tedesco et M. Jean Renoir.
Directeur du Cinema du Vieux-Colombier, Jean Tedesco
:

est,

en France, Tun des

hommes

cause du cinema. Grace a

lui

qui ont ete

le

plus utile a la

nous avons pu voir a Paris des

films qui, par leurs qualites exceptionnelles,

avaient rebute

marchands
document aires, films scientifiques, cinema
pur. Par son effort, par la qualite des programmes qu'il a
presentes depuis trois ans, il a conquis au cinema, il a rendu
curieux de Tavenir et des possibilites du cinema, toute une elite
intellectuelle qui avait ete amenee a considerer Tecran comme

les

«

la plus

:

grande entreprise d'abrutissement public

».
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Jean Renoir

est

un de nos

meilleurs,

un de nos

vrais met-

teurs en scene. II a debute en 1924 par la Fille de Veaii et

a donne du premier coup

dans

la

direction

du

jeu,

les

preuves d'une grande surete

d'une science, d'une ingeniosite

technique remarquables. Ce film caracterisait bien,

je crois,

Torientation des recherches de Jean Renoir, qui ne cherche

pas a faire du film

«

d'avant-garde

public, de bons films dans lesquels

en oeuvre, en vue d'un

»
il

mais veut

determine,

effet

faire,

soit possible

pour

le

de mettre

les trouvailles faites

travaux de laboratoire que le public
n'a pas plus a connaitre que la recette des plats qu'on lui sert.
Les films de Jean Renoir furent ensuite Nana (1925), tire

au cours des

essais, des

:

du roman
ling.

d'E. Zola, film qui

fit

la celebrite

(Pourquoi la censure anglaise

de Catherine Hess-

a-t-elle interdit ce film,

que

la Film-society va cependant montrer dans une de ses pro-

chaines seances.) Puis Marquita (1926).

De

metteurs en scene, et Jean Renoir en
particulier, se rendent compte qu'il est difficile de faire des
plus en plus

les

oeuvres de valeur avec les methodes de travail actuelles.

La

faute en est principalement aux studios. Je ne veux pas par-

de leur equipement, qui cependant laisse souvent a
desirer, mais de la fagon dont on se sert des studios, de la

ler ici

fagon dont

les

content cher.

contrats de location sont

Trop cher pour

faits.

Les studios

ce qu'ils sont. Les producteurs

preferent depenser leurs capitaux en

somptueux

decors, en

costumes, en reconstitutions ruineuses, plutot que de louer
le
((

studio pour trois semaines de plus. C'est la formule des

super-productions
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»

dans lesquelles deux ou

trois clous per-
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mettent une

facile publicite, et qui

doivent faire avaler au

spectateur deux heures d'immonde ennui. C'est en reaction

est

souvent mauvaise

:

content plus cher qu'ils

Jean Renoir ont congu
II n'est ni tres

meme

au point de vue commercial
il n'est pas rare que ces « supers »
ne rapportent) que Jean Tedesco et

contre cette formule (qui

du Vieux-Colomibier.
commode, mais du moins il

et realise le studio

vaste, ni tres

En plus d'un grand local vitre, Tancienne scene
du theatre a ete amenagee de facon a ce qu'on puisse tourner
pendant la journee, et que le soir, Tecran baisse, la represenest a eux.

comme

tation puisse avoir lieu
travailler a loisir, loin
le

facteur qui

du

auparavant.

lis

peuvent y

bruit, de T agitation. lis ont conquis

manque presque tou jours aux

realisateurs

le

:

temps. Ici pas d'importuns, pas d'indiscrets, pas de figurants
desc^uvres qui viennent des plateaux voisins.

Deux ou

trois

machinistes experiment es, des coUaborateurs j^techniques, et

M. Bachelet. L'equipement du studio a ete insde Jean Renoir, selon les methodes nouvelles employees en Amerique a TEastman Theatre
et aux studios de Long Island City. En plus des projecteurs
ordinaires, la lumiere est fournie pas des groupes de lampes a

Toperateur

:

talle d'apres les indications

filaments incandescents, survoltees. Elles permettent d'utiliser

toutes les radiations vertes, jaunes et rouges auxquelles

est sensible la pellicule

panchromatique. (C'est

le

seul studio

a Paris ayant ce genre de lampes.) L'usage de la peUicule

panchromatique permet aux acteurs de

se passer

de maquil-

lage.

Jean Renoir a commence

la realisation

du scenario

qu'il

a
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tire

du conte

d' Andersen

:

La

Petite

FiUe aiix Allumettes. Un
Renoir a trouve a ce
de ne pas faire a Tavance

des principaux avantages que Jean

nouveau

studio, c'est la possibility

nn decoupage

strict et

immuable. Une

large

tres

part

est

laissee a Timprovisation, a Finspiration du moment, et cha-

cune des parties pent etre tournee dans Tordre des scenes.
Lorsque La Petite Fille aux Allumettes sera temiinee,
Jean Tedesco et Jean Renoir pensent pouvoir faire des
combinaisons avec les jeunes metteurs en scene qui leur inspireront confiance, pour les aider a realiser des films, qu'ils
ne pourraient entreprendre sans cette aide, faute des capitaux
necessaires a la location des grands studios. Ce sera vraiment
le

laboratoire d'ou sortiront les oeuvres nouvelles et originales

qui forceront a refiechir

merciaux

les

grands producteurs de

«

films

com-

».

Marc Allegret.

De

Le Peuple un
un jeune beige M. Ch. Dekeuke-

Belgique, M. G. Roanne, signale dans

«

))

que vient de realiser
le titre Combat de Boxe. C'est un petit poeme cinematographique sur la boxe. Le film est bref comme il convient.
II ne dure guere que dix minutes. Deux motifs conduct eurs
film

leire

sous

:

le

poing, la foule... Par images ramassees, sans aucune mise

en scene, en alienant tout ce qui
68

frolerait Tanecdote,

M. De-
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du ring... ]\Ialgre ses imperfec(manque de souplesse dans Teclairage surtout) son film

keukeleire a traduit la poesie
tions

sorte de

«

hai-kai

instructive.
taires,

))

plein de saveur, est line experience fort

Depourvu des moyens materiels

les

plus elemen-

son auteur n'en a pas moins applique ses theories per-

sonnelles sur le decoupage, et le

bon gre malgre,

le

rythme

qu'il a

obtenu em.eut,

spectateur.

THE MANCHESTER FILM SOCIETY
Last April a dozen of us gathered together and formed the

Manchester Film Society-. Since then our membership has
grown and all our members are people who are seriously interested in the technical and artistic development of the cine-

ma.
Although we appreciate the obvious value of discussions
and private shows of httle seen films our main object is
practical experiment.
How many people go to the cinema
and, knowing nothing of the difficulties of practical production,
come home and pull to pieces or exalt to the skies the films
they have seen ? We feel that unless amateur film production
on a large scale comes to stay the cinema will never get an
inteUigently critical pubUc.
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At present the cinema

from a mass

of ill informed
have no knowledge of films at all or a half baked theoretical knowledge gained from text books. One of the main principles of the ]\Ianchester Film Society is that "an ounce of practice is worth a
suffers

destructive criticism from people

pound

either

of theory".

move was to start work on a short
Funds would only allow us to make a one reel picture

Acting on this ourfilm.

who

first

—

We

wanted to tackle something
that the commercial cinema has not and would not undertake.
At the same time we wanted a subject which would possess
some intrinsic merits.
and a short

We

reel at that.

finally decided to film a local legend.

around Manchester there
appeal

is

too limited to

is

We

found that

a mass of folk lore and legend.

make

it

standpoint so that no professional

is

likely to

touch

it.

we decided

to film Lancashire and Cheshire folk lore

so because

we

felt

that

Its

attractive from a commercial

we were

filling

When
we

did

a gap in the film

world.

Another

of

our beliefs

is

that the

cameraman and

the art

director should be one and the same person.
It is the work of
an artist to compose the picture, to balance the Kghts and
shadows and to design the costumes so that they fit the backgrounds.
Surely each frame on the film should be a masterpiece of design in tones of gray and who but one trained to
think in lines and masses, one used to converting colour into
tones of black and white, trained to see beauty as it will appear

when caught by
70

the camera, knows instinctively the angle
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from which the grouping
is

will look best.

qualified to take the picture

Who

but an

artist

?

The technical knowledge required for working the camera
and developing the negative can be acquired by study, but an
artist is born.

And

happens that our photographer, Miss Ruth Tonge,
Her costume designs for this film
13th
century. They are not however
are reminicent of the
strictly correct as the film is a fairy tale of no set period.
The
costumes fit in with the backgrounds and the atmosphere of
the story and what more could one want. The actual making
of the costumes was carried out by members of the Society,

is

so

it

also our Art Director.

many cases by the players themselves.
Our picture was directed by Peter A. Le Neve Foster, who
also wrote the scenario.
Here again a point is raised. Should
a director write his own continuity or should he take someone
else's and produce it as he thinks it ought to be ?
In our
first film
"The Wizard of x\lderley Edge" Mr. Le Neve Foster
has taken the barest thread of an old legend, woven a tale
about it and brought his ^own thoughts to life in terms of
moving pictures.
The scene of our film is Alderley Edge a village 15
miles from Manchester, to which thousands flock every summer from the three counties of Cheshire, Lancashire and Yorkshire.
Everyone has heard of the "Wizard" and the Wishing
Well, but beyond the fact that Merhn, of the Arthurian legends, is supposed to haunt Alderley Edge (an outcrop of the
in

Pennines) httle seems to be

known about

the "Wizard".
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We
much

built our tale

feared

was

around Merlin who though he was so

at heart a kindly soul.

Ot course we met numerous practical difficulties. Our
biggest one was that of transporting our company from ^lanchester to our location 15 miles out of town.

All the scenes

were taken with natural lighting as there is no studio conveniently near Manchester and even if there had been, there
is a great deal to be said in favour of sunhght
provided one
can wait for the weather. Then all our members are business people in Manchester and we can only snatch a few precious hours each Saturday afternoon and Sunday in which
This will perhaps explain whj^ it took from
to take films.
May till the middle of August to make a one reel picture.

—

Our

film

is

now

finished.

It

has

its faults

and

its

good

members had any
appreciable technical knowledge when we started, that we
only spent about £20 and that the summer has been one of
the worst on record, it is not surprising that we have made a
mess of some of the scenes.
But, whatever, the mistakes we have made in this film, we

points.

Considering that only two of our

do ask readers

of Close

production are sincere.

Up

by the experience gained

72

to realize that our efforts at film

Next year we

shall try again

in this year's work.

backed
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COMMENT AND REVIEW
[RUSSIA

AND HEALTH PROPAGANDA

Some very
ical

interesting experimental films of a purety clinnature have been shown in Russia by the Narkomzdrav

(The Peoples' Commissar of Health). All or most of these
deaUng with very intimate matters are freely shown to the
general public, and have been highly successful.
Sex instruction is given in comxplete detail, for the young and for married
In addition to films explaining birth and the dangers
people.
of irregular abortion, the Voronoff and Steinach "Rejuvination'' operation is illustrated, as well as "Conditioned Reflexes" concerning the work of the Pavlov laboratories.
In
spite of the purely scientific nature of these films

one cannot

imagine them being shown in England or America even

pri-

and yet there is no doubt that in this the Narkomzdrav has alighted on an extraordinarily valuable method of
hygienic instruction.
Statistics show that under the Narkomzdrav the infant mortality rate which was higher in Russia than in any other European country, has diminished from
25 per cent to between 12 and 13 per cent, and that the death

vately,

rate

is

now below

that of 1913.
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Certainly there are infinite possibilities in connection with

health and sex instruction for schools that the

film

could

Knowledge is power we have heard
over and over again, and yet the average attitude is to prohibit knowledge concerning the most vital factor in life.
It
is a pity because so many people grow up abysmally ignorant
and make havoc of their lives, and we can no longer deny
that hygiene and sex knowledge should be taught thoroughly
and as a matter of course with film and text book from earliest
Otherwise health must always remain a matter of
infancy.
hoping for the best, on the dangers of which it is unnecessary
adequately deal with.

to elaborate.

BOYCOTT ON ANTI-GERMAN FILMS
The German Cinema
to boycott
tries in

all films

which there

Proprietors' Association has decided

produced or distributed in foreign counThis
is a definite anti-German feeling.

comes into operation immediately, and^such

films as are already

contracted for are to be suspended until satisfactory assu-

anti-German films are withdrawn.
from the GermanAmerican distributors named "Parafumet" in which are
combined Paramount, UFA and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, until
such evidence is produced. This is in view of the fact that
rance

is

obtained that

It is ordered that

74

no

all

films are to be taken
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Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer are stated to be showing a rather harmanti-German film after having given assurance to the conThis in conjunction with the decision of Denmark
trary.

ful

to prohibit

War

films of every description begins a definite

movement toward
It

the passing of the

War

film

from our midst.

does seem rather infelicitous that of the fifty odd films

make

about sixteen are of this order.

Britain

is

But

us hope their tendency will be anti-war, in which case

let

they

to

this year,

may have some

success abroad.

A COMPULSORY FILM IN HUNGARY
In addition to health films in Russia, the Hungarian Min-

Pubhc Welfare
shown in every

istry of
sorily

is

issuing a film which

picture

theatre

in

is

to be compul-

Hungary.

This

deals with the problem of tuberculosis, the percentage of

which

is

alarmingly high there, roughly seventy persons dying

daily out of a population of

some

eight to nine millions.

A

competition was organised, whereby the best possible story
could be obtained, and one was chosen with a happy ending
encouraging people not to have fear of being treated in hos-

and not to delay seeking medical aid at once. It is
comment on the wisdom of such a move on the
part of the Ministry. More and more people are beginning
to see the tremendous part films can play in an instructional
way. And the making of instructional films dealing with
such critical matters compulsory is highly to be commended.

pitals,

needless to
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THE WEST INDIES
Americans have bought

cinema
industry in the West Indies. Formerly this was in the hands
of the Colonial Film Exchange, a Trinidad company, with
theatres in British Guiana, Barbados and Port-of-Spain, and
a monopohr of distribution to all the smaller theatres through
out the islands and colonies. A representative of the Colonial Film Exchange has been in New-York to negotiate
the sale, and it is understood that the American syndicate
will, in
is,

o\'er entire control of the

addition to taking over the entire industry as

it

now

build large cinema theatres in Bermuda, Demerara, Cara-

cas, etc.

It is possible

that in Trinidad a quota law will oper-

ate in favour of British films, which otherwise will stand httle

chance of entry.

German

filmiS,

however, through various

connections with America are hkelv to be shown.

INDIA AND

GOVERNMENT CONTROL OF CINEMAS

The question
official

of Censorship

motion which

Session at Simla.

is

has arisen anew in India in an

to be submutted to the Legislative

It is said

that this

is

due to the earnest

Whatever its cause the fact
Government would take no part in
any movement for control, saving that it was a subject with
which thejr could not suitably concern themselves. But
wishes of the English pubhc.
is
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now, while hoping for the best one not altogether unnaturally
The chief reasons for complaint seem to be
that European civihzation does not appear to advantage in
films exhibited there.
There are two sides to such a statement. While on the one hand European (or pseudo-European via America) civilization very often does not appear to
advantage, and might easily do very great harm to European prestige, on the other hand if European civihzation is

fears the worst.

to be presented only in such a

way

as to impress Indian native

populations with the good conduct of Europeans, the only
thing that can come of

it

will

be tiresome propagandistic boos-

tings-up of a very debatable regime.

might

easily be avoided

if

The

evils either

way

the control were in the hands of

made up of statesmen,
and business men, who could arrive at a satisfactory
result through debate.
Hasty and intemperate censorship
is a great evil, and no censorship at all is infinitely better.
Too much care and intelligence cannot possibly be applied
in this highly difficult and intricate measure.
But censorship
will very hkely mean, as it so often does, that much that is
bad and base and ilhterate will remain (let us quote again
Nell Gwynn) and much that is true and to the point perish
cultured and discerning committees
artists

dismally.

any good

aU censorship must be impartial,
and the censorship department in no way hnked up with paIf

is

to be done

triotism or questions of industry.

The objection

of the natives

that the type of film so frequently seen undermines the morals of

the race

is,

as long as India remains

under our charge.
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a

much more important

that this

is

point to be looked into.

probably not

so,

altough

it is

known

It is true

that

many

Western every-day customs are libertinism in the eyes of the
The problem of India is not the particular problem
Indian.
of Close Up, but if any harm is done it is probably through
the pernicious trade stranglehold of group bookings, that is
of forcing exhibitors to take several bad films with each good
The immediate plan of the Government is to appoint
one.
a research committee to investigate conditions and report on
the best lines for future development. We would suggest that
the committee works not toward constriction of conditions
but toward broadening them, so that the somewhat ludicrous
situation of certain European customs (such as kissing) being
immoral to Indians, and certain Indian customs being immoral to Europeans should gradually break down before a mutual
inter-racial

recognition

with

its

consequent expansion of

outlook.

POINTS FROM LETTERS
America futs us in our

Your

interesting

place.

magazine arrived

contents somewhat puzzle me.

You

But oh, the
aU so very fuU of

safely.

are

complaints.
I hope you don't mind my bluntness.
Perhaps you have cause but over here we see beautiful and wonI can understand the foreign attitude tho
derful pictures.
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because America goes ahead

—makes mistakes

but like the
Phoenix, overcomes, and we are so glutted with them that

we

discount the bad ones.

But miaj' I contradict you about
comes
straight from Hollywood that
?
they are her own. She doesn't have to "sew" them on. \Vhen
that is done however it is a tiny fringe which is glued on.
Her thick ejxlashes are her verj^ own from authoritive accounts
as also her accent and her throwing down of Jack Gilbert.
I have not seen her as yet.
And really we do not eat
peanuts in the movies over here. Why all our movie theatres are so gorgeous we couldn't bring ourselves to commit such
gaucherie.
The industry has m^ade it possible for the smallest
towns to have quite 'elegant houses beautifully ornamented,
maids in the retiring rooms, huge organs and orchestras.
"You'd be surprised" (latest slang). Here in Tenafly our
theatre has Brussels carpets, artistic Ughts, an organ on which
the plaj'er can imitate almost everything, even a conversation between a duck and Felix the Cat for the children.
And
Don Juan with the Vitaphone playing the Don Juan symphony, timed so that the bells that ring crazily at the Borgia's drunken wedding festivities sound just at the right time
with the picture. I saw Pola Negri lately in Hotel Imperial
solely for the purpose of seeing James Hall of whom I am at
present enamoured.
It is a shame 3^ou cannot see our pictures of Bebe Daniels and Bessie Love and our comedies.
About Barrymore in The Beloved Vagabond, it was not m^ridea
Resurrection is now playing with
of him but very good.
Mexican
beauty who can act too.
a
new
Dolores del Rio,
Garbo's eyelashes

It

—

—

—
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want to give you all the encouragement I can in
your venture and that is why I criticise. I must send you. a

But

I

few magazines as the tone of your paper is a leetle behind the
times in many things. For instance Griffith is not producing

much now, and we can

see pictures that

were shown 10-12-15

years ago because doubtless of the largeness of the U.

S.

which keeps them in circulation longer
Perhaps I have erred in criticizing your pioneer magazine as I
do not know conditions abroad. x\s time goes on perhaps
(MRS. VIOLA JORDAN,
I shall arrive at the motive.
Tenafiy, N. Y.)

A

reply

to

J. A.

Hardy

of Folkestone.

Your correspondant states that a form of entertainment
which appeals to the taste of the masses can never become
an art. If I may say so prejudice alone can have induced such a
remark, certainly not logic. Don't the "masses" hke cheap
paintings, cheap illustrations in magazines and books, cheap
music, cheap music hall turns, yet does this in any way mean
that there cannot be good paintings, good illustrations, good
music, good plays ?
Just as you would not judge contemporary art by the masses of badh' framed hthographs in art
dealers' windows, so you do not judge screen art by mass production either. And what (I would like to know) has cost
of production got to do with the quahty of any work of art, be
The mere fact
it in sculpture, painting, poetry or music ?
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Rima or Sun Flowers cost little to create has its intermerely on the statistical side and in no way concerns art.
Flowers grow for nothing, or they don't. But they are al-

that
est

w^ays flowers whether they be wild clover or green orchids.

Or sunflowers, unless they are by Van Gogh
I too read Miss Dorothy Richardson's article on musical
accompaniment, and I enjoyed it, but apart from the fact
that its value was in that it was a charming and harmonious
piece of hterature and not a final pronouncement on the ne!

cessity for music,

me

that the higher the art the

mean

that an ultimate art might

seems to

it

more comprehensive it
embrace and unify all

is, I

arts.

Music

may

not be necessary to

films,

very often they would be improved without

where

it is

right,

my own

opinion

together create an art that

is

is

it,

but

that music and the film

a complete unity, and with

tremendous power. The matter of recruiting other arts
doesn't matter at all, since all arts are merely different ways
of saying the

The

film

is

same

thing.

not merely a mechanical reproduction of the art

of design assisted

by

backed up by sound.
medium capable of expressing any

histrionic abihty or

The film is a pure plastic
amount of the finest subtleties of form, movement as well as
the more psychic processes of thought and mind and states
of mind, emotion and psychologv^
In my opinion Close Up
is working on entirely the right lines, and I would hke to
thank the Editor and all his contributors for their verj' gallant
efforts in a good cause.
(MISS MARION FITZ-SIMOXDS,

LONDON,

S.

W.)
8i
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Film
I

any

art has steadily declined,

am

glad to think that

I

am

one of the thirty per cent, at

rate, referred to in the Editoral as I

ested in cinematography,

highbrow

friends,

— and

—much

its possibihties.

ever, that the art of the

am exceedingly inter-

my

more
I must confess, how-

to the scorn of

cinema ^seems to have steadily

—

—

apart from technique
ever since its birth.
declined
Formerly every programme used to contain one educational film,
either a travel film or the manufacture of some such commodity as cotton or animal hfe. And this seems to have been
now reduced to a mere Topical Budget. As a matter of
fact such films as the Capt. Scott pictures, or the Golden
Eagle one, seem to attract crowds and hold them for many
weeks, whereas the sensational dramas rarely last for more
than a week or two. (MISS GLADYS TODD, FINCHLEY.)

—

;

FILMS OF THE

MONTH

Chang,
See

it

a dozen times. Chang

is

the fihn of the year, of the

it to know what it
Taken by Ernest B. Shoedsack and Merian G
Cooper, who will be remembered for their previous film Grass,
it is a record of two years spent in the jungles of Northern
Chang has been most successfully moulded into
Siam.

age.

is
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story^

form, and works

we have never
fect of this is

up

to a

made more

tremendous climax such as

may

The

ef-

magnificent and awe-inspiring

by

seen before and

not see again.

the use of the enlarged screen, which suddenly flashes on
three times larger than the normal

size,

and by the use of

Vit aphonic record of animal noises.

Chang opens showing us the home of Kru, a Lao tribesman^
beyond the village alone in a jungle clearing. We are
introduced to his wife on a treadle that crushes rice, and to
built

that exquisite, incredible fragment

a fallen

ghost of

known

as

"O

very small

We

meet her brother, we meet Bimbo seated on
tree, an immaculate superhuman ape
a beautiful
an ape, with even loveUer habits. We see the day

daughter".

drawing to

;

its close,

we

see the animals being shut

up for the

have given us only too ample warning of
the dangers of the jungle. We see Kru going last of his family and his flocks up the ladder to his home, drawing up the
ladder after him, shutting the ladder behind the tall gate that
shuts off the home.
Shortly then the jungle wakes, and from this moment until
the end action is maintained with breath-taking swiftness.
Some of the photographs were astounding, and when one
reaUses the hours or daj^s or weeks of waiting that must have
gone to secure some of the close-ups of jungle beasts, and thinks
of the thousands of feet of film that must have been sacrificed for the sake of perhaps no more than ten feet, one begins
to get a perspective of the wonderful achievement these two
intrepid travellers have made.

night, for subtitles
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The continuity was excellent. There was not a moment
One was made to be aware of the whole jungle,
from the jungle. This was done most
episodes
not of mere
cleverly by parenthetical insertions of different beasts engaged in some different quest. The monkeys always swinging
and chattering through tree tops, ever watchful, interested,
that lagged.

hanging high over a trap that presently snaps over
that lithe and deadly leopard, and the two ^Malayan sunbears, mother and child are not likeh^ to be forgotten b\'
anyone who has seen them. And that moment when the
curtains roll back, and suddenly the whole end of the theatre
w^ary,

is

one seething mass of stampeding elephants and destrucanswer of cinematography to those who profess to

tion, is the

despise

it.

Frankly the sub-titles, written by Achmed Abdulla, were
bad. "Strong is the Jungle" "Ever the Jungle rose in its
wrath" w^ere most unworthy, although now and again he hit
upon a sharp and poignant phrase. Beyond that the only
fault one can find, without being pompous is that it was not
Honour to its makers
longer.
!

Out

of the Mist,

Another German achievement. A story of hfe in a German mountain village, with Mady Christians of Waltz Dream
fame and Werner Fuetterer whom we have w^atched improving and advancing for some time. To appreciate it really one
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German mountain \dUages, for
up on the subtleties of mountain Ufe,
knowing which, one saw the whole time how exactly it was a
should have been oneself in

in every detail

it is

built

picture of authentic conditions

And

I

wonder how many

and local colour and local types.

of those unfamiliar

with the pecu-

Uar kind of sweetness one meets in rural Germany would

have got the sweetness and dehcacy of the moment when a
butterfly wavering in a baker's kitchen wakes wanderlust in
the three stroUing musicians (since settled here)
ically

watch

it

;

and the cry going about "It

is

who

ecstat-

Spring".

We

knew too Spring had come to the hills, we knew what it felt
like, we had seen and felt jo}'^ just this way with first butterand first flowers and wanderlust.
The beginning w^as in Winter, wind

flies

scouring over the

hills,

all

the time outdoors

tossing bare branches, shaking the

lamp over the inn door where ^lady

Christians, hair wildly

blowing, stands awaiting the return, (Prodigal Son fashion)

who has been

in 'large cities'.
The excitement inand the thickening of winter night to thick
fog, from which emerge the strolhng players, famished and
exhausted, among them the fainting, graceful boy who is to
start a grim and ruthless situation, was a triumph of direction
and photography. The working out of the situation, the combination of gentleness and harshness \\'as a dehcately balanced and higlily sensitive work of artistic creation. All the
types and the 'sets' were right with that rightness of detail
which seems to be so inseparably a part of the German mind.
The mother, hard, determined, yet sw^aying beneath constant
of the son

doors, the banquet,
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blows

"A

curse seems to be

and goes

last,

Her

:

relentlessly

upon

this house," she cries at

on with her

relentless planning.

son, swashbuckling, harsh without his mother's courage

or hardness, the Mayor, a plain

little

good man sweet with
were exactly what

love, the servant, the musicians, the father,

they would somehow be in such a place.
the boy gave an excellent performance.

And Fuetterer as
He was graceful,

and had beauty, and was refreshingly antidotal to the
formularised hero whose qualification seems to be pink cheeks,
robustness and some absence of brain.
I do not know whether I quite hked the reconciUation
frail

through the Spring flood, but
However, one can find little to

also did not quite dislike

I

it.

criticise, and the Spring flood,
was only too accurate. Most people have had some
experience with swollen mountain torrents, and here in Montreux recently we had trees floating down the main streets,
and men removing giant boulders from the highways.
Out of the Mist is a Defa production.

in itself

The Wizard

On

of Pdderly

Edge,

the 15th September the Manchester Film Society held

a private show of their

With

first

film

produced entirely by amateurs.
local legend

spot

86

—Alderley Edge

— and the picture

is

is

The Wizard

of Alderly

room work
The scenario

Edge.

the film has been

the exception of the dark

a well

known

is

based on a

Cheshire beauty

consequently a costume

film.
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That amateurs should attempt a period picture is in itself
pretty ambitious, apart from the fact that every costume was
designed and made by members of the Society as well. As a
matter of fact the dressing of the production turned out to be

one

of the best points

about

it.

The photography did not set out to estabhsh anj^ new stanIt was intended to be straight, clear camera work
and certainly succeeded. The backgrounds were well chosen
and the hghting effects, all of which were natural, helped very
much in producing the fairy tale atmosphere required by the
dards.

script.

The acting was excellent, though a little uneven. The makeups were uniformly good and it is no easy matter for inexperienced artists to put on wdgs and crepe hair well enough
to deceive the camera.

The whole

atmosphere of
a fairy tale, but it would perhaps have been improved by a
greater variation in the distances of the camera from the players.
The picture is about 800 feet and was made, including stock
costumes and properties, for about £2^.
film has succeeded in capturing the
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Foreword by Dorothy
E. L. Black.
Richardson. A fifteen year old boy has written this. His piercing
Why "
One sees the young, keen
is the last comment on Public School system.
The curious relucintellect in constant rebellion against endless stupidities.
tance and fear toward life found in the more sensitive types of adolescents, can
be traced alw^ays wdth its causes
the cumulative effect of paltry injustices,
crudities, brutalities.
An absorbing and revealing document. Price
6 shillings.
POOLRBFLBCTION. By Kenneth Macpherson. An extraordinary book,
of genuine exotic brilliance. A study of 'Peter', at once sympathetic and caustic, stripped and examined.
His struggle and failure to hold things, impulses, recoils, outstretchings, recorded with clairvoyant, purely psychic subtlety.
Only at the very end the author, not rejecting nor accepting, darts
mockery into his last-but-one sentence. Will clashing, the almost schoolgirl jealousy of a middle aged man, the twisted posturing of a woman, and
their fight over his son, "Praxitilean faun, Dionysian utterly'*. Price 7 shilIT

?

—

lings
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BY THE EDITOR
found myself at The New Gallery Theatre in London at the very give-away hour of eleven A. M.
somewhat vaguely ready to give, for the first time, serious
consideration to a new variety of Phonofilm and Vitaphone,

Not

so long ago

I

called Movietone.

Noises with films have long been one of those matters we
have felt hanging over us, like an incipient cold in the head
or some other vague threat everybody knew that sooner or
later radio would somehow link up with films, but few gave
it any thought, any more than normally one thinks about
dying.
My own few serious contemplations of it gave the
two alternatives that in its right place reproduction of sound
would have value, but used generally, be wrong. "Noises
off" in the orchestra had given no reassurance that they
would be done ever other than badly:^ thunder barrels, aeroplane noises (I have an old projector in Switzerland which
;
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was saving to use as imitation of aeroplane engines-preferably six !) pops and bangs, door bells ringing, likewise
telephones, very much out of tempo, trains starting, doors
all were most nonchalantly and haphazardh'
slamming
I

;

scattered through the musical scores, like things escaped or

random, though I always suspected that the man that
made them must have had a lovely life
True they had nothing to do with radio, but they were preparing the way, trains, cannons, bells, bullets would be the
end of it, more or less, as well as the beginning, but on time
at

!

by way

of change.

I

did think too that

if

the}^ started intro-

ducing the voice the only thing to do would be to leave the
movies,

(like

Somehow

Grandfather's Clock) "never to go again"

Lilian Gish, let us say, being

La Boheme through

I

a

loud speaker would have been so exaggeratedly worse than
worst sub-titles.

its

Thus, vaguely panicky, vaguety open-minded, ver\^ much
on the scent and vaguely do-or-die-ish, we hastened to hear
the worst.
1.

Overture.

Dismissed without comment.

Very loud-

speakerish.
2.

Colonel Lindberghs departure for Paris and reception in

Washington.

Awfully good aeroplane noises, and something
For a moment amazingly
convincing. Then faint cheering, and voices, and simply a
moment of the mind refocussing and questioning, what's all
this irrelevant noise ?
Two separate things were going on.
The attention broke between them both. Then came the
in the nature of a real shock.

6
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Washington Reception. A brass band, cheers, speeches,
Again the more abstract sound of cheering became
convincing and exhilarating. But the speeches
My

cheers.

feehng

is

that this has

much

to be said for

it,

because

I

am

would say that the Lindberg reception in film and transmission of speeches etc., and
similar records of historic or topical interest, are of immense
value and immense interest, and I am certain they will be
popular. But I must say that the figure on the screen and the
voice that was going on with it, just were unrelated.
A voice
was going on, very clearly, very interesting.... "That's Colonel Lindberg speaking".
"Those words are what he is
saying"... no, give it up, you do not get the illusion of reahty at all. Suddenly it's only photographs. That's what /
certain that nearly the whole public

.

felt.

Talking

it

.

over there were

many

said the only reahty they got from
reception.

I

it

that disagreed.

was

in the

Some

Washington
Raquel

think, however, all were agreed that the

Meller presentation singing Spanish songs did only one thing
it

focussed an unnatural attention upon her

lips,

and

:

in all

the somewhat elaborate settings of her two songs the whole
audience, I am sure, was intent only on w^atching her mouth.
There wasn't a vestige of reality. In the first place the suboperatic effect was not in the least adaptable to the screen,
in the second place, the attention one normally gives to sheer

whatever one usually attends, was not
helped but fretted by the addition of something that seemed
acting, to criticism, to

truly extraneous.

we have become thoroughmanner of presentation, now

In other words,

ly accustomed to a certain

7
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having suddenly to cope with a new one, the mind goes off
at new angles, most obvious of which is a process of attempting to capture the effect intended.

was that the attention was

What

happened
divided in two

actually

in spite of itself

halves, one following the screen action, the other hstening.

The two halves did not operate together ! Even in the first song
was impossible not to feel a kind of alarm at what it might
lead to.
I was already deciding that this was not a development but a restriction. If the voice is to be used it will impose the restriction of language on films, whereas now their
it

language

is

universal.

It is all

very well to say the use of

voice will be restricted to short, special films

years hence

guage

will

?

I

check

;

what

of five

imagine that nothing but the barrier of lanits use.

Then we had a piano

solo, and I thought of The Hands Of
For such a film at that, here indeed was a use for Movietone
for all films where piano playing is shown.
How
often we have seen close-ups of hands playing some sprightly

Orlac.

;

down

tune, while the pianist in the orchestra puts

pedal and delicately tinkles Chanson Triste

when

!

the soft

This realisa-

an address from the Earl of Birkenhead and a fragment from Seventh Heaven, Nina Tarasova
sang a Russian song. This w^as somewhat epic, if one may
humbly say so. Tarasova was an enchanting creature, and
tion expanded,

it

after

was surely a grand sense

Case Corporation,

who

of

humor

Fox
make

that decided the

presented this entertainment, to

use of this item to show the value of sound as against silence,
while the good lady

8

still

sang

lustily,

and afterwards to

in-
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crease

and diminish the volume of sound to suit the size of any
Here for the first time I rose, and felt others rising'

theatre.

with

me

Movietone for cabaret
a possible end to that foxtrot that

to a high pitch of enthusiasm.

scenes, for dancing scenes

;

gurgles tardily into a different

ball-room scene has finished
in a cabaret scene

!

rhythm ten seconds after the
And someone like Tarasova

would be not only

art,

but god Box Ofiice

art too.

In musical numbers (save for some reason the staged songs

Raquel Meller) and for mechanical noises w^herever there
an aeroplane, an orchestra, a singer, a piano, bells or clamour, let us by all means have Movietone. Let us also have
it with our news reels, for if it doesn't convince me, and takes
something from the scene, it does add something, and is bound
of

;

is

But the idea

to be popular.

of

Norma Talmadge

saying " Ar-

mand, I am dying," through a loud speaker would move even
the most serious minded to a fit of giggles.

mind is that it is all much a matter of
getting used to it.
A number of people still baulk at closeups.
Only the other day a man said just behind me
These
One thing

to bear in

—

awful close-ups
the

!

I

^"

can't understand v^Yiy they have so manj^^

way they show up

all

the

make up and everything." As

a

matter of fact they didn't. After that I looked very careit, but even my somewhat experienced eye, although
it knew it was there, would never have told me that it w^as in

fully for

9
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happened that this particular fihn
was one in which make up as a white mask simply did not
happen, but was in every case minimised and vahie given
to modelling and feature, it was quite evident he was repeating
an old formula he had heard in 1910. As I said before, like
the words nice, nasty, morbid, dirty, clean.
One does feel however, that Movietone is a less contestible
field.
Close ups are the order of the da}', and I personally like
them, but they have and had many who cr\^ out against
them. Artists, if any such there be, and whatever they are,
may wail that sound presents a new thing which is not the
complete unity of the old film, and a lesser art, but Movietone
is bound to come, so it is just as well to accept it.
The tendency, except in the exceptions I have given, is to make flatness or photographs out of all the depth and quahty of the
the least obvious.

As

it

so

film that was.

Kenneth Macpherson.

NATURE AND HUMAN FATE
Comments on

the

Emelka Film FLOOD, Fate

of

Man,

changeable as the moods of the sea.
Translated from the

German

Throughout the world, preference
for the serious film.

10

This

is

is

again being shown

hardly to be wondered

at, in
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view

of the nature of the

cussions on serious

German pubhc, fond

as

of dis-

it is

subjects, even in its hours" of

leisure.

But even the American pubUc seems to be tired of purely
superficial trash.
However this may be, the so-called "mundane" theme of frills, lounge, and ball, and carnival would
appear to have ceased to be an absolute condition sine qua

non
It

of a film scenario.

seems therefore to be a particularly good idea, at the pre-

sent time above

all,

to combine, in a film,

plot

containing

with some great natural
human
event.
The fate of human beings, which in itself is always
apt to provoke warm sympathy, can be made to acquire a
symboHc meaning beyond the actual individuals, only by

subject brimful of

interest,

manner in wliich the fate meted out to them is shown
connected, and taking its course parallel with the phenomena

the

of nature,

selves in

which though everlastingly the same, repeat thema form which varies unceasingly, and are therefore

never to be wholly gauged.

Such

the theme on which

produced the latest film of
the "Miinchener Lichtspielkunst (Emelka)", under the title
Flood, Fate of Man, changeable as the moods of the sea, and
which is to be shown in the near future. The film vvas developed in accordance with an original manuscript of Heris

is

:

manna Barkhausen.

The

clearness of its structure,

and the

ease with which the plot can be followed bears a testimonial
to the usual advantages of an original

work written

for a film, over adaptations of novels, etc., in

sions are

more

direct

which conces-

or less unavoidable.

II
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The

central figure, towards which converge

the plot, as towards a central point,

all

phases of

a fair Norwegian

is

girl.

Conflicts are brought about through the contrast which
arises, apart from human fault, by the action of fate alone,
between two men, each of whom has an equal longing for her,

and who are therefore
however,

this film,

showing the sea in
aspects of

irreconciliable.

The

all its

greatness,

and

this

purpose

it

to do without
it

them

may

was impossible

altogether,

by

in all the changeable

usual tricks of studio work alone, although
exacting

special purpose of

to produce decisive pictorial effects,

character, from idyllic peace to

its

For

horror.

is

most

its

tragic

to rely on the

was impossible
because the public, however
it

be, cannot, of course, expect the

crew to be

left to drown when the wreck of a ship is shown.
Under the direction of the leading architect Ludwig Reiber,
the "Emelka" designed novel and special devices, with a

view to giving those complementary pictures of an indispensable character, a thoroughness in keeping with the real facts,

and

of

such a nature as not to break the spell of the

illusion.

In the main, however, the public will see in Fate of Man,
changeable as the moods of the sea, the inimitable greatness
of actual natural

phenomena themselves.

in view, a special expedition of the

With

this

purpose

Emelka, under the orders

with the camera-man
Koch, and the filming director Sorg, and the well-known
film-actors and actresses Dorothea Wieck, Helen von Miinchhofen, Harry Hardt, Oskar Marion, Dr. Philipp Manning,
and Karl Platen, spent five weeks on the coast of the North

of Willy

12

Reiber,

as stage-manager,
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These were strenuous weeks during which they had to
Sea.
keep coitinuously in readiness, waiting for moments of favourable hght conditions, and stormy seas.
During the 6 days, wherein the expedition finally put to
sea from the base at Heligoland on the cutter (at five o'clock
in the morning, to return only at 2 p. m.) the force of the

wind was 6 to 8. When the force of the wind was
10, the Master had legitimately refused to go to sea, because
he could not, in such conditions, accept any responsibility
Attempts
for the vessel, or for the lives of its 12 passengers.
were made, at first, to take photographs on board by means
When this was done, the apparatus
of the rolling support.
prevailing

maintained the necessary steadiness in a horizontal direction^
but the actor did not remain within the focus of the lens, but,
following the motion of the vessel, went rapidly right up to the
upper edge of the picture, and sank again to the bottom edge
of the picture.

It

was necessary,

therefore, to

mount firmly
them down

four apparatus in different positions, and to screw

securely, as a precaution against the danger of their being

washed overboard.

happened, however, that
a breaker soon put one or other of these apparatus out of
action, with the consequence that cleaning had to be done,
It frequently

and new arrangements made. It was nevertheless found
whenever the sun momentarily broke through, and
the apparatus happened to be ready and available (and during
the pauses of awful sea-sickness, which played havoc with
some of the passengers, much to the enjoyment of the old
salts on board) to film all phases of a stormy trip, with original
possible^

13
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The apparatus actually followed
of the vessel, and so will the spectators as
shown, watching horizon and clouds turn-

views of the high sea-way.
the oscillations

all

soon as the film

is

ing round and round within

sight, as

if

the screen were a

rotating disc.

Dr.

Wolfgang Martini

CHAMPS DE BATAILLE ET
LIEUX
Cinema, heu commun. Et

COMMUNS
lieu

commun,

pre qu'au figure, puisque, la lumiere

aussi bien au pro-

faite,

apres avoir subi

on pent compter au plafond toutes
les
ces dorures qui seduisent dans les salons particuhers et les
salles de fetes des palais faubouriens les boutiquiers, aux
banaUtes de

soirs

I'ecran,

de toutes leurs noces,

celles

de la main droite et

celles

de lamain gauche.

Cinema,

lieu

commun. Pourtant, chaque

croire qu'il sera lieu de refuge a not re ennui,

age

les

fois

nous voulons

comme au moyen

eghses etaient asile au crime. Mais pourquoi ces murs

a fresques pretentieuses, cet ecran dont nous attendions des
si mal ? La rue. en depit de tant
d'yeux rencontres deja avait ete une deception. Alors, par la

miracles, nous protegent-ils

faute de tous ces regards de couleur qui n'ont rien

14
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nous, notre desoeuvrement a tout espere de ces

creatures

noires et blanches, dont Tage viril voudrait s'eprendre,
jadis,

de la blonde et rose

Gaby

comme,

Deslys, Tadolescence.

Du

que le merveilleux bonheur pourrait ne
cesser point, puisque du haut d'un portique etait annonce

trottoir,

on

se disait

:

Spectacle permanent.

La

caissiere

avec ses ondulations plus

que parfaites et son sourire epingle, juste la ou il faut, de son
autre, apparut bonne deesse. Circe au negatif, qui ne metamorphoserait point les hommes en cochons, mais, au contraire^
de chaque employe de banque ferait un

Don

Juan.

Pourquoi Tavoir crue

? Bien des Melisandres de cartes posnous avaient harcele de caprices insenses. Toute
une theorie de femmes fatales, de grosses dondons fagotees
en soi-disant imperatrices auraient du suf&re a nous desabuser.
Mais, une minute lyrique, un coin de visage, la surprise d'un
geste, tou jours ont su, et tou jours sauront nous faire oublier

tales deja

des pietres histoires.

On

pense au fou de Caligari, a des meta-

morphoses de Lon Chancy, au reflet argent d'un fleuve africain, et on ne quitte pas son f auteuil quand des lambeaux de
Marseillaise et des grouillements d'hymnes nationaux avertissent d'un film heroique. Et ainsi, lit-on, que la Slavonic et
la

Gergovie (sans Rire) se font la guerre. La Gergovie,

vonic.

On

la Sla-

pent s'attendre a tout de la peninsule Balkanique.

Slavoniens et Gergoviens ont

malheur veut

le

sentiment national tres deve-

qu'un pays pour
deux peuples. Situation cornelienne. Et d'autant plus affreuse
que nul n'est plus brave qu'un Gergovien si ce n'est un Slavonien, ce qui n'empeche point d'ailleurs que nul n'est plus

loppe, mais le

qu'ils n'aient

15
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brave qii'un Slavonien

si

ce n'est

un Gergovien. Tout

bien tragique et la misere des temps exige

Negri
«

soit serveuse d'auberge.

Hotel Imperial

»,

la gargotte

or avec quoi

elle

meme

Pour

la consoler

dont

elle

attendant qu'un general ennemi

cela est

que Pola
on a baptise

nettoie Tescalier, en

des robes en lame

lui paie

balaiera les marches qu'elle est en train de

passer a la paille de

fer.

Done Slavoniens et Gergoviens qui se disputent une patrie,
un hotel, et Pola Negri font de la poussiere dans les plaines et
les

maisons. D'ou une atmosphere heroique.

les

cuivres en mettent

expert es questions slaves, vous qui criiez
((Vive la Pologne, car, sans la Pologne,

Pere Ubu,

A

Torchestre

un bon vieux coup. Pere Ubu, grand
il

si

judicieusement

:

n'y aurait pas de Polo-

vous pouviez assister a ce meli-melo Gergovien-Slavonien, de quelle voix joyeuse entonneriez-vous
la chanson du Decervelage.
Helas, il y a toute une foule de spectateurs pour prendre
nais

)),

si

serieusement ces sottises.

Champs de

bataille et lieux

communs. Pour quoi flatter
La betise qui a tue

ainsi la fatigue et la stupidite publiques
le theatre, peut-elle

!

done, seule, faire vivre

le

cinema

?

Rene Crevel.

i6

from the new Alberto Cavalcanti Neofilm production,

La

P*tite Lilie, featuring

Catherine Hessling.
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A FILM STUNT WITH
[5o

CUBIC METRES OF WATER

The ''Emelka"

is

now

filming, at its studio in the Geisel-

gasteig, a series of scenes, intended to complete in

tive

manner the

original sea pictures of its Superfilm (

FLUT) THE FLOOD
of the sea.

or Fate of

Of course, however

Man,

is

effec-

changeable as the moods

critical the public,

expect the crew to be allowed to

an

STURM

they cannot

drown when a shipwreck

filmed.

In accordance with the plans drawn up by the leading
Architect Ludv/ig Reiber, novel and special designs had been

made

purpose of giving these indispensable complementary pictures a thoroughness of expression capable of
conveying a most reahstic impression, without destroying
for the

the illusion.

Ten

giant searchlights illuminate, with

intensity, the studio,

and a

more than dayhght

large artificial pond, in the middle

which floats a vessel of the Icelandic Whaler class. On
board this vessel are a few human beings wrestling, in imminent danger of their lives, with a terrible storm, amid breakers which pour over and over again on the vessel, which is
thereby gradually reduced to the condition of a wreck. Xow
and then one of the men is washed overboard until the main
mast collapses, and the vessel is smashed up aknost completely.
of

17
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In addition to the

artificial

pond, a special storage reser-

voir containing 150 cubic metres of water

was made

for the

requirements of this picture, and from this reservoir masses
of water several metres deep were launched upon the vessel
as required, in such a

manner

as to provide an exact illusion

of the breakers of the sea, whilst the

"storm"

effect

was

"supplied" by the giant propellers of the aircraft engines.
The searchlights blaze away at a signal given by Willy Reiber,
the Stage Manager, and the starting shot sets into motion

Franz Koch
and we shall admire, in
due course, in the leading parts
Dorothea Wieck, Helen
von Miinchofen, Oscar Marion, Harry Hardt, Dr. Manning,
and Karl Platen. The scenario of this film was written by
Frau Hermanna Barkhausen.
the cranks of nine cinematographic apparatus.
in charge of the filming brigade,

is

:

—

THE CINEMA AND THE CLASSICS
III

THE MASK AND THE MOVIETONE
The problem
is

a

18

arises (it has been dogging us for some time)
the good old-fashioned conventionahsed cinema product

more

vivid, a

more

vital, altogether in

many ways

a more

CLOSE UP
inspiring production than his suave

and sometimes over-

subtehsed offspring ? Our hero with sombrero, our heroine
with exactly set coiffure, each in himself, in herself a mask
of himself or herself, one with sleek dutch-doll painted in

black cap of piquante

elf like

ther with radiant curls, so
dolls in

sombreros

— are

to be asked to discard

mahogany coloured

many

dolls,

hair,

are treasures

ano-

—boy

they to be discarded, are we going

them

for another set of boxes, contain-

ing such intricate machinery, such suave sophistication of
life

that

little

we wonder

if

we

really w^ant

them

?

Do we want

ivory balls for instance, pretty as they are, fitting into

meccano
minds to breaking ? Don't
we really want what we know, what we see, what intellectually
we can aptly "play" with ? Don't we ? Or do we ? I
mean do w^e really want to give up curls and painted-in dutchdoll fringes, and beautifully outUned eyes and eyelashes and

ivory balls, and

all

the intricate paraphernalia of

or jigsaw puzzle to tax our

little

doll-stuffed bodies (doing for instance trapeze turns just like
real circus people) for

really

want

something perhaps "better"

to discard our little stage sets

and

all

?

Do we

the apphan-

we have grown so used to for something more like
?
Well, do we or don't we ?
Please answer me,
I am at my wits' end.
we
or
Do
don't we want to scrap our
old dolls ?
The problem reasserted itself with renewed force
ces that

"real"

at a

life

New

Gallery demonstration of the Movietone.

Here we have our
Truly

it is

little

people.

Here comes our heroine.

not the heroine exactly of our most' most vapid

romances, of our most, most old box of dolls and paper-dolls

19
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but
doll,

it is

we

the sort of toy that

are used to, a doll, a better

a more highly specialised evolved creation but for

all

that a doll (Raquel Meller) steps forward.
it is

It bows, it smiles,
guaranteed to perform tricks that will shame our nursery

favourite? hut do we want

The

doll lu question, a

it

?

Spanish doll this time, done up in

embroidery, not over exaggerated with suitable

Castillian

decor of operatic street scene
tically, tragically, or

and so

on, steps out smiles pathe-

with requisite pathos, familiar gestures

but somehow sensitized, really our old bag~of

then wonder
breathes,
off, it is

it

of

wonders, the doll actually

speaks

—

the vision

it

speaks.

itself,

This

is

tricks.

lifts

And

its eyes,

it

no mechanical voice

the screen image actually singing

with accuracy and acumen, with clear voice and beautiful
intonation, singing

and moving, moving and

singing, voice

change of expression
Tarde del Corpus)
each tiny fall and lift of note following raised eyebrow or curl
of lip or dejection of drooping shoulder.
Voice follows face,
face follows voice, face and voice with all their subtle blending
are accurately and mechanically welded.
They are welded—
accurately

registering

the

(Raquel Meller with her Flor

slightest

del

Mar and La

The catch is that the excellent actress
with all her beauty and her finished acting had a voice as
beautifully finished as her screen image but it was (wasn't
it ?) welded to that image.
Her voice and herself moving
that

is

the catch.

with so finished artistry were welded not (and this seemed

some odd catastrophe) wedded.

The projection

the projection of image w^ere each in

20

and
and ran

of voice

itself perfect
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together perfectly as one train on two rails but the rails

somehow though functioning in perfect mechanical unison,
remained a separate, separate entities, fulfilling different
mechanical requirements. It seemed to me, astonished as I
was at both (beauty of face and mellow finish of song) that
each in some diabolic fashion was bringing out, was understressing mechanical and artifical traits in the other.
Each
alone w^ould have left us to our dreams.
The two together
proved too much. The screen image, a mask, a sort of doll
or marionette was somehow mechanized and robbed of the
thing behind the thing that has grown to matter so much

—

A

to the picture adept.

doll,

a sort of

mask

or marionette

about which one could drape one's devotions, intellectually,
almost visibly hke the ardent Catholic with his image of

madonna, became a sort
replaced by a wonder-doll,

of

robot.

Our old

doll

became

singing, with musical insides, with

may pull, with excellent wired joints. But
can we whisper our devotion to this creature ? Are we all
beings of infinite and pitiful sentiment ?
I didn't really
like my old screen image to be improved (I might almost
say imposed) on. I didn't like my ghost-love to become so
strings that one

vibrantly incarnate.

I

didn't like to assert

my

intellect to

any more than I should have liked Topsy (of
the old days) suddenly to emerge with wired-in legs and arms
and with sewed-on bonnet and really grown-up bead bag
dangling (also sewed on) from one wrist. We want, don't
we, our old treasures ? Or do we want a lot of new toys,
mechanical and utterly proficient ?
cope with

it
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O

know and

and admire. I do
think it is wonderful to hear and see. "Speaks for Itself"
reads the slogan on the folder. But do we want our toy dog
Do we really want our rag doll to
to "speak for itself" ?
stand up and utter ? Don't we, like the pre-fifth peoples
well, there it

is.

I

see

of Attica, of Crete, of the Cyclades treasure old superstitions

(even the most advanced of us) and our early fantasies

Take away

our crude upright

pillar,

take

?

away our carved

symbols of Demeter and our goat-herd chorus, said pre-fifth
century Athenians and you rob us of our diety. Haven't
we been just a little hurt and disappointed that our dolls
have grown so perfect ?
Well, that is for you to say and you to say and you to say.
We each have an idea and a sentiment. We are all sentiment when it comes to discarding dolls for (it seems incredible)
robots.
Don't look so nice, and sing so nicely at the same
time, I want to scream at Raquel Meller, for I seem to be
about to be done out of something. She is doing everything.
I want to help to add imagination to a mask, a half finished
image, not have everything done for me. I can't help this
show.

I

am

facial

beauty

mask,

it is

art,

high

completely out of
perfected.

is

it.

This screen projection

a person, a personality.

art,

but

is it

our own art

(or hasn't it been) of inter-action

?
?

to our conventions, our intellectual

to acclaim such
fall in
2-2

silly

This acting, singing,

That

is

not a

Here is
Isn't cinema art a matter
We have grown so used
censors have allowed us

and sometimes vapid

is

just

figures.

it.

You may

love said our censor with things so patently outside
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the intellectual scope of your

with

gilt curls

realities.

You may

fall in

love

or a sailor doll or a brainless sombrero image.

For these were masks, images

of

man, images

of

women, the
up with

undistressed, all tricked

feminine, the masculine,

all

suitable accoutrements.

Then we sank

into light, into dark-

cinema palace (we each have our favourite) became
We depended on light, on some sub-strata
of warmth, some pulse or vibration, music on another plane
too, also far enough removed from our real artistic consciousness to be treated as "dope" rather than accepted in any way
We moved like moths
as spiritual or intellectual stimulus.
in darkness, we were hypnotised by cross currents and interacting shades of light and darkness and maybe cigarette
smoke. Our censors, intellectually off guard, permitted our
minds to rest. We sank into this pulse and warmth and were
recreated.
The cinema has become to us what the church
was to our ancestors. We sang, so to speak, hymns, we were
redeemed by light literally. We were almost at one with
Delphic or Elucinian candidates, watching sjnnbols of things
that matter, accepting yet knowing those symbols were
divorced utterly from reality. The mask originally presented
hfe but so crudely that it became a part of some super-normal or some sub-normal layer of consciousness. Into this

ness, the

a sort of temple.

layer of

beams

self,

by hypnotic darkness or crossemotion and idea entered fresh as from the

blurred over

of light,

primitive beginning.

Images, our

dolls,

our masks, our gods,

Love and Hate and Man and Woman. All these attributes
had their more or less crude, easily recognised individual
23
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]\Ian and Man and Man.
Woman and more
and more and more Woman. Bits of chiffon became radiantly significanc, tiny simple and utterly trivial attributes
meant so much. Or didn't they ? I mean that is what the
moving pictures have done to us sometimes. We are like

complements.

Athenians waiting for our Aeschylus, our Sophocles,
our Euripides. We are being told that the old gods won't do
pre-fifth

and we know they won't do reallj'. \\e must have
ment and perfection and more intricate machinery.
I

know

that this

is

quite right.

I

utterly appreciate for instance the

do know.

immense

the Movietone in certain circumstances.
perty there would be no

I

Xow

know and

possibihties of

were used pro-

more misunderstandings

stance (or there shouldn't be) of nations.

what

If it

I

refine-

mean

for

in-

that five

America should do more for
the average intelligent English mind than ten weeks on that
continent.
Look at
Lindy ". Xow we have all seen this
charming gentleman, ahghting, arising, swooping a httle,
crowded and pushed and pulled here and there and which
way. But did we know ''our Lindj^*' till we saw him, till
we heard him at the Xew Gallen,' Mo^4etone performance ?
'Xolonel Lindberg's departure for Paris and reception in
Washington" read the second number on our programme.
The first bit (''departure for Paris'*) showed blatantly the
flaws of the excellent Movietone.
I mean the crowds cam.e
up in funm' little squeaks and whistles and gasps. Someone
whisthng (I suppose at random) somewhere, cut across vital
and exaggerated while more important factors of group surge
minutes
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I call

"bottled*'
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and voice rhythm were blurred over
ticularly impressed

by that

as

The buzz and
we were not par-

utterly.

whirr of the plane wheels was excellent but

we have been

so long famihar

with the same sort of thing adequately represented "off"
at the average cinema.

The plane buzzed

off

dramatically

but the shoe "departure for Paris" was really only the sometopical budget number somewhat more skilfully
But that "reception in Washington" should
teach statesmen better. I mean look and look and look at
what I call "bottled" x\merica and look and look and look.
Turn on that reel ten thousand times and then talk to me of
international understanding.
Does the average Englishman
understand the average American (I say average) and vice
versa ?
Can they ? Do they ? If you want to understand
America, I feel like saying to Lord Birkenhead (who made an
address, 5 on our excellent programme) go (or come) and look
and look and look at this particular reel, "and reception in

what usual
presented.

Washington".
with the best

Nations should understand (but the\^ won't,
of intentions, do) nations.

so simple really

if

we

really

wanted

It

would make

life

really, really to unders-

tand anybody. Where would be our speeches and our receptions and our conferences and our gatherings ?
Half of hfe
would be out of an occupation. If we could not sit up nights
hating Enghshmen or Frenchmen or Italians or Spaniards
or Americans (or Americans) where, where would all our
energy and our spirit flow to ? I mean where would we get
to

?

We

would

be,

like

pre-Periclean /Vthenians,

I

fear^

reaUy ready for an Art Age.
25
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and Ahrt age. Yes, we would be
ready for an art age. Turn on a thousand times and go on
turning bits of "bottled" Germany, and "bottled" America^
kings and presidents and the reception by varied peoples of
varied kings and generals and senators and presidents and
Art, art, ahrt

we

will

and

arrrt

understand each other.

Nations are in turns of

and that

where the MoviePeace and
love and understanding and education could be immensely
aided by it. The Movietone outside the realm of pure sentiment, treated from a practical viewpoint is excellent in all
particulars.
Oh, how we could understand if only we wanted
to understand, each other.
Take the president's voice for
instance.
In it is an America (or should I say the America)
that many of us, even though natives of its eastern sea-coast
never meet with. The words of President Coohdge cut across
London mist and our Europeanized consciousness like dried
brush crackling in a desert. Arid, provincial, pragmatic
wrists, in intonations of voices

is

tone can do elaborate and intimate propaganda.

and

plain

it

held singular vitality.

I

mean

(speaking

all

too

Lord Birkenhead, standing in a garden before a
oak trees (or it ought to have been, if it wasn't, oak
trees) was really bottled "England" just as the president with
his arid talk of republicism and his "man of the people" stunt
was "bottled" and then distilled America. The Germans,
we are told, are delighted and rock with mirth at the screen
aspect of the French president. Well, let us rock and scream
and laugh at one another. Laughter precludes a sort of
affectionate acceptance.
Let us laugh but let it be in temples.
personally)

hedge
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in gatherings,

the group consciousness

at the

is

mercy

of

Screen and Movietone.

Let us understand one another.
Let the Movietone become a weapon in the hand of a Divinity.

Understanding was

the diety of Athens,

Mind and Peace

Know

and Power and Understanding.

thyself (we all know)
Beauty and Inner Understanding (which is mantic) and more Beauty and Art in the
abstract that we all hope for.
This new invention seems an

says the diety of Delphi,

who

instrument of dual god-head.
before our eyes.

We

is

A

miracle

is

literally unrolled

are too apt to take divinity for granted.

Understanding, Athene with her olive wreath, another sort

and

power of
Here is an
instrument of twin divinity. Tone and vision, sight and
sound, eyes and ears, the gate ways to the mind are all appealed
to.
We are visionaries, we may become prophets. We are
adepts, moving at will over foreign lands and waters, nothing
is hidden from us.
Apply the Movietone to questions of
education and international politics and you will do away
with revolutions. Well, there it all is in a nut-shell, "bottled".
But are we ready for so suave simplification ? Some of us
will grow in outer and in inner vision with the help of this
invention.
Others will be left cold as they would be left
inert before another Mons or Marathon.
Yet it stands to
reason that a new world is open, a new world of pohtical
of understanding, Helios with his justice

divination, are both eager for

new

understanding, of educational reform, or art
even.

his

neophites.

Art, I repeat unparenthetically,

(in its

pure sense)

may in its pure essence
27
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be wedded not merely welded to
pointed in Raquel

]\Ieller.

art.

By some

I

felt

frankly disap-

ironic twist of ps^xhic

it seems impossible to be luke-warm, to be "almost
good enough'', Madame Meller does not lack power and personality.
But some genial sub-strata of humour or humanity
seemed wanting. ]\Iechanical efficiency, technique carried
to its logical conclusion do not make divinity.
I felt however
in Xina Tarasova and ]\Iiss Gertrude Lawrence (numbers 7
and II on our programme) a full-blooded vitality that nothing
can diminish. ]\ladame Tarasova registered sorrow and despair with almost oriental subtlety
though her gesture was
obvious, her real artistry redeemed her curious appearance
her bulk, unwieldly as our now familiar Chang elephants only
served by some ironic 'twist of circumstance to increase our
appreciation.
The grandeur of voice in this case seemed healing and dynamic.
Madame Tarasova, magnified to the size
of Big Ben almost, became as hugely interesting.
One laughs,

laws,

;

(or

used

beetles

to)

at scientific projections, lizards like dinosaurs,

exaggerated out of recognition, gargantuan night-

moths, flower petals that would enclose Cleopatra's Xeedle.
laugh hysterically at these things, but now we take

We used to
them

for granted.

So for the moment the spectacle

of

an

operatic singer complete with voice strains our creduhty.

Voice and bod}' beat and pulsed with what dynamic energy-.

We

laughed of course. But as I say, didn't we use to laugh
somewhat the same fashion at the exaggerated antics of
enormous ants and hornets ? We are used to nature, expanded and ennobled past all recognition, now we must again

in
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readjust and learn to accept calmly,

man

magnified.

Man

magnified, magnified man, with his gestures, his humors, his
least eccentricities stressed to the point of almost epic grandeur.

Art to conceal

revelation than art revealed
to speak

by

this

recreates until
slightest flaw of
It is

Is

art.
?

any more damaging

there

Art

cut open, dissected so

is

Movietone creates and
that nothing can remain hidden, no

odd instrument.

we feel
movement

odd how damaging

or voice or personality undetected.
this

double revelation

is

to

some

otherwise (we should think) unassailable artistes, while others

emerge unscathed and smihng. Gertrude Lawrence for instance endured this double ordeal with
The screen Gertrude Lawrence, at first
wit and subtlety.
sight a shm mannequin, became animated with fluid inspiraHer gesture and her speech blended, in this case comtion.
The pure artist perhaps cannot be assailed,
pletely wedded.
and certainly ^ladame Tarasova and Miss Lawrence stood
apparently not so

fine,

this trying ordeal vahantly.

There

it

is.

We

stand by our

own

gods, like or dishke,

at.
no
We cannot weigh and measure our aftections, we cannot
count and label our wavering emotions. 1 liice this, you like
Personally,
that, X or Y or Z like something different.
though I admit the briUiance of this performance, I was not
I think for a long time we have pertotally won over by it.
haps unconsciously, accepted, as I said earher, the cinema
So I say yes to anything Laving
palace as a sort of temple.
to do with reahty and with national aft^airs and with educa-

there

is

possible strict

standardization to be arrived
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tion then the Movietone

is

perfect.

The outer

vision, yes^

should be projected, the outer sound, yes, should be amplified

and made accessible. Everyone should have access to great
music as easily as to books in libraries. This Movietone
It is excellent
places people and things, catalogues them.
as a recorder, as a corrective of technical flaws, or as a
of

indefinitely

this

protracting

artistic

perfection.

magnascope can be dissected and analysed.

means

Art under
As an in-

strument of criticism, yes, as an instrument of international
As a purveyor of ideas
and even ideals, yes. But somehow no. There is a great
no somewhere. The Movietone has to do with the things
outside the sacred precincts. There is something inside that
understanding, yes and yes and yes.

the Movietone would eventually
for
Is

many

of us.

That

is

I

think,

destroy utterly,

the whole point really of the matter.

our temple, our inner place of refuge, to be crowded out
like men, not masks, not images, that are so dis-

with gods

some odd way
some divine animation ? If I see art projected
too perfectly (as by Raquel Meller) don't I feel rather cheated
of the possibility of something more divine behind the outer
symbol of the something shown there ? The mask in other
words seems about to be ripped off showing us human features, the doll is about to step forward as a mere example of
mechanical inventiveness. We cannot worship sheer mechanical perfection but we can love and in a way worship a thing
(like Topsy with her rag arms) that is a sjnnbol of something
that might be something greater.
guised, so conventionalized that they hold in

possibility of

30-
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We

feel fearful

that our world

may

be taken from us, that

half-world of lights and music and blurred perception into

which, as
darkness.

much

I

Like a

reality, too

potentialities.

with and

moth into summer
moth really we are paralysed before too
much glamour, too many cross currents of

said earlier the being floats as a

There

is

too

much

really for the soul to cope

you and
I and Tom Jones and the shop girl and the barber and the
knife boy have sometimes felt threatened with odd maladies.
We want healing in blur of half tones and hypnotic vibrant
darkness. Too mechanical perfection would serve only I
fear, to

all

these out-reaching

odd

soul-feelers that

threaten that world of half light.

We

hesitate to

and treasures, fearing we may lose
our touch with mystery by accepting the new (this sort of
Euripidean sophistication) in place of the old goat-herd and

relinquish our old ideals

his ribald painted chorus.

H. D.

JANNINGS

IN

THE WAY OF ALL FLESH
Father wakes, stretches, gets up. (This takes some time.)
The children wake. There are six of them, so this also takes
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some time. The last two,
But Father is quite old.
beards, however,

knees are

stiff,

so

as their cot shows, are quite young.

He has a beard. Germans have
when they are quite young. Yet Father's
Father must be quite old. Where is Mother?

She would explain, but she is not here.
Never mind. We must watch the children doing their
Perhaps there is no Mother ? Or perhaps she
exercises.
of Stone and does not love her children well.
Heart
a
has

Which is it
They are
Brush,

be

spit,

?

all in

gargle,

—but no, here

member

the bathroom now. Father superintending.
spit.

she

is

Very

pretty.

saying breakfast

her from Stella Dallas, the

in Mother.

So

if

Belle Bennett

is

The Mother must
is

ready.

woman who

You

re-

put the Love

kept downstairs with the

breakfast while the camera follows her husband's nursemaid

bathroom, something stronger than mother
It is father-love.
All that business
love must be at work.
with the children was not the Smile that hides an Aching
Heart. It was Father feeling holy, rituahsing the toothbrushing and earwashing. Father is a Simple Soul.
But why that old man's walk, as if he were bowed b}' the
cares of the world ?
Well, he is a big man, and that is the
way of all flesh upon knees. Also, Father is Jannings and
Jannings is Preparing the Way for something. The walk and
the beard they have been made to catch our e^^e, so we must
wait.
But we wish the walk was not so irritating. It has
caught our eye by being unlovely and it is a pity we must wait
until some significance atones for it.
The director has not
activities in the

—
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He

is Victor Fleming and he is doing his
America can appreciate a Great Artist
America can be German too. That is why the fihn
too.
You rememis taking so long, why we are watching so much.
pounding,
pounding.
that
The
It
is
Uke
Vaudeville.
ber
method gives a number of "moments", and we admire Jannings for taking longer, say to light a cigar, than we had beheved possible. He has control, he can draw out details to their
breaking point. But what is it all leading up to ? Where is
that inner quality that makes these details if not aesthetic,

succeeded here.

best for Jannings.

;

expressive

We

?

are too restless.

It isn't, is

it,

that

we

are quick, can

more easily ? that for us one symbol, not six, suffiOne child, as it w^re, being washed, not six. No

see things

ces

?

it is

that

;

we

are so used to the quick-lunch counter,

when we

appreciate a banquet
is

saying,

We

—taste the

get

finer essences.

it.

That

Watch

is

we cannot

what the

fihn

Jannings.

That is why the film was made and in order
that we may watch him, the duties of father and mother,
the smacking and sanitation of his children, are combined
must.

;

in him, while his wife is left as a rather fidgetty governess
of flicking her hands.
You have to
end of them, and then they are rebuking.
Or a handkerchief and they are weaving goodbye. But
the ruler and handkerchief are called into play not by the
hands but by their surroundings and by our need for them
to be doing something when they flick.
Belle Bennett can
be better than this. But watch Jannings.

whose gestures consist
imagine a ruler at the

—
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Breakfast

is

One

over.

child has been

smacked and one

has been carried out with the usual apprehensive gestures.
You simply must not think of Chaplin now, it would be fatal.
The children are given their satchels and Father sets off with
his attache case.

case

is

also,

A

The point

that the Little

if

Men

illustrated

will

you hke, that August

by the

one day be Big
Schilling

is

satchels

Men

like

and

Dad

;

a child at Heart.

Simple Soul.

Father goes with that click-click step to his Respected.
He puts on his working coat, takes off
By these signs shall ye know the man. He pats
his cuffs.
Position at the bank.

his beard.

This beard

is

the symbol of respectability, of

When

pride in being a Family Man.

you

There

are anticipating.

seeing, don't, I

beg you,

let

it

goes

—but stop, stop,

quite enough

you cannot help
your imagination go on ahead.

is

rebuking an office-boy for stealing sixpence. He
Home
explains that one step may cause one's dow^nfall.
Rubbish home chat. AH this is supposed to give
truths ?

Jannings

is

;

an

air of reality.

But

it is

We

are seeing

a series of acting tricks.

how he

lives,

aren't we.

Where is that inner quahty

?

We're not with Segrave we're on a
It moves slowly but it grinds everj^thing.
steamroller.
is in its direct path it grinds exceeding small,
that
Everything
Yes, it must be a good picture to make
like the mills of God.
you think of that.
Don't be in a hurry.

Jannings

is

;

home again, asking his favourite son to play his
You think at once, this is the last time Father

favourite tune.
will see his

34
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That Wegenlied

is

dramatic.

See, he is
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going out

Perhaps he leads a double

!

life.

Again the film

He

reproves you for the filmishness of your mind.
club,

He

bowling.

He

wins.

pats his beard.

seen Werner Krauss bowling too, in Die Hose.
liked

him

better,

though

He

beer.

His wife

is

We

have

Perhaps we

Father enjoys his victory.

They want Jannings

? ).

won't, he says, thank you.

Will he, won't he

at his

Now

his play wasn't so spectacular.

they are having drinks.

was good, wasn't he

is

to

( Krauss
have more

Just one, they urge.

?

on the telephone.

He

Clearly, he did.

will

come home drunk. Happy honest Father will come home
Drunk. You are wrong this film is not a bad film. Why
won't you realise that ? Wifie was answering the bank.
You must not go thinking ahead like this. Watch Jannings.
;

It's all

very slow, but there's plenty of

mind occupied
does

it

?

Yes,

It finds it

?

I

know

;

it.

Why

isn't

your

easy to disconnect from the eye,

but Watch Jannings.
This

sent to Chicago with important bonds.

He
is

is

being

the train.

A Bad Woman

Ear-rings and feather
is opposite Jannings.
This is before the w^ar.
boa and picture-hat you know.
She wouldn't take us in, but she takes herself in and, more
important, she takes Father in finally.
Not at once.
Nothing happens at once. That is where they think they've
got psychological subtlety, but they haven't.
Jannings

—

—

has lost his ticket.

Ah

!

it is

in his case with the bonds.

entrusted with bonds, would button
hide

them

—

^we

them up,

sit

We,

on them,

wouldn't put them with our ticket that

are going to bring out in a

crowded

carriage.

we

But August

is
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Although he makes proverbs to the

a Simple Soul.

boy, what does he

The hussy

is

know

Wicked World

of the

after the bonds.

office-

?

She captures August.

She

laughs a great deal, throwing her head back, wagging one

She wouldn't take us in, but she takes Father in.
When this film is shown, people will probably say that
Belle Bennett and Phyllis Haver are too "stagey" compared
with Jannings' mar-vellous naturalism, "out of the picture."
forefinger.

—

But the

picture

is

Jannings

;

his wife

and

this

woman

are

seen through his eyes (that is why they are obvious). These
images are not representational, but expressive, and that
must be remembered. It is one of the few technical subtleties
of the film. Elsewhere the camera records, and that is enough.

The minx flatters Father into having his beard off. (She
does not want to be suspected nor to have him recognised).
They go to a Haunt. They Drink Too Much. Watch Jannings.
Do you remember the elephant in Chang ? They
trampled the houses, broke them into bits (I am watching
Jannings)

—they made everything

clear,

but they

left

nothing

standing.

As he joins her, his walk is
So that was what it was that we should see how
different he looked when it was off.
It is thus a Great Character-Study. If he must look, (not seem but look) young and
abandoned at one point, make him look older before and after.
What art. The film has been conceived from the wrong end.
Jannings waking up in a sordid room is good. Jannings
dazed and bewildered is good Jannings. And so is Jannings
Jannings' beard has gone.

different.
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seized with fury at finding the bonds stolen.

He

fights the

on the railway track. By a very clumsy accident the
man is killed. Father stumbles off. He looks at the river.
He sees in the lights flaming accusations he sees them too
often, once or twice was enough to change Murgatroyd to
Murdered. A newspaper reports August's death "in defence
of his trust."
So he can never go home again. He takes to
selling chestnuts.
He grows a Beard again. You see, he is
thief

;

regretting

Years

The

Past.

a placard announces "August Schilling, the

later,

We

were right about the Wegenlied. Father gets a place in the gallery.
His son is not so great that a
beggar cannot, without waiting, walk into the front seat.
(Camera considerations). The encore is "a Piece my Father
great violinist".

taught me".

I

say

!

Jannings weeps over the gallery

rails.

Dirty, dishevelled, heartbroken.
It is

moving

?

So was Old

It is also

Bill.

funny, watching

new devices of prolonging the emotion. Father creeps
about after his family, watching them leave church. Snow
is falling.
Hazy effect on the old man's shoulders and hair,
contrasting with the sharpness of Belle Bennett's mourning.
He peers in at his own home (0, Stella Dallas ! ). There is,
we knew there would be, a Christmas tree. The Children are
very kind to their old Mother. Father is seen by a policethe

man.
rit of

Comerlongerme.

But the

Christmas, constable.

Bethlehem, but the feeling

We
is

violinist interveness.

Spi-

are spared the fade-out to

Young August has his
warm coffee, but he does

there.

dad's kind heart, he offers Jannings
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down

Is the

the street.

He

Father can bear no more.

not recognise him.

snow

feathers or salt

stumbles

?

There was a prison scene once. They cut it, but that is
was made. Everything you can think of. Pile

hov/ the film

Happy home

on.

it

What

I

too

much

poor old dad

Christmas

mean

is, it

to drink.

.

.

.the spirit of

touch of a vanished hand.

becomes funny

after a time.

There

is

a

hint of tears behind the deepest laughter, but there are positively guffaws behind this grief.

Give that Gulpy Feeling,

and you're an artist.
Well now, really. This is the Great Piece of Acting. But
what is the use and where is the beauty of it ? We do not
need the films for this. It ''made the directors cry". I don't
wonder. And isn't that a very easy thing to do, to make people cry

?

them by the beauty
is

them

Easier than making

laugh, or exhilarating

of the flow of images.

Jannings acting intensifies,
what I say about Jannings.

That
He can impress himself on the

it

does not transfigure.

general atmosphere, but he cannot express that atmosphere.

and he will swim put him in mud and he
sinks, he becomes mud.
The Way of all Flesh may deceive
because of the air of reality the cinema gives, but it is only
too truty all flesh. There is no spirit. Don't blame the
movies. Blame our minds. We're not ready yet. Here is
the instrument, and this is what we make of it.
There is the
Put him

in water,

;

reason for our tears.

Robert Herring.
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CRITICISM

AND THE FILM CRITIC
Probably French criticism of films is keener and more
So far as I am aware, there are onh^
serious than our own.
one or two books in English of a critical kind, the latest of
these being Mr. L'Estrange Fawcett's Films : Facts And
Iris Barry, in Let's Go to the Pictures, mentions
Forecasts.
eleven books on cinematograph}^ in her bibliography, but only
two of these contain the stuff of criticism. The others are
The best
educational, scientific, autobiographical, and so on.
is Vachell Lindsay's "Art of the Moving Picture", (now out
of print), and even Vachell Lindsay goes off his head occasionally (which is not a bad thing to do), especially when he
is writing about Douglas Fairbanks.
This paucity of critical work is the measure of our intellectual interest in motion pictures.
Perhaps the best attempt
to understand the theory and art of the film is contained in
a book called Naissance du Cinema, by Leon Moussinac.
I would also mention Le Cinema by Andre Delpeuch, and a
well produced work, UArt dans la Russie Nouvelle, which
Ed. Rieder has published, in Paris. Doubtless there are
others which I have not been fortunate enough to discover.
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The

field of criticism is

reason that,

any

it is

not yet explored, for the sufficient

not yet worth exploring.

In this countr\%

muddle.
do not mean by this that there is simple disagreement among
the critics. That is the one cheerful feature of the situation,
at

rate,

film criticism

is

in a state of chronic

I

and indeed

of

all

criticism whatsoever.

credo has been forthcoming to give clarity

to

what we read about

down,

first,

films,

and

I

mean

I

and consistency

think this

to the fact that the thing criticised

ing in direction

itself,

so that w^hen

new

that no

is

may

be put

badly want-

films are discussed

there are no solid reference points or "touchstones", as Matthew Arnold would have said, to give balance and ballast to
discussion.
Aesthetically and commercially films are still
in a state of chaos, and the business of bringing critical attention to bear on them is rather like trying to make a neat parcel of a broken egg.
Can't be done, my dear sir.
In the second place, criticism which is to be taken seriously
must be free, and the freedom of the critic in our particular
world is an open question. The weekly reviews, though they
say what they please about the drama, do not care, as yet^
to honour the film play in the same way, though they will
have to do so before long. The Sunday papers which count,
while giving a column to a plaj^ now and then which the critic
himself declares to be second-rate, look fretfully upon the
photoplay as not yet justifying sound critical attention.
I should be the last to dare the opinion that they were wrong
But one day they mil have to change it,
in this attitude.
thought for the time being resistance is healthier. The mo-
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tion picture world

is

crown

(too hastily) a

conceited enough, without being given
of wild olive

from the

intellectuals.

In the third place, I do not think sufficient allowance has
been made for the hypnotic influence of the film upon those
who criticise it an influence which has tended to give absurd-

—

ly disproportionate

praise to

a large

number

of ''master-

pieces" which have since gone into the melting pot.
I

use the phrase "hypnotic influence" a

it is difficult

Perhaps

little carelessly,

but

to account for the astonishingly fulsome judg-

ments that appear so frequently about current film productions.
I will give but one example, and leave the psychoThe Woman of
logists to fight it out among themselves.
Paris was certainly regarded as a superb and brilHant film
when it arrived a year or two ago, but to-day it is treated with
far less respect.
In fact, we don't yet know a good film when
we see one. We are incapabale of ranking a picture as mas^
in
terly,
as a permanent contribution to film literature
the same way, for example, as Mr. Birrell ranked "The Constant X}miph".

—

—

Fourthly, pictures are at present so overladen with tech-

and dispraise tends to centre round this
and to the neglect of others. Ideas ?
Who ever looked for anything so childish Yet Ruskin,
however suffocating and pompous many of his judgments
nique that
aspect of

all

praise

them

alone,

!

(however Victorian, according to our mind, that

is

to say)

was illuminating enough when he declared that the best
works of art were those which contained the largest general
stock of ideas, with due consideration to form and treatment.
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No

decent film criticism can

arise,

that

is

to say, until a

balance has been struck between the form and the content
of films, the structure

and the

idea.

"Vaudeville"

regarded as a masterpiece on account of

its

is

still

remarkable pro-

Only an ignorant person would dispute the
and its admirable acting.

duction values.

fine technical finish of this picture,

But who would

care to hazard

twenty years hence

its

place

among

films, say,

?

good film criticism we must obviously,
good films and in this venture the critic
has enormous influence. Bat his position is difiicult. It is
the daily papers, with their tremendous power, which make
or mar the picture, but it is the daily press which asks for new
The picture at whose first presentation
as well as criticism.
somebody gets up and "protests", or at which seventy-seven
members of the aristocracy are present, is from this point of
view a better picture than the one which is produced by Stroheim but has no princely or ducal eyes to admire it. Hence
we get reviews of films which are half criticism and half
something else. Sometimes we get brilliance and perception
amid this tangle, but the single and unshakable attitude which

we

If

and

the

are to see

first of all

critic

see

;

should take up, (not unmixed with

human

kind-

on the whole denied to him. In any case, there are
which no man of intelligence ought to be required to
review and, in the notice of which he does a positive disservice to his subject, and finally to himself. When a film critic
encounters a film he strongly disapproves, he loses his temper (which is admirable) but gives the picture the best adver-

ness)

films
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tisement

it

can have by a bitter attack upon

it.

Bad

pictures

should not be flattered but ignored.
In the meantime criticism should draw on and encourage
and make an imperative clamour for films of high merit.
And the only way to do this is to make it clear what is meant
by a good picture and encourage the artist-director (who
already learns), to go on. I once had the dubious honour of
running a symposium on this subject to which a number of
well-known authors contributed. Out of much that was
informing I drew forth the ultimate opinion that a Sainte
Beuve or Saintsbury was badly needed to clear up the muddle.
For if it is not the function of criticism to dispose of its
.material in order, to discover beauties and lay foundations
and build up a fine fabric of critical cloth, flinging away what
is not wanted, then some of criticism's main functions have
disappeared.
^

This indeed

what

it is

is

the business of film criticism

about and to

easy task, for we

may

let

functions of criticism need
matters.

So long as

The

us know.

It is

find that in one or

qualities of

now

:

to

know

by no means an
two respects the

some sort of reorientation in fihn
permanence must be estabhshed.

moves, the picture can be a tiger or a lamb. It
tame the tiger for the circumspect lawns of
modern civilization and to give food pasture to the lamb.
is

it

for the critic to

Ernest Betts.
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CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE
V
THERE'S NO PLACE LIKE HOME
Short of undertaking pilgrimages
of

new

films until they

we remain

become cheap

classics.

in ignorance

Not comple-

always hearsay. But these
films coming soon or late find us ready to give our best here

tely in ignorance for there

is

where we have served our apprenticeship and the screen has
made in us its deepest furrows. It is true that an excellence
shining enough will bring out anjrwhere and ever5rwhere our
own excellence to meet it. And the reflected glory of a reputation will sometime carry us forth into the desert to see.
But until we are full citizens of the spirit, free from the tyranny of circumstance and always and everywhere perfectly
at home, we shall find our own place our best testing-ground
and since, moreover, we are for The Film as well as for Films,
we prefer in general to take our chance in our [quarter, ful
IfiUing thus the good bishop's advice to everyman to select
his church, whether in the parish or elsewhere near at hand,
and remain there rather than go a-whoring after novelties.
The truly good bishop arranges of course that the best, selected novelties shall circulate from time to time.
Meanwhile in the little bethel there is the plain miraculous
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food, sometimes coarse, sometimes badly

but still
miraculous food served to feed our souls in this preparatory
school for the finer things that soon no doubt will be raising
the level all round. And we may draw, if further consolation be needed, much consolation from the knowledge that,
in matters of feeding, the feeder and the how and the where
are as important as the what.

Once through the velvet curtain we are
but

first

served,

at

home and on any

nights can glide into our sittings without the help

of the torch.

There

is

a multitude of good sittings for the

shaped like a garage and though there are nave and two
with seats three deep, there are no side views. Something is to be said for seats at the heart of the congregation,
but there is another something in favour of a side row. It
can be reached, and left, without squeezing and apologetic

hall

is

aisles

crouching.

The

third seat serves as a hold- all.

In front of

us will be either the stalwart and the leaning lady, forgiven
for her obstructive attitude because she, also an off-nighter,
respects,

if

arriving

first,

our chosen

sittings, or there will

a soUtary, motionless middle-aged man.

There

is,

be

in pro-

number of
sideways, arm over

portion to the size of the congregation, a notable

soHtary middle-aged male statues set
seat, half -persuaded, or wishing to

ed.

Behind there

is

be considered half -persuad-

no one, no commentary, no

causerie,

no crackling bonbonnieres. The torch is immediate^ at
hand for greetings and tickets and, having disposed ourselves
and made our prayers we may look forth to find the successor
of Felix making game of space and time.
Hot Air beating
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Cold Steel by a neck,

or, if

we

are late, an

Arrow

collar

young

man, collarless, writhing within ropes upon the floor of the
crypt whose reappearance will be the signal for our departure.

Perfection, of part or of whole,

we

shall rarely see,

no limit to vision and if we return quite empt}know whose is the fault. The miracle works,
of it works and gets home.
And sometimes one
of the "best" to date is ours without warning.
For any sake let everj^man have his local cinema to cherish
or neglect at will, and let it be, within reason, small.
Small
enough to be apprehended at a glance. And plain. That
is to say simple.
The theatre may be as ornate, as theatrical
as it likes, the note of the cinema is simplicity.
Abandon frills all ye who enter here. And indeed while dramatic
and operatic enterprise is apt, especially in England, to be
in part social function the cinema, though subtly social, is
robbed by necessity of the chance of becoming a parade
ground. One cannot show off one's diamonds in the dark.
Going to the cinema is a relatively humble, simple business.
Moreover in any but the theatre's more vital spaces it is impossible to appear in an old ulster save in the way of a splendiferous flouting of splendour that is more showy than diamonds. To the cinema one may go not only in the old ulster
but decorated by the scars of any and every sort of conflict.
To the local cinema one may go direct, just as one is.
For the local, or any, cinema the garage shape is the right
shape because in it the faithful are side by side confronting
the screen and not as in some super-cinemas in a semi-circle
but there

is

handed we
some part
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whose sides confront each other and get the screen sideways.
The screen should dominate. That is the prime necessity.
It should fill the vista save for the doorways on either side
whose reassuring ''Emergency Exit" beams an intermittent
moonhght. It is no doubt because screens must vary in size
according to the distance from them of the projector that the
audutorium of the super-cinema (truly an auditorium for

there

is

already

much

to be heard there)

is

built either in a

semi-circle or in an oblong so wide that the screen,

proportionately larger, looks

much

though

smaller than that of a

small cinema, seems a tiny distant sheet upon which one must
focus from a surrounding disadvantageously-distributed populous bigness.

ing screen

is

The screen should dominate, and its dominatone of the many points scored by the small

local cinema.

For the small
in tune

with the

in its fihns

and

local

cinema that

common

feelings of

in its music, there

will

remain reasonably

common humanity
is

both.

a welcome waiting in

every parish.

Dorothy Richardson.

FURTHER BRITISH PROBLEMS.
"

Xow

mind, the one thing

I

don't

want to

see

is

—your

face !"

To how many

film actresses,

and

actors,

would you have
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loved, at one time or another, to say that

you have been subjected

to

two hours

?

of

Sometimes when
enormous heads,

make

rehgiously pressing chins to throats in order to
nice

and

large, it

would be some

a criticism from your two-and-sixpenny

you may not be foohshly
there

is

Yet

seat.

(

Pray Heaven

led to do so, at least not so long as

a law of libel in this wretched country

!

have heard directors shout these very words through a

I

megaphone

in the stentorian tones peculiar to directors.

rectors are, of course, above
It is

the eyes

faint satisfaction to hurl such

Di-

any law.

not to one unfortunate delinquent that the directors

thus bluntly express themselves, but to two or three hundred

and 'actresses'. Strange to say the directors are not
torn hmb from limb, for these pathetic beings expect such
treatment. What does it matter to them that the most natural and expressive means of conveying emotions to an auThey have nothing to do with emodience is denied to them ?
'actors'

They are faceless puppets of British directors
Perhaps you may be tempted to put too light a value on the
mere 'supers' of a film. Recall then " Faust". The vivid and
striking personalities of the villagers in Faust's home town
will be remembered long after the film itself has been forgotten.
tions.

!

Remember

also the

crowds in Russian

wonderful character and fiexibihty of the
films.

In "The Golem" the crowds showed an extraordinary
ligence.

They moved

in

rhythms and

48

rhythms with

They gave the beautiful
being actuated by one creative mind. The director

the sureness of ballet dancers.
effect of

cross

intel-
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could play with the endless patterns and rhythms as on a
sical instrument.

How much

mu-

of the artistic success of the

was due to the crowd work must remain uncertain, but
how much the general effect of the film would have been lessened, if the crowd scenes had been treated with the average ineptfilm

ness,

may

well be imagined.

Not only can
into an

crowd scenes bind a good picture
but they can also save a mediocre picAnyone who has seen the Russian film,

intelligent

artistic unity,

ture from

itself.

^'AiUta" will have reahzed that.

How

sad then that the British super must be faceless

True, Jannings

managed

to express emotion through his

!

back

you picture a crowd of British extras
oh detestable word ) emotion with their backs ?
What British star has one tenth of the
Fantastic thought
technique of Jannings ?
Your patience having become by this time exhausted, you
will cry out, "What is all this talk about faceless men ?
Why
?"
I will answer you.
must British supers have no faces
"Because there are so few British studios."
Any active film producing centre attracts thousands of men
and women, of every nation, with a certain deadly fascination.
In Holly\vood the casting office can lay its hands on
negroes, Chinamen, dwarfs, bearded w^omen, at a moment's

in "Vaudeville", but can

registering

(

!

!

!

notice.

Men and women who

whom the director need not be

are tjrpes.

afraid to

Men and women

show upon the

screen,

men and women who defy detection because they are genuine.
On account of the enormous production schedules carried out
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by the film companies in America, these men are in constant
demand, and can afford to keep themselves in comparative
comfort.
Could they do so in England with its occasional
pictures ?
In England a super who specialized in jockey
parts might find that one racing picture was made in the
year.

(Let us hope, in passing, that directors will give the race
track a rest, and will they please note that the above was only

by way of illustration).
The more desirable men and women who might be willing
to seek film fame in the crowd are compelled to find work in
other occupations, and when their solitary chance arrives they
are unable to take

it.

How

can they leave their business for

a few days in such an incidental

manner

?

Thus

it is

that

crowd on earth. Casual laboursandwich board men, loafers, unem-

British extras are the queerest
rers of every description,

who are snatching another

ployed, and a sprinkling of 'society'

added to the growing list of exhausted sensations. I have mixed with, and spoken to, thousands
of these men, and the producer who dared to show their faces
on the screen, when they purported to be Chinese or Hindoos,
would undoubtedly raise a laugh with more in it than goodthrill

before film acting

is

natured heartiness.

They are indeed a motley throng
The only way the producer can suggest the exotic is by changing their clothes.
It may be the thought that nothing good
can come of such material that makes him do even this so
!

badly.
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shoes, while trousers, also unmistakeably occidental,
ly

if

demurepeeped from underneath their oriental brothers
Once again the hands of the British producer are tied even
they do not know it. Their crowds are colourless because
!

they are

faceless.

I

doubt

Have

But you may protest that

it.

the British film companies the initiative to build

sufficient floor space
it

hidden under

had

this difficulty

with the so-called British film revival.

will vanish

If

?

many

they have then they have kept

bushels in the past.

his last picture cut

by the middle

of

A

June

director

who

me

that

told

he could not begin turning on another story till September,
because he could not find a vacant studio. One company
for fifteen years has had to hire another studio each time thedirector wanted a big set because their own studio was of ridic-

An

ulously inadequate proportions.

art director complain-

ed to me the other day that the balance of his composition
had been completely spoilt. When the carpenters came to execute his design they were compelled to cut the top off his
set to

make

if fit

entire set in proportion
in

The labour of reducing the
would not appeal to British workmen

into the studio

any case no one thought

New

!

;

of

it

until too late.

when they are built, barely keep abreast of
In a few years they will be old-fashioned once
There is no idea of being a little in front of the times,

studios,

the times.

more.

have several plans and projected plans in mind when
All of them are too small, and most of them badI say this.
They should stand in their own grounds with
ly situated.

and

I
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facilities for exteriors and such scenes as lake scenes.
Then transport would be ehminated and organization made
Compare the vast studios at Neubabelsberg which had
easy.
its own Zoo, with some of the British studios in the most

ample

unprepossessing streets of outlying suburbs.

Wembley scheme matured. If...
No, I fear we shall always have too meagre floorspace.
Where would the technical men be found for enormous new studios ? Workmen assure us that the young men who went through
If

the

the war did not trouble later to apprentice themselves to skilled
trades.

I fear, too,

that England will find the same old crowds

turning up at the studios, no matter

how high the

quota.

The

former manager of a large circuit of British cinemas told me
that directly after the Films BiU had been outlined he was deluged with offers to come in with
A 'quickie' is an old film with a few

men

to

modem

make

'quickies'.

sequences insert-

no work for crowds in 'quickies', only for a handful of third-rate principals and the Enghsh market will soon
be flooded with them if these men have their way.
It is so easy to find problems for the British director, but
ed.

There

is

does the British director care
his assistant.

"Why

?

A British director once

does the camera

get such a large
?"

What's the camera for anyway
?
The answer he got was "What is the use

salary

:

sets

if

asked

man

of putting

up big

they are badly photographed ?"

Do British

camera angles or psychologDo they ? Do they respect art or even Ufe ?
ical stress ?
Some time ago an aeroplane had to fly through a French
52
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and drop bombs. Explosives were laid in the ground
and loose sand and earth, together with a few dummies, placed
on top. These mines were wired and fired from a central
switch board. Obviously it would have been too dangerous
to drop bombs from the plane as the crowd would not have
known beforehand where the explosions would take place.
The simple expedient of firing them from the ground gives
the same appearance on the screen, and the crowds are able
However lack of foresight
to give the mines a wide berth.
on everyone's part nearly caused a nasty accident. The explosion damaged the wings of the aeroplane, which was flying
street

fairly low.
The rather ludicrous result w^as that the plane
was within an inch of being down with its own bomb.
Did^the producer care ? Did he sympathize with the indig-

nant

pilot

?

He shook with uncontrollable laughter
On another occasion spectacular explosions
!

in a

war

film

The shots were taken but the
was displeased by the artificial way in which the
supers dodged the danger area. He ordered a second rehear-

nearly led to a catastrophy.
director

sal,

without explosions.

manded

In the middle he silently counter-

his order to the electrician.

There was true alarm

who

on the supers' faces that time.

One

or

two

had been

fell

on

their neighbours with

hit

by

clods of earth,

bitter reproaches

Maybe
seriously.

treat

-

!

it is silly

It is

of the extras,

to take directors, that

is

-

British ones, too

perhaps more philosophical and soothing to

them Uke a

certain expert «i diver.
J-
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This diver, with two others, had been called in for a parti-

The

cular sequence which later perished in the cutting room.

how they
were to dive. When he had finished, the other retorted softly, "I don't know what vou have said sir, but we will do it
director spent a long tirne explaining to the expert

OSWELL BlAKESTON.

MATINEE
The young man took

my

ticket

passed on to dark where curtains hid young
face powder.

towsled
it,

They had hung Greta Garbo,

staring

morosely.

It

and tore
girls

it.

I

smelling of

hair back

and

did not seem that that was

she would loom out not that way.

Here

is

the organ

playing brisk notes falling hke mulberries in a fountain and

drum sounds

clattering.

.

.

This

way

please,

her torch

young man had torn in
hands were red. The young girls
stood inside a curtain, my left eye was dazzled by hght
reshaping. Something was happening on that screen but
I had to watch carefully for the smiall dance and slanting
fugitive beam.
Greta Garbo, the young man, the black
frame.
A titter through the piles and huddled rhj^thm of
flickered over the half ticket the

half.
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More dram notes from the organ,
is that hght ?
An empty row of
plush extends before its ra^^ arm rests and the bright gleam
black

forms

sitting.

Where

lollop founder.

of a cigarette tray for a fractional space,

cones waving

down

darkness, palhd elongations shced

drifting cigarette smoke.
faces, I get

my left eye perceives

Beside

my

by up-

right eye are splashes,

photographic semblances of lives, peoples' thoughts

brush consciousness,

I

get

the different sense of different

minds seeing things differently, and two in the

annoyed because
enough,

I

I

got their annoj^ance, and a girl

looking at the film,

row were
was contrite
and a boy were not

got across their vision.

I

got that though

got that the}' were busy being in love,

I

I

I

did not see them,

got that,

I

I

crept along

the empty plush row and groped across a shoulder and collided
Avith a knee.

I

was

contrite, I said excuse

from the x\mericans, I was rather glad
and not sorry or pawdon. I sat down.
I

sat

down

in the dark,

seeing the

I

in a Uttle flurry,

had a

way

lot

on

it is

my

I

me

had

as I

had

learnt

said excuse

me

a job getting into a cinema

mxind

things should be,

I

I

was near to
had an inkhng.

thought

mean

I

I had got
had given me the clues,

I

Something was getting across to me,

peoples' impres-

sions, faces, splodges

I

was

receptive,

something was running in to me. I heard organ notes and
Greta Garbo would not loom out in that way, she was not that
Avay, her eyes were not real when they did that thing below
her eyebrows, but the light broken across my e^'es by glass,
by the glass of her frame on the stairs the fuschia coloured
Reginald Denny this is, he
stairs, that was interesting.
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funn\^

is

am

I

well this looks

getting right.

is

I Vv^as

I

getting impressions

have arrived at the end, apparently ever3'thing

like the end, I

am

saying getting right,

settling in.

the end,
there

is

am

it is

the end

it is

Reginald Denny.

Yes

beginning to get things.

shall miove

I

this is

toward the centre when it is over if
girl and the light, her small torch

The j^oung

a seat.

my

skidding over

ning to

I

torn ticket, this

way

please.

I

am

begin-

settle in

Curtains
Three climax chords, and the organ prolongs.
I can hear the suave mechanism, the End
.

.

slide together,

waves and bounces across them, vague hghts seep, one sees
architecture, one sees gold, and backs, one satin back in front
of me, a grej^ skirt (she is not going to move) I had collided
with her, grey skirt and a bag of black watered silk, a soft
gloveless hand clenched on the tortoiseshell clasp, a black
satin back, brown suit, Jew's hair, an empt}' seat, the row
goes on with two women then a woman and a man and a
young woman, light goes higher, ruddy, gold ornament,
flowers.

.... .Well,
the stage.

.

.

I

Vv'ill

now

get at something, here

that

is

is

the orchestra

wrong, they are going to do \'aude-

Xow

am most annoyed, that
what is the idea am^^va}',
they are seeing it all wrong, we don't want this sort of thing,
yes I know, here they are, one two three.
.a whole procession, yes dancers, and a bad show, and vaude\iUe is all wrong
in the movies, the}' shouldn't do that, one sees why they do
viUe,
is

now

just

that

what

is all

tYiey

wrong.

would go and

I

do,

.
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on the stairs,
getting the quahty of her e^'es all wrong, getting it all wTong,
they would go and do that, one sees their process of argument,
one sees they think they are improving their show with
this sort of thing, one sees they think these vaudeville
shows better than movies, the superior thing, what a clumsy
idea, they would go and do something like that. I camie
that, they did that with Greta Garbo, that stare

was beginning to settle in, I was beginning
to get at something, I was beginning to see things.
They will go and spoil it all, now this is too much, this is

to see a movie,

I

where the
to

sit

beside

me

hell are

my matches,

Well that

?

is

that fat

better, she

is

woman

gcing

might have sat

beside me, and she has already dropped her handkerchief,
w^ell

let

her drop her handkerchief,

I

don't

mind people

dropping their handkerchiefs in movie shows, there

dropped

my

one would

differently,

corridor,

I

Xo

cigarette case.

want

I

one would do

know,

I

all

have

I

this

so

know,

that long

want

to get that

to think that out today, I

long corridor, not that thing with arches, something simple,

Oh

not bare, simple.
blurring

in,

yes

all

here to be happy,
relinquishes.

well,

it's

restful sitting here, I

that colour, that hghting, people
there

One does

a feeling of freeness here, one

is

sink

in,

fade

in, I

was forgetting the

people behind me, they are watching the vaudeville, the

and the

girl

who were busy

somewhere out

drum

hoy

being in love are watching the

vaudeville, I used to think the
side

am

come

of sight,

man
I

notes, there's something so

with the organ sat 3± the

w^onder hov/ he does those

much more

right

and

intelh-
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gent about all that, I prefer the organ there's something
unspontaneous about the orchestra, you get it watching them
stuck up there in violet light, the organ vrooming and slightly
hurdygurdyish goes better, it marches, but the orchestra.
I know in straight photography you don't get the impressions
of things, aeroplanes for example, really aeroplanes suggest
.

.

and power and distance, one feels that when one sees
them blowing grass behind and the trousers of mechanics.
That's how I would do it, photograph the engines, superimpose close-ups of the blowing trousers of mechanics, and blowing grass, and glide the camera about near-to a little drunkenly
across wings and the body like an eye a little frightened, and
show in the same drunken way in peeps the blowing grass
You don't get the feeling you get really
and cloudy skies.
noise

.

.

.

.

.

Avhen they take a photograph simpty of an aeroplane starting,

you don't get the

mean much,
when you

feeling

you would

really have,

it

doesn't

the photograph doesn't get across what happens

are actually standing beside an aeroplane with its

engines going, and the thing to do

is

you have

of that aeroplane not to

graphs of

it

to get across the impression

simply turn some photoThe blown trousers and feet moving
across blown grass and blown wildflowers and something of
the usual delay, and a mackintosh blowing and surging, closeups of propellors and bustle
That's where they go
starting.

wrong, they don't get across the feeling of things, because
the external aspect reacts differently in a photograph from
the real thing, they got that well in the chariot race in Ben
Hur, thej^ did get the feeling one would have, it was not so
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much

the thing seen externally, but impressions, the gallop-

ing legs of horses, the freize of white rearing horse heads, the
blur of chariots following in the close ups, that
take, that

is

what

mean about

I

across

rigidly

pressionistic

room, and

tottering

want

to

would have

as that figure

along that

cox^ridor,

then

a long room, (not an ornate room, an im-

room

watching from

And

the line to

this long corridor, I

get the impression, the feeling one

hurries stooping.

is

I

think,) rigidly as

galleries,

pillars of

galleries

though people might be

must be suggested

in the

gaunt stone in the corridor, overlapping

so you cannot see between them,

or.

.

.

.the

camera

is

to hurry

along beside the figure so there will be glimpses through

perhaps rain beyond, not a vista.
.the camera can
round and swivel, get the hurrying figure from side and
front, hurrying and swerving with the figure
Oh it's Lya de Putti
Well now, this is better,
yes, yes, what a difference, what is it about the movie ?
There
is some definite hypnotism, something with the changing
forms and regroupings, it is a sort of abstraction, t he eliminI do
ation of colour IS ^definitely something to do with it,
badly,
eificiently
and
so
know they do this sort of thing so
the acting is so bad, and I often wonder how it came about
that people go to a show and are impressed and moved by
situations and tomfoolery that if they met in real hfe they
pillars,

.

.

skirt

would call incipient
Yes, well

insanity.
I

am getting something, I know

Greta Garbo in a frame with
eyes.

I

wonder

if all

glass,

and

it's

lovely,

light flung across

the cigarette trays screwed on

all

my

these
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seatbacks are polished, light caught one of them,
it

must be a job polishing them

quered,

now

I

am

all,

forgotten in the row behind that

behind barriers,

she

is

mind

the

air,

is

she

I

must

look,

expect they are lac-

beginning to get things again, they have

get the people behind, and not the

my

but

I

I

I

came in late, I seem to
young woman beside n:e,

think something in her

is

conscious

working, overhead currents, things do go on in

young person, but I beheve she has a
that uses up energy, there is barrier be-

a reposed

is

problem in her life
tween her and reception, I don't get her, but I get the people
behind, and I get a sense of people's attention directed on
the screen, but more than that, the feeling of the theatre,
there are deft arrangements in this theatre, and there are
girls with torches and fuschia carpets, and a slope to the floor,
it all means something, it is restful, there has not been anything much here but peoples' entertainment, yow have a sense
of obliteration, you are non-existent, you can sit still and your
mind works away, works awa3\
I was trying to get that corridor, and the figure hurr}nng
through, then starkly across the long room, then turning down
a narrower and darker corridor, finally into a room, I see that,
no L\'a de Putti, I didn't see it the wa\' you are coming down
those stairs, I see the value of stairs, I know you create form
\'ou get m)' mind to seeing other things, I am
not seeing Lj^a de Putti nor the others ^dth her, tYiey move,

and geometry,

there are probablj' points here

mean

things,

you

this figure cross a
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cross a

room

room

and

there,

but regroupings

want to make
up has no meaning-,

slowlj', well I

slowl}^ your close
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I see it

the face with purpose,

up

want the close up of that figure,
w^ould somehow contrive my close

has a meaning but
I

I

differently, along the corridor,

dark shced with triangles

dark and cubes and oblongs and parallelograms of half
dark and half Hght cutting and criss-crossing to fall and slant
across the face, keep the face moving, move the camera with
of half

the face
It's

there

not Lya de Putti
is

not illusion,

would have
sort of set,

it

it is

when you do that, it is a photograph,
simply Lya de Putti looking silly, I

thus and thus, and there

Lya de

is

the same thing with her as Greta Garbo.

Lya de

no need

for that

Putti looking short haired but they do
It

is

not even

silly, the illusion is not made, you don't
you would reaUy have looking at the

Putti looking

get the impression

photograph

of

Lya de

Putti,

the thing

is

to get over the

you would have, how do 3'ou do
accidentally ?
There are ways of beginning

impression

this

except

fi^Lms,
they
an atmosphere, scooped out of parts
of Uves, not begun elaborately with introductions, this
thing of Lya de Putti means nothing, there is something
quite different you get in the meaning of geometry and plastic tone depths.
Films should begin in the middle, end in
the middle, it is this summarising and explaining away, Greta

should start

with

Garbo for instance, Lya de Putti for instance. I wonder
what they thought of Lya de Putti as Anna Karenina in a blond
wig ? Of course how dreadful breaking up the feeling of
the cinema with that dreadful vaudeville. Vaude^^lle.
Lya de Putti, back to Lya de Putti, she did this same
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stunt in Vaudeville, they are so unimaginative, the}' don't
see the thing

is

to get the impression things

would make

on your mind, that aeroplane for instance, it gave one
no sense of journe}^ it had to be treated with blowing grass
somehow, 5^ou have to experiment about until you get the
right

effect.

I

am

setthng

in,

there

is

real

rest

in

the

cinema, your mind gets pure detachment, you get at things,
things get across to you, yes that walking across a room,
make it different, make it poignant with shadows or
psycholog^^ or what was that film with a street, they showed
a corner and no sk}^ and ramshackle stone buildings, and
only one long trail of creeper lifted slowly and wildly in the
wind. That meant something, there might have been not
much meaning but there was no sky and the one straight trail
lifted and fell, you heard dead leaves ratthng along gutters,
and the frothing of wind upon chimneypots. And 5'ou got
gloom and the feeling of desertion that might suddenly clatter
and give way to feet or noisj^ voices, but you got that normally here was an empty street. People have these ideas,
people do these things but here

is

Lj'a de Putti just looking

and all the dead platitudes. I am getting down to
I hke cinemas, H. D. is right light takes new attrihute.
H. D. saj's master of shrines and gateways. It is that,
shrines and gateways, one knows what that means, we have
seen light doing things.
I would have that figure and the
brush and deep folds of a cloak hurrjdng, tonal grej'S and dark
grej^s of stone and impression of galleries, there are different
ways, there are different ways to show what one means, one

tiresome,

something,
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can show what one means, I can see what it all amounts to^
we have great power behind us, something more than ordinary
power.

am

I

I

not

am settled in, I am getting things, I am seeing things,
seeing Lya de Putti, I am not seeing Greta Garbo,

than the boy tearing my ticket, than the
girl with this way please, the beckoning torch, the splodges,,
the faces behind me, less real, but aeroplanes and people
should give the impression, should create the illusion, there
they are

less real

ways and means, and here

are

doesn't grip,

it

it

is

efficient

camera work but

doesn't grip.

Kenneth Macpherson.

COMMENT AND REVIEW
Le
lui

film dort dans sa boite metallique, rephe mille fois sur

meme, substance

inerte, mysterieuse.

On

ne

pas grand, chose, car on n'en parte encore que sur

salt

de

lui

les affiches,

terme qu'on lui apphque, par defaut
de simphcite. II y a le titre en tongues lettres demesurees,
qui eveille la curiosite, fait naitre le desir. Ce titre caresse les
Superproduction... est

le

du public comme un parfum troublant. Des eloges pompeux dans les colonnes des journaux, ou Ton effieure la trame
sens
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evoquant une suite d'images ou Tart confine
au vice, naais ou tous deux sont si bien entremeles que le diable lui-meme n'en saurait faire la distinction. Et le grand soir
arrive... la lumiere transpose les petits rectangles magiques
sur la surface de neige de Tecran, creant une suite ininterrompue de tableaux, parmi lesquels se glissent, de temps a autre,
quelques chefs d'oeuvre. Une intrigue a pris corps. Les beautes,
les laideurs ou les platitudes du film sont tirees une a une de
leur obscurite, passent en hate devant le rayon lumineux,
apportent leur tribut au mouvement general, puis retournent
aussi brusquement qu'elles en etaient venues, dans leur prison

du

film en

circulaire.

La machine

origine la vie,

une vie

factice,

il

est vrai, impal-

pable, mais tout aussi reelle neanmoins qu'une creation
teraire,

laquelle ne presente

lit-

que des mots ingenieusement

combines, tandis que nous avons la des images plus suggestives.

Le

Livre, disent de

rieur, car

que

il

detract eurs

du

expose une infinite de nuances,

la pellicule n'est

cependant.

nombreux

La

que duplicata. La

litterature est certes

il

film, est

supe-

est art, tandis

realite est toute autre

un moyen puissant de

mais elle est au cinema ce que la description d'un paysage est au paysage lui-meme. La photographic
nous donne une liberte plus grande de sentir a notre tour. Le
texte est deja trop personnel pour que nous ne subissions pas
en quelque sorte sa loi. Les moyens d'expression en art cinemat ographique sont infinis. II y a plus de traits dans la nature
qu'il n'y aura jamais de mots pour les depeindre. L'image
est rimpression directe, la source de presque toutes nos sensa-

realisation d'idees,
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ne lasse pour ainsi dire jamais parce qu'elle est vie.
de meme d'un alignement de mots, si eloquents

tions, elle

En

est-il

soient-ils

?

Freddy Che valley.

SAUCY SUZAXXE
An

Ufa

film.

Ellen Richter again, set in a

but for

all

much too over-worked theme,

that Ellen Richter, and a witty production.

body should

see this film

when

possible

if

Every^-

only for the sake

and a beautiful artist.
and impossible, which after all, in such
a film, matters little.
Suzanne is an inn-keeper's daughter
in a tiny Rumanian inn.
Soldiers descend and drink, and
there is merriment, and a love-at-sight denouement.
The
"he" in the denouement is a nobleman. He gallops off when
of the incomparable Richter, a great

The story

is trifling

So

the bugle sounds, into the night.

much

in retrospect, for

time has elapsed since then, and Suzanne has become a

famous Spanish dancer, and
because the nobleman,

company
it

simply happen that

Xo,

Then a very much

it is

good.

A

But

we

has risen

impoverished, has joined the

as a crack rifleman.

back-stage story unfolds.

does

this vision of the past

now

is

it

in-the-rut,

done so very

are in a good

humour

well,

or

?

splendid effect of an elaborately staged
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revue

is

achieved with fades and mixes and superimposed

pictures, a margarine

magnate and

his family

and son are

caricatured Vvdth just that restraint you would almost never

The party given in Suzanne's honour
find in such a theme.
was a most sardonic and humorous touch. Oh, those relations
And Ellen Richter, with consummate wdt and consummate beauty and with acting so electric that it almost
!

gave

off

sparks,

made

slaves of the whole House.

she marvellous," you heard on every side.

"Isn't

She frohcks and

you are lifted off
protest or wonder wh}'

storms through the film like a cyclone

;

and haven't time even to
seem to matter that it is the old (almost doddering)
story of temperamental star and career versus Love.
The
thing goes with a swing, that is what matters. And Ellen
Richter matters. She is as great a comedienne as she is tra>
your

feet

!

It doesn't

See

gedienne.

it.

BOOK REVIEWS
The Motion Picture Cameraman hy E. Lutz.
This

we would

is

a useful

little

like to add,

purpose

Price 10

book, designed for beginners,

warmly recommended

/6.

and

to beginners.

is to give an outline of moving-picture photography with explanation of technical problems. ]\Ir. Lutz
wisely did not attempt too much, but what he has done is
well done, and anybody who reads it carefulty is bound to

Its
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have an outline knowledge
individual

is

specially well

and deserves very careful reading.

written,

clearly

of the principle of this highly

His chapter on lenses

art.

and
The

beginner must ruefully reahse that before he can go very far

he must understand about lenses
It

interestingly written,

is

and

;

here

is

his opportunity.

simplified with

Focal length need no longer be a nightmare.

ways

how

told

make

to

Much

set.

it is,

of hfe-size sets

of course,

He

much he has

Films

:

nothing

else,

Perhaps that is to
is indeed

reahse that there

to learn before he can begin to handle his

efficiently, or

Value for

will, if

and models in

merely outlined, and will

leave the reader brindling with queries.

the good.

are

How to use models is explain-

combination

of

You

and images, wild beasts walking

dow^n a busy city thoroughfare.
ed, as w^ell as the

are given

trick pictures, streets lighted at night,

ghosts, mirror reflections

one

You

which to experiment with focal lengths.

in

diagrams.

camera

with confidence as to the results of his w^ork.

its price.

Facts and Forecasts

by L'Estrange Fawcett.

Price

I guinea.

deahng with
view. Almost

It is a pity that there is still so little hterature

the films from any critical or technical point of
all

the books pubhshed to date apologise for themselves, or

even

if

they do not apologise, are not up to the minute as

regards outlook and perception.

There are a few completely
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technical books on cameras lenses, etc., useful but not always

simple enough for beginners, or else completely uninspiring.
:

21

contains

/-s.)

by T Estrange Fawcett

Facts and Forecasts

Films

attitude of

many

mind

points of value, but

it is

(Bles.

marred by an

or point of view belonging rather to 1914

than to now.

Much

of the information is of great interest, particularly

the statement that the big American cinemas pay their rents

by

letting out the buildings

forbidden in London.

Why

?

above the cinema

;

Curiously enough,

a practice

many small

bookshops catering to the more intelligent sections of the
public have told the same story they let out the rooms over
the shop to pay their rent, and thereby can afford to consider
:

The

the tastes of the minority.

detailed description of the

American cinemas, the discussion upon the evils of bhnd
booking, of the state of the Canadian, South African and
Austrahan markets, are valuable and should be known much
more widely than they are. But it is a pity that so obvious
a distaste for many forms of modern life is allowed to obtrude
upon the excellent summary of economic facts.

One does

feel

that here

is

a

deeply and conscientiously.

man w^ho has studied the screen
He does not mind, for instance,

saying quite definitely "Confusion has reigned supreme on

almost every occasion when

I have visited a studio, be it in
London, or Berlin." This, and many facts
laid bare for the first time, stand on their own ground and are
indisputable, but complete confidence is shaken, and a number of statements called into question by a none too sparse

Los
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peppering of such comments as "If circumstances had allowed
us to develop along our own hues steadily and surely, if the

war had not checked our production at a crucial moment,
the British film might have retained as significant a place as
the British theatre. We should probably have had little
difficulty in selhng our pictures abroad, because they would
have been unusual and distinctive." So far as an unprejudiced
observ^ation of the British theatre can penetrate, the British

theatre
tainly

neghgable from any artistic standards. It cernot "unusual" nor " distinctive". Such a statemicnt

is

is

much that is sheer comm.onsense and much
uncommon interest arrives as somewhat of a shock.

coming on top
that
It

is

of

of

puts one on guard and makes acceptance of the work

acceptance with reservations.

Patience in compilation, care

and forethought are aU in evidence. It certainly is a book that
no follower of the film should miss. There is something to
learn for everybody, and there should be mmch debating on
the strength of

it.

iVcceptance with reservations

!

7,

Rue de l'Od^:on

PARIS VP

LA MAISON

DES AMIS
DES LIVRES
Adrienne Monnier

LIBRAIRIE

SOCIETE DE LECTURE
La Maison DES Amis des Livres is indisputably the founder of the present bookshop movement. It introduced two great principles which
have now been established the first, of a moral
((

:

order, demands that the bookseller be not only
cultivated but that he or she undertake the task
of a veritable priesthood the second, of a material order, reposes on the practice of the sale and
loan of books.
The Library of the Maison des Amis des Livres
is today the most complete and the richest library in existence.
It possesses a great number of
works that are out of print. There one finds all
the Moderns up to the most extreme, and all
the Classics. »
;

VALERY LARBAUD
(La Revue de France;

12,

Rue de l'Od^on

PARIS VP

SHAKESPEARE
AND COMPANY
Sylvia Beach

BOOKSHOP
LENDING LIBRARY
PUBLISHERS OF " ULYSSES

doing a service in pointing
out the most complete and modern Anglo«

I

shall be

American

libraries that Paris possesses.

Shakespeare and Company run by
Miss Sylvia Beach whose role as publisher and
propagandist in France of the most recent
English and American works assures her from
now on an enviable place in the literary history
of the United States, and who assembles the
« It is

among the young English, Irish and
Americans who are temporally in Paris. »
elite

VALERY LARBAUD
(La Revue de France)

Do

not miss

th

CIVILIANS
by Bryher
"What

part have civilians in

war ?"

realise here is not a searchlight merel}-,

It is this questicn

asked ty the author that rcakts

but an cx3--aceteline flame burning to the

c

veT\- heart

Wartime England.
"So war began with- cheering and ended with drunkenness. What about Berlin ? What
tlie defeated ?
What for all of to-morrow ? There was nothing to do for those not drunl-: \
to go to bed.
As they had gone to bed on August the Fourth. There was a lot of ruin in
tween. Where did the old code lead ? Be a good wife, be a good mother, be a good citizen

1

1

to this

—drunken men cheering in a war, drunken women cheering out a war.

Isobcdy

carii

People dying, even civilians dj'ing". Or again
"Your King and Country Need You, screamed the posters. Well they were learning n
what king and countrj' was. "You bloody bastard,. .' the sergeant began, and the cane descer
ed again, full between a horse's ears. The rest of the sentence was lest in the jingling cf the rei
Children in prams sat and watched "the soldiers"...
"It's a shame," scmecne in the cro^
yelled...
"Not so good for recruiting to do that in the open," an cfficer was saying. ... T
recruits galloped along the Row.
On hoardings black robed mothers with white hair prodc

nobody- responsible.

:

'

their sons toward baj'onets."

This is a vivid and remorseless book of the War, unique in every wa}'.

A

great book.
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tale of the outer Hebrides, a small island

.

L,

—a treble clang.

and.
is

{

.

.

.eyes.

.

.

.

It

was easy

"where things happen." "Fear struck a note in
hand filling the dusk, stretched down to him.

to apprehend a

.something

not joy that waits for you here.

hen he shook his throat from the upturned collar of his weatherproof and regained price,
was a club foot of rock and erosions had continued it in a leg. The family strcnghold

re

It was an attempt at shelter from Atlantic
wind made arcs and tormented it with catcalls.....
ht set off across the sea like an expedition. Something would happen. Rising, he felt the
"
i shake under impact.
Tide crashed against his feet
.leads to an immense

on the instep, wary with watchtowers.

set

s,

_

seen oaly obliquely from the sea, bat the

.

lax

.

:

woman out of here," said Mannering, "someone take her away and attend to her."
Marmering bowed down her head and wept terribly. She gained control at once. Aggie
tt was screaming down the corridor, more and more faintly, "it was an accident, my finger
My finger nail. ..." A grim impassivity fell upon the rccm. The candles guttered
an absorbing and tragic tale, capturing the true island
^iedly in strong draughts."
Price
;e of sea and weather and emotions "on this island hybrid and unfeasible."
Get that
.
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1927

IS

BY THE EDITOR
At

last I too will

quote names.

Would it be fair to Epstein if the London County Council
calmly knocked off the famous hands of Rima without so

much

word

of their intention to him,

simply

because the hands were not in accordance with their

artistic

as breathing a

Or a nose off a Greek god in the British Museum
?
same reason ?
Would it be fair to Augustus John if everybody emulated
the late Lord Leverhulme and sent him back his portrait of
them with the head cut out ?
Would you call it fair to Osbert Sitwell or Andre Gide or
Thomas Mann if any one pubhshing translated editions carved
up the chapters and disembowelled the contents out of recogconcepts

for the

nition

?

What
art

and

sort of chance,
artists, for

if

this

were done, would there be for

thought, philosophy, reason, beauty, jus-

5
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tice

?

Well,

quite

it is

unspeakable, incredible

beyond argument, you can see how
and fantastic such procedure would

You might even call me mad for suggesting it. What
an outcry when anything is remotely attempted in this way,

be.

what societies for protection of rights exist, how safe you are
if you write or paint, compose or carve.
Yet (yes, I am sure
you are there before me) men who make filmis are expected
(but not asked) to suffer the bitterest insults and undergo the
deepest humiliation in respect of their creative work.

Any cheap

nonentit}/ in official status can at wdll

work

des-

perate havoc with beautiful work, snipping wildly in every

is

Any

judgment backed by official
openly and acknowledgedly permitted to hack its

direction.

illiterate

prejudices across the

work

of genius

;

scissors
stifling

genius that has spent

long hours in the cutting room, perfecting, adding final touches,
(as

Epstein might polish lovingly or Piccasso add minute last

flicks of

the brush)

justification.

middle of his

is

subjected to indignities beyond any

Somebody hacks a thousand
film,

then announces calmly "That

dozen

feet

from the

destroying balance, destroying everything,

filthy sub-titles to

is

the mutilated continuity.

Adds perhaps a
and clumsily explain

better".

make up

for

Translate

terms of any of the other arts and

its

such procedure into
monstrosity hits you

For nobody can go on any longer pretendin its new aspects on a par with the old
seaside "Fun Halls" with the automatic peep shows.
It was,
but that is over. That attitude to the cinema should have
passed with the general passing of the lath and plaster, pseudo

between the eyes.
ing that the film

6
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Taj Mahal-ish movie kiosks of savourless, dingy streets.
in those

days cutting was

less

a rebuke to the maker, but

important, though

now today

it is

still

True
rather

exactty on a par

with any wanton destruction of artistic work.
Let me quote Joyless Street. Pabst was talking to me
about this film, and the story is tragic but good. Germany
would not back him, and eventually money was forthcoming

He made the film in thirty-four
When completed it was

from France.

sixteen hours a day.
feet in length,

days working
ten thousand

roughly the same as Ben Hiir or The Big Parade.

France, on accepting

it

belatedly,

promptly slashed out a

couple of thousand feet as well as every single "shot "of the
street itself.

away.

Since then bits have been added and bits taken

Vienna, for no discoverable reason, extracted

Werner Krauss sequences,
film at

all.

Russia found

lieutenant into a doctor,
er instead of the

girl.

all

the

so that he did not appear in the
it

necessary to turn the American

and turned Krauss into the murderFinally, after having run a year in

Germany, an attempt was made to censor it there. In England at the Film Society it hung together in shreds. But of
course in Switzerland, when it was shown, most of the EnIn England, naturally, there are no
glish left the theatre.
"questionable houses". The English felt they ought to imply
this.
So they left. So impressive. America next clears
America says "This is not real" and
its throat and utters.
America, of course, lived in Vienna
All
"This is not true".
just after the war, the whole of it, so it ought to know. A mere
Viennese wouldn't. However, the best thing really is to do
7
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England

as

And one

It didn't mutilate.

did.

thing

I

know

is

It

cut

it

out altogether.

that the English (no not that class

that walks out in Switzerland, but the workers) given the film

would be the
and others say no.
And this, you will

straight

first

to praise

gather,

is

Was

it.

But the mediators

only one instance of what

Rien que les Heures that
Cavalcanti sent out with ten sub-titles to have it presented
La P'tite Lilie a ten-minute
in due course with over fifty ?

happens to every

director.

it

—

film

—they could not even leave alone, but cut the sequences

was a song only. Foreign
fihns do get to England, but isn't it like some process of awful
starvation that they are almost always, when finally they are
that showed the whole film story

released, skeletons of their former selves

?

Secrets

Of

the

Soul lost (except for the sheer student of psycho-analysis)
all

meaning.

Metropolis was a complete flop in every sense.

They took out

moment the
filled it

(one felt rather tore out at random) every

film had.

And I

forget

who it was, but somebody

with Sunday School axioms.

Clearly something ought to be done.

Nothing actually
much more scandalous could exist. In the reahn of logic,
for any man to scoop out scenes from any film made by any
artist, good or bad, is equivalent to accusing him of bad taste
or indecency or even (remembering frequent official attitudes)
crime.
And men like Pabst, Murnau, Grune, Cavalcanti,
should not be expected to bow before such impHcations.

8
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For such a state of affairs it is not a solution that is needed
but reparation. The only thing of course is an efficient system of protective copyright. How is this Ukely to come about
and when ? Not until every director recognises his power
and becomes dictator making his own conditions. A combination of directors working together would soon and without
undue difficulty turn the tables. The public must have its
films, but if the directors refused to supply them except on
their own terms, not one here and another there, but working
in definite co-operation, then their work would finally be
treated with respect. There would be deadlock at first and
fracas, and an interesting crisis in the cinema world.
But
take this from me. Tm dead sure the pubhc is right on the
director's side.
The public doesn't want films on the principle children are allowed certain books by their parents and
not others, the pubhc is more mature than that. I have said
before, the pubhc, the real, constant cinema pubhc knows a
good film and would give anything to see good films. What
it does not want is a wide range of middlemen making sure
that it sees if possible only bad ones.
Out of somewhere the
incredible myth has arisen that the public is getting what it
wants. "What the public wants" in the way of films has long
been understood to be trivial compounds of tribulation, pathos, laughter (preferably through your tears) and a "happy
ending".

9
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Consequently

it is

as a rule pathos without the dignity of

tragedy, tribulation that could be quickly remedied

0-Cedar

Mop

or a slight

flair for

repartee,

by an

and meretricious

gaiety whisked in like a panic so that the public shall retain
its

Good stuff this for the
But there are other novels

cheery and benevolent attitude.

class that reads the

penny

novels.

and other classes. And actually it is not good stuff even
A new range of apprehensions,
for the penny novel public.
understandings and needs has swept cleanly across the world
It is dangerous and destructive to go
in the last ten years.
on with the old ones that led to an incredible world butchery
now only too laconically remembered.
Russia is now using the cinema and using it to educate its
people, to make them see sensibly, to make them understand,
to refute the mediaeval falsehoods on which civilizations are
built and broken.
In other words, the cinema is in the hands
of men intelligent enough to reahse that sane knowledge of
sex, hygiene, government and religion is a foundation that
too,

does not collapse

when

myths

and patched up feudalism

of sorcery^

the building

needs of a new world.
every other cinema,

is

is all

hands

but deepty and inwardly reason that

of

will not

;

that

meet the

our cinema, almost

Contrariwise

in the

but finished

men who do

it is

not say,

safest to play

down

At the same time they spend much
of their time wondering about wars and revolutions.
Whichever way you look at it, there is a deep problem and

to mob-consciousness.

a thorny path.

more
10

If

the cinema

direct reason for art

is

to be saved for art (and that

—education

in its widest

and best
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sense) old gods will

lie

mud

in the

as profusely as do soldiers'

corpses in France.

The giving up of an old belief does, as a matter of fact, far
less harm than retention of it the catch being that a new order
demands faith in something demands the relinquishing of
what has been secure. Too much of hfe is on the principle of
The passclutching at straws so new orders are not popular.
;

;

ing from one to the other

thing
If,

over a chasm.

is

So the easiest

is to stop still, only life won't let you.
on the other hand, the cinema is to be

flatter the

mentality of those

who

left to

cheaply

accept war, disease, crime

and gruesome suffering, it will have signally failed in accompHshing what no other medium can do one half as thoroughly,
and will deserve whatever heavenly wrath may descend upon
it.

Let us begin to get
into us for so long, or

it

Lies have been stuffed

right now\

what

is

worse, truth pruned, preened

and pepnotised, that finally we deserve a little truth in the
As all the w^orld has heard, for instance, the beautiful

raw.

heroism of Edith Cavell
film.

is

now

Pauhne Frederick was

British feehng ran so high they
tish actress

—Sybil

being

made

originally to

Thorndike.

had

the subject of a

have the part, but

to choose instead a Bri-

All one can say

to

these

fikn makers is exasperating idiots
True, Germany has m.ade
and now makes part two of an elaborate mihtaristic war film,
Weltkrieg (World War), but we have seen so much in this
vein, bombs, shells, wounded, advances, retreats, and the other
way round, that they no longer mean much, and never did
!
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mean much more
banks

to applauding audiences than Douglas Fair-

in the Black Pirate or

The Cavell story

is

Buster Keaton in The General.

a different matter.

Edith Cavell was

everything that has been said of her, but she got herself trap-

ped

—as did thousands

of others

—in war.

And

if

war

is

not

a parlour-game people must expect to endure the consequence

and incident of war. I am certain that Edith Cavell herself
would have been the first to say do not make this film. She
herself said, remember, patriotism is not enough.
Were the
story to be treated solely as a document to show the rabid
filthiness and crime of war as war, and one were sure there
would be no hint of an attempt to show the crime of Germany
making war on England, all would be well. She was shot.
It was ghastly enough and terrible enough, but if we must
have wars we must have murders. It is equally terrible that
there are men to-day all over the world desperately and horribly injured.

One

disabled ex-soldier

the story of Nurse Cavell.

Say

is

quite as tragic as

on the screen repeatSay anything else and the
help repeat another Cavell story and aU the butchery
all this

edly and you are saying truth.
will

lie

over again.

And what
it is

will

happen with the Cavell story

presented with

mob

all

is

that unless

the paltry bigotry called patriotism,

thunder it is wicked and a lie. I mean by this
that the Cavell tragedy has been used and will be used again
as an excuse for ugly, out-at-elbow spite (I cannot find in it
the depth of hate) made doubly cheap by running alongside it
the

will

a shallow glorification or hero-worship, sufficient to
12
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man who

won't use his brain

feel righteous

while venting ugly

and destructive sentiment. How useless to deny that we
on this account "Those brutal Germans "

shall hear again

Perhaps

it

!

Men still love war. I mean
who went through the last who clamour

can't be helped.

there are thousands

efficient in some proand pass as peace-loving citizens. Danger,
therefore, is in waking mob-hysteria, a madness that will
cause nations to scream equally bhndly and without feeling
either for or against war.
At Hoppla Wir Lehen for instance,
a Red play combined wdth film, now running in Berlin, every
time an anti-war sentiment or anti-militaristic gesture takes
place there are whoops and roars of applause
a completely
febrile, un-seeing gush, exactly the same thing only the other
way round that made decent men and women into wholesale
slaughterers.
And there is not much good in that. To dish
the
Cavell
up
story by way of pandering to misdirected pity
and even more misdirected indignation is about as commen-

for the next.

These are often highly

fession or trade

;

dable as admitting a smallpox patient into a theatre full of

unvaccinated pleasure-seekers.

On

the other

hibited.

form.

It is
If

hand The King

Kings

may

possibly be pro-

not dangerous to depict the Christ, but bad

only there never had been such a thing as form and

only just such a

little

commonsense instead
*

Well, so

of

it is.

!

*

So with censoring.

mind danger but do mind form.

I

So with cutting. Never
mean good form and bad
13
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There are two ways to popular appeal,
Appealing to the worst is one,

form, popular appeal.
let it

be adroitly pointed out.

appealing to the best

They think the

two.

is

Middlemen muddle the

the other.

best

is

worst for us and the worst best.

They concentrate mostly on the to be or not to be of rape
As if virtue had anything to do with undue stress

scenes.

on the physical.

We

must come back

copyright.

must

If

to this point

:

directors

must

fight for

they believe in themiselves and their work they

not one here and another there, scattered and at

fight,

random, but
formed now,

in
let

one

definite, organised

body.

something drastic be done,

Let a body be
let

a society be

formed, a trade-union sort of dictatorship, not chary with

ultimatums.

For clearly pictures cannot be made v/ithout
down to talking now, to beginning to

Let us get

directors.

unravel, to beginning to

sketch out

a plan of campaign.

among German producers, among French producers, among British
producers, among Russian producers, but among Eiiropean
producers
Not French pictures, not Enghsh pictures, not
First of all then, cooperation.

Cooperation, not

!

For there is Europe's only chance, artistically, financially and ultimately.
Metropolis came to England and was eviscerated to death's
point.
Apart from any question of artistic justification (for
certainly only the best sequences were deleted) sufficient indignation was roused to cause a retaliation in which a British
picture, already bad, was cut in Germany and thereby made
so impossible that audiences hissed it off and demanded their
Sw^edish pictures, but European pictures.

CLOSE UP
money

back.

Such wild behaviour

kindergarten recreation-hour, but

may

is

be well enough for a
hardly within the legit-

imate scope of an invalid industry where constant care and
night nurses are urgently essential. To quote again, a house
divided against

and the European house makes

itself

war each storey with the

next.

On October 22 at the Hotel Adlon in Berlin, Ray Rockett,
Production Manager of First National Films, illuminated the
cinema world with two or three profound remarks. He said
he had come to Germany to study intensively German production methods. He said if asked had America anything to

Germany regarding method he would answer yes.
Germany could make films so much more
cheaply
Be warned. Cheaper American films. See them spilling
learn from

!

over the world

like the Mississippi flood.

And Europe

hasn't

got an ark.

an example (and this bears vividly on my point)
of contrast between German and American methods.
Quoting Alexander Corda, who is now directing in America,
he said he had never known a director who worked so
quickly and cheaply. The secret was that when he arrived
in Hollywood he thought he must follow out the same methat he must keep within a financial
thods as in Europe

He

set too

;

limit,

Ray

and not only

direct, hiit cut too.

"With

us," said Mr.

The
him than has the

Rockett, "the director does nothing but direct."

cutting and editing have no more to do with
financial side.

As a matter

of fact

most European

directors going to x\mer-

15
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ica do cut their
is

own

films.

The others

don't.

The

principle

unparalleled, but only about twice as preposterous as leav-

ing the compositor to decide

and

what parts

of

your book he

will

will not print.

This being the rule in America (and

I have too an article
you next month on how American pictures are made)
The director has nothing to do
there is nothing to be said.
but direct. Naturally he won't want to fight for more work.
With us in Europe it is difl^erent. The only real creative work
in film making, namely cutting (and incidentally the most
If the direcexhausting) is done in America by a paid staff.
tor has aimed at subtle effects (he hasn't, but let us suppose)
nobody in the cutting room is hkely to know it. I want you
to read the articles on Pabst this month which will show you
how cutting should be done, and indeed how films must be
made if they are to be anything but "ordinary programme
features".
When Pabst emerged finally from the cutting
room he brought with him a perfect work of art with Joyless^
Street and now with Die Liehe Der Jeanne Ney.
Each was
individual, complete
each was Pabst. There remained and
now remains for the censors and their confederates war dances, tomahawks, and all the unpunishable offences.

for

;

Kenneth Macpherson.

i6
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DIE LIEBE

DER JEANNE NEY

(The Love

AND
An
Joyless Street

period of years.
it

of

ITS

UFA

Jeanne Ney)

MAKING

filmd by Pabst

became famous over a

slow, too-drawn-out

In spite of attention, admiration, demand,

did seem that everything was done to try to keep

being a success.

Now

after a

it

few years, in spite of those

from

who

it, it has been acclaimed.
comes Die Liebe Der Jeanne Ney from the same director, and with it the question, what is going to be done about
this fihn ?
Here is a work of art, quite complete and quite
individual, with technical perfection and astonishing beauty,
and it is most doubtful if twenty per cent of the real cinema
enthusiasts will have the chance to see it.
Or if they do see
it, in what state of mutilation and emasculation wiU it be ?
The whole fihn situation is in crying need of reform, for

tried to stop

Now

conditions are

made

incredibly difficult in every instance

where a film stands apart as a work of art or beauty, and before
anything can have real weight behind it, there must be support from the public
the public must demand and go on
demanding the good films to accept them is not enough.
To see them if they come your way is not enough, simply
because unless it is reahsed that you and you are demanding
;

;
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something better and something better
there

is

all

the time

that

;

a considerable part of the population clamouring

good

and a diminishing

and unAs things are
the better a film is the less is its chance of success.
That is
not the fault of the public, for there is a large and ever increasing percentage of people who want the best there is to see,
it is partly the fault of bad organisation, lack of provision
and foresight and initiative, and partly the fault of intermediaries
wretched people who get between you and the proin
neat, almost militaristic array, waving aside what
ducer
for

films

of cheap, flaccid

applied ones, there will be no more good ones.

;

is

not innocuous or peurile or base.

The genius producer can exert pressure
alone he cannot fight the monster that

must lend

is

but

at his end,

choking him

;

the

The producer is the wedge, but
the public is the sledge hammer that must drive it through.
So then, what are we going to do about Die Liebe Der
Jeanne Ney ? I have said this is a film that makes film hisIt is better than Joyless Street, more complete in some
tory.
subtle way, swifter in action, more breath-taking not so tragic, more dynamic.
Pabst said "You have no idea how difficult it is for us to
make good pictures, of how I had to fight to make this picture.
Thej^ want us to make onh^ fihns in the
It is really terrible.
American style. And I say to them, we are not Americans,
public

we

cannot

make

its

weight.

pictures in the iVmerican style, (even

if

we
To

wanted to) for the w^hole of our mentahty is different.
make American pictures w^e must be American in our mind.
i8
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and that we cannot

With each new

do you see

be,

?

We

"

did

—only too

well.

film in this category the fight grows stea-

and harder. It doesn't end either with the makRather that is where it begins. This will
not do, we cannot have that, you must do this, you must cut
out that, you must add in the other thing. As example, there
is a scene in Die LiebeDer Jeanne Ney where a j^oung Commudily harder

ing of the film.

nist quite

simply accompanies the

Jeanne, into a church.
has just come from the Crimea, and has been with her
for the first time, walking through the poor streets of Paris,
girl,

He

loading her with flowers from the market flower-sellers' basIt is a

kets.

scene full of

warmth and deep feehng and

ardour of young people for
brief

and flaming passages

by each
tributes.

whom

the

there will be (one feels)

They

of sheer lovKness.

are dazed

and gay
was a half-hypnotised,

other, covering their feelings with gaietj/^

The passing

into church

small adventure.

"AU
a

they have said," Pabst could laugh at

Communist would not go

showing that.

.

.

this.

.

.

to church.

.Communist.

.

I

.does.

.

.go.

.

.to

may

not be

now

or ever a world

fit

T am

church.'

Communist doesn't go to church'. 'Well
showing you how this Communist did go to church'."
'Oh, but a

There

that

this, "is

say to them,

I

for artists

am
and

in, but there definitely is a world where artists
and heroes must be allow^ed to exist, and they are not going
to be hounded out of it through lack of fighting.
This film,

heroes to five

then, let us say, has got to be the success

The

answ^er

is

well

how

?

it

What can we do

deserves to be.
?

Firstly

we
^9
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have your goodwill you want to see this film. Close Up,
backed by a large number of producers wants you to see
this film.
Why then can't you see it ? Doesn't it seem
You see your posirather unreasonable and far fetched ?
Hes
a
most
and
you
impertinent
and arbius
between
In
tion.
trary barrier that has you at its mercy on its one side and
the producers at its mercy on the other. Then down with
the barrier, have it down, smash it, blow it up with dynamite.
it is ruinous
It is cheating you and defrauding the producers
wasteful and unscrupulous. And all the branches that cons;

;

titute this faction control the film world.

I

am

in a position

is going to be an organised movement
and to bring some sort of reason and order
into the existing chaos, and then your support will be valua-

to state that soon there
to turn the tables

ble while the sparks

fly.

Die Liehe Der Jeanne Ney, then, stands at this minute as
an example of perfection unprotected utterly. Perhaps no-

body again

saw it in a projection-room
on the screen unhelped by any
music or surrounding. What an improvement
Here was the medium straight and on its own,

will see the film as I

at Neubabelsburg, set starkly

suavity of
this

was

!

and
it

all the stronger for it.
It had a bite to it seen that way
could never have had with the blur and ornament of music.

The story begins

and right at the beginning
a happy hunting-ground
Russian officers and women getting

in the Crimea,

there are scenes that will
for the censors, a scene of

20
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drunk.
officers,

For

this

scene one hundred and twenty Russian

including seven generals

came

in their ov/n uniforms,

for twelve marks a day.
Pabst supplied vodka
and women, waited, and then calmly photographed. Not
one of these scenes is offensive in any way, and every one is
strong and sonorous, so that the effect on the film itself is
like some deep, vital root.
But it is on account of this strength
and the uncompromising treatment and the exquisite photography of those scenes that they will probably have to suffer.
We meet Fritz Rasp first, in a room apart from the orgy,
lolhng, in some way a complete, congenital scoundrel.
The
suggestion of unpleasantness, the repellant atmosphere, come
across instantly and yet you feel at the same time, here is a

working

;

man

vvho

what he

is

not giving

way

to this lower instincts, but being

what he

Throughout the film
masterly acting and masterly directing carried on this impression
that whatever crime and depravity he was capable of,
he was being completely himself, with a kind of genius and
sheer contempt for his fellow creatures.
Next emerges Uno Henning, a young Swedish actor, another discovery of Pabst. This was his first picture in Germany, and as long as it is by no means his last we shall be
satisfied.
There was objection again to the fact that he was
not ''well known". It did not seem to matter that here was
not only an ideal type for the part, but a rare nordic quaUty
of intellect and personal charm that you could no more discount than you could discount a Veidt or
in his own way
a Krauss, or the Garbo that was. Of course it is as well to
is

because he

is

is.

;

—
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bear in mind that after Joyless

Street,

Greta Garbo waited a

year in vain for another European contract, and although
she desired to stay no offers were forthcoming.

My

personal

is that we shall next hear of Henning in HoUjwood.
Most felicitous in her part is Edith Jehanne, who played
in The Chess Player,
Her greatest attribute is a deep sensiIn The Chess Player
tiveness, a living the part she plays.
she was blurred by maudlin and inapposite sentimentahty.

fear

The

director spent his energy in getting her into touching

Here she goes
through the film like an arrow, unblurred and definite and
admirable. Her power is in her eyes which give the dual
impression of defencelessness and courage. Pabst moves
her through his film bringing out both these qualities until
the power of it is almost stunning.
There are moments of exquisite beauty. One of them is
after the murder of her father as she and Uno Henning as the
young Communist stand transfixed by one another and shattered in so many ways, but still without rehnquishing what
has not yet been spoken. Another follows shortly as Jeanne
leaves the Crimean tow^n for Paris.
With a simple black
oilskin, she leaves her house for the boat.
Rain is falhng
heavily, and the roads are deeply rutted and in large puddles
from the traffic and guns which rattle past her. Groups of
soldiers stand about, others hurry past through the rain.
She
swings through the bustle both conscious and unconscious of
On the outskirts of the town, where the roads are plouit.
ghed out of recognition, with huge puddles splashing in the
situations,

22
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drivelling over her generally.
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rain

and bare

Henning.
rain,

trees dripping, she

comes face

They stand a long time

then go straight to each others' arms.

goes on again as before, leaving him.

she continues her
It is

way

to face with

in the swirl of

He

wind and

Presently she

stands there while

to the boat.

a simple scene, yet handled with such poignancy and

and it will stand
on end quite frequently in the course of this film.
Another moment that emerges is after the church scene in
The two lovers have gone with complete
Paris at night.
naturalness and disarming honesty to a cheap Montparnasse
hotel.
(Who but Pabst can paint in so surely and boldly
From their room they
these cheap and tawdry hostels ?)
look down across the street at a wedding party going on.
The contrast may be meant as a comment on marriage, but
a deft, intensely
it fitted there with the stab of perfection
moving slight moment, yielding in some way, curious beauty,
nervous and restrained and intensely spiritual. In the cold
morning light, a glance toward that same window reveals the
wreckage of the marriage feast. The amazing manner in
which the impression that the happiness of these two was
some swift and ephemeral thing, too swift perhaps, and too
intense and too unconscious, was all the time conveyed, can
be no secret of technique, but some profound, dynamic genius.
It is noteworthy how realism in the settings cemented the
realism of the characterisation.
It is noteworthy too, that
realism in the settings never obtruded or took possession of
the story, as it might have done say in the rain scene, but
sensitiveness one's hair literally stood on end,

;
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blended

in,

not running even parallel, but inevitably inter-

The Montparnasse scenes, for instance. Here, it is
camera and cameraman were hidden in a vegetable
But who thought out that lighted sign outside the
cart.
Montparnasse hotel ? There is, too, a scene in a train. Pabst
had for this a goods wagon built up as for the camera a third
class compartment in order to be able to arrange distance
and lighting, normally impossible in a railway coach. The
effect of the passing countryside and the motion should be
enough to put an end to studio "compartments" with canvas
"scenery" going past on rollers.
It was clever of Pabst to be able to think out
yes, anybody might have thought of it, but who has ? a Paris that is
not the Paris of the Films, a place of Moulin-Rouge, cheap
cabarets, carnival streamers, apache dancers and views of
the Rue de Rivoli. Paris suddenly became real, Paris suddenly was Paris. It was almost a shock to reahse Paris
twined.

true, the

—

—

could exist on the films.

Now,

as to the

making

of this film, here

is

the answer to

much criticism, and an example of the only way
be made if they are not to be in the penny-plain
There were

films

can

category.

working days and Pabst was there for
twelve to sixteen hours per day. Once they worked thirtysix hours on end without ceasing.
Everybody had to be
kept awake with strong drinks. It was not that they were
behind schedule time, but that Pabst dominating, and driv24

fifty eight

M^i® Edith Jehanne, the star of Die Liehe der Jeanne Ney, a new film
made by Pabst, who directed Joyless Street. She will be remembered
in The Chess Player.
After this, however, she will be remembered in
Die Liehe der Jeanne Ney. Let us pray America does not swallow her up.
Courtesy of Ufa

Thus.

In the Soviet offices,
Jeanne has sailed aAvay for France. Sokoloff
(at table on right) has her address and is about to give it to her
despairing lover.
Courtesy of Ufa

The joys

On

of cinematography.
In Montparnasse, waiting for the sun.
the left Wagner, the cameraman and Pabst take a disconsolate
stroll. Brigette Helm is in the taxi.

Still waiting.
The company was in Paris for six weeks out of which
period there were only ten possible working days.
Pabst in centre,

Wagner on

the

left.

Courtesy of Ufa

In the background Uno Henning. In one scene
still waiting.
twenty five metres of film took a week to take. The sun, of course
had to be in the same position all the time during the scene, and it
refused to shine at the time required.

Sun

at last.

Brigette Helm, the blind

Bdith Jehanne.

girl, is

led to the taxi

by

In another scene, where the same taxi is used
outside a station, people insisted on trying to engage it at the
moment the}^ were about to photograph. The actor driving it did
not speak French, and there were complications.
Courtesy of Ufa
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ing his creation,

no

rest until it

sleep,

knew

that

was ended.

[in

that particular scene there was

Everybody else might be

but he perhaps because of

it,

could go on with a kind of

desperate drive, possessing scene and actors alike.
fifty eight

working days, ten only were in

company was there for six weeks.

falling to

Of these

Paris, although the

This was purely for reasons

and some days only ten minutes v/ork could be done.
The task was not made easier by the fact that Pabst had a
cosmopolitan company quite a number of whom could not
speak German. Edith Jehanne could not speak at all, and
Uno Henning could speak but imperfectly. Nobody who has
of light,

not tried

it

can appreciate the tremendous difficulty of direcBut Pabst seems to enjoy diffi-

ting in different languages.

In Joyless

culties.

Street,

having been already warned that

Greta Garbo was almost impossible to photograph, (it was
her second film) he promptly engaged her and found that this

was indeed

true, for the simple reason that she

tened he could do nothing with her.

he was

came

in despair,

to

him

and unable

was

so frigh-

At the end of a fortnight
when the idea
the camera more quickly,

to sleep at night,

to turn the handle of

movements would thus be slowed down. This
meant, of course, the rest of the cast had to be rehearsed again
in order that their movements would accord.
That is to
say, they had to jerk their movements so that they would
so that her

not seem disproportionately slow in comparison with Greta
Garbo's now natural movements. This procedure was adopted throughout the entire film.

But coming back

to Jeanne

Ney

;

when

finished Pabst

25
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some weeks
two thousand cuts

retired for

to the cutting room.

are

in the entire fihn.

"Every cut

I

saw

made on some movement.

is

one cut somebody

of

As

me

told
it

there

one was

meAt the end

^^^len I said this he explained his

not conscious of any.
thod.

He

is

movement

moving, at the beginning

of the adjoin-

continued.
The eye is thus so occumovements that it misses the cuts.
he added, "this was ver\' difficult to do.'*
Of course,
Contrast this method with the crude and utterly unapoloe:etic cutting: of nearlv all the films vou see.
But what will
happen to tliis work of art when censors, renters and others
start chopping it up ?
The principle will be Hke trimming
ing one the

is

pied in following these

the edge off rose petals with scissors to improve the shape.

was flawless. Lighting, photography (by Wagner who photographed Warning Shadon's
and now photographs the new Fritz Lang picture) were so
suave and unstunted you might not be aware of their excelwhich is the way of
lence (unless you were "in the know'")
perfection.
One mind
It was a completely individual work.
had conceived it, dominated it, and created it. Contrast,
again, this impression with the loose and scattered feehng
of the American films.
]\Ieanwhile let us acclaim Pabst as a
genius, and you who want to see this film, help as much as you
can by asking for it at your cinema. It was released in Germany
in mid November.
(I wonder how much they cut it there ?)
But, as

I

saw the

film,

it

—

If

we do not cry out for it it may he in Wardour Street forRemember, Die Liele Der Jeanne Xey, an V F A film.

ever.

K. M.
26
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THE FILM ''STORY"
One can only judge by
experienced

is

limited.

I

the last twenty years in

one's

own

experience.

I\Iy

own

have not spent every evening of
film-theatres.
But so far as my

hmited experience enables me to judge, I consider that America has no artistic importance whatever in the world of the
cinema. Technically, in the matter of camera-craft, it has
had importance. Commercially it has had, and still has,
The financial methods, the absurd extravgreat importance.
agance, the indifference to economic principles which have
characterised film-exploitation in America would have ruined
any industry with less rich opportunities and less vast fields
One hears rumours of the perilof activity than the films.
ous position of some of the big companies. The marvel
is that they have not all gone bankrupt.
As regards the artistic future of the film it would not matter
provided that Chaphn were saved if all HoUpvood
were swallowed up in an earthquake. The loss of Ufe would
be terrible and deplorable
the domestic tragedies would
be agonizing tens of millions of simple souls would sincerely mourn in five continents
but the artistic future of the
film world would not suffer in the shghtest degree.
I have
never Chaphn's work apart seen a good American film.

—

—

:

;

;

—

—
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have rarely seen one that was not artistically revolting.
Not one of the famous American directors has left a permanent mark on film histor}', or produced anything that would
I

not deeply grieve the judicious.
I

must

specially except Charles Chaplin, who, in addition

to being a great actor,

is

a great producer.

''The Gold Rush*",

while not perfect in some essential matters, was a great film.

would bear seeing twice.
The future of the films seems to me to be in Germany.
have
seen dreadful Gennan films.
One of the silliest and
I
worst was "'Metropolis". But I have seen two relatively
good ones, "The Last Laugh" and, still better, "Vaudeville*'.
"The Last Laugh" was too long, too confused, and too sentimental in the middle
but towards the end the director
pulled himself together and created real effective comedy
which was conceived with a true appreciation of the medium.
The photography frequently had beauty.
"\'audeville" told a convincing story, spoilt only by lack
of attention to detail.
Surely it must have been obvious
to even the common intelhgence that no g\Tnnasts engaged
It

;

dangerous acrobatic feats ever\- evening could possibly
have indulged in the nocturnal excesses which the strong
men of " \'audeville*" permitted themselves. The photography
was beatitiful. By which I mean that the pictorial composition, both statically and dynamically, was beautiful.
The
eye was again and again charmicd by beautiful pictures made
out of men and women and out of common interiors.
To
achieve this was a feat.
in
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And

have seen finer compositional results than those of
"Vaudeville". A few weeks ago, in Berlin, a small party
of which I happened to be a member was given a private performance of a film (I will not name it, as it is not yet released)
whose photography in my opinion reached a higher level
than any film has ever reached before. It was an almost
continuous series of lovely pictures. The beauty of them
thrilled us.
And the acting was fairly good. But the story
It had no
told by the lovely pictures was contemptible.
intelligible basic idea, nor any convincingness, nor any char^
acterisation, nor any beauty.
The plot was involved, obscure, and slow in movement.
And the invention of illustrative incident was puerile.
Indeed the story was merely
I

foolish.

critical notions

because it suddenly crystallised my
about the present state of development of

the cinema.

constituted a superlative illustration of the

I

mention

this film

It

cinema has been most
been most
unsatisfactorily lagging behind.
The creative brain which
conceived and executed the graphic side in a manner to win
the respect of the artistically educated seemed to possess
no critical faculty capable of handling the dramatic side in a
fact that while the graphic side of the

satisfactorily advancing, the dramatic side has

way

correspondingly adequate.

Apparently the leaders of the cinema have not yet grasped
the fundamental truth that the most important part of any
creative film is the story itself, and that all other parts of the
enterprise are merely parts of an effort to tell the story.
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In other words they forget, or they disdain, the central

They

and so busy in
what it is they are producing.
The act of creation interests them far less than the
act of 'putting over' that which has been created.
In the
judgment of the master-brain of the affair, the author is
subordinate to the interpreter. The master-brain thinks

reason for their work.

are so excited

'producing' that they lose sight of

first of

how much he can spend on

little.

Instead of trying

first

the business, not of

how

to derive strength from the

main theme, the master-brain tries first to give strength to
the theme. The master-brain is occupied with extraneous
ornament instead of being occupied with dramatic essentials.
Any story will serve for a star-producer. And if by chance
he gets hold of a good story he is sure somehow to ruin it by
preposterous additions. I have not yet seen a first-rate
story told in a first-rate style on the screen.
ries,

All the

new

sto-

contrived ad hoc, are conventional, grossly sentimental,

clumsy, and fatally impaired by poverty of invention.
screen has laid hands on

some

The

of the greatest stories in the

world, and has cheapened, soiled, ravaged, and poisoned

them by the crudest fatuities. This charge applies less to
Germany than to other countries, and it applies most of all
to America
but it applies to Germany in a very serious
;

degree.

Even

Charles Chaplin shows immensely less talent for devis-

ing a tale, and the incidents of a tale, than for any of the subsidiary branches of film-work.
It is

30
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bad

stories.

stories.

I

The big public may

am

or

may

not

demand bad

discussing, not the commercial aspect of the

screen, but the question of its artistic progress.

I

am

Those who think

ing of art and not of dividends.

thinkfirst of

vast expense and vaster returns will never do anything for
the film as an artistic vehicle.

only say

an

this,

—that

in-artistic film.

it

In regard to finance

I will

costs less to do an artistic film than

Chariot-races, the dividing of seas for

the passage of hosts, conflagrations, battles on water and
battles on land

may make

and moves an audience

an audience

is

stare,

but what grips

the simple spectacle of

human

emotions clashing one with another.

The remedy

is

the true sense of

and when a producer acquires
proportion which alone will enable him to
clear.

If

perceive the relative importance of the difterent parts of his
job, he must, unless he has himself the gift of creating charac-

ter

somebody who has that gift
him to go to established
middle-aged masters of literary narration. To

and contriving event,

in terms of the screen.

and therefore
all

find

Useless for

these distinguished artists the screen

is

still

a novelty.

The fihn-medium does not come naturally

to them because
they were not famiUar with it in their formative years the
only years that count in the making of an artist. The producer must discover young men who went to the cinema as
children, who cannot remember the time when there was no
cinema, and who will take to the screen as a duck takes to
water. The older men who accept an invitation to the screen
are bound to resemble ducks endeavouring to fly. They may

—
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but their

fly,

flight will

be laborious, maladroit and pathe-

tic.

All

which

is

obvious

;

the obvious, however,

is

often useful.

(Copyright in the United States of America).

Arnold Bennett.

LA FACE HUMAINE A L'ECRAN
IV

YE^X, XEZ. BOUCHE.
Jusqu'a present on a considere que la photogenie des yeux
dependait toute entiere du coefficient personnel et des aptitudes naturelles du sujet

:

a la technique. Ce qu'il

a de vrai dans cette idee, c'est que

les

y

cela echapperait

mouvenients des yeux, pupilles

et

done tout a

prunelles,

fait

sont des

commander et par suite tres difficieduquer. Cependant on a pu remarquer que Tadapta-

reactions impossibles a
les

a

tion forcee de Toeil a des reactions lentes, telles

que par

exemple Thabitude de regarder au microscope, detruisait la
Toeil. II n'est done pas ridicule de penser que
Tadaptation de Toeil a des reactions vives, telle que pourrait
la procurer par exemple Thabitude du tir aux pigeons, agirait
photogenie de
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de fafon directement contraire. On sait aussi que T'habitude
de regarder les objets proches donne aux yeux certaine douceur inexpressive, tandis qu'au contraire Thabitude de regarder des objets lointains leur donne Tapparence de la force.

Mais

il

faut plusieurs mois pour que de semblables resultats

puissent etre atteints.

La premiere chose qui
c'est

a ete bien remarquee et utilisee,

qu'on pouvait, par des jeux de lumiere, faire paraitre

yeux plus ou moins enfonces sous ]' arcade sourcillere
selon que Tinfluence le reste du visage, Tenfoncement des
yeux donne plus d'intelligence ou plus de tristesse a la physionomie. Les yeux a fleur de tete au contraire donnent une
impression de niaiserie rejouie. Quant a Texorbitation des
yeux que produirait Tepouvante, elle est tellement difficile
a simuler que presque tou jours le spectateur reste part age
entre Temotion que Facteur voudrait produire et Tenvie de

les

rire.

:

Aussi la plupart des grands acteurs ont renonce a cette

expression. Ajoutons d'ailleurs que, pour que cette expression
il faut que le visage avance vers Tobjectif tandis
que Tensemble de la mimique de Tepouvante consiste bien
entendu a reculer. Les eclairages qui ombrent les yeux, pris
fort nets a quarante cinq degres environ, au-dessus d'une
tete fortement inclinee en avant, produisent une impression
tendue difficile a interpreter par le spectateur puissance et
mystere du sphinx. Au contraire un eclair age pris de plus
haut et plus de cote, decouvrant et faisant briller une partie
de Foeil, donnera Timpression d'une intelligence aigue qui se
reserve. Un effet que Griffith a obtenu avec plein succes sur

soit sensible,

,

:
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dans ses yeux des lumieombres fort di verses, ce qui produisait un bel effet
d'irresolution. Par malheur ces effets si simples a produire et
Lillian Gish, c'est de faire contraster

res et des

si

puissants exigent Timimobilite de la tete

;

c'est dire

que leur

emploi est fort limite.

On

peut aussi essayer de modifier Tenfoncement des yeux
au moyen des bains d'eau chaude ou froide. Ces

dans

la tete

massages, auxquels

deux
Teau froide degonfie Toeil
d'abord pour le regonfler ensuite, Teau chaude le gonfle
d'abord et le rougit pour le soulager ensuite. Comme il fausuccessifs et

effets

I'oeil

est tres sensible, produisent

contraires

:

drait appliquer le maquillage par dessus ce bain d'yeux, seules les

secondes reactions sont pratiquement utilisables.

Les contrastes de noir

et

de blanc,

les

maquillages presque

geometriques, ont donne aux ecoles allemandes et russes

quelques

dent

:

si

effets saisissants,

c'est le

la suite le jeu

mais dont I'inconvenient

premier aspect du personnage qui

est evi-

saisit,

par

de ce personnage sera necessairement prive de

semble plus rationnel de

se contenter

de

souligner les traits naturels. L'epilement des sourcils est

un

toute souplesse.

II

moyen presque mecanique
que. Noircir

le

d'indiquer une elegance equivo-

tour des yeux pour les agrandir est

un

artifice

comme

le monde. Noircir le dessous de Tarcade sourpour renforcer le dessous de Toeil est un procede qui
a donne a Barrymore Texpression energique dont il a su
limiter Temploi. II faut eviter, malgre tous ceux qui veulent
faire du cinema une symphonic en noir et blanc, d'employer

vieux

cillere

ces noirs en opposition avec
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epais de la figure
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ces couleurs intenses, en tuant les

ombres

naturelles, produi-

sent des especes de tetes de cire pour coiffeurs, fastidieuses

au bout de deux minutes de jeu.
Comme chaque expression morale des yeux vus de face
est une composee de quatre ou cinq mouvements dont aucun
ne se commande consciemment, comme par ailleurs la tentative de commander consciemment les muscles des yeux produit rapidement une fatigue insupportable, il restera pendant
longtemps encore plus sim.ple de demander a Tacteur de mimer telle ou telle emotion. II en resulte que Teffet produit
sera encore la plupart du temps un peu incertain. J'ajoute
qu'en presentant les yeux toujours de face on leur a fait
exprimer presque uniquement des emotions passives. On n'a
presque pas utilise Toeil de profil. Pourtant le froncement du
sourcil, les variations tres visibles de son epaisseur, la masse
des cils, \dsible de profil seulement, et qui souligne remarquablement les mouvements des paupieres, mettent parfaitement
I'oeil

en valeur. D'autre part,

en proposant seulement un

de I'acteur, qu'on filme de

on pent obtenir,

objet a

I'ceil

par

presence ou I'absence de sa prunelle, en composition

avec

la

les

mouvements precedents,

la

profil,

plupart des expressions

actives, et aussi quelques-unes des autres.

*

C'est egalement

pour

le profil

*

que vaut

ment du nez diminue Tepaisseur des

le

ailes

nez

:

le

fronce-

d'une maniere

presque aussi \dsible de profil que de face. Par ailleurs ce
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froncement abaisse legerement

le

bout du nez, donne au nez

tout entier une expression plus rigide qui a

mieux que

les

elle seule, et

bien

froncements de sourcils, peut donner Fidee

d'une energie calme et majestueuse.

moment

C'est ici le

de parler des lunettes. Elles tendent

presque toujours, pour

le

spectateur, a boucher Toeil, ce qui

produit, selon Texpression

de betise, et tantot un

par

les

effet

mouvements de

du

reste

du

visage, tantot

de mystere.

On

par

la lumiere, soit

de la tete de Tacteur, Tangle selon lequel
les lunettes

:

un

peut changer,
les

la

effet

soit

mouvements

lumiere frappe

de Tangle de reflexion totale qui empeche abso-

lument de voir les yeux et offre a leur place deux reflets glaces, on peut passer a une arrivee perpendiculaire de la lumiere,
qui montre les yeux comme si les lunettes etaient absentes
effet qui serait fort utile pour faire attendre, puis reveler par
les yeux seuls un personnage jusqu'alors mysterieux. On peut
:

naturellement varier ces effets soit avec un monocle, soit avec
des lunettes a verres en demi-cercle, soit encore en faisant

apercevoir les yeux par dessous les lunettes. Par ailleurs, en
faisant

monter ou descendre

les lunettes

sur

des effets d'un comique facile, sur lequel

On

il

le

nez,

on obtient

est inutile d'insis-

nez en y mettant deux
tubes faits de plumes d'oiseaux qui ne genent pas la respirater.

tion.

peut aussi a volonte grossir

Mais cet

effet aussi est

le

bien grossier. Enfin toutes les

meme avant Tinvention du cinema, qu'en
employant une poudre plus foncee pour le nez que pour la
figure on Tagrandit, et qu'avec une poudre plus pale, on le

coquettes savaient,

diminue.
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Quant a

bouche,

elle

ne peut presque jamais agir

faut considerer qu'elle est

II

les
le

la

emotions

le

seule.

point d'arrivee de toutes

qui sont pour ainsi dire centripetes, et

tristes,

point de depart d'oii s'irradient au contraire toutes les emo-

un

tions gaies, qui sont centrifuges. C'est

effet fort simple,

nuances en sont fournies par la plus ou moins
grande vitesse de cette propagation. Cliaplin, par d'imper-

et toutes les

ceptibles

mouvements de

sa bouche presque close sait faire

de ses levres, surtout dans la R^iee vers VOr,

mobile ou viennent aboutir

les

comme un

rivage

ondulations de la tristesse,

presque invisibles a leur pa^ssage sur

les joues, et visibles

a

cette fin seulement.

Toutes

autres deformations de la bouche resultent des

les

mouvements des

joues, lorsqu'elles sont vues de face. Jus-

qu'a present on n'a bien reussi que

ment horizontaux,
verticaux,

comme

rire,

la

a Todorat. Elle est

la

du

difficile

nez, est la

a employer, parce

de la parole ou du baiser

bouche en

O

pour

faire la

moue,

il

la levre supe-

mimique qui

banale, et faible elle risque d'etre

la distinguer

mouvements pureles mouvements

ou

moue. La moue, en elevant

rieure vers les ouvertures

elle est

les

sourire, colere,

qu'excessive

mal comprise. Pour

faut,

lui

se refuse

au

lieu

de mettre

garder une certaine

meme temps

que la levre superieure, la pointe du nez. On a egalement mal compris les effets
qui pouvaient se tirer de la bouche vue de profil. Des varia-

largeur, et faire remonter, en
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tions

de I'epaisseur des levies et de leur passage Tune sur

r autre derivent de la facon la plus simple toutes les expresII est assez curieux que, alors que cette
Tune des plus perfectionnee chez I'homme et chez

sions de la sensualite.

mimique

est

renlant.

elle soit

restee rudimentaire a Tecran. Enlin bien des

mimiques qui veulent
representer la parole sont fort dangereuses. Elles peuvent
prendre quelque majeste et quelque \agueur dans un effet
d'ensemble, et encore il taut qu'elles soient dominees par des
mais le Chant de Noel de Chaplin et
expressions du visage
la Alarseillaise de Gance sont des modeles si difficiles a imiter
qu ils peuvent bien passer pour des exceptions.
experiences ont montre que toutes

les

;

Teax Prevost.

FROM A WORK

PROGRESS
THROUGH A BLUE GLASS"
IN

LIGHTS"
That gentleman shouting for hghts is not reciting ShakeHe is the camera man, or hghting expert haranguing
the electricians in a queer jargon of technicahties and corrospeare.

sive expletives.

,

CLOSE UP
Choke that baby you.
the blood pockets.

.

.

.

Where
them up.

yes with a nigger.

.diffuse these suns.

.

.shake

are
.

There are two schools of hghting. The Continental school,
and the American school. The Continental hghting, generaUy associated with soft focus photography, gives prominence to important objects and emplo^^s eldritch half hghts,
while the American school seeks a uniformly ht, hard photograph. The camera man, who is not reciting Shakespeare,
is probably of the 'straight' school, as opposed to the 'effect'
school.
He will dilate against the others, if you encourage
him, and accuse them of choosing the easier path.
"Queer hghts," he will begin, "aided by soft focus cover
The more difficult is the clear lighting
a multitude of things.
like the early Keystone Comedies and ]\Iack Sennett productions.''

The others shake their heads sadly and say nothing, which
shows more control than most directors on the subject of
lights.
They chatter incessantly and one or two go so far
as to insist on their suggestions being carried out.
"Well," as the electrician remarked, "it is aU in the day's
laugh."

The laugh for the electrician is long and loud. If he is
work under the roof, to look after the top hghting,
he has to work at a constantly rising temperature, never less
than one hundred and twenty degrees v/hereas on the floor,
he not only runs the risk of being electrocuted by unwdeldy
lamps, but he comes under the direct sway of the camera man.
There is a great deal of rivalry to be baked
detailed to

;

!
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When

I

came

the camera

men

to this chapter on Ughts

that

I

went round to

I

knew and asked them

if

all

they could

me some practical information about hghting for a beWhen you are filming a title you can work out how
many feet of film to give it by allowing two feet of film for
give

ginner.

the

and one foot of film for every other two
thought that there might be some such formula

three words

first

Avords.

I

for lights, w^hich

I

had never heard

per square foot of

allowing so

of,

many lights

floor.

The camera men were indignant.

How

themselves to a definite statement when

could they commit

depended on the
way the lamps were burning (how much current, whether
diffused or not, etc.) and the make of the lamp itself ?
So I w^as thrown back on my own resources. Personally I
think lighting is a matter of temperament and, that no one
it

will ever be able to light a set to auA^body's, except possibly

their own, satisfaction unless they find

to them.

However,

things that
difficult,

are

I

it

comes naturally

many

started to think of the 'whys' of
is

very

following hints

may

part of one's second nature.

but perhaps

some

of

the

It

help.

Before proceeding I should hke to record the fact that one
camera man answered me very rudely. He said, "Tell them
what an arc light is, I am sure they don't know.''
Just to please him, plainly
reader,

I

am

has nothing to do with the

going to devote a paragraph to the

for a knowledge of arcs

the projection room.
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necessar}^ both

on the

Arc light
floor

and

;

in
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is always being improved, there, are new
which do not hurt the eyes, and others which give depth
and character to the face without make-up, but in every
case the principal is the arc hght.
I know of an artistic film,
which was only shown privately in this country, that was lit
solely by candles
but that film was made under the supervision of a Russian artist.
In a commercial studio we make
pictures, we do not paint them
At present the intensely bright light of the arcs forces the
electricians working on the larger lights to wear green glasses
which completely cover the eyes while many sensible people
on the floor sport you have to 'sport' these things don't
you ? shades that would fill a tennis player with profession-

Studio lighting

lights

;

!

;

—

—

al jealousy.

A

small schoolboy, or any other monster, knows that the

resistance offered to an electric current passing through a

conductor manifests
greater resistance

separated.
air

is

The

is

and with the

itself in heat,

arc

lamp

offered because the carbon electrodes are

coefliciency of resistance of the intervening

so high that there

is

a locahzation of resistance and

heat.

Both

and negative pencils of carbon, which are the
terminals in a circuit, wear away
the positive becoming
cupped or hollowed. The director takes this as a personal
affront to himself.
When a lamp has to be reloaded he
positive

;

blames the electrician
The upper carbon rod of an arc hght is cored, that is it
is drilled through the centre and packed with powdered car!
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This

bon.
cils

is

Smaller and solid pen-

the positive electrode.

are used for the negative electrode.

When

an arc light is burning there is a tenuous arc mist.
Sometimes this becomes very pronounced and threatens to
spoil photographic 'clarity'.
The arc mist is due, as a rule,
to impure carbons, which have been too heavily cored or
copper coated
The carbons may burn in any position. In a Westminster they burn at an angle in a Duncan Watson several burn
together the Barden burns larger carbons.
It has been found
.

;

;

better to set the carbons horizontally

when

the light

is

more

evenly spread.

In the studio the electricians are told to
lighting

ing

carried

rent

more spread, and to 'spot it' when the lightmore concentrated. Both these operations are
out by adjusting the carbons.
is

to be

am

afraid that

makes

it is

of lights

New

changing.

ones

impossible to give a

is

purposes

is

with

A

'baby'

lamps are called 'domes'.
ful arc light,

pocket'

on the
42

is

it

an

actors.

gets its

!

A common

type

is

the

an improvement on the Kleig as

is

reflectors.

the Winfield,

as "Winnie".

of the diffe-

used in the studio as these are always

—vanishing into British studios
fitted

list

ones are coming on the market and old

Kleig, but the Weinert
it

when the

to be

is

I

'flood' it

A

practical light for ordinary

known
is

A

affectionately in the studio

baby spot hght. Overhead
'sun' is a large and very power-

a

name from

its circular

shape.

A

'blood

produce splashes of blood
There are also lamps which give the effect of

electrical device to
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passing clouds, which are smeared on a
is

roller,

and

if

the

lamp

brought sharply into focus thumb marks can be seen on

the clouds

!

spot hght

If a

is

too sharply focussed

a hole in an actor's face.

Beware

it is

possible to

bum

!

When hghts are carried about for exteriors they are run
on an automobile. In exterior work lamps are often used
which in the studio would take all the features from an artist's
face

—

I

mean

on exteriors

is

photographically

Occasionally

!

too strong, then the harsh hght

is

the

light

softened

by

above the outdoor stage. For
exceptional exterior work, such as scenes in caverns, the
lighting is suppHed by magnesium torches.
As I have already observed there is no rule of thumb for
the number of hghts to use and where to place them, but
you will be able to work out your hghts if you do as I tell
strips of white cloth nailed

rule that I would give you is, "Look for
Another second is "Make up your mind at
is going to be a 'straight' or an 'effect' light-

The golden

you.

the shadows".

once whether

it

;

ing."

You

think that doesn't get you very far

?

Come, experi-

ment.

Here is a set. You want to hght it for an ordinary straight
day hght shot. Place one lamp anywhere in front of the set
outside the range of the camera.
Immediately you will
notice the heavy shadow which tells its tale of studio construction
therefore you will want a lamp to counteract the shadow^ of the first.
So you can go on placing your lamps until
;
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the set

is

brilliantly (only in

don't think that

am

I

am

one sense of the word)

lit.

Please

advising you to light a set hke this,

I

only presenting you with a prehminary exercise.

You will have found out one or two things by doing this.
You will have discovered that you frequently want a spot
shooting down a wall from the top of a set to 'lift' a shadow.
(You may use a spot like this on exteriors to suggest the illumination of a street lamp.) You will realize too that often
you want a lamp shooting on
shaded from

'nigger', a large

Again you
al lights on a

will

object or not.

to a set,

the lens of the camera.

and yet keep its rays
This is done with a

black-board in a frame, rather like an

know

that

set, to find

To

your hand in front

it is difficult,

when

easel.

there are sever-

out whether a light covers a certain

lamp you must wave
see the shadow on the

discover the range of
of

it,

and you

will

object.

WTien the actors are in the set you have another indication
how to place your lights. You can, and should, throw
some light on to them. Experience will show you that in a
'close-up' you will get a shadow of the nose thrown on the face,
This difficulty must be overcome
if your lights are too near.
by 'diffusing' the lights, that is by placing a frame of some
material in from of them.
Silk is softer than hnen, and oil
paper makes the light still more spread. The actors would
have a very worried expression in a 'close-up' if you did not
diffuse the light, besides they would be candidates for a severe
attack of Kleig eyes. There is the alternative of using soft
mercury vapour lamps which cast no shadow, but the camera

of
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man

will not

lamps.

he

uses

much longer with mercury vapour
they make the actor's hands, unless

be content

For one thing
excessive

'make-up', look like those of a nigger.

Another point to remember is that the lights must be
off and on before a scene so that they burn bright-

switched

ly during the take.

When you commence

your

to feel a little confidence in

you may use what are known as 'banks
These are bright groups of lights which operate
Turn a 'bank' directly on a set, that is only give

ability to light a set
of light'.

together.

some front lighting (caution
ber two) which is behind your camera.

your

set

:

It requires side lighting to

this

The

is

exercise

set will

num-

be

flat.

bring out the dimensions of actors

The Germans are fond of having little front
hghting and bringing up the characters in the background.
and

This

properties.

remarkabty 'cinematic' if it is not abused.
I imagine that an American camera man would have put
a semicircle of 'Winnies' round it, I know a British camera
is

man would

!

no matter what the
size, I have found that the carpenters have a great love of
building the sets dead against the wall so that the cameraman has great difficulty in placing his back lighting. Good
photography means good back hghting. Let the beginner
secure this first.
After that he will find many hints from the
set itself as to where his lights should go.
Shine a sun through
a window, or place a diffused light behind stained glass.
Windows generally have no glass but wire netting is put in
In every studio that

I

have been

in,
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for distance effects.

If there is

not a bad plan to concentrate
a natural reflection.

A

all

a mirror in the

your

realistic effect

light

upon

room it is
and get

it,

can also be obtained

if

lamp hung in the middle of a room by arranging
your lamps in a circle round it, this is only apphcable to closeups or the lamps will be in the picture. Arches, doors and
even fires present opportunities, while glistening vases and
tall pots are obvious prey.
For example, you might place
the hero and heroine by an archway for a close-up'.
Pick
them out with a sun, and catch the girl's hair from the back
there

is

a

'

with a spot, with a high-light on the pot at her feet

;

but our

friend, who does not recite Shakespeare, would say that I
was teaching you some naughty tricks.
When you are picking out people with lamps be careful

not to get double reflections of countless lamps in their shirt
fronts,

though

of course this will not

thes are of the regulation yellow
applies to eyes.

you

;

be possible if their clobut the same warning

Neither should you forget reflectors

when

are lighting your set, these give roundness to the faces of

the artists.

If

you will find that a
You must use a gold

a girl has blue eyes

tor will 'take the pupils out'.

reflec-

reflec-

tor.

number three is
what lighting there

Exercise
to point

have Uttle front hghting and
towards the camera. Not into

to
is

the lens but in the direction of the camera.

you a silhouette effect.
The next thing that must be studied
is

AcTiNTiSM, the colour values of your
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for correct Ughting

set.

The best colours
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for sets are browns, yellows, greys, black

^ill allow

me

to include the last

two

and white

in a list of colours)

(if
.

you
The

colours with actintic value are blue and violet, while the other
end of the spectrum, namely the reds, have little actintic value.
Blue photographs as white and red as black. That is why
a ruby light is used in a dark room.
It has little actintic
value, and does not affect sensitive film.
The make-up on
face of artists might influence the hghting.
With exterior
work the camera man must grade from dazzling snow clad
fields

(good actintic value) to stuffy

He must remember

absent).

little streets (actintic

value

that light and shade are his

media and he would be a poor cameraman indeed if he overlooked the subtle half-hghts, and indulged only in startling
black and white effects.
For amateurs

I

am

told that there are

some portable lamps

on the market, but the amateur can take reasonably

fair

he uses an ultra-rapid lens with a stop of fi. 9.
The beginner is sure to make mistakes, there are so many

pictures

if

difficulties in his

again which are

path, too

common

many

trials

as 'halation' (the white aura).

for

me

to discuss,

and many

with the kodak snapper, such

He

will find a lighting test

an advantage. This is usually taken before using a big set.
Should things run smoothly for him let him not forget those
who are responsible for most of his success the patient electricians.
Everyone should spread the doctrine of studios
b)uilt with good accoustics, and save twenty years of the electrician's hapless life.
Or would it after all be doing him a
good turn ?

—
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dare

I

patent

is

leave this subject without

— the light dome.

would-be

to
a

::::

woman

new

to give

inventor claims that

stars, for its

hke

of sixty look

hfe to

a girl of sixteen.

some

Its

for

and

new

will

it

make

tremble

I

if it

of the old stars.

drawbacks are that

are reflected.

the

Its secret Ues
hghts never faU directly on the face but

in the fact that the

close-ups'

comment on

This will be of tremendous interest

can only be used

it

encourage a plethora of emotional

will

'close-ups".
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is

it.
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n^iwhere
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much
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Here you

:o

in

is

is

may see this,
may you see
what

things one does not

so direct that

-:r::::

you are

Germany

banned

in

workers' revolt are cut out
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many

If

Potemkin

Di^erent countries show different

Italv.

the director i:iade

Therr

c:
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are allowed that.
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SEE...

see

that

is

I

there

you

a film as

complain about.

want

to see.

The

bearable in cold and

and shocking on the

screen.

blood oozing out of an elderly
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woman's hand as in The Silver Lining. That contributes
nothing and it breaks up a great deal. One did not see the
The darkening bowl of w^ater
actual murder in Vaudeville.
was sufficient, it was imaginative. One does not want, perhaps, to see men killed as they are killed in war (but one does
want the spirit of war, not the spirit of war after war). One
does not want more sex, more vice
and there are plenty of
being
thoroughly
nasty
ways of
and evading the censor. But
often there are no ways of producing a fine work and passing
all the censors, all the httle men who snip and shoe.
I am
:

not referring to the cutting that

may

That

is

done before a film

shown.

is

be necessary, though you cannot get speed into a

slow film merely by shortening

and reducing length may,

it

(look at

A

Glass of Water)

after a certain point, only create

—

new

faults
loss of balance, of rhythm, of continuity.
But I
do think that foreign distributors and small-town renters are
too enthusiastic with their nice big scissors.

Pabst's Secrets of the Soul

was

originally, I

am

told, a

good

So good that the analysts didn't hke it.
As shown
England it was so childish that the analysts wouldn't
acknowledge it. But if we don't know this we think Pabst
film.

in

made a stupid film. O yes (we
made some good films, but Secrets of
has

odd wasn't
think

?...

are given

it

After

?

say),

the Soul,

Perhaps the others were

all,

how

are

we

Pabst

to judge

?

!

He's

now. Very
do you

flukes,

We

and we are given what is thought good
good and certain things are bad.

see

what we

for us.

Cer-

tain things are
It

was admitted that

if

the apphcation for performance

had
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gone through the usual channels, The King of Kings would
not have passed in England. It was admitted that it might
be a sincere work, but there was a rule that no film showing
That was all. Xo Face.
the Face of Christ could be passed.
Ben-Hur got over this with a series of rather undignified tricks
and feelings were apparently spared. It may be that we
prefer to keep our own conception of Christ and not see someone else's on the screen. But we remain unmoved by the
hundreds of Nativities, Last Suppers and Crucifixions in the
and if it is seeing an actor that we object
picture galleries
;

to,

why

when we know that many of the
by painter's mistresses ? Perhaps

are w^e not upset

Madonnas were

sat for

something blasphemous about movement, and Old
Masters are, anyway, sacred. But it is curious that the tem-

there

is

human attributes may not be represented when the
Certain things
spiritual may be and the miracles faked.

porarj',

are good

and certain things

of this presentation

selves to this,

move about

are bad,

can alter that

though

I

do not see

w^e find that the

and nothing

fact.

in the spirit

We may

why we

resign our-

should, but

if

we

conception of these things varies

from country to country, though the general law, Thou Shalt
Not See, holds still.
In England, for instance, Kraft und Schdnheit may not be
pubhcly shown. ''The nude is rude." We are the most
When
athletic nation but we can't get used to our bodies.
the Film Society showed Mr. Betts' studies of sport, you could
feel the httle

gasps w^hen the running clothes faded to reveal

the muscles working.
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idea, I think is that All Flesh is
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Dust, and dust

So the ways to Health and Beauty
are bhnd ways to us, though every dirty comedy has bathing
belles and mannequin shows put in solely for sex appeal and
we fill our programmes, our papers and our shop-windows
with illustrations of ladies in corsets and in studied neghges
that none but the most successful courtesan would aspire to.
is dirt.

;

paper than to think of beauty

at a

the screen.

we look
we watch

think of courtesans (successful ones) as

It is better to

(I

apologise) as

Better to dream about Ninon than look at Helen.

But we ought to be left to judge for ourselves.
Meanwhile, those who want vulgarity and real indecency are
Perhaps

it is.

allowed to revel in the seductive swathings of Helen in the
film version of Mr. Esrkine's book.

(with "It" written

Then

there

being British,

this usual office

must

call a

should

fiLni

it is all

right.

cloak-room.

It is

natural that

should appear quite often in hotel corridors

the traveUing habit of

not more or

Because the garments

over them) are there,

that peculiarly British institution which,

is

I

all

my

less inevitable

now and

race have seen to that.

So

:

it is

that a shot of a hotel corridor in a

again contain a door with the welcome

but oh, so embarrassing, words
girls replicas for their dolls'

?

we give our little
buy them, at Ham-

After aU,

houses.

We

and then pretend they do not exist on the films. That
door will be deleted from two films I saw in Berhn when they
come to England. They are "unnecessary". Now what is

leys'

unnecessary

but

"Ou

is

est le

that tourists should be able to say

W.

C. ?",

when

that

is

the

first

little else

sign or greeting

they give, and then insist in stories being altered, doors dele51
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ted,

and events distorted

many

scenes next door to the bathroom

as taste, (and absence of

Xo one would want

in the cinemas.

it is

not

;

there

made up

for

is sue'"

by

but when such a scene does happen, why not let it ?
At the same time, not only England is odd. There
Ireland's national feelings

land.

a thing

prurience)

is

Ire-

have to be considered, but

must her morals. In order to get A Woman of Paris shown
Dubhn, a neat little sub-title had to be inserted, explain-

so
in

ing where

Edna Purviance

aunt died and
Paris

left

got her

money

from.

Yes,

an

her a legacy, so she lived comfortablv in

!

There

is

America, too.

the Garbo a

vamp

America.

She
She makes
and the British people cut hundreds of feet
Certainly there

produces a ''flaming picture of a
out of The Flesh and the Devil.

modem

is

siren".

Well, for Vaudeville to be

shown in America, Jannings had to marry his dancer. That
made it moral, so Kansas booked it. But of course the dreadful things that sprang from this alUance were a terrific indictment of marriage. The story was really less moral, onh' no
one noticed it. ]\Ir. Fawcett, too, tells a stor}^ of The Scarlet
Letter.
This austere tale came to Quebec. But it wasn't
austere enough, and Hester Pynne had to be made a widow.
Seastrom must have been surprised. It just taught a
Swede not to put a native puritanical author on the screen
But Seastrom probably was not thinking of Quebec when he
made his film. WTiy should he have been ?
At the same time, he should have been. It is (clearly) not
enough to go ahead on a movie, making it as good as you can.
!
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and leave

it

to others to like

it

or not.

For

if

they don't like

it.
That's the trouble. They will take
and hack it about. And it is not only the small towns.
The makers of billiard tables are now upset because biUiard
tables in films are usually shown in haunts of the underworld.
They complain of the bad effects on billiard saloons, on the
So you must remember everybody's sussale of tables. ...
Every small town's, every watch-committee's.
ceptibihties.
You must take into account everybody who uses his position
in one field to have a voice in another.
Then, when you have
considered how not to offend them, you must study how to
please them.
After that, you may make your film.
If
you can. But how can you ? A good one, I mean ?
There is no inducement to the artist there is every deterrent from the making of good films.
A director ought to
be able to copyright his work. Then we should know w^hat
we were getting. We don't, now. Libraries ban a book

it,

they won't have

it,

:

they consider "unsuitable".

What they do

not do

the book, rip out what they don't hke and then

They

sion as the complete book.

sell

is

to get

the ver-

don't pubUsh an expurgated

Ulysses as the real thing, they don't "clarify" Rustic Elegies
or take Tess

and cut out Angel Clare and Alec D'Urberville.

PubHshers don't do

when we

this,

but film-pubUshers do.

read a book, a chance to judge the author

judge a director by the film
bits of a film.

And

we

see,

We
:

we

have,
can't

because we are only seeing

not bits he has chosen, either.

Von

March is being cut by von Stemberg,
Greed was done by someone else. A director can-

Stroheim's Wedding
just as his
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not,
to

you

fill

control his

see.

out some older picture

be put into

it

to give

It

filni.
;

may

be bought, and utihsed

or bits of another picture

may

the necessar\' kick, punch, pep and

it

sparkle.

So that the sequence you were so careful \Wth
contrasts you built

know

r

\\'e

shan't

up

so carefuUy

We

!

may

vanish.

may

go, the

Who

will

shall only think that the contrasts

and that the stor\' jerks. There are so many movies we have wanted to see. mo\'ies in which people we respect have collaborated.
\Mien they come, they mean nothins:.
Can there be sjeat films ? Well, ca?i there ? The answer is, Xot often. The result is that to stop people cutting
what they don't hke. directors placate them by putting in
what the}' will. It is the only way. Give the mob its glamorous dancing, make the illegitimate baby die. Even if
your business men must have a perfectly equipped office to
draw finger-nail plans on a table-cloth, put in a dancing.
Some one else will, otherwise. Something \^ill have to m^ake
room for it.
When this is apphed to the world-market, it is disastrous.
are crude

Pohtics.

of

course,

enter here.

fihns.

waiting in London, bur

yet,

But apart from

it is

There are several Russian
not advisable to shew them

pohtics, there

Gennan films are slow.
the Enghsh version of

They
Tr.c

5:::.<':';;:

is

national temperament.

B?,Mw:n's ^rave from
P'.^

was too
Germanic ?
I:

Germanic
But why shouldi:'t Ger:::^-.:: fil:::s :e
And why should they be. as they are trying to be. An:er::.i::
And why should America turn out long hea\y pictures
.
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German

the

all

They

detail

but none

are tr\'ing to hve

down

"typical movie", are they
is all

the type of distortion

But

—not

we

to do

We know

?

entertainm.ent to the

what
it

of the

is

And

We know
so

it

ought,

pubhc that

The Chess Player
?

is

dissatisfied, is

We

?

Why, above

XOT

have a right to

all,

see.

original fihn.

we all say so, it
Then we can judge.

we can go back

to the firm's version.

edited version and

children, with Thoit Shalt

edition

;

It

which bhnd
to.

Not

See.

is

its

it is

There

don't they cut the improbabihties

are cutting

as

So what

knows
But
job.

that the trade

a great deal

is

entertained.

—the pearls

an open window in The Silver Lining, the door
in

known

distortion, too.

leading us

ought to know a great deal better.

why

is

?

that the films, an art to a few, are

many.

entertainment.

is

this

this dreary standardisation

cutting to suit the world-market
are

significance

We want character, national character, indiv-

distortion.

iduaUty, urge

?

German

of the

left

don't they

And

under
unlocked

left

tell

us they,

If you don't hke the
worth showing us the
If we don't hke that
And don't treat us hke

TeU us

this

is

the

Enghsh

don't use the foreign criticisms of the foreign film

to put over

your own hashed-up selection from

it.

want to be able to judge for ourselves. We want to
know what we are talking about. It is much better publicity that we should, for you can't stop us talking even if you
can stop us seeing. And supposing the pubhc financed the
WTiat would happen then ?
directors, instead of the firms.

We

Robert Herring.
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W. PABST

G.

A SURVEY
What

intelligent reader

cause of the

would buy books haphazardly be-

way they were

the wrapper or the

title

?

window or because cf
The book buyer knows his pubhshers,
piled in a

that a volume bearing such and such an imprint will probably
interest

him

or that this other will be

written for his taste

;

no doubt too crudely

he knows his authors and will probably

work issued by the few of his selection shall be posted to him on the day of pubhcation.
Of
course there are thousands who never buy books at all just
as there arr thousands who never enter a cinema and there
are plenty who buy without discrimination but it is always
leave an order that every

the intelligent minorit}'
as

it

will

who make

be the intelligent minority-

or discard an author just

who

will eventually

make

or discard films.

The ultimate value of a film depends upon its director.
He is to it what an author is to a book. Actors are only the
characters.
The\^ may be good or bad according to a director's capacity just as the heroine may be the wooden figure of
a newspaper

serial or the sensitive

ardson novel.

Miriam

of a

Over and over again the inexperienced

rush to see actors they have admired in a
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film,

will

only to find
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them shadows lacking coherence,
in the

hands

of another director

what they dream

in the next picture, because

they become either

false or

what they actually
being Greta Garbo after she

of being, instead of

(The classic example of this

are.
left

Pabsts' direction.)

But how far is the intelligent minority aware to date either
more important directors or of the nature of their work ?
This is partly due to that bad transference from the theatre

of the

of featuring the actors (almost the least important element in

the film) rather than the

cameraman

or the director.

I

say

least important because with a good photographer or director
anything may happen, the most trivial face or gesture may

become

of value,

but

if

direction or

photography are bad,

great beauty or great talent will appear merely mediocre.
Is not one reason however for this lack of knowledge the
absence to date of a literature or a " bibhography " of the

screen

?

Isolated examples only of a director's

come one's way. It
is a happy accident

work may

hard to decide whether a single film
or a link in a chain of achievements
whether there has been retrogression or development.
It is in an effort to remedy this defect that I want to attempt
some estimate of the work of G. W. Pabst, w^hose films have
interested me more to date than any others I have seen.
Mr Pabst formerly worked a long time for the theatre.
Four years ago he decided that as far as the art of the future
was concerned, the theatre had no possibility of development.
Since he came to that decision (and we can imagine it was not
an easy one to make) he has made six films. Unfortunately
is

;
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have seen only

though "stills" from the others convince me of the sincerity and interest of all his work.
The three films which I have seen are Joyless Street, Secrets
of the Soul and Die Liehe Der Jeanne Ney.
I came late to the cinema and I came because of Joyless
Street.
For years it never occurred to me that movies were
worth consideration. I actually went to Holh^vood without
the slightest idea that they made films there and was much
perturbed and quite uninterested when famous stars "shot'^
scenes under my bedroom window.
Enthusiasts on my return to Europe occasionally persuaded me to a cinema. I
did not dishke them but felt they had no Unk with my particular development.
Then one wet dismal afternoon in Switzerland I went to Joyless Street. And saw what I had looked
I

three,

for in vain in post-war literature, the unrelenting portrayal of

w4iat w^ar does to

been

life,

has
between those primal

of the destruction of beauty, of (as

said) the conflict

war

intensifies

emotions, "hunger and eroticism".
It

was

all

too right.

written in Close

Of Greta Garbo much has already been
it will be hard to forget her as a

Up though

symbol of beauty in war as she stood (right at the beginning)
in the queue in the drear\^ street or that other moment when
the whole end of destruction was in her gesture as she stood
^^^lether
staring by the window at the finish of the film,
rescued or not does

it

matter

?

People are as the butcher

was, or there would not be war, would not be hardship, would

not be misery.

Knowing

atively unimportant,
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all

this actual contact

escape tinged

becomes compar-

with

phobia.

But
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beyond Greta Garbo, the other types were so perfect. The
young selfish man, loosed of restraint because battle had wiped
away the reward of thrift or decency, the little South American miUionaire causing misery yet with such kindly instincts

beneath his thoughtlessness and vulgarity, the completely
amoral "toughness" of the woman who kept the house, and

more than any

of

them the

girl

who murdered

with the whole history of an oppression
in her eyes, as she

seemed to go slowly

(race,

mad

for her lover

person or idea)

with realization

of horror yet

never to lose consciousness, and against this the

scholarly old

man

quite unable to cope with

modern

hfe, all

these were to the last gesture, right.

read a short time ago in an American paper that JoyAnd that will be I fear,
Street was distorted and untrue.

Yet
less

I

the immediate criticism of Pabst's pictures.

Because average

people, average critics, dare not face the truth in his films.

EngUsh official war film, "The
Battle of Arras" the comment across the cinema was, "they
ought not to show the corpses and the wounded !" People
(Just as at the showing of the

love cheering the

men

trickhng fon,vard against shells but

they obliterate without sense of wrong doing what waste and

must entail.) For myself I could only say
Die Liehe der Jeanne Ney in the Xeubabelsburg
projection room, "it is too true." For actual threads of
suffering a battle
after seeing

thought appear in front of one, actual hfe, actual pain, actual
of beauty, passed through a mind that is as the

moments

machine that records heart beats or the sensations of a leaf.
So Joyless Street recorded the whirlpool of destruction that
59
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war as Die Liebe Der Jeanne Ney records the awkwardness
and cruelty of changing, not yet adapted civihzations. Not
banners and glory and spiritual rebirth as old ladies and newspapers and the leaders of nations preached in 1914. But
death and the loosening of barriers and the shattering of decent
impulse.
First one gate goes, then another, with intellect and
beauty, as always, the first sacrifice. The old scholar, the
Or the two lovers in Jeanne
children, the young beautiful girl.
Ney, The right to think, to individual judgment, even the
No book has put down the reaction of
right to sympathy.
defeat on conquerors and defeated alike as Joyless Street has
For this reason no doubt it was censored or forbidden
done.
or mercilessly cut in every country where it was shown or
attempted to be shown. And no book (except H. D. in
her short story Murex) has so caught the sense of beauty
broken by war.
It is the thought and the feeling that line gesture that interAnd he has what few have, a consciousness
est Mr Pabst.
of Europe.
He sees psychologically and because of this, because in a flash he knows the sub-conscious impulse or hunger
that prompted an apparently trivial action, his intense realism becomes through its truth, poetry. He himself said once
is

in conversation.

ment

?

Real

"What need

life is

is

there for romantic treat-

too romantic and too ghostly."

And

his

bUndly brave,
drab rooms and
so infinitely of life with all the problems of modern Europe
surging about their hands or faces, become not only this
actual world but abstractions of reality, like the myths men
their inhabitants, so cruel or
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made

of long

ago seafarings or

fights, like

men made

the statues

through these myths, of pure ideas.

And

people clamour that films are not art

!

No

play

I

have ever seen or read has affected me so profoundly as Joyor Jeanne Ney.
I wanted to cry out at each, I
know this, I know that beauty is a gull in a storm, I know
exactly how destructive human hunger can be, but knowing
this, if one is to live, there is a limit to endurance of vision.
For to watch them is to face what all if they could, would
less Street

willingly forget.

Bryher.

CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE
VI

THE INCREASING CONGREGATION
It is the

London

conspicuous event.

season.

And

Not a day must be

lost

the cinema, having been

nor any
first

a

nine months wonder and then, almost to date, a perennial
perplexity, matter for public repuditation mitigated

by

pri-

vate and, with fair good fortune, securely invisible patronage,
is

now

tre

part of our lives, ranks, as a topic, alongside the thea-

and there are Films that must be

seen.

We

go.

No

Ion-
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ger in secret and in taxis and alone, but openly in parties in

We

the car.

emerge, glitter for a

moment

in the briUiant

hght of the new flamboyant foyer, and disappear for the evening into the queer faintly indecent gloom.
Such illumination
as there will be,

moments

of the familiar sense of the visible

audience, of purposefully being somewhere,

is

but hail and

unknown
Anyone is there

farewell leaving our party again isolated amidst
invisible

humanity.

Anyone may be

there.

and everyone, and not segregated in a tier-quenched background nor packed away up under the roof. During the brief
interval we behold not massed splendours bordered by a row
of newspaper men, but everyone, filling the larger space,
oddly ahead of us.
"What about a Movie ? That one at the Excelsior sounds
quite good."
rarity,

to be

discussed

more

may

at

or less

Suggestions

made

off-hand.

selected with care,

great length,
is

long remembered.

neither here

nor there.

be surprisingly good in the

goodness

provided for

body seems

quite sure

A

Theatre

way

a

But

May

a

be

of this strange

film

good

new

hours of relaxation and that noIt will at least be
to think of.

what

an evening's entertainment, a welcome change from
reading, bridge, wireless, gramophone.

town

is

anticipated, experienced,

And

the trip

talk,

down

revives the unfaihng bright sense of going out, hfts off the

burden and heat of the day and if the rest of the evening is a
failure it is not an elaborately arranged and expensive failure.
There's pictures going on all over London always making
something to do whenever you want to go out specially those
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big

new ones with

orchestras.

Splendid.

Its the

next best

thing to a dance and sure to be good you can get a nice meal

and decide while you're there and if the one
you choose is full up there's another round the corner nothing
to fix up and worry about. And it's all so nice nothing poky
and those fine great entrance halls everything smart and
just right and waiting there for friends you feel in society like
anybody else if your hat's all right and your things and my
word the ready-mades are so cheap nowadays you need never
go shabby and the commissionnaires and all those smart people about makes you feel smart.
It's as good an evening as
you can have and time for a nice bit of supper afterwards.
It is Monday.
Thursday. The pence for the pictures are
in the jar beside the saucer of coppers for the slot metre.
But
folded behind the jar are unpaid bills.
In the jar are threepence and six halfpence... "Me and 'Erb tonight, then we'll
have to manage for Dad and Alf Thurdsay and then no more
for a bit.
Whatever did we used to do when there was no
pictures ?
Best we could I s'pose, and must again."
"Never swore I wouldn't go again this week. Never said
at a restaurant

.

swelp me.

way.

.

.

Might be doin' worse.

"Goin' on now.

Thou
if I

Its

me own money

any-

"

This minute.

pay

And

it

me

'ere.

It

won't be,

back. ..."

so here

aU over

Pickshers goin' on now.

Goin' on and

shalt not ste

we

all are.

the world.

All over London, all over England,

Together in this strange hospice risen

overnight, rough and provisional but guerdon none the less
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Never before was such all-embracing hospitality save in an ever-open church where kneels
madame hastened in to make her duties between a visit to
her dressmaker and an assignation, where the dustman's wdfe
bustles in wdth infants and market-basket.
of a

world in the making.

See that starvehng, lean with loath-

Universal hospitality.
feeding his

ing,

unknown

desperate longings upon selected

He

books, giving his approval to tortoiseshell cats.
in here.

film

is

Braving the herd he creeps

His scorn for the

in.

not more inspiring than the fact of his presence.

x\nd that pleasant intellectual, grown a
things of the mind, his stock-in-trade.
ideas,

creeps

but to cease in his mild

stupifier, forty

winks

circling, to

home

of the

not for

use the cinema as a

He

will

article.

youth, happy childhood, w^eary

whom

weary

for his cherished intelligence.

go away refreshed to write his next

Happy

little

He comes

women

of all classes

no resting-place.

Sensitives creep

in here to sit clothed in merciful darkness.

See those elders

for

in

at

there

is

whose ears sound always the approaching footsteps of death.
now and again, they are free from the sense of moments

Here,

ticked

olf.

charming

See the beatitude of the stone-deaf.

girl lost,

despairing in the midst of her

who would no more go
would disrobe
lodgings opens

Refuge,

64

spaces and

trysting-place,

from rain and cold at
and fire, drunkenness

first

that

quarreh

to an entertainment alone than she

herself in the street.
its twilit

And

less

village

But this refuge near her
makes itself her weepery.
pump, stimulant, shelter

than the price

at less

of

than the price

an evening's Hght
of a drink.

In-

,
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Peeps behind scenes.

struction.

hims and

Sermons.

Homethrusts for

for hers, impartially.

School, salon, brothel, bethel, newspaper, art science, reli-

philosophy, commerce, sport, adventure

gion,

beauty
here

we

all are,

;

as never before.

What

will

it

of

flashes

The only anything and everything.

of all sorts.

do with us

And
?

Dorothy Richardson.

RECENT FILMS
It is

censor.

doubtful whether Jesus Christ can pass the British

He

is,

however, going strong in other parts of the

Germany

the film broke at the

first range of subwere
whisperings
of ramtitles two or three times, and there
pant superstition. However, after ten minutes, and while
the orchestra went over the same motif six times, things mended, and we were given a view in colour of Jacquehne Logan
trying to look hke Mary Magdalen in the usual decoUetage

world.

In

was seen in Jerusalem, or indeed anywhere outHollywood studio. A half yard conforming with essential requirements of propriety, and eight yards or so on the
floor.
Black BotticeUian corkscrew curls draped her forehead.
Some elderly American citizens (Wall Street variety)
undisguised though in wigs and trappings pushed eacho thers
that never
side a
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faces with the usual courtesy of cinematic antiquity.

They

from Jacqueline, whose eyes you feel are aching
from trying to appear beetling. She pushes their faces. A
Hollyw^ood, tame leopard roams placidly round.
Jacqueline
her
chariot
and
sweeps
off
into
the
noonday heat.
iuops on
By this time it seemed quite natural to be contemplating
a furtive exit. Then a blind child emerges, and we realise we
We do. Beyond the
are about to meet the King of Kings.
fact that Mr Warner sat with an arc lamp just behind him to
vie for smiles

give that effect

f

silver lining usually associated

ne's hair, he looked grave,

and

dignified,

with heroi-

and more

spiritual

than most paintings of the Lord. Ernest Torrence and Joseph Shildkraut as Judas and some more, in alien garments,
stand about.

The blind

Mary Madgalen,

child

is

made

to see.

decolletage, corkscrew curls

says the usual tush and pish.

Then
and

Then she begins

in bursts
all.

She

to get scared,

which from her actSoon
ing) so saj's tush and pish again with more vehemence.
however (much business with silver lining and gauzy close
The usual superups) a conflict with her better self begins.
imposed symbolic figures of Temptation maul at her. She
or a

little

uncertain (you can't easily

tell

Then she too is healed. Then, let me
what happens next ? The King of Kings goes through a
rigmarole of raising the dead, heahng the sick, etc.
You see
him being the Daily Help (almost from an Agency) of anybody who runs after him. You could not gather for a moment
that he hai any mission more divine than a panel doctor has.
Except of course for the silver lining. But Warner was defi-

begins to look sick.
see,
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nitely

—

in himself

—a

figure

of

beauty.

They might have

given the part of Christ to John Barrymore. His expressions
were sensitive and intelhgent, and intellectual.
Later the film improves. The render unto Caesar episode,

had all the old obvious slapdash of pantomime
it was redeemed by Warner, who broke across
The cleansing of the Temple was (except
it with sincerity.
Some of the composifor wrong crowd psychology) good.
tions were excellent.
The Temptation was bad. What
Satan offered seemed to be military pomp. Christ, of course,
was a complete pacifist. The treatment and psychology of
Judas was illiterate. The story of Judas is in reality, as regards dramatic and emotional strength, almost more vivid
than the story of Christ. The story of the two in some concentrated form would make a dramatic masterpiece.
Judas
in this film was simply a pantomime attempt at a beast.
The latter scenes did achieve some sort of power, and made
it, as a film, worth while.
The latter scenes were very sincere,
and, evidently, deeply felt. The earlier scenes were unfelt.
They meant httle or nothing to the producer, although they
seemed to have meaning for Warner, whose performance was
consistent throughout.
The utter waste and stupidity, and
at the same time the inevitability of the scenes of betrayal
up to the crucifixion were well shown. The danger and brutality of mob-hysteria were excellently illustrated.
The outstanding scene is where Christ andBarabbas stand at the top

for instance,
villainy,

but

of the Senate steps while Pontius Pilate asks the

The complete

mob to choose.

rejection of the thing that will help

them

be-
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comes symbolism almost. You feel de Mille is saying you cruAnd here, at last, is appreciation
cify the thing you need most.
The situation in
of the nuances of courage and suffering.
itself, of course, is graphic, as a situation, and applies now as
then. But de Mille certainly rammed his points home.
The
innovator is always to be feared and hated, whereas the murderer we can more or less cope with.
The Crucifixion was a little artificial, but again sincere,
and the three figures on the hill with the crowd below (said to
have been composed from Renaissance paintings) formed a
dramatic and forceful composition. The effect of the figure
nailed to the cross was so well done that the illusion was rather
shattered by the realisation that here was an actor who must
be supremely uncomfortable. The earthquake was what
But the effect of precipices
csome will call "cardboardy".
grinding on each other seemed to me good. The resurrection
was simply sketched in, but it served the same purpose as the
epilogue to St. Joan, to show that Christ only began really
with his death. Really it is a bad film, and an undistinguished
film, but it is a sincere film, and a film with moments of beauty
photographically and dramatically and spiritually.
It did
not seem to me very perturbing that no actor can convincingly appear like the Christ, or impersonate the Christ.

—

—

Nei-

as some have said blasphemous.
seem to me
In parts it was absurd, and the beginning was undignified.
The crowd scenes were not good except occasionally. There
was a dreadful Uttle boy Mark. The raising of Lazarus
was a little dour, and seemed the cheapest hocus pocus. As

ther did

it

—
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probably it may have been. Anyhow it is an interesting fihn,
But we must congratulate
if only on account of its subject.
Warner for a rendering that could not have been more gracious or miore graceful.

xeUgion should not be

It

would be

money making as
churches, or again, when

made an excuse

long as there are collection plates in

entertainment tax

illogical to object that

for

charged to hordes of pleasure-seekers

is

visiting the premises of a murder.

A

Cecil

M. de Mille Fihn.

BED AND SOFA
Here

is

an example

of the

distic film, a simple stor\'

newest Russian non-propagan-

almost crudely told, yet astounding

Bed And Sofa
poor people, and the cost

in its sheer uncompromise.

is

modern
production must

a storv^ of

of
Russia and of
have been neghgable. Nearly the whole action takes place
in a tenement room.
The usual technique is almost ignored,
and havoc is made of time sequence by reckless cuts, by unrelated continuity, by every fault that the amateur can make.
And yet here was a film that gripped and had genius. Its
verv^ uneven-ness gave it an odd power
almost, one might
;

say, created a

music, and

made

its

blur, or

new

technique. It should be played without

Music
staccato movement would be in accord.
attempted to bridge over, which was a mistake.
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Played in silence the almost cubistic pattern

moments would have been

of short, vivid

realty powerful.

man and

his wife, and the housing
The two live, as has been indi*
The husband seems a cheery^
cated, in a tenement room.
animalistic young man, stretching and smiling beneath the
bedclothes. His wife is young too, but less cheery.
Indeed
you observe instantly a curious sulkiness in her that kind

Briefly the story

problem

of

is

of a

modern Russia.

;

can permeate a whole house.
She prepares breakfast desultorily and with an air that suggests repudiation of her surrounding circumstance.
The
of introspective brooding that

slightly

bedraggled, ever so slightly slatternly appearance

she presents in some wa}^ gives stress to her beauty.

You

is beautiful, then that beauty is marred in her by
by some dissatisfacsomething unbalanced or unadjusted
tion that is deeper and more dangerous than circumstances
seem to call for. The feeling is that through ennui she would

notice she

;

be deliberately capable of anything, but at the same tim^e not

through strength but w^eakness of character.

He has nowhere
and the husband offers him the sofa in the corner of
the room as a bed.
On the morning following the new young
man is up early and preparing breakfast. There is elaboration and courtesy in his attitude which tells its tale to the
Later the husband brings back his friend.

to stay,

She watches him, half sulky, half amused.

wife.

She has

acquired over-night a hard, wariness of expression, something
furtive

away
70
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and covert and false. So v»'hen the husband goes
work a few days, it is inevitable, that under the pres-
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her sensual and destruc-

sure of the atmosphere created

and by the feeling of being cooped up in such
cramped space with this young man, (toward whom, it is clearly
indicated she entertains feelings only of morbid curiosity)
The young man moves over from
the obvious should happen.
the sofa to the bed. There is no nonsense about it. There is
no atmosphere of a love affair, or of illicit beauty. It is deliberate, cynical, and part of the room with it shabby curtain
over the door and its untidy table and general litter.
The husband comes back and finds out. He becomes angry
more through his wife's attitude than because of what he has
tive indolence,

^

discovered.

She pretends shame, but there

in a rage.
in a

A

little reflection

world of mock heroics

goes back.
He is a little
man retire for the night.
The young man and

he

;

is

something

The husband sta,mps out
convinces him he does not Hve

taunting and triumphant behind

it.

is

comfortable at home, so he

aghast w^hen his wife and the young
It is

now his turn to

the

husband remain good

sleep on the sofa.
friends.

They play chess together. Xow it seems inevitable that the
young man should order the wife to make tea. How different
this

from

his waiting

on her a few days back.

She, very rea-

The situation is full of dissatisfactions,
pent up feelings. The two men play their games together.
She sits at the window. The room gets on her nerves. Her
furtiveness and treachery become more pronounced.
While
sitting at the window^ a motor car with strong headlights

sonably,

refuses.

dashing past startles her.

She starts forward in her chair,

then sinks back to her despondent mood.

7t
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There

is

moment when

another subtle

she

is

seen again,

only in daylight, at the window, a long, shallow window, with
rain pouring down.

again going

off.

He

Her husband,

You do

leaves.

finally

exasperated,

is

not see the door because

hung across the passage. But you see the curtain
and sink back as the door slams. Then the wife
suddenly runs out after him. She leaves the door open, you
can tell this because again the curtain blows up, and papers
lift, then blow off the table.
Her feet are seen running past
the window. They come back together, both dripping with
a curtain

is

billow up,

rain.

We

have discovered at

last w^hat

has become more intense.
stop motherhood.
that birth control

We
is

it

is,

why

her brooding

She has gone to an hospital to

would remind Close Up readers

completely legalised in Russia.

again,

Films,

showing in detail the dangers of irregular abortion are freely
shown, and all information supplied.
While waiting her turn, clearly ver^^ frightened, she sees
from the window first a baby in a pram, then a child with a
doll.
These two symbols came like a hit between the eyes.
Until this moment everything had been stark, exact and undeniable.

Suddenly we were back with the old technique, the
Suddenly the psychology was going to
Until this moment her type had been remorselessly

old sentimentahty.
bits.

baby at
such a time would repel her would shake her certainly. Here
was no type of motherhood. She was far too self -centered,
painted

in,

so that

you

felt

now

that the sight of a

;

too occupied with her ow^n needs to feel anything but phys-
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deal fear of the ordeal before her in the operating

creeps out.

ment.

She goes

off in

a train.

room.

She

on a small plaster ornaAt the end of the film the hus-

Presently her tears

fall

band and his friend stand in front of the mirror with the
ornament and her note, scratching their heads.
The amazing quahty of this film was that it presented hfe
as it (let us admit it) so often is, and not as most of us try to
pretend it should be. Here were human relationships blurred
and adjusted, as human Uves always are, to suit surrounding
circumstances.

People are usually wdse enough not to carry

where they cease to become prinand become instead stupidity or destructiveness. That
is what this film says.
It says there is no morahty except the
special morality adaptable to different circumstances, and it
goes even further, pointing out that any morality except the
moraUty adjusted to governing conditions of one's particular
their principles to the point

ciples

hfe

is

so

much

hearsay, not even considered as remotely in

Some people might hold up their hands at this
They might say "But this is impossible." Their indignation would reveal the fact that they reahsed how exactly
true, common, and, to be frank, natural, the hves of these
existence.
film.

people were.
It is

a pity that

we

are not hkely to see the fihn as widely

it should be seen, (it has had a great success throughout
Germany) if only on account of the fact that it is the most
recent and most complete example of the modem Russian
method in cinematography. It is an historic fihn, and probably better in many ways than The Mother. You cannot

as
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compare
tic class.

with Potemkin, which belongs in the propagandisBut our advice to everyone who can is to see it at

all costs.

It is

it

one of the most momentous contributions to

film progress yet achieved.

The

by Ludmila Semenowa, as
Woldemar Fogel as the husband, and Xicolei

principal parts are played

Vera, the wife

;

Bataloff as the friend.

HEIMWEH
A
helm

A

Terra Film by

Max

(Homesickness)

Glass, with

Mady

Christians and Wil-

Dieterle.

where
by too much unrelated incident. The
It
story is of Russian exiles, and has some excellent acting.
opens with a surge of wild faces, an effect both starthng and
certain distinction holds the attention in this film

attention

dramatic

is

.

strained

Revolution

Near by a great palace is silent. The General rings and
nobody comes. He goes to the top of the stairs angrily.
Nobody answers his calls. Presently Lydia (Mady Christians) comes from her room.
She goes down the huge staircase
to find out what is the matter.
She finds one servant remain-

who tells her they are abandoned.
These opening scenes with the atmosphere of suspense and
the deserted palace and vague uneasiness or impending calam(Is
Later they flee... to Paris.
ity were w^U achieved.

ing only (Wilhelm Dieterle)
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there no other city but this

There, in a pension, are the

?)

Russian refugees, well to do, but mourning while one of them

They looked

plays national airs at the piano.

but one didn't
one did

like victims,

them as one should have done (and as
some of the cafe scenes). I don't know

feel for

feel later in

why, unless one was simply bored with the obvious, or that
penned up together they had doddered into a kind of sentimental seniUty. Anjrw^ay, one watched these elderly, affluent
people surreptiously wiping their eyes, with a heart of stone.

Too many themes were brought in, and kept on accumulating new incidents, all of which had to be borne in mind while
waiting to link them on to some climax or main incident so
that after a time, when the main incident did not come, there
was a feeling of being overburdened. It would have been
;

a rare satisfaction to relinquish the whole load, "ah, that

what

it

was

all

up

leading

to," but

it

was not

to be.

is

Conse-

when the film was over was
was good, but.
.something had happened, because
there was a "but" and the mind was too confused to know
what. Afterwards it became clear that it had merely broken
down under its cumulative load
the story had not gone
quently, the immediate feeling

that

it

.

.

;

with a swing or with a growing inevitability, but in undulations all good

enough

Nevertheless,
ing film.

Mady

opening scenes,

in themselves yet not

Heimweh

is

almost,

if

wholly one unity.

not quite, an outstand-

Christians gave a rare performance.

it is

true, there

In the

was an impression that unduly

restrained acting w^as not allowing her to be herself, so that a
httle later,

when

she entered the drawing

room

at the

pen75
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sion waiting for a beau to ask her to dance, and immediately

revealed again that buoyant and witty charm so exclusively

her own, the fact that everybody was delighted became evident through immediate gurgles of affection from every part
of the house.

Wilhelm Dieterle gave support.
for his morose unhappiness to

lift

Now and again one waited
A little contrast

in vain.

in mood would have deepened the effect
Much of the suffering was unnecessary.

of his brooding.

COMMENT AND REVIEW
An

is to be made in Germany this
when ten directors will choose a certain scene, direct
their own way, and then contrast the differences of me-

interesting experiment

winter
it

in

thod.

A

second experiment will be the cutting of one partic-

by the same ten directors, again each in his own
would be highty fascinating to see the results of
these experiments, and would afford a valuable work of reference to the young director, and indeed to all interested in the

ular scene

way.

It

technical side of the screen.

Kyser is making a film at the Neubabelsberg studios financed by and for the Lutheran church. We wandered in on a
76
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hillside setting

after

we

left it

with a huge crucifix in the foreground.

Shortly

crashed to the ground, severing two fingers of

a mechanic who was holding a wire support. This gave a
somewhat grim significance to a similar scene built up in the
same place a few days later. The hill was there but the cruThe usual gnarled trees gave the usual ghostly
cifix wasn't.
effect, aided by the poisonous green light of the mercury vapour
lamps.

A

small platform containing chairs supported an

and relations. As usual the Debrie
camera was in use. These are easily the
Germany. Indeed we did not visit a set

intent audience of wives

Parvo, Model L
most popular in
where they were not

in use.

Lang works on his new film "in private". When we
he was engaged in "shooting" an hotel bedroom.
young man in a bright magenta suit lounged in the hotel

Fritz

peeped

A

in

doorway.

N

Wagner, who photographed 7)^^ L^'^S^ D^r J eanne ey wdi^
intent over his camera (a Debrie again) and carpenters were
filhng the studio with more huge buildings in the Metropolis
style.
We had to walk on elevated boards, as in a flood, as
they were "tarring" the road.

Lang
will

,

said he expected to finish the film in January.

It

be another super-film.
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PCIXTS FROM LETTERS
Your correspondent,
whether the

necessary to a

is

IMiSS

film can

c

>

Fitz-Simonds, is concerned with the question
an art and with the question whether music

iie

fihn.

that Mr. Kardy, whom Miss Fitz-Simonds was
As to the first I aa:
answering, was wrong u: -tating that a popular form of entertainment can
never become an art, > t I think IMiss Fitz-Simonds will agree that since
much practise and expn^iment is required before the film can be made a
purely artistic mediunj, iid as the cost of such practise and experiment is
:'Jt

;

v

..

comraritively enormous, it will be a long time before anything approaching
perfertion can be prodi ccd.
As to the question oi ausical accompaniment, I believe that a film mav
be shown without music A it does not require it, but if music is used it should
be composed for and w.cii a film. At present music limps after the film
as best it can.
The ni i^iC used in cinemas to-day was never written to
accompany a particulai ilm and however suitable a piece of music may
appear to be it can nev r be saying the same thing as a film it was never
aless the music is composed for the film, or the
intended to accompany.
film composed for the
_c
as in the case of The Rosexkavaijer
the
r
accompaniment w.U
be in pf;rfect harmony with the film. (TOM
.

—

.

—

.

IvYON, LOXBOX.)
I

am

just an orvlin

the screen because
I

seem

as

all

to

that

have growi.

My op.

I)

ledge of the
believe

you

^

fihn-iii

are right

that the screen woul
supported by the iii

.

w-ere individuals, tb
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with more than an average interest in
reading are my favourite pastimes indeed,
/ill the cinema.
(Xo, no, no
I am not as old
ly be of no value and I have no practical know— out, I do think there is artistry in movies, I
I used to think
4 ting that the screen is an art.
^e universally recognised as such until it was
Literature could flourish because its patrons
V as essentially a plaything for the masses and
f

in

iiregoer

;

'

i
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until the day arrived when every middle-class home had its ovn projectionmachine and him libraries were in every town or imless each community
had an art-picture-theatre -the screen was bound to be no mere than poThe general public
pular entertainment. How could it be otherwise ?
didn't voluntarily support art or literature, and they wouldn't patronise
That the public doesn't support artistic movies is a
artistic movies.
I live in the seventh largest town in England and
quite well-known fact.
which is reputed to be highbrow. AVhen a dancer comes here her applause

—

—

is

mostly

titters,

an intelligent play

is

acted to a half-empty house, an artis-

saw "Caligari",
any other
person of hygienic habits, excepting a most intense picture-fan, would
refuse to enter and sat among people whose comments on the film were natural, but scarcely complimentary, and generally accompanied by swearwords. Xot that I was revolted, these critical expressions are often most
amusing but one objects to them during the sho^^ing of a particularly inspired production.
However, I think now that the case of movies is but a
matter of time every day people of intelligence are being reconciled to the
stupid things" and artists from dift'erent spheres are interesting themselves
in this new mode of expression.
Moreover, thanks to Germany, film directors are treating even programme pictures with an increased originality and
discrimination than they did four years ago, and now it needs but a good
seventh-rate picture-theatre.

tic film unreels itself in a

"The

Street",

"The Last Laugh" and "Salome"

I

at places that

;

journal representative of the

modem

idea in films to take the place of the

composed mostly of publicity stun.
Films v\dll never attain the dignity and intelligence of literature even if
they ultimately surpass the beauty and artistry of paintings the art of the
cinema is not intellectual it is at its best, to my mind, when it expresses
old-style magazines that are

;

;

human

problems, because the screen has a reality, a naturalness,
on the stage, cannot be caught in paintings because of their immobility, and exists in only the greater novels.
Even many paltry Westems have this atmosphere of life and human-ness. May I suggest that
you make your book a little less literary by publishing niff/Z/o-f;:/ interviews
with and portraits of artistic directors and distinguished players, by showing
stills of scenes remarkable for their beauty of settings or light and shade,
and by keeping in touch with studios all over the world devoting a couple
of pages to important current activities of various companies ? STANLEY
simple,

that

is

lost

AVALLIS. BRISTOL.)
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Film Society
1.

KGGEI.IXG

:

:

Notes on the 17th Programme.

Bggeling, the pioneer of absolute films was "a

man who

believed fanatically in his work a man who spoke of art without sentimentalising over it, logically, soberly, always aware of why and wherefore". (Kurt).
;

The Symphonie Diagonale shown here is of great interest to us. The basis
of his work is line, and his patterns are mainly the varying positions on a
two dimensional plane, the screen, of his one dimensional figures, in contradistinction to the patterns of Ruttmann and Richter which are usually
flat two-dimensional forms moving in three dimensions.
The screen is a
blackboard to Bggeling and a window to Richter and Ruttmann. His more
complex Symphonie Horizontal-Vertikal seems

Xo-one con-

less pleasing

tinues his work.
2. Richter
Richter is a prolific absolute worker, and a pioneer. This
Rhythmiis is one of his least attractive works.
Rhythm is essentially the
quality which, as a whole, the film lacks.
Perhaps the copy had been
rejoined and was not in the order originally designed five years ago.
It
gave the effect of pieces, of which only one is striking, when the two sides, or
the top and bottom, of the screen move toward one another.
:

3.

Bir,i,Y's B1BI.E

rience taught

how

1

91 2

:

Certainly from the Golden Age.

Before expeby the spec-

easily a restrained gesture can be interpreted

But perhaps it was necessary to gesticulate to the audiences of those
days, not only the technique of film story-telling but of film story-reading
advances. A Lubitsch of three years back, then a marvel of ingenious and
gentle hinting, is obvious to-day.
Note in this film one shot where Billy,
tator.

filling the water bottles, suddenly looks up startled and runs.
The savages
pursue him running in front of the camera and not until the gay clothes they
are wearing, which suddenly obscure the picture, recede some distance in
pursuit of him, do we perceive the cause for his alarm. This could not be
more neatly and dramatically composed.

4.

The face ox the bar room floor

see a really

80

bad Chaplin.

The essence

:

It is good, instructive, for us to

of his art is the

subduing and hiding
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of himself.

Even when,

active, it is a false

in his proper character, its face or person is

and hoaxing

most

jollity or sorrow, its real feelings are stiU

masked and shy. Therefore, vrhen he presents a burlesque, the Don in
Carmen or the tragic painter in this film, and he merely exaggerates and
mocks the expected behaviour of the conventional type portrayed, without
retaining beneath it any special feelings at all, we are instantly aware of the
emptiness.
His burlesque is more a Dumb Crambo than a live creation.
Conklin and Purviance on the cast
play the chief supporting parts.

list

only appear for scarce seconds, others

Poi^YCHROMiDE COI.OUR The writer abhors colour. He is an apostle
and white league. (He is even an apostle of the silence league
and levitates his gorge at Movietone, Phono films, etc.) Besides there is no
logical reason why colour, if admitted should be natural.
But let us be charitable, with a purely investigatory and inquisitive charity, and have a look
at what 'natural' colour can do.
Obviously results vary very much indeed
with varying circumstances. In the bad weather at Giggleswick scarcely
any colour is seen at all. But in several places we are pleasurably astonished.
One of Betty Faire's hats, the silver fish, the white and red Japanese Goldfish, and one amazing shot of shadows and lights on ice with a pink skater
give a hint of a quality that might convert us if it could be reached more
often than very rarely.
Evening light is interesting and the street lamps
via supersensitive stock make us feel privileged to be present at the beginning of an important adventure. The eclipse of course is a subject, like
a war film, that carries an impressiveness of its own irrespective of the quality of its treatment.
But it must be recognised that here the colour is an
unqualified success, and enhances and heightens the drama of the subject.
5.

:

of the black

Toi,STOY A veteran of eighty, surrounded by his family, acclaimed by
walking through the snow at 5 a. m., leaping lively onto horseback.
What would we not give to see thus Tolstoy plain in youth, in middle
age ? We know in theory that future generations may hear a great man
speak from the disc, may see his form move on the film, but when before
have we had so vigorous an object lesson, presented before our eyes a record
of a man so many of us were too young to apprehend ?
6.

:

his people,

This belongs definitely to the class of illustration films.
7. Taras Bui,ba
Instead of being utterly changed, adapted, transmogrified into its new form,
as Shakespeare from Holinshead, or von Stroheim from Lehar, there is a
:
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whole host

of films

which are merely faithful and

literal transcriptions of

This is the curse of Swedish films, where literary respect
such that every director obediently inserts each sideplot and detail of the

their subjects.
is

however complex and confusing, starting a thousand hares that are
It is to be so in France, where the ignorant superstition
of illiterate and conscience striken film men together with the pretentious
impertinence of Academicians combine to agree that nothing adapted may
be altered, novels and plays must in future be just photographed. Not
that a faithful film illustration is always without value independently from
the book or play from which it is made.
Greed is probably better than
McTeague for all its deliberate attempt to be only the same although the
incidents are merely imitated and the film has no existence separate from
the book. Raskolnikov by the originality of its treatment becomes an interesting, a creative criticism of parts of the Dostoievsky story.
But Taras
Bulha adds nothing of any kind to the Gogol story. It is illustrative and
novel,

not run to earth.

;

merits of the film are the merits of the story. Any
by the likeness of the character to Gogol's
conceptions.
But, since the story is such an excellent story, and many of
the characters so attractive in the story, the film holds one's interest. The
great mpments in the story the death of the younger son, the death of the
elder son are not botched
they have the same power in writing and in
picture.
And lusty old Taras himself, an actor manager from Kiev, has the

nothing more.

charm

Any

of character is aroused

—

—
;

What a bear
When he is overwhelmed at
very tree of the forest. But the production is entirely
crude.
There is only one cinematic movement, the entry into the besieged
town, the panning camera on the starving inhabitants. Much of the minor acting is terribly tawdry, its worst moments were cut by the Film
Society's editors.
The film was left by Ermoliev at fourteen reels, at his
Its performance was
request it was reduced by the Film Society to seven.
largely marred by the music, which failed to seduce the spectator's attenThis was the
tion until the middle of the film and often was out of step.
all the
fault not of the musical director, but of unforeseen circumstances
old film joins of five years back started to break in rehearsal, which had
accordingly to be abandoned while the film was made ready for the show
itself. (IVOR MONTAGU, 43, Leicester Square, LONDON, W. I.)

personality of Gogol's Taras.

the end he

!

fallg as a

;
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A

reply

to

Miss Marion Fitz-Simonds

Dear

Sir,

Are we giving

films a

chance

to rush about and dogmatise.

We

?

So

seem to be very anxious nowadays
wonder when some of us apply

it is little

our pre-conceived ideas and half-baked theories to the comparitively

new

Films.
All Films can be placed into two classes Motional Design and Narrative
Cinematography. The latter will eventually supercede the Stage as the
leading form of Drama.
It is technically superior, but artistically it will
never exceed the best examples of the Stage. For if it did, it would trespass
Dynamic Art.
into the former division of Films
Only one purpose can be superior at one time either the Emotional
force or the Abstract idea.
The Abstract film, the Absolute film. What vast possibilities, what
incomprehensible achievements may be attained with this new medium of
But we have few or no chances of seeing examples of Abstract
expression.
films.
The Film Society help a little, but as we only see each example once
or twice, we cannot fairly form an opinion from such meagre experience.
That is my view of the Film to you who are devoting to it a life's study,
my opinions may seem a series of platitudes. However, allow me to reply
to certain criticisms of a former letter.
The Film may unify the Muses, and the result may be like Dr. Johnson's
w^alking dog. The greatest works of mankind are those created solely by
the individual. Consequently, the greatest film which will unify music,
art and the Drama, as well as Literature if sub-titles will still be tolerated
the greatest film will be made by a director combining the geniuses of BeeMozart, Rembrandt and
thoven, Van Gogh and Shakespeare pardon
Tchekov.
And b}^ a mathmatical deduction, it would seem that we may have to wait
1:0,000 years before this super-producer is born.
And then, probably, an audience of Supermen and women will be prepared to acclaim this genius, being able to appreciate all three muses simullaneously. Wonderful
:

:

—

—

:

—

—

!

—

—

!
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No, the Narrative Film will be no better than the Opera or the Ballet
But not ethereal.
and quite entertaining
However we have prophets among us who write to Close Up, asserting
that the Film is a "pure plastic medium of expression" (What would Mr.
Roger Fry say ?) which is a presumption analogous with that of a cannabalBy
istic tom-tom beater giving an opinion on the Rasoumoffsky quartets.
which I mean to point out that we are quite innocent of the development of
Yours etc. (J. A. HARDY.
the Films as a medium of expression.
delightful

Now

of
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!
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AN S

by Bryher
'

'What part have

realise here is

civilians in

war ?"

It is this question

asked by the author that makes ont

not a searchlight merely, but an oxy-aceteline flame burning to the very heart

Wartime England.
"So war began with cheering and ended with drunkenness. What about Berlin ? What o
the defeated ? What for all of to-morrow ? There was nothing to do for those not drunk bui
to go to bed. As they had gone to bed on August the Fourth. There was a lot of ruin in be-:
tween. Where did the old code lead ? Be a good wife, be a good mother, be a good citizen lec
to this

— drunken men cheering in a war, drunken women cheering out a war.

nobody

responsible.

People dying, even civilians dying".

Or again

Kol ody caring,

:

"Your King and Country Need You, screamed the posters. Well they were learning novi
what king and country' was.
'You bloody bastard, ." the ser£.eant began, and the cane descend-,
ed again, full betM cen a horse's ears. The rest of the sentence was lost in the jingling of the reins.
Children in prams sat and watched "the soldiers"...
"It's a shame," someone in the crowd
yelled...
The:
"Not so good for recruiting to do that in the open," an officer was saying.
recruits galloped along the Row.
On hoardings black robed mothers with white hair prodded
'

.

.

.

.

their sons toward bayonets."

This is a vivid and remorseless book of the War, unique in every way.

A

great book.
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ISLAND
MaCPHER SON
A tale

3

ihim,

hand.
j

;

of the outer Hebrides, a small island

—a treble clang.
.

.

.eyes.

It

was easy

"where things happen." "Fear struck a note in

apprehend a hand

filling

the dusk, stretched

down

to him.

.something,

It is not joy that waits for

Then he shook
5There was a club

to

you

here.

from the upturned collar of his weatherproof and regained pride.
foot of rock and erosions had continued it in a leg. The famiW stronghold
:svas set on the instep, wary with watchtowers.
It was an attempt at shelter from Atlantic
!.gales, seen only obliquely from the sea, but the wind made arcs and tormented it with catcalls
Might set off across the sea like an expedition. Something would happen. Rising, he felt the
"
Tijand shake under impact.
Tide crashed against his feet
.leads to an immense

:

his throat

.

iidimax

.

:

"Get that woman out of here," said Mannering, "someone take her away and attend to her."
Mannering bowed dovm herhead and wept terribly. She gained control at once. Aggie
jiBcott was screaming down the corridor, more and more faintly, "it was an accident, my finder
My finger nail. ..." A grim impassivity fell upon the room. The candles guttered
y^ail.
,an absorbing and tragic tale, capturing the true island
frenziedly in strong draughts."
Price
I'sense of sea and weather and emotions "on this island hj^brid and unfeasible."
i

'}jhlxs.

7 shillings and sixpence.
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LIBRAIRIE
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La Maison des Amis des Livres is indisputably the founder of the present bookshop movement. It introduced two great principles which
have now been established the first, of amoral
((

:

order, demands that the bookseller be not only
cultivated but that he or she undertake the task
of a veritable priesthood the second, of a material order, reposes on the practice of the sale and
loan of books.
The Librarv of the Maison des Amis des Livres
is today the most complete and the richest library in existence.
It possesses a great number of
works that are out of print. There one finds all
the Moderns up to the most extreme, and all
the Classics. »
;

VALERY LARBAUD
(La Revue

de France)

I
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SHAKESPEARE
AND COMPANY
Sylvia Beach

BOOKSHOP
LENDING LIBRARY
PUBLISHERS OF

ULYSSES

doing a service in pointing
out the most complete and modern Anglo((

I

shall be

American

libraries that Paris possesses.

Shakespeare and Company run by
Miss Sylvia Beach whose role as publisher and
propagandist in France of the most recent
English and American works assures her from
now on an enviable place in the literary history
of the United States, and who assembles the
(c

It

is

among the young English, Irish and
Americans who are temporalily in Paris.
elite

y>

VALERY LARBAUD
(La Revue de France)

a

young
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extraordinary vagmness persists in England as

magapnes not

to

an author with

« where can I get your hook ? »

A

blow

volume has been issued by one of the do^en best
It

never seems to occur

to

bow

to

to

known

them that they have only

the

he out

of stock

In order

to

}

and
he

inevitable

pride when the
publishing firms.

order a book or a

to

maga:(ine at the nearest bookshop and that they will then receive
it

hooks

upon railway hookstores may

in thousands

Well educated people come up

obtained.
question,

displayed

(should

it

at the latest in a couple of days.

get Close
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